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Individuals Responded:
1.1

URN 033

Please listen to local communities with regard to planning effecting our local environment and reducing
biodiversity and threatening nature and so effecting climate adversely. Please support those working on
sustainable solutions such as zero emission sites, environmental centres, organic farms, community food
programs and zero emission transport. Thank you for listening to Cornwall residents

1.2

URN 037

1, The increasing risk that the planet will be tipped into “positive feedback mechanisms” that will mean that
global heating will no longer be something that our actions (as the human race) will have any impact on. For
example, there was an earthquake in the artic in early March this year, that released a colossal amount of
methane from the ocean bed. The scientists observing this hypothesised that it was caused by the loss of sea
ice. The usual weight and compression caused by the sea ice provided stability to the ocean floor, without the
ice, the sea floor became unstable and caused the earthquake. There are many of these feedback loops, such
as the acidification of the oceans (caused by dissolved CO2) – this means that tiny creatures (that would
usually absorb CO2 in the form of building their skeletons and shells and then sink to the ocean floor –
trapping the co2 and removing it from the carbon cycle) are no longer able to survive.
2, The organisations, corporations and governments that have the power to make change have too many
vested interests in continuing business as usual and are not motivated to make changes that they feel may
make them unpopular or put their stakeholders in a compromised position. It is about money, when it should
be about humanity, quality of life and sharing.
1, Show everyone – within Cornwall, government, local communities, global forums that we are serious about
making changes and living differently so that we can protect the future of our environment locally and
demonstrate how it can be done. The council and the people need to be prepared to go to court for what is
right for the county – as mandated by the Paris Agreement and our pledge to try to achieve the 2030 target.
We cannot continue to be constrained by glacial change in legislation from central government when we know
exactly what we need to do locally (for example changes in planning law). We must get on and do it and find
some good lawyers who can support this – check out stopecocide.earth
2, Find some good lawyers who will help us (citizens of Cornwall and Cornwall County Council) set a precedent
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– the council has the support of so many people in the county on this issue, localism is the way forward when
the government has stopped leading us effectively. The citizens have got your back Kate Kennally!
If we are not prepared to defend our rights to look after our future then we must expect to fail, as doing it
using the usual channels will take too long. Time is not on our side.
As already stated – effective legislative procedures to enable the citizens and council to protect the county,
backed up by legal support to defend any challenges
Planning law that is timely and protects the environment, preventing any more domestic and nondomestic
building infringements Cornwall based energy grid so we are independent from the National Grid and not
constrained by it. Localism - with communities supported to be more self- sufficient. Climate change is already
here and is going to increase in challenge, we better be ready to look after ourselves.
Phasing out of second home ownership. There are enough second homes in Cornwall to fulfil the entire
housing need without another house being needed to be built.
Financial disincentives for second home ownership that were large enough to either; a) be effective and stop
people having second homes b) push second homes onto rental market as this would be the only way they
could be kept as investment for second home owners (rental would need to be in in line with local rental
arrangements/charges for residential properties) c) raise funds that could be used to support schemes to
house local people more effectively and in more efficient homes (e.g. pay for insulation, grants for installing
ground source heat pumps etc). Have ratio of holiday-homes: residential that reflects the needs of the local
community. Planning permission of change of use to holiday home must be guided by this community need.
Neither of these ideas will be popular with people who have money – in fact, I attended one of the Cornwall
Council 50:50 ideas meetings earlier this year, and when I raised the point about second home ownership and
the long term goal of phasing this out to benefit housing access to individuals and families with no access to
homes, a Cornwall Councillor guffawed and said “that will never happen”. To be honest, I was pretty
disgusted that a councillor would be so openly ridiculing of a suggestion to improve equality in his
constituency. Of course, it will never happen if there is no will to change from our business as usual
standpoint. I refer the reader to my comment in the second section 2* The organisations, corporations and
governments that have the power to make change have too many vested interests in continuing business as
usual and are not motivated to make changes that they feel may make them unpopular or put their
stakeholders in a compromised position. It is about money, when it should be about humanity, quality of life
and sharing” particularly sharing of local resources for people who live locally.
I would love to see local planning policy champion and favour groups or individuals striving to self-build or run
projects to build houses for local people, that have environmentally conscious aspiration at their heart, rather
than highest bidder, make the most profit and move on models.
Enable locals to acquire land and build carbon neutral homes with space to grow their own food and harvest
water and electricity.
Prevent the construction of any commercial or domestic buildings which have a negative impact on the
environment, either in design or materials.
Prevent the change of use from residential to holiday or second home, and return those that have changed
their use back to residential
Provide an income stream to upgrade current unsuitable/inefficient housing
The Covid 19 crisis has shown what can be achieved in legislation where there is political will. It will also put
every normal citizen in a terrible financial position.
The support of the council now is even more important to prevent these individuals in dire straits (domestic or
business) from being further exploited by corporations and banks with increasing debt and control that goes
hand in hand with that debt.
The potential for big corporations to swoop in and snap up businesses turning them from unique Cornish
wonders into facsimiles of every other outlet in the country is enormous and must be resisted at all levels.
Please can the council look at all ways possible to prevent these businesses from failing – again, a chance for
Cornwall Council to show what is possible where there is will.
Thank you for giving me the opportunity to share my thoughts about these important matters
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1.3

URN 038

I just received an email update about the council's climate change development plan. I think it is
great that the council are taking a proactive approach to tackling climate change and want to
register my support for this plan and the idea of allocating areas for renewable energy deployment
(like wind and solar).

1.4

URN 039

I think it is too difficult to get planning permission for solar panels. I know I could put them on my
roof, but many roofs have fragile slates and the orientation is well below optimum. I think it should
be made easier to get an array in a garden for example. E.g. using a fence line without imposing on
the visual attributes/ scenery.
I was thinking about this (over the 9m2 limit) but got put off by the planning hurdles Inc. a
consultation that seemed over the top to me.

1.5

URN 040

It is necessary to relax the rules regarding applications of poly tunnels and renewables. We need
more locally produced food, more diversity of our food and more regenerative / conservation
farming. Renewables are obvious!

1.6

URN 042

1, That we may hold the future of the world in our hands, yet act like the Titanic floating slowly
towards disaster.
2, That we are able to build low-carbon housing developments, but choose not to do this due to a
lack of understanding about land economics.
1, Two new eco-villages – perhaps one in the East of the county and one in the West
2, More bike lanes
New settlements as per Clause 72 of the National Planning Policy Framework: ‘The supply of large
numbers of new homes can often be best achieved through planning for larger scale development,
such as new settlements…’ which is important to me because of the link between new settlements,
low land prices and high quality sustainable housing.
Cornwall Council’s politicians have the power to make a step change in sustainable housing delivery.
No-one else does. Other parties such as developers and housing associations can build 1,000 homes
– using the (out-dated?) systems and policies that have failed to deliver over the past two decades –
but only the Council can decide to implement Clause 72 of the National Planning Policy Framework:
‘The supply of large numbers of new homes can often be best achieved through planning for larger
scale development, such as new settlements…’
If the Council were to launch an eco-village competition then we would be the envy of the country.
One village in the East of the county and one village in the West of the county – sites of c.100 acres –
with the land price limited to £7k per plot and only a trusted development partner (or the Council
itself) chosen to develop out the new homes and businesses. This would enable the development of
homes with photovoltaics on the roof to generate power for computers (for home working) and
electric cars, passive house standards to reduce heating bills, zero carbon Primary schools,
allotments and 40% affordable housing.
Only local politicians can make this happen – not Council officers or any other party in the
development industry – and it is possible that all that is needed is the courage to resurrect the ecovillage competition that was launched in Cornwall 12 years ago.
An eco-village places engineers at the centre of the development process, increasing Cornwall’s
strength in growing sectors of innovation and technology. The right sites would have dedicated cycle
10
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paths to nearby towns and rail links. Land prices starve the development process by increasing just
enough to prevent high quality schemes, however land owners will accept £7k per plot if their fields
are true windfall sites (e.g. chosen via a standalone eco-village competition).

1.7

URN 043

1, warming of seas
2, effect on vulnerable communities/nations
1, Resilient towns and villages
2, Higher standards of sustainability whilst reflecting local character
Resilient communities sustaining local shops, amenities and village halls. Providing local technology
hubs in village halls to help small businesses and discourage travel Under transport
Making traffic free routes the norm Reducing traffic speeds in villages to improve safety and
emissions. Stopping the building of over large homes on large plots. We do need more homes, but
we should use our land as a precious resource and not allow out of character, huge homes which are
often rarely lived in. Any affordable homes built should be let to those most in local need and this
should be overseen rigorously by Cornwall Council.
We need to discourage travel by improving technological links and where it is necessary improve our
rail infrastructure and speed rather than encouraging short haul flights
Develop a walking strategy by linking and improving footpaths to encourage people to leave their
cars behind. So far, the Community Infrastructure levy appears to have so many exemptions that
most large unaffordable houses don’t contribute to community infrastructure in our villages
The state of some of our public footpaths is poor and the signage of where paths lead to encourage
people to utilise them is virtually nonexistence. All towns and villages should have interpretive maps
to encourage use and point out local interest and businesses. It would cost very little
I am disappointed that Cornwall Council are having to mitigate their own decisions encouraging air
travel and rocket science just because you view there is economic gain.

1.8

URN 044

Would you consider making roads one way for motorised traffic where feasible and converting the
other lane to a cycle path? One place which I think would be suitable is the road from Tuckingmill
roundabout to Avers roundabout. Motorised traffic could return on the A30. It would enable people
to travel safely from Camborne to Pool and Redruth by bicycle, currently it is a very busy road with a
lot of air pollution which discourages people from cycling it. With a proper cycle path, I would
envisage a huge increase in cyclists especially students travelling to Cornwall College.

1.9

URN 045

It concerns me that our economy will be adversely affected if we rush to decarbonise.
This is a waste of money. We must adapt – the climate has always changed and will continue to do
so, regardless of what we do or don’t do.
A strong and stable economy Invest in hi tech industries and a strong agricultural sector.
There are no policies that are effective. The climate has always changed and will continue to do so,
in spite of what we do, or don’t do. Please do not overwhelm villages with massive housing
developments, they cannot cope with the influx of people.
DO NOT build huge wind turbines in areas of ONB. They are not wanted.
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1.10 URN 046
The loss of habitat for biodiversity, especially around towns, villages and cities in Cornwall, and
especially pollution from transport. The pollution and damage to the marine environment via fishing
and plastic waste. Reduce building on greenfield sites especially for infrastructure projects including
heliports, new roads and especially out of town supermarkets. Increase our renewable energy
resources so we can provide all of our electricity needs. Yes, I think the seemingly un controlled
building on greenfield sites of housing and transport infrastructure, driven mostly by large
companies or rich individuals, who of course stand to make money from these projects.
A reduction in building carbon heavy transport, especially helicopter infrastructure. No more
housing estates which I feel are deemed necessary by large firms who have powerful government
lobbying structures. We can sensibly repurpose existing buildings to house those who really need it.
The heliport in particular will impact on me personally through noise and air pollution. We have also
lost greenfield sites along the Eastern Green and Longrock corridor. A new heliport cannot help
Cornwall towards Carbon Neutrality The current lockdown for coronavirus shows we can work from
home much more than is normally the case. I feel there should be now a move to reduce car
journeys both within and into Cornwall. We can improve rail links and discourage visitors to come in
their cars too.
As far as evidence goes I would think it is only common sense to state that up to 17 helicopter flights
a day to the Scillies will increase air and noise pollution to unacceptable levels. I felt that the
planning consultation for the heliport in Penzance did not and will be proved to not have been
subjected to a rigorous environmental impact study. The existing airport should have been used. If
the new heliport does not succeed I imagine we will have yet another out of town supermarket on
the site further damaging Penzance’s existing shops.

1.11 URN 047
1, Increasing poverty, Effect on wildlife Consider planning & so-called development – always put the
impact on wildlife first
2, make the bus service cheaper
What policies do you think would be most effective against climate change?
1, Getting people out of their cars
2, Encourage working from home
Encourage tourists to travel by train to Cornwall
I’m still amazed that the helicopter in Penzance was given backing – given Cornwall Council’s policies
re the environment and noise pollution – this should never happen again

1.12 URN 048
1, Negative effects on human flourishing e.g. air, sea, water, food production.
2, Loss of plant and animal life that sustain us.
1, Support more public transport which is cheap and ideally electric.
2, Ensure all new builds, domestic and commercial are zero carbon, have solar panels, water
recycling and have substantial tree planting on site.
The unlevel playing field in favour of large supermarkets. Whilst town centre businesses have to pay
business rates on their car parks the supermarkets pay nothing! This should be addressed with the
funding going to local councils. Business rates should be abolished for owner/occupier shops to
encourage local shopping and reinvigorate town centres.
As above + closing of roads when/where pollution is already above safe levels.
Improve profitability of local businesses
Discourage car journeys to supermarkets.
Assist Parish Councils to promote tree planting in every garden, school and public areas.
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1.13 URN 049
1. Allow Everyone to use the Park and ride buses, not just the people at the car parks, or during off
peak hours at least, say: nine am to four thirty. Set up electric bike points for borrowing bikes
around big towns and between areas where people live and where they tend to work.
2.Create job swap opportunities so, for example a head teacher, or teacher, living in Helston but
working in , say St Mawes and Truro, swaps being a head teacher or teacher, so distant from where
she resides With one who is a head teacher or teacher in or near Helston , with one who lives
nearer the Truro area. This would apply to other swappable work situations to try to cut down on
Cornish workers travelling unnecessary distances quite so much every day.
3. Encourage localisation, with communities being incentivised to plant lots of fruit and nut trees to
have more trees but also more locally sourced fruit and nuts to avoid these coming from afar.
4. Insist that land owners not farming their fields but sitting on the land, hoping for planning
permission, HAVE to farm it for food crops, if they don’t, have its use taken over by the authority or
local community, so it’s proper potential is not wasted. This should mean fresh food (vegetables, but
maybe meat too,) is available locally without huge transportation distances being incurred. Local
butchery should be made possible and safe.
5. If not food grown, then hemp, which is VERY versatile, and could replace plastics or building
materials c should be grown. Daffodil growing could be replaced by hemp, as daffodils mean lots of
transportation for a luxury, rather than possible LOCAL manufacture of a variety of goods made from
hemp. This could create round the year work for locals. I believe hemp is being grown near Trelonkn
on the Roseland. I wonder what is being made from it? Plastic replacements, building materials,
rope? This could be good for Cornwall and the Isles if Scilly.
6. Really encourage and reward car sharing and a working system of people getting together to shop
for others or go shopping together as working during the lock down.
7. No planning permission granted to buildings that won’t have a zero-carbon footprint.
8. Incentivise big stores that do home deliveries to insist on each area having deliveries on the same
day, and times, so vans are not shutting and trekking all over the county to do disparate drop off all
over the place, instead of a concentrated set of deliveries in particular geographically close areas,
saving diesel/ petrol (and time) and money.
9. Build on all the working from home that has been successful over the lockdown to continue and
become common.
10. Divest from any Cornwall Council fossil fuel investments and transfer this to local sustainable
energy projects.
11. Encourage locals to buy locally caught seafoods so these don’t have to travel abroad with the
freezing and fuel that currently involves.
12. Do not support rocket launching from Newquay airport or it being made into a long-haul flight
destination.
13. Sadly, we need to cut flights world-wide to cut unnecessary, decadent fossil fuel use, so, put a
huge tax on flying from Newquay. Climate change is not SUCH an immediate threat as Covid 19 but
should be treated AS seriously and so draconian measures ARE in order, so we do our bit not to trash
the future for our children, grandchildren here and everywhere.
14. Is hydrogen as a fuel becoming viable now?? If so, can CC invest in this and even create its
production here?
15. Research Polyfuels, a company that converts plastics to fuels. A machine costs eight million and
would be a better investment for the county than rocket launching for Richard Branson and Stars
wars.
16. Stop the 5G roll out and go for ubiquitous fibre optic installation which is just as fast, but we
need to boycott the internet of things which will lead to MASSIVE increases in the demand for
energy in the future. Until we have sufficient sustainably sourced energy for our present needs it is
madness to be promoting a technology that is going to need massively greater amounts of energy
and may require tree felling when we must be hugely increasing our tree coverage.
13
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17. Plant up the Lizard and other unproductive land with trees, especially fruit and nut ones, but also
fir homegrown wood production.
18. Charge second home owner’s EXTRA high council tax and end any benefits they get for using
their investment properties, to put towards the county’s needs to fight climate change and zero
carbon it’s footprint.
19. Consider moving to a four-day week if this will cut down on travel around the county, cutting out
a whole day’s worth of workers and students, travelling.
20. Investigate creating energy from tide flow.
21. Grants to solar panel installers, and to other retrofitting private individuals.
22. Huge development of retrofitting jobs and projects. Support for apprenticeships in this area of
work and training.
23. Many more cycle paths and insist on SLOWER travel on roads where bikes are going to be in
evidence.
24. Slow down traffic everywhere to cut petrol consumption rates and persuade people not to travel
around so lavishly.
25. Use local radio and other media to educate the Cornish about climate change and why it is
imperative to fight it powerfully NOW, lots of people don’t know!!And others don’t care but need
to! Promote the book,’ The Carbon Buddy Manual,’ by Roseland resident and team building
psychologist, Colin Hastings - see www. Carbon Buddy Project.
26. incentivise schools and businesses to teach about how to cut our personal carbon footprints.
Perhaps, create competitions for ideas and inventions.
2ti.Send out a long list of ideas to Cornish residents as to what individuals can do to reduce their
personal carbon footprint/ energy use e.g.:
a) wear more clothes and turn your heating off or down
b.) wear dark coloured clothes to cut down on clothes washing!
c.) take showers rather than baths and turn shower off when applying shampoo and conditioner.
Only shower long enough to get clean or ease your aches and pains.
d) if taking a bath for pain relief, sit in it while the water runs IN so you avoid having to add extra hot
or cold for your needs.
E.) Baths are generally for comfort and relief If aches and pains, rather than removing dirt, so , see if
more than one person in the family can share the same bath water. We have become decadent and
wasteful with hot water (and water) so bath sharing is one way to cut down on energy, and water,
waste.
f.) Use a washing up bowl to flush the loo with used bath water as every flush needs water to be
pumped using energy. Also, it is wasteful to use purified- drinking water- to flush with!
g.) put the plug in the bath or shower - well to save the water to flush with.
h.) use bath/ shower water to water your garden, saving the pumping and, in dry times, saving water
consumption.
i.) if you have heating on in unused rooms, keep the curtains drawn to retain the heat better.
J.) have thick curtains to keep the heat in. You can supplement summer weight curtains with added
curtains on the same rail for the winter. This may not look quite so wonderful, but our aim is
reducing energy consumption rather than impressing visitors. Wise visitors will be impressed by your
ingenuity IN avoiding wasting energy/heat.
K.) To stay warm when watching TV or reading, or working at your computer, don’t turn the heat up,
but wrap up snuggly in a blanket, duvet, fleece, scarf and gloves, woolly hat!! Seriously, expecting to
be really warm by heating the whole room/ house needs to be rethought, especially if that heat is
disappearing through glass windows or bad insulation. It up the chimney!
l.) Do not have heating in your bedrooms! Wear warm nightclothes and have enough bedclothes.
Keep a warm dressing gown or garment to hand for when you come out of your cosy bed.
m.) when brushing teeth or hands, put the plug in so you can use the Collected water to finish your
ablutions.
14
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n.) if using the oven, try to have several items to cook rather than just one. Perhaps cook to freeze as
well as eat that day. Consider salad instead if hot food!!
O.) when using hot plates, stack what is boiling so the steam from the under pot heats the pot
above. Put lids on pots to avoid wasting the heat.
P.) put different green veg. In just the one pot rather than have several different pots boiling. Use
hot water from green veg to make the instant gravy, rather than specially boiling a kettle.
q.) only put as much water as us needed for your drink into the kettle to boil.
r.) If washing up
In a bowl, only fill it as full as is needed to cover the dishes rather than automatically filling it right
up.
S.) if using a dish washer try to fill it up before running it. If food gets to dry to remove, a quick rinse
while the food or drink is moist will avoid this.
T.) try to walk or bike rather than drive.
U.) do ALL your weekly shop on the one visit to the shops rather than going by car to the shops more
often. Make a list as u go through the week divas not to forget what you need. Planning your needs
and meals can save wastage!!
V.) Drive slower than usual to reduce fuel consumption, this will mean setting out earlier, but a bit of
planning can handle this.
W. Walk rather than drive.
X.) Try to shop for others or ask them to for you to avoid Unnecessary car use.
Y.) Zoom meetings whenever possible.
Z) buy a second-hand electric car if you can when replacing your car and will get able to charge it
Just a few ideas to feed to the general Public. We need to change our values so being fuel thrifty is
the fashion and gains respect rather bring looked down on!!
We also need to develop carbon friendly agricultural practices, hydroponics. Silvia agriculture etc. I
really recommend ‘Drawdown, The Most Comprehensive Plan to Reverse Global Warming.’ Edited
by Paul Hawken.

1.14 URN 050
It lacks the ambition and proactivity needed to achieve the targets set in the Council’s Climate plan. Part of the
reason for this seems to be centred around building standards and what appears to have been taken as a ‘no
go’ domain.
The urgency being brought about by compounding climate breakdown, in my view, demands that Local
Authorities do not retreat behind what appear to be the delaying tactics of consultations such as the Future
Homes Standard and instead get on the front foot and collectively challenge the regulations now.
I see critical mass for a forceful challenge being created by the Council working with UK 100,the National
Association of Local Councils (NALC) and the Local Government Association. The ultimate objective must be to
assemble consensus and the weight necessary to take on the Ministry of Housing, Communities & Local
Government and its Planning Inspectorate. In so doing to collectively challenge them to set aside the existing
presumptions on building standards that are presenting such a frustrating barrier to progressing necessary
actions to address climate breakdown.
UK100 is the only network for UK local authorities, urban, suburban and rural, focused climate and clean
energy policy. We connect local leaders to each other, to business and to national government, enabling them
to showcase their achievements, learn from each other and speak collectively to accelerate the transition to
clean energy.
NALC provide a national voice for local (parish and town) councils across England. We campaign on their
behalf, raise awareness of their work and provide them with a range of services to support their needs.
· Campaigning – lobby for the issues that are important to local councils and communicate those views to
government and a range of influential organisations, in the private, charity and public sector. Up and down the
country many Parish and Town Councils have declared a climate emergency and they seek a steer from their
respective County Councils on how they can play their part in bringing about tangible change. In Cornwall
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dozens of Local Councils have declared a climate emergency. They would therefore be a willing ally to the
Council in being progressive and ambitious with regard to the drafting of its Climate Change DPD. What is the
LGA?
We are a politically-led, cross-party organisation that works on behalf of councils to ensure local government
has a strong, credible voice with national government. We aim to influence and set the political agenda on the
issues that matter to councils, so they are able to deliver local solutions to national problems. • It there
anything else you think the Climate Change DPD should cover? Yes. It should specifically cover Decarbonising
Residential Development.
Context The zero carbon homes policy, which was first announced in 2006 by the then-chancellor Gordon
Brown, would have ensured that all new dwellings from 2016 would generate as much energy on-site through
renewable sources, such as wind or solar power, as they would use in heating, hot water, lighting and
ventilation.
This was to be supported by tighter energy efficiency standards that would come into force in 2016, and a
scheme which would allow housebuilders to deliver equivalent carbon savings off site.
However, in its paper of July 2015 titled: Fixing the foundations: Creating a more prosperous nation the
government said that it did not after all intend to proceed with the zero carbon Allowable Solutions carbon
offsetting scheme, or the proposed 2016 increase in on-site energy efficiency standards.
To put effect to this change of direction the government needed to change the statute that carried the zero
carbon homes policy forward, namely the Planning and Energy Act 2008. In the event the government planned
to introduce changes via the Deregulation Act of 2015, which made it clear that it was referring to
amendments of the Planning and Energy Act 2008.
Before the changes the text in Planning and Energy Act 2008, Chapter 21 Section 1 Read:- Energy policies (1)A
local planning authority in England may in their development plan documents in their local development plan,
include policies imposing reasonable requirements for— (a) a proportion of energy used in development in
their area to be energy from renewable sources in the locality of the development; (b) a proportion of energy
used in development in their area to be low carbon energy from sources in the locality of the development; (c)
development in their area to comply with energy efficiency standards that exceed the energy requirements of
building regulations. The proposed change (amendment) of the Planning and Energy Act 2008, as stated
above, was contained in Section 43 of the Deregulation Act 2015. It simply said: - after subsection (1) insert—
Subsection (1)(c) does not apply to development in England that consists of the construction or adaptation of
buildings to provide dwellings or the carrying out of any work on dwellings.” What actually happened?
There were no other planned amendments, but crucially the planned amendment to Subsection (1)(c) has not
in the final analysis been brought into force. This is evident when web searching for Deregulation Act 2015, c.
20 Housing and development and clicking on “Latest Available (Revised)” and then scrolling down to Section
43. Here the Section is boxed with the words “Prospective”. What is assumed to have happened?
It seems, from the evidence provided by the almost universal failure of local authorities to compel developers
to take forward the precepts of the zero carbon homes policy, the understanding has been that because the
precepts were expected to be withdrawn it was sensible to progress local plan development accordingly. This
position was reinforced by the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF). Recent revisions have both
removed the requirement for local authorities to give active support to energy improvements to existing
buildings and in addition have failed to clarify how far local authorities are permitted to go in setting their own
tighter standards for new-build dwellings.
Interpretation What is the interpretation of what actually happened? Subsection (1) (c) confined itself to
energy efficiency standards in the context of building regulations only! The section 43 amendment would stop
local authorities from requiring developers to install energy efficiency to a standard that exceeds building
regulations. But as it has not been brought into force. Local Authorities can still require developers to install
energy efficiency to standards that exceed building regulations.
This is where I think Cornwall Council should adopt a progressive and ambitious policy context in which it calls
for developers to install energy efficiency to standards that exceed building regulations. Moreover, the other
two preceding subsections namely (1) (a) and (1) (b) which were not the subject of planned amendment
remained in force. This means that local authorities can continue to direct developers to install measures that
source a proportion (not defined) of the energy to be used by the development they are providing, to be from
a renewable or low carbon source. Once again there is an opportunity here for the Council to adopt a
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prescriptive policy context which directs developers to install measures that source a quantified proportion of
the energy to be used by the development they are providing, to be from a renewable or low carbon source.
The way forward to gain traction and support for this approach to building standards it is my view that the
Council should set up lines of communication with the bodies listed above. Then it should and start working
with them to establish a collective approach. This would be to align plan development in a way which imposes
building standards that correlate with and contribute to achieving the Council’s Climate Plan.
Aside from bringing about a Climate Change DPD which provides for the two precepts I have set out above it
would be best progressed alongside lobbying to formally extinguish those clauses In the Deregulation Act of
2015 which were designed to cancel the provisions of the Planning and Energy Act 2008

1.15 URN 051
Please keep me informed of any further consultations on the Cornwall Council Climate Change Dev
Plan Doc.

1.16 URN 054
1, Economic consequences of adaption
2, Effect on vulnerable communities
1, Create a planning framework which maps the way to carbon neutral communities
2, Provide all possible encouragement for carbon neutral and sustainable transport
Energy efficiency, Renewable energy, Carbon neutral transport
More rapid movement towards the highest reasonably practical energy efficiency of new
developments and improvement in this within existing development. Optimised and planned
introduction of renewable energy infrastructure which balances what can best be done individually
and locally with more regional initiatives. Adequate infrastructure to support carbon neutral travel
options. A greater emphasis on the enhancement of the natural environment in urban development.
I would like to see a planning and enabling framework created for the development of community
ground source heat pump infrastructure. This infrastructure can be more effective if shared between
a number of households and the legal and planning implications need to be clarified. Local
authorities have public land which can be utilised but need advice and encouragement. Cornwall has
a unique advantage derived from its mining heritage in having a very high degree of access to
underground water which can be used as the heat exchange source. Many mines and shafts are
close to urban settings. Some of these were used until recently by South West Water as drinking
water sources and a degree of infrastructure remains intact. Flooded china clay pits can equally
provide a source for heat exchange. Some exploration borehole drilling for future mining reserves is
also currently being undertaken and these holes could potentially have a second use. Cornwall's
unique heritage could once again be harnessed to work for us in the new renewable energy age.

1.17 URN 059
I would like to make some comments and suggestions for the proposed Climate Change
Development Plan Document. In particular the Policy for Protecting and Enhancing the Natural
Environment. I understand that the Government has asked Local Planning Authorities to help
developers or builders to think about how they build and to think of better ways to make sure they
look after the environment. Planning policies/ rules should be made that help to conserve nature
and will help to make sure this happens. A particular Development Site case in St Tudy (PA20/00444)
has highlighted the vulnerability of trees and hedges and their associated ecosystems when land is
17
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bought with the intension of building houses. There are periods in the development process when
no ecosystem protection is available.
At these times the Developer will seek to remove as many trees and hedges as possible to allow the
maximum number of dwellings to be built.
1. Between Purchase and submission of Outline Planning Permission.
2. Between Outline Planning Permission and Full Planning permission.
In both these development phases a considerable loss of trees, hedges and ecosystems can, and
does, take place with no protection being available.
Tree Preservation Orders (TPO) can be submitted, but are turned down by Cornwall Council on cost
grounds, even when supported by a Tree Officer.
I would like to suggest the following changes for consideration please:
1. TPOs should be considered by a group of experts and not rejected by one person on cost grounds.
2. An appeal process should be available when a TPO is turned down.
3. The Planning Department should be able to prevent pre-emptive work prior to submission of
Planning Permission, and in between Outline and Full Applications
4. Cornwall Council Tree Officers should be able to enter development sites where concern is raised
at any time, and not just when a Planning Application is being considered.
If you need any clarification or further information please contact me.
I wish you well in you endeavours to improve the Planning Process to take into account Climate
Change.

1.18 URN 061
Rising sea levels, impact on biodiversity, Carbon Neutrality, improved biodiversity banning of
bonfires which increase air pollution an C02 emissions.
Cycle/ walking pathway between Truro/ Penryn/Falmouth beside the main road. The A39 between
Devoran and Perranworthal needs elevating, better drainage and incorporation of a cycle/ walking
path beside the creek. Tackle invasive species like Himalayan Balsam more vigorously.
Grants/subsidies for solar panels for every home/ business roof
Free transport for students, Free Park n’ ride
Expansion of existing wind turbine locations and new ones
upgrade the grid
One car per adult policy
Planting trees and not felling existing trees
Increased access to subsidies and grants to alter homes/ businesses to put up solar panels or install
energy efficient heating that doesn't rely on gas. Such as efficient radiators and ground/air source
heat pumps
Increased access to free public transport cycle paths and EV charging points.
Agree new build housing should be Carbon Neutral and that all building plots should involve trees/
spaces for nature.
Improve South West Water sewage treatment to protect our rivers/ seas from the frequent pollution
caused by this company.
Fines for people flushing plastic items / wipes/needles/ cotton buds down their toilets
Deal with all Cornish recycling in Cornwall do not ship it abroad.

1.19 URN 063
1, One concern is that too many people are too ignorant/uniformed of the seriousness and urgency
of the problems we will face to enable governments to be supported take the drastic actions
required. That is why I support the call for a Citizen’s Assembly on the subject of what actions
should be taken to combat the Climate and Ecological crisis.
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2, Another concern is that the prevailing ethos that material/economic growth is a good that should
provide the guiding force for our cultures and societies militates against the capacity of governments
to take the actions needed as these inevitably require the promotion of degrowth and the
prioritising of wellbeing of all species rather than the material wealth of humans.
1, A transition to regenerative agricultural practices that promote ecological sustainability and local
food security and local community resilience as well as massive opportunities for carbon capture and
sequestration. Farmers and farming can provide many solutions to the problems of the coming crisis
and farmers need to be supported and encouraged to be part of the solution.
2, We need to build communities that are more self-sufficient through an economy that is less
dependent on inputs from outside and where less of the wealth created in Cornwall flows out
without benefiting the local community. Fishing rights/quotas need to be allocated to locally
resident family fishing businesses, second home ownership needs to be curtailed, community energy
generation grids need to be promoted as well as community supported agriculture initiatives.
Community resilience—Covid 19 has shown how vulnerable our society is to the ‘just in time’ supply
chain and the fragility of the globalised economy. In Cornwall we are well placed to promote selfsufficiency in all its forms.
Promoting energy efficient housing/business premises through planning constraints, promoting and
supporting regenerative agriculture, creating cheap sustainable public transport networks.
What do you expect the impacts of new planning policy could have on your business, organisation or
community? I hope for improved quality of life—which is not the same as increased wealth
measured in monetary terms.
URN 069 40 Years at planning meetings and times I have heard (don’t want to make the same
mistake as we did in 60s/ti0s/80s/90s) but councils will and do as its plain to see what a mess
Cornwall is now with windmills and solar panels everywhere all people coming to Cornwall are
horrified by the mess as you come in on the A30 the trouble is the contours of Cornwall’s land is
such that is does not matter which way you look you cannot avoid a windmill or solar panel mess for
some reason Cornwall Council thinks it’s got a duty to save the world well it’s not going to happen all
you are doing is spoiling the countryside for the people that live here along with houses that are
been built which are the ghettos of tomorrow(no solar panels incorporated in roof shy not) and for
some reason Cornwall Council thinks it got a duty to supply the world with houses there seems to be
underlying reason why all this happening and we all know the reason I have spent my life as an
electrical engineer and property developer so have a fait knowledge of things that matter to people
one thing Councils seem to forget is QUALITY OF LIFE I have been involved in waste management for
many years and have witnessed the disasters we have ships going around the world (and still are)
dumping recycled rubbish yet Council praise themselves for how much we have recycled this month
As for solar panels and windmills another disaster in Cornwall the council just gave permission to any
landowner and company that wanted to make money it seems I know that some planners were not
happy with some of the site positions now (think it through comes to mind ) who’s brilliant idea was
it to stick windmills next to the A30 to distract drivers I see there is another on being erected as I
type this Also there is no strong contract between the solar panel/ windmill companies with the
national grid so The national grid can take the electricity when and if it wants also pay for electricity
when and if it wants On that point why does Cornwall council think it’s got to supply the rest of the
UK with electricity which is a myth because solar does not work without light and windmills without
wind and electricity cannot at present be stored so the people of Cornwall have to put up with the
mess but who gets the benefit?????? I wonder??? There is a place for solar panels and windmill in
the world but not Cornwall it’s just too small there are alternatives e.g. wave/ tidal/ off shore
windmills/ rubbish incinerator/ thermal/ power stations but please no more solar/ windmills you
can’t do the impossible what is the point if you think carbon is the problem then the rest of the
world has to join in and it’s NOT GOING TO HAPPEN there are parts of the world that do not know
where or if the UK exist and Cornwall Where that !!!!!!!!??????? "If you think the following could
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help your misinformed AIM you could of course ban ALL petrol and diesel engine vehicles including
electricity backup generators / fishing boats / trains/ plains/ helicopters/ lawnmowers/ maintenance
vehicles for solar panels and windmills/ oil and gas central heating boilers / wood burners?? open
fires BBQ’s etc go electric heating/ electric motors in ALL vehicles etc Then the Cornwall Council
problems would REALLY start charging points everywhere/ every house one room designated to
batteries / warehouses full of batteries/ farm buildings full of batteries that is if the world has
enough materials to build them and at Carbon neutral then when the batteries have it and how are
you going to dispose of them it’s not possible like windmill blades all are made of carbon fibre they
cannot be recycled at present being cut up and land filled BRILLIANT!!!!!!! It is the same for solar
panels they cannot be recycles carbon free!!!!!
So where is the electricity coming from to run all OH oh I know completely cover Cornwall with solar
panels and windmills solar panels on every roof and pray for wind and sun night could be a bit iffy no
land left for farming so we could have a surplus of houses as no need for migrant workers although
with 350000 people coming into the UK every year I think we have our work cut out there I know I
have gone on a bit BUT who is going to pay for all this ???????? please think before you make any
more mess in Cornwall or don’t you really want tourists.
Remember there is a difference between theory and reality!!! " Firstly, tidy up the sites with more
planting the planting around edges of panels to TRY to make them blend in better. Windmills are a
lost cause Why are they white? "If you go back and look of picture of Cornwall’s landscape you will
realise what a mess it is Now the problem is when you live with it it’s just one industrial solar
installation one more windmill you lose sight of what is really happening yes there are a lot of more
important things that need to be addressed coastal erosion/ flood prevention what a nightmare for
anyone who has been flooded/ town centre over development/ poor layout and construction in
housebuilding/ better carparks as public transport is important it’s not the total answer we still need
the car/ clean beaches/ good refuge collection/ good shopping facilities with parking/ things that
really matter to peoples everyday life not Cornwall Council aim of being carbon neutral which as said
before it is NOT possible NOTHING/ that is manufactured / delivered/ constructed/ maintained can
be a can be carbon neutral e.g. solar panels and windmills Make Cornwall a decent place to live
again before you take on the world
IT IS NOT POSSIBLE TO BE CARBON NEUTRAL EVER" "I think you time would be better spent on
planning town centres because they have had it in present form due to online shopping and no one
and that includes you want to shop where you cannot stick the bought item in the boot of your car
either at the shop or at a pick point nearby it’s not the shoppers fault this has happened its bad
planning over years and years of putting in more shops/ offices and taking away carparks then
sticking in out of town park and ride very bad planning all round
As I said before the rubbish service is a mess recycled rubbish is still going to other parts of the world
then dumped or landfilled at a vast cost to Councils also when the rubbish is sorted by the public and
the collectors it is still sorted again at the depots then sent half way around the world at a vast cost
to the ratepayer I am sure a lot of the public do not realise this and why charge people if they take
certain items to the tip it just encourages fly tipping and the it cost us all more in end As I said before
I was involved in waste management so have a good idea of what goes on" "What has Cornwall
Council actually achieved by installing windmills and solo panels more important thing at present is
getting rid of rubbish and being honest where it actually goes my family are involved with
incinerators that produce electricity and can’t get enough rubbish this is really not a theory like
being carbon neutral by 2030. IT IS NOT POSSIBLE
It will always be extra cost
It will always cost me and Joe public extra money
For me personally I am not concerned at my age but when I look back over the last 70 + years and
see what a ,mess Cornwall has become I just worry for our children I spend a lot of time in Somerset
and even more time in South West France and I sorry but Cornwall comes way down in start rating
when it comes to quality of life.
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1.20 URN 072
All my research and experience points clearly to the fact that we need to greatly increase local
environmentally sustainable production.
By this I mean cyclical systems in which there is no waste - or it is minimised; I mean maximising the
efficiency of ecological and human resource use for human needs for wellbeing; I mean
permaculture systems that integrate clean energy, production of food and other materials,
industry/workshops, education, health care etc, and homes .- More information about
PERMACULTURE is readily available on line.
We cannot get away from the fact that to prevent further, catastrophic climate breakdown - and
indeed to increase the quality of life, we need large scale change in land use. We need to bravely
address that there has to be a very large amount of land donated by
landowners/shared/bought/acquired/requisitioned - whatever combination works - for the
community to set up and democratically self-manage permaculture systems to supply for their
needs - because this is what works.
Environmental sustainability requires sustainable, humane social organisation - people directly
involved in the decisions that affect them and working in the systems that supply for them. This is
how we best and quickly learn - this is how we reach our full potential for healthy development
personally - and thus also as contributors to the community.
This is all necessary for all the other aims that have been identified in the document - particularly
concerning tree planting for carbon capture - which can be combined with food production by
planting forest gardens, AND concerning emission reduction from travel transport and packaging,
AND concerning that we 'ensure that our children and grandchildren have a Cornwall in which they
can continue to live and work'.
'Ecologically sustainable local production' 'Permaculture' or something saying 'local production'
meaning both primary production and industry needs to be added to the list below - as it is
absolutely necessary - essential for a healthy future.

1.21 URN 073
1 - Transport emissions
2 – Energy consumption by industry
1 – Greater effort in helping Cornwall’s population support the climate emergency and get on board
with making changes, e.g. in my village there are still people who appear to put no recycling out,
only black bin refuse.
2 – 100% renewable energy available for all homes and businesses in Cornwall and incentives to
switch to these sources.
- Build more footpaths and cycle paths to connect villages and towns. I live in a rural village and
there are no footpaths or cycle paths that connect us to anywhere, therefore we have to use
vehicles to get to anywhere outside the village.
- Build more wind turbines and solar farms.
- Encourage people to not use their vehicles for short journeys and to be healthier.
- Provider cheaper, more reliable electricity.

1.22 URN 075
Extinction of species
Natural events beyond our control and food insecurity
Renewable energy, 100% energy efficient new builds
Sustainable farming practices
Food security
Wave power and renewable energy
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A chance to change the way things are done to focus on the long term not short term
We have to seize the opportunity presented by Covid lockdown to achieve the goal
of becoming carbon neutral by 2030 (or sooner) and try to mitigate the disasters
that will follow this pandemic. No going back, another world is possible.

1.23 URN 076
1, Health implications for our vulnerable people and for the general population
2, Loss of coastal habitats and wildlife
1, Managing the transport options for tourists and locals- better public transport, more shared car
schemes, more working from home where possible.
2, More investment and incentives for alternative energy in Cornwall. Help for community groups to
start up renewable energy projects.
Health and social care / lifetime homes
Grants for cleaner energy and better fuel efficiency in housing and businesses.
Electric hire car schemes, parking for these with charging points in town centres.
Strengthen community. Ease poverty. Better physical and mental health outcomes.

1.24 URN 077
1, Generally, the public do not understand the • urgency of this problem • the size of the changes
that are required • the consequences of ‘business as usual’ and 3 degrees warming Rapid, farreaching and unprecedented changes in all aspects if society IPCC I guess we could take out the word
unprecedented after Covid 19
2, Lack of government action. We need the cost of fuel and food to reflect the environmental
damage incurred.
1, Efficiency of buildings - Insulate all buildings to a high level. Don’t say you are going to do it – that
puts people off doing it themselves. Just do it and quickly.
Heating- we recently had to replace our boiler at the school. As the Headteacher I pushed for a heat
pump but received very little support in this aim. I felt like there was scepticism in the LA about
energy efficient systems. Perhaps we need someone pushing this.
Transport: Discourage use of diesel and petrol e.g. congestion charges., tolls. Areas where these
vehicles are not allowed.
Encourage use of electric vehicles: cars; bikes; - get the cars off the roads to make them safe. Lobby
government to allow electric bikes to travel at 25mph (rather than 15mph). This would be sufficient
for many people to give up a car and still travel effectively in their area. While there is greater risk,
this can be reduced by reducing traffic and, in any case, the extra risk is now outweighed by the risk
of not doing it. Wider travel can be achieved by train, but we need transport at the other end- if you
can get a bike on good- but 25mph speeds are needed. See example below:
In my work I am often invited to Cornwall Showground. You cannot arrive by train. The LA must not
book such venues until sustainable transport is possible.
Grass cutting. Please, unless it really needs to be short e.g. football pitch. Let it grow. I know of areas
where colonies of endangered bees have their food supply taken away just when they need it by
strimming. Who do I contact who can stop this? Don’t cut from beginning of May until end of august
unless you have to.
Burning. Farmers still burn the moors of Penwith in an area of outstanding natural beauty.
We’re a school. Our product is a bright future for our children. Net zero by 2030 in Cornwall gives
the children hope. Use the children to get the message across but please, join them in their fight to
do something. Step over the line. The children have been on the streets once a month led by Greta
Thunberg and yet few adults have joined them. They have now made great sacrifices to save adults
from Covid- it’s time we repaid our debt to them.
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1.25 URN 078
1, Impact upon nature and our ability as a species to adapt and survive the changes
2, Government and business not changes their focus quickly enough away from consumerism
towards genuine sustainable development
1,Sustainability on every level converting energy, waste, water, transport, housing etc.
2, engaging the public through interactive consultation, community engagement and education
through communities and schools
Wholistic lifestyles and community development, support for small scale rural sustainable
businesses. Refocusing tourism into supporting communities and local environments and sustainable
business
100 per cent renewable by 2025
New green deal to train and inspire next generation of business to install the solutions. Whole house
retrofits for carbon neutrality. All new homes to be carbon zero. Encourage and support local
organic food production
It should have very positive impact
I have been an education for sustainable development consultant since 1999. I wrote the councils
first sustainable development policies in 1998. I installed over 1000 solar installs throughout
Cornwall, including Treliske and new County Hall. I have provided interactive sustainability
workshops in over 100 schools and community groups throughout Cornwall for over 10.000 people.
I am extremely keen to be supportive and assist in the transition and have many skills and
experience of these topics. Please reach out and engage with me so I can be supportive. Kind regards
and well done for starting this dialogue. I am glad the council are taking this seriously.

1.26 URN 079
1, The impacts on weather – (i.e. more extreme weather events and here in the UK, wetter winters
and drier summers). Resulting in negative impacts on agriculture and food production, both locally
and internationally (as most of our food is imported). This leads to concerns about food security for
Cornwall and the UK.
2, That we are not adapting quick enough and that economic growth (GDP) is taking precedent over
what needs to be done to change things so that we can truly combat climate change.
We do not reflect the true cost to the environment of everything we produce and consume. Indeed,
when our Government and local authorities subsidise and incentivise industries or business that has
a negative impact on the environment – what hope is there? For example, Cornwall Council’s
continual investment in Newquay Airport and its airlines and their ludicrous decision to invest
millions in Spaceport proposals - all in the name of supposed economic growth. What we actually
need, is stronger leadership to ensure the ‘polluter pays’. Fiscal policy to ensure this, would enable
the market to have real costs which would soon change people’s behaviour and desire to consume.
1, Provide a viable and affordable alternative to using the petrol car – i.e. a cheaper and more
effective network of public transport.
2, Scrap the hypocrisy of any financial support for the airport, airlines and spaceport proposals. We
don’t need them, and the planet certainly doesn’t.
3. Stop allowing the development of out of town shopping malls – it’s killing our struggling town
centres and just encouraging everyone to use their cars more.
Better planning policies are needed for transport, energy efficiency and renewable energy to combat
climate change. We need to overcome the NIMBY’s and have wind turbines.
In addition, agriculture has a big role to play in stopping the loss of our biodiversity (e.g. crashing
insect numbers and everything they support) and helping implement some of the natural climate
solutions.
That I could supply my house with locally generated energy (to also create local jobs).
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That grants are available to install banks of solar panels or small wind turbines to benefit small
groups of rural dwellings.
That farmers and councils stop using pesticides and herbicides so much (e.g. In St Austell, along the
A391, herbicides were used this Spring to kill off the verge grass so that wild flower meadows could
be planted – where is the ecological sense in that?)
That housing was made more energy efficient and we stopped wasting energy – e.g. running cars
unnecessarily, street lighting and pollution after 10pm, office lighting left on.
That cycling lanes are truly provided for on our main roads and town centres and that we encourage
the use of electric bicycles to make local commutes.
That we stop develop a culture of ‘walking to school’ and develop a network of ‘Walking Buses’ to
each primary to that children to not have to be ferried tom and from school entrances with all the
congestion that entails.
That I could afford to catch the bus or train on a local commute, or to take my family to London (or
any other part of the UK) and that it wasn’t cheaper to go by my car – or even more crazy – by
airplane.
That local investment and support is prioritised for businesses and technologies that truly have the
potential to help reduce carbon emissions, and that the LEP actively seek these partners to
encourage them to establish in Cornwall (bring jobs).
The spaceport is only going to create more space litter and has dubious economic/job creation
potential – we need to sort our own planet out before we trash space any further – please stop
investing in this dud project.

1.27 URN 080
1, Loss of habitat for humans and wildlife due to sea level rise and extreme weather events. though much if
Cornwall is high land, there are coastal and valley areas that are very vulnerable
2, increase death and disease due to heat and pathogens as well as decline in agricultural productivity
What are the top two things we need to achieve first for Cornwall?
1, Sort out transport with a shift to carbon neutrality. This means sensible and meaningful infrastructure
changes to make walking and cycling a safe and attractive option, as well as putting disincentives in place for
driving cars, lorries and highly inefficient transport such as helicopter. Most car journeys are under 5km, so
should be ideal for cycling and waling if the access and infrastructure was in place. Need a much better and
affordable public transport system, ideally using electric vehicles.
2, Incentives and support for small scale carbon-neutral power and heating systems, e.g. solar electric and
water heating panel installations. For businesses as well as households.
Natural habitat protection and renewal, linked to rewilding. Protection of indigenous flora and fauna.
What policies do you think would be most effective against climate change?
Need to look at current data re which sectors are biggest culprits, but likely to be energy efficiency and
generation as well as transport.
Could be transformational, if fuel poverty was addressed, affordable heating, as well as active travel that
improved health, reduced pollution and carbon as well as enhanced the environment.
There is a lot already written on efficient small-scale solar and heat-pump power and heating systems.
On transport and active travel, still excellent and relevant is : https://www.adph.org.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2013/08/Take_action_on_active_travel_20104.pdf Much of our built environment still
favours the car – e.g. in Penzance there are too few crossings, a lack of pavements (which often don’t join up)
and little safe cycling infrastructure. More roads need to be closed for access only and a 20mph speed limit
imposed and enforced through the whole town.

1.28 URN 081
1, Risks of planet warming to uninhabitable levels for many species, including humans. Whilst some
argue “we’ll just adapt”, whilst some species might and that might include humans, many will not so
we should not continue causing the harms, now we understand the consequences of our actions.
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2, The need to manage air quality and climate change, alongside each other. I remember switching
to a diesel car because of advice that would reduce greenhouse gas emissions so was better for the
planet. Later I discovered that so many diesel vehicles on the road were the cause of poor air quality.
So, in reducing our greenhouse gas emissions, we need to take care we are not causing other harms.
1, Aim to reduce our dependency on fossil fuels. Hopefully become self-sufficient in renewable
energy production and encourage our residents and businesses to reduce vehicle travel; but where
travel in vehicles is unavoidable, using the least polluting vehicles, ideally not fuelled by fossil fuels.
2, Ensure that new developments, whether homes or commercial, are energy efficient (preferably
passive) and facilitate living life without dependency on vehicle travel.
Greater protection/ restorative policies to assets we have. By this I mean that we are planting a
forest for Cornwall, but the hurdles are too high to stop established trees being cut down – too
difficult to justify TPO’s, it seems to me. Cornish hedges are good habitats for wildlife, yet they have
limited protections and farmers, with large machinery are removing if inconvenient. Loss of wild
habitats – is there a way for policies to help restore these?
What policies do you think would be most effective against climate change?
Policies that encourage less dependence on travel – so, now we have learnt to work from home –
more of that; better cycle/ walking routes, particularly between where people will live and schools
but also any industrial estates/ units and main shopping centres.
In terms of me personally, living in a house that was part built around 1840, extended in the 60’s
then again around 2010, very little other than we have some land so might consider a small wind
turbine/ extending our PV roof panels.
In terms of the community I represent, I think many will welcome and embrace anything that takes
steps to address climate change but some will think it is nonsense/ a waste of time and money and
others will just be frustrated because of developments they cannot do in the way they wanted,
perhaps thinking it will cost them more.
As a Council, we do have to ensure that policy does not leave our poorer residents behind and that
doing the right thing, becomes more affordable than doing the wrong thing.
I think, if you check out resident surveys completed by neighbourhood planning teams since greater
awareness of Climate Change (say since Greta Thunberg raised awareness – early 2019), attitudes to
wind turbines, in particular and renewables in general have probably changed. Whilst some people
still have misgivings about their impact on the landscape, on balance, people are recognising that
the harm to the planet from fossil fuel dependency is greater.
I think future Cornwall wide policies need to capture this and the balance, in terms of harm to
landscapes, like AONB/ WHS etc. needs to tip further in favour of the benefits of renewable than the
harm to landscapes – especially for smaller scale domestic applications.

1.29 URN 082
1, We are not told the full scientific facts by current government (s)
The climate crisis is an emergency and should be treated like this, tackling and overcoming the cause
of it: the overconsumption of the planet´s resources by the so -called developed countries; the
spread of the Western consumerism model imposed or copied by the world society. We cannot
overshoot the resources of the planet any longer – none of them. We must care for the soil, the
forests, fresh and sea water, air. The debate is more than about C02, fossil fuels, and greenhouse
gases. It is about all-natural resources of the planet. Refusing, reducing, recycling at all stages of the
planning cycle to mitigate the climate crisis and avoid the climate breakdown. Where it is more
environmentally friendly to renovate old houses, no new planning permission should be granted!
Unless the existing houses are going to go under due to floods.
2, In regard to the planning document my fear is that its general direction of the document
underlines the believe that we can continue the high consumer life style most of us live – we only
have to replace fossil fuels with renewable energies and the rest will be sustained –. This is not
possible, our life style is unsustainable, even with the low-income level in Cornwall.
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Even if we build more carbon neutral houses, we cannot build them in a C2 neutral way, and each
new build potentially leads to biodiversity loss.
The same applies for commerce and tourism (both not very well represented in the document) Mass
tourism to Cornwall currently will bring more CO2 use into Cornwall.
1, Contribute as Council to a shift in the mind set of us all (see above) by telling the truth and facts
regularly: – We must get CO2/greenhouse gases and consumption level down by simply consuming
less: Less energy, less fresh water, less land for buildings.
2. Lobby for decentralised energy production for small dwellings and support communities and
households where possible in the production of decentralised, off grid renewable energy.
Energy Efficiency please add radical energy saving and off grid production throughout the document
Renewable Energy see above Natural Climate Solutions
Coastal Change and Flood Management: visibility proactively tell the people of Cornwall about the
houses that will be lost due to floods
• What about fishery?
• Planning permission for harbour extensions, building sea defences etc.?
• What about tourism? Building energy friendly hotels? Eco friendly infrastructure for (mass)
tourism?
• e.g. costal path adaptation to climate emergency
• energy supply for electric buses/ cars/bikes for tourists in summer
(Bus lines on the main roads and tourist destinations for electro buses e.g. Mevagissey – PentewanHeligan? )
Low carbon, organic farming to be priorities supported in Cornwall
Consequent and rigorous within the next 5 years
Stop cutting your meadows in May, if you want to create biodiversity.
Less tax payer´s money spend on short term consumer life style (no new super markets, fast food
chains and shopping centre!), no new road building, no airport/spaceport expansion. Instead please
focus on regenerative way of planning and building, promote development that favours sense of
community life
Small scale off the grid development with multi -generational, inclusive, eco- friendly living. Lead the
country in innovation!
As said above, please do not cut your meadows in May. In Mevagissey the Council has recently cut
the Pentilee greens- we were overjoyed to see that you cut only a path for the walkers but three
days later the whole meadow was cut down. It is a waste of energy (cutters) human resources and
destruction of wild life for no obvious reasons. Perhaps you have to explain to the people, why you
do not mow the whole area.
https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/gardening-blog/201ti/mar/29/forget-the-lawnmowerjust-let-your-grass-grow

1.30 URN 084
1, I’m concerned about the level of societal disruption and suffering it will cause if large areas of the
planet become uninhabitable due to temperature and sea level rise.
2, I’m concerned about the loss of species which have an inherent value of their own but also are of
great value to people as they all play their part in the complex ecosystems that sustain our life on
this planet.
1, Zero carbon emissions to put a stop to temperature rise.
2, More sustainable ways of living, an aim for all new development to be zero carbon and a planning
system that has those, not economic development regardless of consequences, as its top priority.
Moving at ways of making the local economy support sustainable ways of living.
Prioritising sustainability of local people’s livelihoods above economic growth.
Looking at alternative ways of doing this such as the ‘Doughnut Economics’ model:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Doughnut_%28economic_model%29
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Trying to move away from tourism as a top source of income for the county and look at other
possibilities e.g. new green technologies, information-based jobs that can be done from anywhere.
Loosening restrictions on people living low impact lifestyles in the countryside.
Tightening restrictions on gratuitous second home and badly thought out ‘quota fulfilling’
development, putting climate issues at the centre of planning decisions.
Massively improving public transport so it’s becomes a viable option when compared to driving.
Decentralising energy production.
I’d expect that people would be enabled to live more self-sufficiently.
That smaller producers with strong environmental credentials would be supported and that policies
would come into place that ensure that Supermarkets and shops are obliged to prioritise local
suppliers and pay them reasonable prices.
That public transport would be accessible from everywhere, regular and cheap with zero carbon
emissions
The coronavirus lockdown has shown that radical action can be taken when we’re faced with an
emergency. This should apply to the climate emergency even more so as we’re still currently on
course to lose more lives and see more devastation from it than we are likely to from the virus.
People are increasingly aware of this and want to act accordingly but are often restricted by their
own personal struggles for immediate (financial) survival. As an organisation with some power and a
lot of responsibility, it’s up to the Cornwall Council to lead strongly on this and make it easy and
obvious for residents to make the right decisions.
If we need to make sacrifices they should be evenly distributed amongst us to enable people to get
on board but ideally, we need to be thinking laterally and innovatively so that the benefits outweigh
the things we’re giving up.
Budgets are important, but money is a tool for us to co-operatively achieve our aims and must be
seen as that and not as an end in itself. People’s wellbeing should be our central aim and
environmental stability is essential for that to be achieved.

1.31 URN 085
That the year is being pushed to 2030. We need to move much faster. As we have seen with Covid19, we can adapt to a “new normal” very quickly if we want to. That there will be a lot of Green
Wash around policies and nothing will really change Roads safe for pedestrians and cyclists. In
particular the school run in a private car needs to end. All developers build ONLY passive houses, use
environmentally materials and have to maintain 50% of the plot as wildlife habitats – not a neat and
tidy garden with manmade structures but places wildlife can move, feed and reproduce successfully.
For instance, gardens should not be fenced off. If a division is really required, it should be a native
hedge. Cornish hedges should always be required to be left standing without damage. Flowerbeds
should be wild meadows and not parades of pansies. Much more Cornish – so much has been lost
and we need to restore the Cornish feel and wildlife friendliness Cornwall stood for.
Sustainability and resilience of communities. This connects all the above and it is important to make
the connection rather than look at each topic in isolation. Holding developers accountable for the
on-going energy efficiency of what they build. A property should be tested with IR cameras in the
middle of winter annually.
Holding developers accountable for the materials they use.
Ensuring that new developments are designed so getting cars off the road and people walking and
cycling is the easy decision. e.g. any new development has to be close to all the services the users of
the development require – including shops, schools and work. NB the school children go to should
ALWAYS be the one closest to their home.
On my community – I hope a very positive one. For instance, if people are walking and not speeding
through the village we would talk to each other and create more of a social community. However, if
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the village gets more houses without this we will continue to lose social adhesion and therefore less
ability to create sustainability within the village.
Impose the Future Home Standard immediately instead of waiting.
More help for the low paid, housing association and council tenants to insulate their homes
properly.

1.32 URN 088
Desertification – loss of marginal lands around the world, especially in arid zones Ice caps melting,
sea level rising.
Conserve wilderness areas. Limit further greenfield development; focus on brownfield development
(which fits with your town centre densification policy). Policies to protect and enhance wilderness
areas which are vital for natural history as well as carbon sequestration. Rural ag policies which
promote rewilding.
Since tourism is critical for Cornwall’s economy, consider ways tourism to the county can be
harnessed to contribute more to achieving carbon neutral status.
I think this is nothing on natural history – specifically the conservation of existing wilderness areas
and potentially the creation of new wilderness areas. Wilderness, by definition away from human
habitation and disturbance, is critical for natural history and also carbon sequestration. Cornwall
needs to protect its wilderness areas from development. Buffer zones/green belts are an important
approach in this respect and must be strictly adhered to, to stop urban creep.
Promotion of tree planting and rewilding. Promotion of small-scale solar and wind power around
people’s houses, in addition to larger schemes.

1.33 URN 089
Firstly, I want to thank you for reaching out to the Cornish Community for input to this document. It
is deeply important that everyone has the capacity to feed in to this, because it is an issue that
effects everyone, and while we can find the solutions to this, to do so we all need to be engaged.
I have a lot I could say about the detail in the document by way of feedback, but that all feels
irrelevant without addressing a number of serious underlying issues:
• I am confused as to why this is called a "Climate Change Development Planning Document" when,
by the council's own admission, there is an EMERGENCY going on - For consistent thinking, in line
with the reality of there being a climate and ecological emergency, it ought to represent that in its
name - for example: "Climate EMERGENCY Planning Document" or "Climate CRISIS Planning
Document"
•As a lay person, despite being driven by an extremely deep passion for achieving a sustainable
human presence on the planet, I found the language of the document so specialised as to be almost
impenetrable. If the council is authentically asking for the public to be engaged with this process, it
really does need to be written in plain English so that everyone can easily understand what it says.
•The Environmental and Ecological Emergency we are facing is the consequence of a paradigm that
sees things as being separate from each other - it sees the universe as being an object separate from
us, and sees all aspects of the universe as being separate from each other - and yet, not only do we
know that everything in nature is both profoundly interconnected and profoundly interdependent,
but we also know that we are born of this planet - that we too are nature - it's just that we are
nature in the form of a human being. In order to really meet this crisis, we need to be thinking from
that perspective. And that requires a profound rethinking.
What this means for this document, is that it needs to see, and address, the whole picture - not just
parts of it. This would for example therefore include the marine environment. For a county with
over 400 miles of coast line, an important, yet depleted, fishing industry, ambitions for renewable
energies based on the oceans (which are warming and acidifying) not to mention several ports, it
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seems essential to me, in meeting the challenges that this climate emergency creates, to include the
marine environment in a climate crisis plan.
As an addendum to my previous submission to the Council on this important Climate Change DPD:
In the face of a Climate Emergency (which the Council has declared this to be) - it strikes me that a
fatal flaw of this Planning document, and the entire process, is how incredibly cumbersome and
inflexible it is. The process itself is taking 3 years, and yet huge numbers of planning permissions will
be granted during that time that these changes will not touch, not only that, with the knowledge
that changes are to be brought in, developers will get their planning permissions in early and then sit
on them, potentially not completing those developments until the end of the decade - by which time
the Council aims to be carbon neutral. It is therefore difficult to see how this planning process,
irrespective of how good the final plans are, will actually help meet that rather essential ambition.
All of the observations of climate change data are worse than the IPCC predictions (which are bad
enough!). It would appear that there is a very real risk of climate collapse bringing civil collapse with
it. This necessitates the ability to change plans, and policies extremely quickly.
If we have learnt nothing else from the Covid Crisis, we have surely learnt that when natural systems
entire into unpredictable states, the quicker we can move, the better we will fare (witness the fact
that, in terms of the Covid curve, Germany reacted a week faster than the UK, and had ~4% death
rate, the UK ~14% death rate - reference Wikipedia 20:14 21/5/20)
Consequently, I urge the Council to implement methods of 1) fast-tracking the whole process, and 2)
implementing rapid change to the plans as emerging situations dictate.
Given that the Council is there to serve the people of Cornwall, and the logical consequence of this
crisis leads towards food shortages, transportation issues and the need for a rapid building of local
resilience, I am extremely surprised that this document does not tackle the out-of-town shopping
centres that lock people into car ownership, and drain local economy by extracting money for
shareholders of large corporations, driving ecological devastation through industrial farming. A
forward-thinking planning policy would seek to build local resilience through encouraging local
enterprise, creating local diversity, building consumer-producer connections, keeping money flowing
through the local community. The existing, old system that has allowed supermarket chains to
flourish and impoverish Cornish communities, needs to be challenged and utterly reformed, if we
are going to have a planning policy fit for survival in the face of the growing crisis.
Similarly, the document, as far as I can see, at no point joins up the cycles from production to
disposal. Where, for example, is the policy for driving down "rubbish" and driving up "recycling" and
"reusing" and "up cycling"?
•Ultimately, if this Plan is going to meet the crisis we are facing, it needs to consider how we address
the needs of the people of Cornwall in a way that the Cornish Community can thrive within the
ecological limits of the Cornish biosphere, and that has to also be in the context of supporting people
everywhere to thrive within the ecological limits of their bioregions.
My deepest feedback on this Planning Document is to recommend, indeed urge, the Council to invite
a partnership with people who have been seeing this crisis coming and been creating solutions for a
long time. This would include social and environmental activist groups such as the Permaculture
Network, the Transition Town Movement, CSA bodies, Extinction Rebellion, Climate Action Groups,
Food Banks, and so forth. And while I know this is a tall ask for any Council, before you throw this
email in the digital dustbin, I would further urge the Council to follow Amsterdam and take a very
hard look at Kate Raworths Doughnut Economics model as a framework from which to act. As
Marieke van Doorninck, deputy mayor of Amsterdam, said, when adopting it in April of this year as
their framework, “The doughnut does not bring us the answers but a way of looking at it, so that we
don’t keep on going on in the same structures as we used to.”
The Climate and Ecological Emergency is too urgent and too important for us to commit to the
wrong plan, and, as Einstein famously remarked, "you can't solve your problems with the same level
of thinking that created them", I firmly and passionately believe we need to change the level of
thinking.
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Comprehensive plan to REVERSE Climate Change
Climate Crisis - what's that then? The Environment Agents take on the banks

1.34 URN 090
Impact on the global south Destruction of habitats Encourage generation of renewable energy
"I welcome the declaration by Cornwall Council of a climate emergency in January 2019. However,
there are several current issues which do not seem to match that policy direction. These include, for
example the new requirements for local planning permission for wind turbines; the provision of a
significant subsidy for the expansion of Newquay Airport; the lack of energy building standards for
new housing and also the lack of checks as to whether new houses have been built to energy
standards Responder Included a copy of Ending the UK’s contribution to climate change | a briefing
for Quakers
As a member of the Religious Society of Friends, Quakers, my concerns are in line with those set out
in the attached document: “Ending the UK’s contribution to climate change - a brieﬁng for Quakers”"

1.35 URN 091
The fact that it is not being taken seriously enough by people in charge is terrifying. We are blindly
consuming our way into disaster on this planet. We destroy all other living things as if we are more
important. Capitalism is at the root of all climate change, where money is considered more
important than people and other living things (I include all marine and plant life as well as animals)
there can never be any balance. Carbon neutral housing, widespread use of solar panels (our
position in the south of the country makes this optimal). More public transport systems. NO SPACE
PORTS.
Increased local food production. More emphasis on vegetable and grain production as it is far more
efficient. More organic methods and natural farming methods. Stop using poisons (pesticides and
herbicides) that also lead to soil erosion. Solar panels. Sustainable farming practice. Public transport.
Anything that reduces carbon emissions and makes the environment a more sustainable place,
encourages better mental health and well-being. We have an opportunity to actually DO
SOMETHING GOOD! Please make lasting and meaningful new policies.
We are fed up with ‘sticking plaster policies’ that appease the business men and politicians.
The time is now, please!

1.36 URN 093
1, The increasing use of chemicals and technology to control it, when we never can. We need
adaptation and conservation, which cost far less but require a shift in thinking which is harder to
achieve.
2, The reliance on removing or reducing Co2 as this is not the problem nor the solution to living with
climate change
1, A change in farming methods
2, A move away from the car to more truly sustainable methods of effective public transport.
The sustainability of so-called 'green' technology
As above, carbon neutrality is a red herring. But e.g. limiting the use of chemicals in pesticides,
fertilisers, herbicides and fungicides and ensuring all pollutants, not just exhaust fumes were
considered when commissioning public transport would be a start.
Greater abundance, cleaner air and water and a more beautiful and diverse landscape.
We need to promote selling produce more locally, even if it is grown on a large scale. Most
supermarkets are keen to buy and distribute locally. Let us stop the nonsense of e.g. buying Egyptian
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potatoes in the UK grown with seed potatoes bought from Ireland and watered by water extracted
from a fossil and finite water source beneath the Sahara.
We also need to look carefully at such things as wind farms. in the UK we already have 50,000tonnes
of rotor blades that we cannot recycle. We do not take into account the 6,000 birds and estimated
1,000,000 bats they kill. We have no plans for the disposal of solar panels. If Cornwall were to take
the lead in reducing the use of chemicals in farming and looking carefully at a truly sustainable public
transport policy, other regions would follow, particularly rural ones.

1.37 URN 094
1. the dependence on fossil fuels for energy and transport
2.the pollution of our oceans and management of our waste.
The 2 things I feel the council need to achieve first
1. cleaner air by increased use of environmentally friendly forms of transport
2. better waste management by reducing waste in the first place and processing waste in an
environmentally friendly way
Q3. I am happy with the list of areas being considered during this consultation
Q4. I personally would most like to see improved, safer facilities for cyclists alongside
encouragement for All children to be able to cycle safely to school, for cyclists to have priority over
motor vehicles (as in the Netherlands) and greater availability of e bikes, e scooters and electric cars.

1.38 URN 095
1, Collapse of the economy and local food shortages.
2, Unfairness and injustice between the “have” and the “have-nots”.
1, Local resilience. Ensure we can grow our own food and collect our own energy and look after each
other. Resilience in being able to live here in Cornwall with enough food and other necessary
supplies. NOT about money.
2, Give up the old normal, driven by profits. Develop a new normal of aiming for people to be well
and happy. Reduce trade and visitors and spend more effort on looking after the people who live in
Cornwall.
Cohousing: support for rural retrofit cohousing communities in the countryside.
Planned degrowth of the economy. Money as a means of exchange, not a way to accumulate wealth.
Non-industrial food produced in Cornwall.
Large numbers of small, local hospitals and the production locally of medical necessities (medicines,
protective equipment) without fossil fuel. Zero waste.
Town Centre simplification. Free use of large buildings for the common good.
All policies to aim to reduce consumerism. Close down all large out-of-town stores.
Mining to be done in harmony with nature.
Industry to be reduced, and replaced with small, local crafts. Industry in Cornwall to only be
permitted if it is zero carbon with no waste and pollution. No factory farming. Free land given to
groups for community farming/ small-holdings. More small, local slaughterhouses which operate at
a very high standard. All farming to be organic – no chemical fertilisers or pesticides allowed. No
support for war or expenditure on the military.
More independence for Cornwall – subsidiarity, moving towards greater freedom from Westminster.
If more pandemics occur, we need the right to close our borders.
What policies do you think would be most effective against climate change?
Close the airport. Discourage the use of cars – no new roads, very high tax on fossil fuels. Encourage
walking, cycling and use of the internet.
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Discourage consumerism. Encourage non-materialistic activities such as local community art, craft,
music, gardening. For these activities, encourage shared resources so that far less money is needed
by everyone. Ensure homeless/ disabled people/ disadvantaged people/ refugees are welcomed,
cared for and included in community and social activities.
The MOST IMPORTANT thing is the attitude to policy. The acceptance that we all MUST give up
business-as-usual. The realisation that we or our civilisation might not be here in 2030 (please see
“But it is worse than that” by Marc Doll). The idea that a development plan is about enabling the
people of Cornwall to live simply and happily in the present moment, not about building things we
don’t need.
I hope businesses will contract and reduce the amount of goods and services they sell.
Fewer tourists, less busyness. Life will be simpler, everyone will be happier. Community will be the
most important aspect of life.
A document about a Better World Post Covid “But it is worse than that” by Marc Doll
Ending the UK’s contribution to Climate Change – a briefing for Quakers

1.39 URN 096
10.2.8 The council proposes a hierarchy of users – first pedestrians, then cyclists, then public
transport, then car clubs, then private cars. Private cars are quite rightly at the lowest level in the
hierarchy of users. It will require both legislation and nudge theory to change vehicle owner
behaviour. Vehicles are currently given full rein to drive when and where they like. In Cornwall with
its massive influx of vehicles during the tourist season this gives rise to unacceptable levels of fuel
usage, pollution and congestion. Marazion, for example, is an attractive Cornish town with narrow
streets and very narrow or non-existent pavements bordered by residential property. Despite having
a bypass there is no restriction on vehicles driving through the town. In the tourist season this
includes the largest coaches and a stream of private cars who drive through for the view. Pollution is
high and air quality is compromised. Risk of injury to pedestrians and cyclists is high. Changes in
traffic policy are needed to ban through traffic in small towns whether private or commercial. This
will reduce pollution, increase safety and public wellbeing and make towns more attractive for
walking and cycling thus improving public health.
Although I use Marazion as an example the principal applies to many small towns and villages
throughout Cornwall.

1.40 URN 097
1, The very real prospect both of societal breakdown and of international conflict as individuals and
nations begin to compete to survive. This point of collapse must not be allowed to be reached and
can be avoided only by urgent action of much deeper efficacy than is yet envisaged.
2, The response thus far of Cornwall Council to the emergency. To cite just two elements of that
response: tree planting, for reasons of very elementary science, can never be the solution It is a
useful thing to do but the Forest for Cornwall seems to have been given or, in the absence of
anything else, to have acquired, ‘flagship policy’ status. And secondly, it is baffling to say the least
that only months after Cornwall declared a climate emergency, the Council not only declared
support for but also agreed to subsidize developments at Newquay Airport.
1, Urgently to put in place policies, especially planning, to facilitate the rational exploitation of
Cornwall’s renewable energy potential, including wind. (An independent report commissioned by a
SW MEP in 201ti showed that Cornwall has the potential to generate over 160% of its total energy
needs from renewables alone.)
It is equally important (and possible) that those policies must be framed in such a way that the
benefits be genuinely spread across the whole of the Cornish community and not only to landowners
and their remote financial backers.
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2, To raise the standard of energy efficiency in the housing stock and especially that of the poorest
housing and to facilitate a switch to the electrification of heating. At the same time to avoid any
development or permitting any development (planning again) that is not carbon neutral.
As far as I can see, the headings above are sufficiently general to cover it all. However, a factor that
is relevant to all of them is that any subsidies must not benefit the wealthy whilst neglecting the less
privileged. For example, there should be no subsidies for electric vehicle charging installations, any
such available monies being much more usefully directed at energy efficiency of buildings and
electrification of heating of the poorest housing stock.
No new development that is not 100% carbon neutral – probably over two phases: 1. carbon neutral
in operation; 2. totally carbon neutral. Sustainability to be assessed by reference to an acceptable
standard. E.g. Passivhaus, not BREEAM.
No new development for any environmentally damaging industry, e.g. air transport.
Policies that support a shift away from private transport towards public transport, cycling and
walking.
Road speed limits of 50mph across Cornwall and 20mph in towns and villages.
Road development limited to maintenance and alterations that create a less hostile road
environment for cyclists and pedestrians.
My community would be enhanced by a more sane road environment.

1.41 URN 098
1, The slow death of the world
2, Over population
1, Much less building
2, Limit population
Too many new buildings and too much development
Restricting the number of people living here
I have attached my form and a second very important document which reflects my thoughts.
PLEASE take this into consideration as Cornwall has changed massively since 23rd March and the
world, similarly, for longer. The attached document reflects at least 5,000 people's responses to my
question.
Now enforced lock down has happened, people love the difference and I am sure would do it again
to help stop climate change. You can see big changes already and Cornwall could be a HUGE leader
in this. We are uniquely placed to do so, and I know the spirit down here is very willing.
Let's make Cornwall lead the Big Change

1.42 URN 099
Re Planning - all new building should have to be energy efficient and sustainable, i.e. using natural
materials - not manufactured from oil. there should be only a moderate profit on the resale of these
items, in other words a small added cost from the builder - not as much as he/she can get! The
premium on natural materials for building is based on a fashion that can attract only the most
wealthy - instead it should incur less cost for local people, so they can afford buildings which are
based on the ‘pragmatic’ vernacular of pre 1960, no plastic and no insulation manufactured from oil.
Re Travel - drastic action to restrict vehicles in the county, unless non-fossil fuelled. Supply more EV
charge points. Encourage Hydrogen - even the production of water-based fuel, of which I believe it is
possible and of course leg power.
There could be sites around the county to pick up powered bikes - help set-ups via reduce business
rates.
Encourage tie-in holidays, temporarily forfeiting cars to replace with other more environmental
forms of transport - along with low impact activity. Think along the lines of Cornwall being a
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natural park and the residents being the park-keepers. Each village could be encouraged along these
lines.
However, the recent passing of the Space Project sadly does not fit this scenario - instead it will bring
heavy traffic and require transport connections. We don’t need this - even for the few extra jobs.
Renewables should be encouraged and planning permission made easier - Solar hedges seem to be
an ideal alternative to covering whole fields with panels - unless they have dual function.
Wind turbines can be beautiful structures in the landscape, if subtle and landscape coloured, no
bright shouting colours - no advertising.
Personally, the noise that they are purported to make I am not aware of and should not be a
hindrance to more regenerating sites.
Wave power/tidal power generators should be encouraged.
Geothermal/hot rocks should be encouraged.
Anaerobic Digesters are just based on crop subsidies and should be stopped. Their use creates more
traffic on the roads and land-use change. There should not be need for them with pasture-fed
animals where there is no slurry issue - this form of animal farming should be encouraged.
The Environment should be under all our care and farmers care - with bio-diversity and the leisure
industry in mind - protection of natural environment a priority. Estate transformation should be
encouraged with Knepp as example of successful re-wilding.
On carbon 0ff-setting - this is a cheap route and not sustainable - it hides the problems, doesn’t
solve them.
Cornwall is unique and special, and this must be preserved in whatever character evolves. This
county can be an example by its Councillors lobbying for all the best practice standards, and indeed
aiming for higher ones, which can set a precedence for other regions to follow. I wish you strength
with the task.
This present Government will need sound arguments put, they are blind to common sense as they
are not down to earth, practical people, their brains run on numbers and are soulless and dismissive
of the real hands-on world.

1.43 URN 100
1, loss of species & habitat
2, effect on humans /communities and how we can live harmoniously on the planet
1, it is an emergency & needs to be treated with upmost urgency so supporting & encouraging the
people, communities, businesses to adapt & change (& change quickly) is vital.
2, to understand that consumerism & constant growth isn’t the answer! And by rebuild communities
in a more sustainable w way would lead people to having healthy happier lives.
People & communities – health & wellbeing
Housing – support low impact sustainable development only
Transport- develop low impact sustainable transport system, favouring train, bus, cycle & not
supporting car use. Cheaper more frequent buses. Maybe smaller vehicles that can run more
frequently & electric
Agriculture – positively discriminate in favour of small local farmers.
It’s so important you consult & inform the public to ensure they support & come along with policy &
will carry it out in their daily lives.
It could be really positive & a real opportunity for change. Help young people & schools develop
better, more sustainable future Do you have any other comments or any evidence for us to include?
Keep consulting & informing the public to ensure they support & come along with policy & will carry
it out in their daily lives.
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1.44 URN 101
1, We can already see the impacts in a variety of ways here e.g. more extreme weather events, so it
is not a question of only other people being affected
2, The potential impacts and the predicted time frame in which to act, as confirmed by the majority
of climate scientists, mean that this is a true emergency, and requires concerted and prompt action.
Tokenism will not achieve anything, and radical changes are required.
1, Sustainable transport
2, Encouragement of a green economy e.g. teleworking, renewable energy projects to provide green
jobs, sustainable tourism in a county so dependent currently upon tourism income. In the medium
term develop local resilience to get away from reliance on tourism, which inevitably encourages car
use.
Increased quality of life through focus on wellbeing rather than economic benefits. This would
underpin all other policies in the sense that no policy should be approved that decreases wellbeing.
Energy efficiency in construction policy
Rapid development of sustainable transport and disincentives for non-electric car usage
Increased renewable energy development, no new road schemes, encouragement of walking,
cycling, pedestrianisation of town centres, putting these ahead of cars in terms of priority.
Encouragement of non-meat producing agriculture
Greater community cohesion, Resilience, enhanced natural environment
Increased quality of life through focus on wellbeing rather than economic benefits
During the Covid-19 crisis, surveys have demonstrated that the majority of people are more
concerned about wellbeing rather than material benefits. Therefore, the development plan should
focus on encouraging all aspects that will bring about increased wellbeing for all Cornish residents.

1.45 URN 102
1, destruction of natural, sustainable environments 2, pollution 1, Keep it local 2, Ensure good,
sustainable, healthy provision for local people
Providing basic facilities in towns and maintaining access for disabled people
Abandoning current growth economic models Gardens in new housing should be good enough to
grow basic produce
What policies do you think would be most effective against climate change?
Lower pollution
New economic model e.g. doughnut economics (Raworth) – adopted by Wales and Amsterdam
Sustainable, useful housing over time It should support the local aspects we adhere to in business
and community See leaflets attached
I am also very concerned that there does not appear to be any facility for disabled people or the less
mobile, elderly people in town densification.

1.46 URN 103
1, Climate Change will make areas of the South West unsuitable for human habitation due to air
pollution, flooding and excessive heat
2, Food production will become more difficult as the temperature increases, weather patterns
become more disrupted and soil quality is depleted
1, We need to reduce our carbon emissions caused by transport. This should include reducing
private car use by improving public transport and encouraging walking and cycling, producing more
of our needs (particularly food) locally so that they don’t have to be transported around. We also
need to find a way to reduce numbers of delivery vans delivering online orders – perhaps deliveries
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going to a central hub and being collected from there. We also need to design our towns and villages
to facilitate reduction in private car use.
2, We need to produce more renewable energy and use less energy overall. We should do this by
encouraging community energy schemes (supported by a smart grid and energy storage) and by
extending schemes to retrofit insulation and draught-proofing to existing privately owned homes.
Biodiversity and ecosystem restoration is a key component in mitigating the climate crisis, so should
be part of this plan, not held in a separate document.
Removing the planning restrictions on onshore wind turbines
Encouraging local food production
Stopping the development of out-of-town shopping facilities
Pedestrianizing town centres and reducing speed limits in urban areas
It might enable us to set up a community growing scheme with the ability to sell our produce and
provide healthy, local food and a community energy scheme to provide cheap, green electricity here
in Bude.
Town centres should not just be about shopping. We don’t need the rampant consumerism we’ve
been subject to for the past 50 years. We need culture, community, health and wellbeing to be at
the centre of our social existences. If the Coronavirus pandemic has taught us anything, then surely,
it’s taught us that.

1.47 URN 104
Please can you ensure that centres and community facilities that support the community in its
efforts to produce climate positive actions are mapped and clearly supported. The anxiety and metal
health associated with the climate emergency are far bigger than is admitted. The main feeling is
perhaps a sense of powerlessness and isolation. Spaces and organisations offering positive solutions,
communication and dialogue are essential especially if the community can engage and empower
with positive actions e.g. organic farming, tree planting, ZE transport, community energy schemes
etc.

1.48 URN 105
Please can you ensure that centres and community facilities that support the community in its
efforts to produce climate positive actions are mapped and clearly supported. The anxiety and metal
health associated with the climate emergency are far bigger than is admitted. The main feeling is
perhaps a sense of powerlessness and isolation. Spaces and organisations offering positive solutions,
communication and dialogue are essential especially if the community can engage and empower
with positive actions e.g. organic farming, tree planting, ZE transport, community energy schemes
etc. At present there is little support for organic farming in Cornwall. As a climate positive form of
food production and one that offers opportunities for community farming (see Duchy College papers
in 2012). We would like to develop networks from community to farms to enable young people to
have a chance to get involved in organic farming and to boot up new protein crops and fruit and nut
orchards across Cornwall. This will fit well with Cornwall's food production and food awareness.
Please ban the use of Round up in Cornwall This weed killer is a proven poison that effects young
children and wildlife

1.49 URN 106
DPD climate change should be EMERGENCY as declared by CCC 2019. Para 2 of intro ‘challenges may
well prove impossible by 2030’ – confirms my fear that the full meaning of the emergency has not
been grasped. Failure means the threat of catastrophic crises and the public must be told the truth
in order for action to be taken. A citizen’s assembly should be called now.
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1, The title, this is a climate emergency declared by CCC last year, means rising emissions leading to
ecological collapse e.g. food security. The pandemic has illustrated how fragile our food supply is.
2, Rising sea level and flooding causing soil erosion, loss of land and homes.
1, reduce emissions by cutting energy use AND DEMAND and investing in green energy. SCRAP
SPACEPORT. SUSTAINABILITY as in CLIMATE EMERGENCY not BUSINESS AS USUAL which is
unsustainable. This requires urgent public engagement with clarity and honesty.
2, build resilience – community cohesion – build on community support framework developed in
pandemic to establish LOCALISM for food supply, local renewable energy etc.
In the introduction to this form ‘all services will have to play a part’, yet all industries and tourism
are not listed.
Agriculture should mean REGENERATIVE agriculture which addresses all the issues of climate
emergency – from energy and soil conservation, food supply to flood prevention. Cornwall’s water
supply is very fragile and energy consuming, yet never mentioned. What policies do you think would
be most effective against climate change.
My answer Reduction of emissions and investment in renewable energy and regenerative farming! But NPPF
controls UK planning policy therefore local authorities should combine to force UK government to
declare a climate emergency (only declared by UK parliament May 2019) and make the necessary
statutory changes.
Strong and imaginative planning policy could underpin and empower community cohesion, with the
opportunity to build on local, voluntary pandemic responses.
l. I realise that we lost the direct public consultation events. I hope that future documents can be
more accessible, especially in terms of language and style which is industry not user friendly and
which has certainly discouraged many from responding. I must repeat this – please change the title
to CLIMATE EMERGENCY/CRISIS not change which is an inappropriate, trivial word to use.
2. the pandemic has revealed the paramount need for preparation and communication which has
been so inadequate in the UK. We need to learn fast from this.
3. we need a stronger clearer message about the urgency of the crisis and what the future WILL look
like if we don’t! Cornwall has a lot of expertise to draw on, including the university and especially
Professor Stephan Harrison and there are excellent films and videos available. Mixed messages cost
lives. Surely the response of the general public to the pandemic shows our ability to respond fast in
an emergency and how that has to be maintained with clarity and honesty.
4. sadly, I must emphasis my lack of confidence in the real understanding of this emergency by the
Council, which is perfectly illustrated by Spaceport. Please reassure me by scrapping this project.

1.50 URN 107
1, Increased risk of coastal and fluvial flooding due to rising sea levels and extreme weather events.
2, Westminster is not reacting quickly enough to introduce the policies and legislation required to
enable and support meaningful actions at national and local levels. It is a Climate Emergency!
1, Raise the quality, energy efficiency and environmental standards of all new buildings, so that we
are not having to retrofit properties built now, in order to meet the standards required by 2030.
2, Increase the production of renewable energy.
Responsible tourism/supporting businesses, Energy Efficiency, Renewable Energy, Natural Climate
Solutions, Coastal Change and Flood Management, Transport, Agriculture and rural Issues
The policies and requirements that Parish Councils and NDPs can enforce are frequently restricted
by the lack of ambition embodied in the National Planning Framework and Local Plans. Setting the
bar higher at a National and County level would allow Parish Councils and NDPs to adopt policies
that are achievable and relevant to their communities and realise the mitigation and adaptation that
is urgently needed.
Carbon offset should be a ‘last resort’ where no possible alternative is available.
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The definition of ‘viability’ needs to be examined and the carbon footprint of all new building, both
short-term and long-term needs to be given appropriate weight in the calculation.

1.51 URN 108
1, I fear that it will unproportionally affect poorer populations the most – both globally and locally
2, The cost will be borne by generations that have not been able to influence policy
1, Expand public transport, cycling and improved broadband
2, Tackle fuel poverty that is driven by our inefficient housing stock
Tourism. Because of its importance to the local economy and the increasing importance of
staycations
I particularly want to support the inclusion of “one planet developments” and “off-grid
communities” especially where they can make contributions to local food networks.
I would also support more onshore wind and ground solar, especially where it serves a
local/community need and give less weight to cumulative impacts.
I would like to see all developments (including extensions and conversions) required to explore low
carbon heating/generation.
I would like to see some protection for the future viability of the South West Coast Path within
Coastal Vulnerability Zones.
I support a policy on Biodiversity Net Gain but do not support off site contributions
What do you expect the impacts of new planning policy could have on your business, organisation or
community?
I represent a rural division in North Cornwall. Through better connectivity, electrification of vehicles
and more local food networks the countryside could offer more sustainable development than is
currently envisaged in planning policy.
An excellent scoping document

1.52 URN 110
CONCERNS: damage to biodiversity in particular pollinators; implications for health and wellbeing.
TOP TWO THINGS: better education for the public which is empowering NOT didactic “do not tell me
what to do”; better understanding and support for the hedges and trees in the county which provide
natural sequestration of carbon, enhanced health and wellbeing and improved biodiversity. This can
and should be supported by planning principles which empower tree officers to protect our existing
natural environment and encourage planting of hedges, trees and pollinator shrubs and flowers in
private gardens.
Theme not listed. HEDGES AND TREES. This may already be being considered within your topic
themes but I believe this theme is essential for two reasons; climate change, for their contribution to
carbon sequestration and for the biodiversity that is essential for our health and wellbeing, the
economic benefits brought by visitors who come to Cornwall because of the character of our natural
environment, and the value of hedges and trees to the pollinators essential for food production and
our agricultural industry.
I would strongly RECOMMEND that urgent attention is given to a review of our planning policies to
ensure the success of the Forest of Cornwall policy. Without a robust defence of the TPO’s in place
and a revision of a very out of date network of TPO’s the success of the Forest of Cornwall might be
in doubt.
The confluence of two CC policies -Climate Change and The Forest of Cornwall provides an
opportunity which the general public can grasp, namely the one supports the other. Enhancement of
planning to empower tree officers to consider the county’s climate change policy and the Forest of
Cornwall policy when considering planning applications to cut down trees or enforcing existing
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planning conditions is essential in implementing both policies. (currently Feock Parish Council has
more planning applications to manage or remove trees than applications to build or extend houses!
and its TPO network is significantly out of date and therefore irrelevant)
Any new policies must have two objectives: support for economic growth and sustainable business
and improvement of our health and wellbeing through better housing and the protection and
enhancement of our natural environment. However, cutting down trees and ripping out hedgerows
rarely meets either objective; conversely it undermines the Councils twin objectives of responding to
climate change and enhancing our environment.
I recently attended a meeting of the Tree Council held near Bodmin last year and attended by
members and officers. Cornwall Councils response to climate change was praised, in particular with
reference to the Forest for Cornwall. In discussion it was highlighted in addition to planting new
trees across the county that there where procedures in place to protect existing trees and hedges.
My contention is that in fact support for this protection is weak and consequently our TPO network
is very unprotected, partly by being out of date, but also by planning decisions which do not or
cannot take account of either the Climate Change Policy or the Forest of Cornwall objectives.
There is no doubt that implementing the actions proposed above will have cost implications;
additional staff in the forestry team and the planning enforcement team for example. The
Coronavirus pandemic has placed and will continue to place significant strains on the Councils
budget, but paradoxically it can be argued that there has never been a more important time to
sustain and enhance our natural environment for the benefit of our residents and visitors

1.53 URN 111
1, The continuing destruction of nature and ecosystems
2, The world we are leaving for our children, and for all life on earth
1, Sustainable agricultural and horticultural practice (e.g. agroforestry systems) which protect and
work with nature as opposed to monocropping systems, and a focus on local produce with minimal
food miles.
2, Sustainable and affordable housing for Cornish people, in a county which has increasing poverty
and gap between rich and poor, along with ability to own and farm small parcels of land. One Planet
Development, making sure that people are able to own and access land, and live there if their living
is produced from the land.
One Planet Development, sustainable agriculture, local food production.
Cornwall is increasingly left behind in all aspects of social development. The brain drain continues. I
came down here to study horticulture (plant science), and there are no jobs for me, despite being
qualified and having an extremely beneficial set of skills. It makes me very sad, but I am planning to
move away unless there are more opportunities for me and my family.

1.54 URN 113
This is an emergency we must act now 2030 is not soon enough. We must make immediate changes;
implement recommendations from scientists and use this moment of Covid 19 where individuals
have accepted change and go much, much further: reducing our carbon footprint through
supporting a massive public green transport system, developing natural ecosystems where nature is
permitted to look after itself and us, creating new jobs in energy efficiency and renewable; support
small and local industry especially the farming industry too become less polluting… I could go on, but
the message is we must address this now. We need nature far more than she needs us and we
cannot put it off any longer.
Melting Ice caps lowers earths albedo which leads to increased rates of melting land ice because
more solar radiation is absorbed by the earth’s surface, Leading to greater volume of water in our
oceans, leading to seas expanding and evaporating, leading to more humidity in the air, leading to
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greater occurrence of storms and heavy rains, leading to more and more flooding, leading to
anaerobic decomposition by bacteria which releases methane(some of which oxidises into CO2).
Leading to habitat destruction and death of wild life leading to homelessness, leading to crop failure
and food shortage, leading to mass panic, leading to war. The evidence is there – human beings are
responsible for melting ice caps. We must address this issue immediately and comprehensively.
1 The Public are not being told about what the scientists are really saying, and this public
consultation goes nowhere near what is really needed. Instead we should have far wider media
coverage and some sort of scientifically advised working group that can digest the information fully
and dictate what changes local government must make in order to save us from imminent disaster.
2 Cornwall Council must jump on the Covid 19 lockdown and use this moment to inform and support
individuals to continue to reduce their individual carbon usage. It is vital that industry is supported
as well, but without public awareness and support industry will carry on as usual… Covid 19 means
we are not in business as usual. Bow is the time to implement change. Cornwall Council declared a
climate emergency 16 months ago and as far as I can see nothing has really moved forward. There
must be no going back to the old polluting way of life.
Addition Topic/ Theme Plastic Plastic Plastic Plastic Plastic Plastic!
These are a good start, but we must do them properly. Cornwall Council must not do this halfheartedly, with token gestures such as a few new green buses. So, the Newquay airport expansion
plans have to be dropped immediately as this actively negates the whole point of this document an
its aims.
Most effective policies
1, Abandon Newquay airport expansion and heavily tax all flights in and out of Cornwall
2 Direct all new builds to be carbon neutral WITH inbuilt capacity for renewable energy capture- e.g.
all new homes to have solar panels.
3 Provide charging points in every car parking space in Cornwall
4 Support all businesses to become carbon neutral by 2025
5 Heavily tax all carbon vehicle sales and support 100% ‘green’ vehicle sales
6 Increase green buses, routes and timings, create community taxi services and support car share
schemes for rural areas
7 Support all housing to become as fully insulates as possible
8 Mandate for all replacements of boilers in houses to be carbon free
9 support all holiday lets to become carbon free. Promote Cornwall as environmentally friendly for
tourists at the boundary and provide guidance for tourists so they can support the local economy
and protect the environment
10 Demand that the fishing industry clean up after itself
I expect local taxes to rise; services top become more expensive and I expect to be less well off. But I
also hope that there will be food available to purchase and heating for my family in winter months.
Other Comments.
The following are just a few climate change catastrophe evidence gathered from radio 4 over the last
year :
Hottest temperature ever recorded in the UK: July 2019 38.ti degrees
Hottest 10 years are recorded since 2002
Coldest 10 years recorded not since 1963
July 2019 Derbyshire 1500 residents evacuated due to excessive rains and Dam failure
Capernicus climate change says June 2019 hottest ever June
Capernicus climate change says July 2019 hottest ever July
Liz Bentley from Royal Meteorological Society said the heatwave in France and the Netherlands July
2019 is attributed to human induced climate change
August 2019 Boardmasters Festival, Newquay cancelled due to unusually bad weather
2019 20000 people have to abandon homes in India due to flooding
Heatwave in Wales Feb 2019 – 20 degrees
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Heathrow produces 18 million tons per year of C02
Devastating floods in I.O.M. October 2019
Friday 8th November 2019, 1moynth of rain in 24 hours, woman dies
River Donn records highest ever level Nov 2016; 6 severe warnings meaning a risk to life; chaos on
road and rail network
Unprecedented bush fires in Australis Nov 2019 with record number of emergency warnings,
threatened communities and residents trapped. Uncharted territory with 1000 fire fighters
employed
Crop failure of onions in India 2019 one of India’s major exports
World meteorological Organisation says this is the hottest decade ever recorded
December 2019 Hayle floods: major incident declared with around 50- 60 houses and businesses
affected, more than 7 miles of Cornwall’s main artery - the A30 closed
100kg ball of litter found in a dead wale in the Thames 2019
Jan and Feb 2020 floods Somerset Levels
Feb 2020 Storm Denis 8 sever flood warnings, 600 houses flooded, 1 death, floods in Wales, Severn,
Shropshire, Herefordshire, Worcestershire – between 500 and ti00 areas never flooded before. We
are in unchartered territory with flooding classified as a 100 year event happening 4 times in last 20
years
Now is the time to ACT, Now is the time to engage scientists to advise not politicians to rule
Now is the time to inform the public with clear information about what will (not might) happen if we
do not act.
Let’s face it, it is already happening right now, just now in the Cornwall Council Offices.
Now is the time to set up a working group advised by scientists to dictate action to curb the rising
temperatures. This group must be above politics.
Covid 19 is nothing compare to the threat of that Climate Emergency, but more pandemics are likely
as a result of the changes we are seeing. Please, please, please just get on with it.

1.55 URN 115
1 rising heat and all that is associated with it …. floods, melting ice caps, crop degradation,
environmental refugees, increase cancers eye and skin problems etc etc etc
2, mass extinctions of animals, invertebrates, plants.... the breakdown of our biodiversity1,
agriculture......eco-friendlier no spraying of insecticides and less destruction of hedge rows resulting
in massive loss of top soil. This all leads to water problems both fresh and sea water on which the
tourist coastal industry depends.
2, better cheaper bus and train services and provision for cyclists on roads and also capacity for bikes
on trains and buses
How we treat our seasonal rural workers
Better designed modern housing with insulation PV and water heating solar panels. Encouraging
cycling and using buses and trains that link up. Electric re-charging stations more widely available
I would like to see some form of provision for bikes on buses
In mountain areas there are huge rear racks for skis and snow boards there must be a way to have
external racks for 6-8 bikes on the rear of buses. Also, more cycle space on trains too.

1.56 URN 116
1, the effect on food production and distribution – food security
2, use of renewables and the need to increase the capacity of the electric grid
1, improved rural transport
2, efficient and conservative use of energy in homes and businesses
Rewilding of Cornish moorland and valleys , improvement of ecosystem
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Change to planning to enable people to live off-grid
Unifying agricultural and fishing development with the need for food sources and distribution that
are close to home, within our area And to note that 2030 is TOO LATE, greater urgency needed
Only for the good
It concerns me and others that there is little sense of urgency from the Council as a whole. The
process of producing, scoping and consulting on the DPD is welcome.

1.57 URN 117
I have a few questions regarding the Development Plan Document currently in consultation and I
would like to discuss it over the phone. I am currently living in Bristol, willing to move to Cornwall in
a Self-Build Home.

1.58 URN 118
The related issue of loss of biodiversity generally, especially the cataclysmic fall in insect numbers in
particular. If current rates of decline (due to farming methods and habitat loss) aren’t addressed
now insects could be extinct by the end of the century. Obviously without pollinators there would be
collapse of ecosystems not to mention food supply.
2, What concerns me most That humans generally are still making the climate crisis worse by
increasing our carbon footprint year on year. Carbon emissions are still going up even though we
know the effects this will have. That we (in Cornwall in particular) are also doing this as a county –
for example taking on new carbon projects – the Space Port; planning for new roads; increasing our
car miles and our power usage etc.
On one hand the Council are saying we need to do something about the climate crisis; on the other
the Council is actually still making things worse. We can’t kid ourselves that somehow magically all
our carbon-heavy projects can be offset by the forest for Cornwall.
With each decision that’s made by the Council, these two questions need to be addressed:
How does this affect the climate crisis?
How does this affect biodiversity?
1, Look to increase biodiversity and restore natural processes. I believe these are the cornerstones,
the starting points, since they effect every area of policy. Salt marshes and peat bog etc should be
protected. As should high grade farmland which is rapidly disappearing under concrete in some
areas, such as around Newquay. For example, with regard to housing and development, what about:
Having a large number of allotments accorded to each development. This has several benefits: food
security, healthy eating, well-being, sense of community, understanding and knowledge of how to
grow food.
Planting orchards within housing developments – so instead of planting ornamental trees, plant
apple trees, or plums, cherries – whatever is appropriate to the soil and microclimate. This has the
advantages of my last point.
Also increasing biodiversity and natural processes can improve farming and rivers.
For example, beavers can reduce flooding due to building semi-permeable dams. See the results at
Laddock for evidence of this. Restoration and creation of natural habitat by the Wildlife Trust and
volunteers have improved water quality in the Upstream Thinking projects. It’s also crucial to
consider the marine environment and its biodiversity and natural processes.
My point is that if we look after nature, it will help us. If we continue beat it to the ground, we have
no future.
So, when we look at housing, energy, flooding, transport, we need to consider our impact on
biodiversity and restoration of natural processes first and foremost.
2, Health, welfare and well-being of people and communities – the way we live. Here are a few
ideas: Again, this crosses all the aspects of the report.
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Transport – to reduce carbon emissions we need better public transport and a far greater number of
safe cycle lanes. For example, in Falmouth cycle lanes run for a couple of hundred yards and then tail
out. This is dangerous. Like many others, I have never cycled with my child in Falmouth until
lockdown meant cars were off the roads. Much of the traffic in Falmouth is due to the school run to
primary schools and the secondary. We need safe cycle paths that are separate from the traffic, so
our children can cycle or walk to school, and adults can cycle to work. This would lead to better
health, well-being and air quality. Other cities and towns are taking radical action here. We need to
do it to.
Developments need to be created where there are already good public transport systems to reduce
car use.
What about a train line from Newquay to Truro?
Jobs investment in jobs that are beneficial for the planet: E.g. in renewables E.g. in support for
people interested in market garden businesses – to enable people to grow food small-scale and sell
it. One of the main issues of climate change is drought and food shortages. We saw the panic buying
in lockdown with the stripping of supermarket shelves and that was just a supply issue. We get a lot
of our food from Africa and Southern Europe, both of which are vulnerable to drought. Also, with
the destruction of our soils through intensive farming there are estimated to be only 60 harvests
left. To encourage market gardening would be a way in which we could future proof Cornwall’s food
supply at community level and protect soil quality at the same time, plus create jobs.
I think Biodiversity should be a separate area.
If it’s buried somewhere in Natural Climate Solutions, it could easily be side-lined.
Without biodiversity, especially of insects, there’s likely to be ecosystem collapse – it doesn’t really
get any more crucial than that really! Also, Marine environment – the health of our seas is often
forgotten because it’s usually unseen
To place these 3 items at the heart of every decision;
Biodiversity
Natural solutions
Health and wellbeing of the community
This would create a sense of direction and vision in policy that puts us back in harmony with the
natural world and is our best hope in climate crisis. I would hope it would:
1. Mean that developments were within public transport networks to avoid car use and served by
cycle lanes.
2. That buildings had solar panels
3. incorporated an area of allotments
4. included fruit trees
5. included native trees that served biodiversity
6. included resources for nature – bats, swifts within structure of buildings
7. included retention of natural hedges
8. had large amount of car-free areas for kids to play and for people to come together
9. obviously never built on flood plains
10. no more gas mains connections
Just to look at amazing projects that are taking place across the world where communities are
reducing carbon and attempting to live sustainably in cities, towns and villages. Perhaps there’s
much to inspire us and perhaps ideas that might work here.

1.59 URN 119
1, plastic pollution
2 air pollution
1, Look at road building use of petrol cars
2, To look at sustainable building
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Recycling
Recycling and replace plastics and car fuel
Challenge large companies who pollute
Look to reduce building roads experientially

1.60 URN 120
1, The loss of habitats (through flood, fire, raised temperatures in equatorial zones etc) for humans
and other species leading to displacement - causing migration, disease, famine and extinction.
2, Food shortages caused by extreme and unpredictable weather conditions that we are already
experiencing, e.g. droughts, floods, unprecedented temperatures, leading to famine, mass-migration
and ultimately war and extinction.
1, Renewable energy from sun and wind to power homes, businesses and public services
2, Affordable and comprehensive emission-free public transport for all
The proposed Space Port at St Mawgan must be thrown out immediately. In every way it is
completely contradictory to any ambitions for carbon-neutrality and would make a mockery of any
proposed attempt to de-carbonise our county.
What policies do you think would be most effective against climate change?
Close the airport and improve train services.
Encourage and enable visitors to Cornwall to come by train, as well as local commutes to work and
school.
Tax second home-owners to help protect the environment that they capitalise on but don’t maintain
– in fact contribute to their erosion. The following plans however would benefit the community in
many ways, reducing air pollution, carbon emissions and congestion: Schemes to enable children to
walk safely to school. Cycle-lanes and bike-storage at stations.
No cars in town centres except disabled and deliveries. Thank you for the opportunity to contribute.

1.61 URN 121
1. The change is now rapid, and we are failing to act even with the scientific knowledge and the Paris
agreement
2. The effects of Climate Change are not equitable. Our actions in developed countries have a
disproportionately large effect on developing countries.
1, Citizen buy-in. We need a massive education programme covering all media, schools, employers,
visitors. A fully representative Citizen’s Assembly (like jury service) could be at the heart of this.
2, A council that is brave and prepared to make immediate moves on the low hanging fruit, thereby
leading by example. It has done some of this already of course – thank you!
We need to reduce emissions from transport and buildings whilst rapidly deploying renewable
energy generation to replace fossil fuels. Policies that will incentivise this, carrots and sticks,
especially the ones that will REDUCE.
Setting standards and requirements that exceed national policy (in planning and building regs) for
new and existing developments is an essential part of this. Cornwall must move straight to this
position, test it and fight it. We have not got time to wait for the outcome of the future homes
standard.
I am an architect with an interest/expertise in designing and retrofitting low energy/ low carbon
buildings. For my work these will be positive changes – better informed clients and a policy context
that makes delivery easier! I would like to be able to work on projects that are very close to home.
For my community, I imagine homes that are easier and cheaper to heat and healthier to live in.
Less cars parked on the streets (because we share them or hire them rather than owning them),
better public transport (probably electric buses). Air quality will improve, and we might even walk
and cycle a bit more. The Sustainability Appraisal: This lacks answers or even options on how the
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declaration of climate emergency and CC’s commitment to net zero by 2030 will clash and / or affect
the appraisal topics/sections. It doesn’t seem to relate to the climate change DPD. I have read the
Topic Paper: Building Standards and Energy Efficiency. Below are specific comments in relation to
this topic: 1. detailed emissions calculations/modelling is required so that we know:
a) how "low" each sector or building type (e.g. new build/ existing building/ solid walls/ cavity walls/
terraced houses/ detached houses/ estate houses etc) needs to go to hit zero carbon by 2030,
b) know that we are making the right policy choices. i.e. the most carbon "bang for bucks" and/or
the "quick wins" or "low hanging fruit". E.g. for existing buildings is it better to ignore retrofitting
insulation (which is really difficult beyond the basics) and just fit heat pumps thereby relying on
100% renewables on the grid, or should we just be concentrating on reducing the heat load (and fuel
poverty) by whole house retrofitting street by street? The AECB have done some great work on this,
please see https://carbonlite.net/wp-content/uploads/201ti/04/Green-Memes-2_Can-we-build-ourway-out-of-crisis_Published-version-1.11.pdf?v=ti9cba1185463
2. It implies that CC is hedging its bets on the new Future Homes Standard (new building regs energy
efficiency standards) which is currently being consulted on at national level. The new standard
proposes to disallow Local Councils from setting higher standards than the Building Regulations and
so, if passed, would prevent CC setting its own higher requirements/policies. BUT this has been
widely criticised and may therefore not be included in the standard, but more importantly there isn't
time to wait for the outcome of this. It could be 2yrs before this is known. CC intends to reach zero
carbon by 2030 so it will need to be brave and optimistic by putting policy in place now that will
deliver the year on year reductions that are required.
3. District heat mains are mentioned but not considered as viable in Cornwall. I think there are
perfect places especially those not on the gas grid (like the densely packed streets of many of our
historic towns packed with hard to heat buildings many listed) where district heat mains could feed
every house in the street. Ultra-low temp heat networks that use small heat pumps to upgrade the
heat on a house by house basis may be an option (see https://www.kensaheatpumps.com/thetechnology/heat-sources-collectors/shared-ground-loop-arrays/). These multi dwelling installations
qualify for the current RHI payment scheme making them more affordable.
4. There is no place for carbon offsetting in most new developments/projects. There are sectors of
our economy that can't be zero carbon, these will rely on negative carbon inputs elsewhere. If a
proposed development cannot deliver nearly zero, then perhaps it should not be built?

1.62 URN 123
‘I’m truly sorry Man’s dominion Has broken Nature’s social union, an’ justifies that ill opinion, which
makes the startle at me, thy poor, earth-born companion, An’ fellow-mortal.’ – Ode to a Mouse, by
Robert Burns
Thank you so much for a well collated and constructed document. It’s certainly a pleasure to read
hopeful and somewhat progressive objectives and goals via the strategic policies put in place by
national and local governance. I wonder if the global instructions/advice from the United Nations
should be referred to for folks to search and review, including the 1ti proposed goals for fairer
development on the planet: www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/ As is almost certainly already
apparent, the recommended response form did not for me collate well with the CC DPD with its
three questions per theme. Therefore, I have taken the opportunity to answer you via the final three
questions you pose. (Summarising: do you believe that the scope of the CC DPD is correct? Have you
got any evidence to contribute? Is there anything else it should cover?) Finding writing easier in a
narrative prose style and believing that most people understand and absorb better with this style, I
have taken courage in hand, a much-needed attribute for the current urgent responses required by
all and written as such.
This response does include questions that I hope can be pondered and answered, as they will add
weight to the document’s finale. I have also attempted to make it personal versus the academic and
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institutional style of narration that to me deters from the passions that these current fears and
needs for change engender. Where comment is not made then it must be understood that the writer
congratulates you and accepts as a good idea what you have already proposed.
Einstein is quoted as saying: ‘We cannot solve the problems using the same kind of thinking we used
when we created them.’
A quick ramble, as this is being written during the pandemic, the pause button (in many areas)
allowing us all a vision of a society beyond the materialistic, consumer vs. citizen, neo-liberalistic
fantasy of un-halting and necessary financial economic growth via a broken capitalistic system.
Many folks, both Cornish residents and global ones, appear to have not only the said courage of
previously held convictions, but also the delight in holding tight and demonstrating our very best
values and ways of being. Dreckly mode for those not ‘encultured’ in it has helped many not caught
up in the ‘keep the country going’ or business-as-usual lifestyles to begin to see, reflect upon and
love our real and true evolutionary nature (which is inclusive, caring, compassionate, sharing and
empathic).
We have lived within the projected fears of leaders and dominant small-minority power structures
that have promoted the ‘dog eat dog’ dark side of Homo sapiens. This ‘shadow within’ tends to be
projected when resources are seen to be low and our identity threatened. Living in a world where
currently there is enough to go around and an evolved world that recognises we have more in
common than not means we can build on this. It is a developed way of thinking that is needed in any
development document or decision about any form of future development. The responses that I will
present here will possibly be seen as too left-field, too unattainable and perchance too
unachievable, but we have seen what we can do under threat, and our response currently to
immediate and obvious danger. These lifestyle adaptations and changes must be transferred and
adapted in the face of the real and far more dangerous threat of a climate catastrophe – not simply
climate change, as your document terms it! Change implies a normality and does not reflect the
urgency needed as a response to the global warming and eco-destruction we are seeing as a
systemic human-made crisis.
There seems to be a growing understanding that we as a species are part of the collective whole.
This previously non-white, non-western concept seems now to be widely accepted by a large
percentage of the world’s thinking minds, and this need, from my way of seeing life, to be reflected
in all decisions made by those in the most powerful of species, and those in influential positions, that
affect us all (flora, fauna, air, soils, waters). Therefore, before any development is pondered, the first
question must be: will it do harm? And the second: will it give back to the extended natural world to
help it regenerate after our exploitative abuses? See James Lovelock and the Gaia Hypothesis, most
Indigenous belief systems, and so on.
Most of us of a certain age were awakened to the tragedy of our destruction of so much of the
natural environment in the 1980s. Documentation does, though, exist showing that past generations
understood the dangers soon after the emissions from the Industrial Revolution started darkening
(and warming) the skies: voices quietened or unjustly discredited in a manner our scientists have
been more recently.
For me and I guess many others, this first resulted in a terrifying fear reaction and then a denial.
Those who did engage, I feel, must reflect on this when trying to inform others – it’s very scary and
easier by far to avoid and ignore. Next, I, as a deeply concerned young mother, watched Sting with
the Amazon Tribal leaders, listened to what Friends of the Earth, Greenpeace and the World-Wide
Fund for Nature were saying and doing, read The Ecologist, etc. All these seriously started to work to
challenge these matters, and I for one thought that right action would be taken. I certainly as a
young woman thought if they knew and even I did, then the feared end result would not occur. But
it has!
We can be complacent and allow things to continue in a similar but reduced-down
‘sustainable’/’business as usual’ way, or we can rethink who we are and how we have taken the
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wrong roads to get here. Having often considered Cornwall out on a limb and the Wild West, I feel
that with courage it can be the limb that metaphorically is the tail that wags the dog!
So, appealing to nobler and braver instincts, whilst our ship is sinking I ask the local governing body
to do its job in relation to population risk protection in all decisions to do with development –
whether granting permission, controlling a development, or refusing a development. If GDP were
about public and Nature’s health and wellbeing first and foremost, over financial profit, we would
almost certainly not be where we are now.
There are several questions that have arisen on reading the document, all below for ease of access,
as well as some embedded further comments for readers’ reflection.
1. When you mention carbon neutrality, in its measurement, I presume you mean CO2 and its
equivalents (CO2e). I would suggest that this is not enough: we need to be more than neutral and to
absorb/sequester more than is emitted.
2. Whilst I am aware that local authority/government processes can be lengthy, I think that stage
four – Examination in Public (likely, you state, to be late summer 2021) is allowing it to be left too
late! Is there a way of speeding up the process so that recommendations/policies/practices can be
implemented and/or enforced sooner?
I understand that the council has recently termed some actions Priority One Fast Track. I feel the
development department should instigate this process. The IPCC gave us 11 years, and we now have
10!
3. Point 3.4.3: I agree strongly that Cornwall should be part of the ‘leading by example’, but can we
please give ourselves and our actions ‘more teeth’ by challenging national government to recognise
the need for quick action, and even by suggesting we will not comply with policies that actually deny
the climate issues, such as road building and over 50,000 more houses? A Friends of the Earth (FoE)
challenge against a third runway at Heathrow comes to mind. Development of any scale that does
not ‘give back’ might feasibly now be illegal! friendsoftheearth.uk/climate-change/Heathrow’s-thirdrunway
4. Policy 4.2.1 has the wording ‘Presumption in favour of sustainable development’. I suggest you
change this to ‘Presumption in favour of evidenced, measured and proven regenerability’. The
elephant on the paper question is: shouldn’t one of the areas be ‘plastics use’? It seems that most
building and construction industries use far too much at all stages from vision through to creation.
No provider should be employed unless at every level of its practices it can prove that it reduces,
reuses, reclaims and/or doesn’t use at all!!
5. With particular reference to 6.2.2, are targets sufficient? They are often missed. Should we
consider some form of consequence if that becomes the case? No one enjoys the idea of
enforcement, but as we are currently seeing, if a population understands the need for behaviour
change, it generally complies.
6. Has Cornwall got enough HV lines to deal with the newly expected electricity needs? Is it looking
for new tech storage facilities? If we have too much renewable energy, do we have the
infrastructure to send power up-country?
7. Has the council, working with South West Water, considered water storage? The granite bedrock
would create fantastic reservoirs, and although we may seemingly often appear to have too much,
there are areas of the country such as the south-east that often do not have enough, as well as parts
of Europe that are worried that crops may fail – some areas are losing 1,000 farms a day. This is
actually being written during a dry period, and watering is difficult enough in a big garden, let alone
for food crops on a commercial scale.
8. Animal agriculture must be reconsidered. It is literally wasteful.
9. I understand that the council is seriously indebted already. Surely now is the time to put new
models of economy in place. Amsterdam is to use Kate Raworth’s doughnut economy model to help
recovery. www.kateraworth.com/2020/04/08/amsterdam-city-doughnut/
10. Could the council apply a CO2e charge, as we don’t yet have a national tax?
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11. Additionally, if good practice is not adhered to or fully transparent, then could the council have
enforcement officers and consequences? www.oneplanetcouncil.org.uk
12. I would ask whether, whilst not accepting any new housing or long-lasting developments, the
council could help and support existing properties to store and recycle water.
13. As our air is beautifully clear relatively and so much improved currently, would the council
consider banning petrol and diesel sooner than is nationally mandated?
14. I don’t know who creates an unnecessary supply web – for instance when a Cornish product is
sent to other markets and then comes back. Can we develop systems that do not permit this?
15. Do you think it would be wise to declare the actual plan of how to get to net zero with examples
for the public to see and therefore understand better?
Points 7 and 8 would to me to be first on any agenda in relation to future planned developments. To
paraphrase Einstein, should we not be looking at the world from a different and alternative angle
and not stay within systems and practices that have so obviously failed?
One of my experiences when, for my sins, I worked for a Local Authority, was the absolute
recognition that we all worked in ‘silos’. We now recognise we work in echo chambers on social
media and of course we only have the head space for so much, BUT surely all departments should
now be integrating. My ‘go to’ answer for most changes that are needed is usually the education
sector, as the largest information disseminator. This is not location, location, location: its education,
education, education. It still appears that adults cannot envisage as well as our brilliant youngsters a
new way of being that looks to the future; a good way of thinking is seven generations forward. The
super National Trust plants and grows with a 100-year vision.
‘Blessed are those who plant trees whose shade they will never sit under.’ (Source unknown)
Essay/report-style response to your paper now. Some ideas from above are repeated, but that’s not
always a bad thing.
Renewable energy
Any or all mention of energy use should start with ‘use reduction’, and therefore 6.2 and its
expectation that energy use will double over 50 years must be condemned as ‘not acceptable’ and
be seen as averse to the climate catastrophe response needed as well as being the consequence of a
failure of our professionals to respond correctly to the IPCC and the council’s declared Climate
Emergency.
Advisory information should be produced now as to how to reduce energy use: simple and possibly
old-fashioned (newly refangled) ideas like not heating empty rooms, not leaving lights on, closing
curtains, putting on jumpers, not heating, etc. These should be provided and be a distributed
document/advice sheet from all new renewable energy developers in association with the council.
The council and smaller local area renewable energy providers could create PPP (public-private
partnerships) rather than leaving profits in the hands of the few. I understand that a low-carbon
community was funded in and around Ladock. This should be promoted across the entire county.
Also see Transition Town groups. A pamphlet entitled ‘Connecting to Climate Change’, similar to the
idea behind the Green Church Kernow Environmental Awards, could be produced/drawn and copied
by children in schools to avoid waste and printing emissions. This would have pledges developers
could be rewarded for achieving. I have witnessed grown men delighted that their shop was
awarded a certificate for reducing its plastic use.
Any and all development must evidence through measured, understandable and confirmed
documentation the CO2e produced during manufacture, construction, transport and future use. As
an example, a wind turbine would come with those statistics. These records, I believe, should also
come with an end date for likely production and a proposed net gain in green benefits, with bids for
the work. (Do excuse me if this is already a practice!) My joy when having spare cash for the first
time was to install solar panels, but I didn’t know to consider where they were manufactured or the
environmental consequences of their installation. I feel the council and education services need to
get this form of thinking into the public mind.
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Eden’s supplier form is a great example of these ethical and necessary practices, but it can be taken
further: does a building company reuse, recycle, get the best-practice service providers, from phones
to vehicles? Does it give back along the entire supply chain and in all its practices, and not simply
have a CSR document as a token gesture? www.edenproject.com/eden-story/behind-thescenes/supply-chain-check
This certainly would appear to be a lot of work, but maybe it could be – again an across-department
project – maths/ecology/geography/business projects within the school/college/university/HE/FE
curriculum (thinking outside the currently held boxes!). There are many seasonal and low-paid
workers who could be retrained and apprenticed in these fields, as well as in the conversion of bikes
and cars to electricity and installation of more charging points. (See Transport, below.) You suggest
that it might not be reachable by 2030. It must be, and if possible earlier, and to repeat we have just
seen behavioural change enacted very quickly, so we have our precedent.
The necessity of battery storage must be utilised, with renewable inputs to the grid.
Energy efficiency
Of course this is again about reduction of use as well as best practice with energy use. The Cornwall
Authority may have been designated an enormous number of new houses to be built, but to me it is
crazy – it’s a quarter more again and thus is not ‘green’ or environmentally ethical in any way. It
certainly, I believe, could be argued in court, and if the crime of Ecocide is placed in law, it could be
illegal. I refer you again to the FoE challenge mentioned above. See also
www.stopecocide.earth/making-ecocide-a-crime
Apart from considering the efficiency of a new home in use, the issues include the cement, the
import of materials, the plastics, the land use and more involved in its construction. All of these
statistics en masse would create CO2e that goes far and beyond permissible amounts.
If this ideal of energy efficiency were combined with the theme included in this document that refers
to off-grid communities, it could include ‘real and true’ eco-villages with yurts, tepees and (secondhand, revamped) caravans, house share, etc., it might be acceptable, but otherwise it fundamentally
goes against all the behaviour changes and actions required to keep the CO2e down enough!
I completely understand the need for housing, but we must first and foremost consider that the
Thatcher-era-created nuclear family is not a species norm or indeed healthy. ‘It takes a village to rear
a child’ comes to mind, and having the grandparents living at home helps the intergenerational
sharing of love and of course information and skills. The white western world may have farmed its
elders out to homes, but if they were instead included, and properties were shared as historically
here and in most of the developing world, then there would be less housing need. In Poland single
elders took in families to build a relationship, give quality of life to all and help with the need for
housing!
Sharing and caring economies and eco-practices on land designated, reinstated to the state and/or
council-supported would help people’s wellbeing. Models exist, such as Cotna, Gorran Haven.
It’s interesting that the word ‘expensive’ is included. We have witnessed money creation and
available cash to an extent that the world has never seen before as a response to the coronavirus
epidemic! If money can be found/created with the current crisis and common enemy, then once the
lockdown is over money can be found for, may I suggest again, an even bigger threat to humanity!
As a quick suggestion, college courses should be now written and promoted to teach people to do
the conversion from gas boilers to alternative heating sources.
All industries involved with any new development should also be assessed for reuse, share and
repair, and any that still incorporate inbuilt obsolescence should be named and shamed to the newly
aware public.
Coastal change and flood management Brilliant visuals. Thank you.
To be basic and possibly ignorant and to add to the above thoughts, I would think that one really
should not build in existing flood plains or above them, as water flows downhill. Thus, don’t build
solid structures, but have adaptable and possible movable (yurts etc.) communities. Humanity did
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not ‘settle’ until the agricultural era. There are many ‘travellers’ who see mobility as acceptable and
enjoyable.
The sea-level rises are predictions, but they could very well be higher. The science is now warning of
tipping points where several of the feared climate-heating results happen together, and thus we
may need planning and foresight that consider even higher seawater levels and must have the
courage to accept that this may be a future truth. This might be the place to apply the precautionary
principle, although it must be practised for all development issues – the principle that the
introduction of a new product or process whose ultimate effects are disputed or unknown should be
resisted.
Natural climate solutions
Obviously the Forest for Cornwall is a fabulous idea, and the kelp forest for the Cornish seas must be
added to this plan. Some kelp varieties sequester 20 times the CO2 of trees, grow faster, provide
habitat and increase biodiversity under the waves, as well as adding some coastal protection.
Cornwall Eco Projects was working with Cornwall Wildlife Trust and other relevant experts including
a council rep, and I feel very strongly that this project must be supported and kickstarted into action.
Recognising that the variety might change with heating and acidification of water, we must
nevertheless try our best. For your entertainment, a Maya Angelou quote: ‘Do the best you can until
you know better. Then when you know better, do better.’
9.1 ‘Creation’ and ‘enhancement’ are the most relevant words here, being other descriptions of
needed regeneration, but by necessity as concepts they include the potential or indeed fact that the
flora and fauna will change with heating and increased wetness. This is to me the polar opposite of
‘development’ that includes further solid immobile housing for so-called human needs.
9.2.2 It can be done with lower-yield land without endangering food security. If we are again
thinking out of the box, locally, nationally and globally, maybe we should all be trying (where at all
possible) to grow our own. The global supply chain sees Ed Balls’ TV Series What Britain Buys and
Sells in a Day, which shows the madness of the current system! Local organic farms are a must and a
beautiful way to keep the economy and eco-responsibility locally. Cornwall has super examples of
the desire for this already, such as Camel Community Supported Agriculture: camel-csa.org.uk/
Transport
I’m quite certain that we recognise the current lesson during the Covid-19 emergency that we don’t
need to drive a lot or indeed travel a lot. The global CO2 reduction, though, was apparently only
between 6% and 8% during lockdown, as many industries and carbon-based fuel sources were still in
use. The bulk of CO2e comes from production and buildings. The obvious question is: do we
therefore need to make and build more?
I could see Bodmin Moor from the Mevagissey cliffs for the first time in the time I’ve been walking
from Pentewan; the lack of visitors’ car use and our own reduction in emissions made that
difference. Since my partner left with the car last September, I have done without. Nigh-on
everybody suggested one ‘must’ have a car in Cornwall. The buses, I understand, were to be more
regular and subsidised to encourage their use, which personally I greatly appreciated, though I
haven’t used them since the threat of the virus. But my bike and walking have been fine, if the
weather is considered first.
I have included some ideas from experience, and again from the bravery that comes with age, to
envisage a very different world and life experience that I believe we will need in order to combat the
next emergency and try to leave the county/world a better and safer place than we found it, and not
destroyed by our short-term thinking or our lack of courage to move into the next paradigm.
Therefore, Cornwall as a tourist attraction may have to consider many ‘rules’.
I think it’s feasible, in addition to persuading local people to use public transport, car share or
occasional hire of an e-vehicle, to suggest that visitors must be strongly encouraged, and even
incentivised, to
1. Use a public transport option to come here, with investment perhaps thus diverted from HS2 to
improve access to the south-west and Cornwall especially, without any habitat destruction! I
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recently travelled from Birmingham to Plymouth, and the National Express coach fuel meter went
from 100% to 9ti% – it’s an adaptation that before Covid-19 would have been deemed unacceptable,
but we now know we can change, and change fast!
2. Share or hire an e-vehicle (with subsidies if need be, taken from the carbon producers’ returned
subsidies when we stop paying them to add CO2 to our atmosphere).
3. Visit less often.
Further recommendations: 1. Close Newquay Airport – although air travel creates only 4% of CO2e
emissions, every little help – and most certainly do not build the spaceport. We know the proposed
job creation is minimal for locals, and the emissions will not be in line with the need to reduce. The
Spacenet satellites are already ruining our night skies.
2. The council could work much more with companies like Co Cars to provide hireable bikes and cars.
3. Essential journeys (as now) would be permittable. All must be available on a sliding scale so that
the less wealthy can utilise the facilities and elderly and disabled people would be helped or
permitted to drive when necessary. The social responsibility your document recognises well could be
applied here.
4. Further encouragement and support for car/van/minibus shares. For example, village hall weekly
shops in a shared minibus – a nice way to be inclusive. Gorran Haven has a good working model of
this, though the buses are not electric yet!
5. No new roads. All cash ploughed into public transport and improved sharing practices.
6. Costs for flying should be increased, and frequent flyers taxed more. Please see
stay-grounded.org
Agriculture and rural development Again this is an ask: for the council to dare to be daring and
consider the statements like ‘3.5 billion humans could live off the food currently fed to livestock’
(Vegan Society). I personally congratulate you for recognising the need to reduce meat and dairy
consumption with the offer of non-animal- product meals within your cafés as well as the brilliant
practice that you don’t have single-use or throwaway cups within your offices.
Cornwall Wildlife Trust’s magazine for Spring 2020 states: ‘Space for nature should be at the heart of
planning and farming systems.’ It also has a great article about tree planting.
This is a big issue in Cornwall, as the culture is so very much about the animals on the land. I was so
disappointed recently (May 2020) to hear that there were queues outside KFC when it reopened.
Here are some facts that might help increase your understanding:
www.greenpeace.org.uk/resources/winging-it-chicken-soya-climate-change/
We all, I believe, understand that with population growth the efficiency of food and water is
exemplified by plant-based diets. ‘The consumption of animal products is responsible for 92% of the
water footprint of humanity’ (Vegan Society). Each cow emits ti00l of methane per day, which is the
equivalent of a 4x4 driving 35 miles. I am aware that differing products eaten by cows can vary this
total, but as methane is often quoted as being 84 times more potent than CO2, this must be a
consideration. Also, with the current dry weather, the impacted monocultural grass of the pasture,
open with no tree cover – a ridiculous and purposeful policy once, I understand – will not be
sufficient, and alternative food stuffs will be given. Woodland Valley Farm at Ladock has better
practices, and as it will be a big ask to convert farmers quickly, the council should consider asking the
NFU to instigate some of these improved ways of being.
A new practice is in process to help dairy farmers move away from this highly polluting industry and
also make more profit by cutting out intermediaries. Please see en.refarmd.com
I have heard from reliable sources that much of the Cornish landscape would be perfectly good for
plant growing and thus food would be coming direct from soil to person as well as being locally
produced. Permaculture ideals are fabulous, and although we must recognise that we need intensive
farming to feed large populations, we can also avoid monocultures as a way to deter future crop
failures, as we cannot predict the rise of crop-destroying events and therefore need diversification
on single sites. See www.permaculture.co.uk/book-reviews/integrated-forest-gardening
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We have many of the experts here in Cornwall and must build on their teachings. Just one more
reference, as I believe you get the idea by now:
www.theguardian.com/environment/2010/jun/02/un-report-meat-free-diet
All rural development must improve the biodiversity of the land for both Nature and humankind, so
no new theme parks or visitor attractions should be permitted. People come here for the wildness –
it’s a valuable aspect of Cornwall’s attraction. No new permanent-structure accommodation for
tourism should be permitted. New-builds must not be used as second homes. It is widely understood
that climate justice is social justice (as is superbly reflected in your document), so if anything is
built/renovated/sold, it must be to a Cornish resident first and foremost, with primary service
workers also prioritised.
As a county we could develop the idea of realistically paying for the life and the CO2e in a meat
product. Meat should be a luxury, if at all, and long-distance imports must be stopped immediately.
Farming subsidies – using public money to boost private business – are at the least questionable,
and as the money is often going to a climate emergency contributor, should they not now be illegal?
Town centre density and vitality
Densification: I had to look up the word! Not a familiar term I would imagine to those reading this
and not working in these fields!
Planning consent must be given and prioritised in already developed areas – historically (and still?)
known as brown-field sites – including in towns, as a matter of course and necessity.
‘Change of use’ must be a faster process, and new models considered. The St Austell church café
with other services provided is similar to a project I tried to work on with Vince Cable when he was
business and innovation secretary. The model was created by me and young people I was working
with and included all aspects of society under one roof. Services a young person might need, from
drug and alcohol advice and information to sex and relationship education were used by the general
public as well as by homeless people, who slept on the yoga mats used earlier by the ‘yummy
mummies’. The plant-based café had ‘nans’ teaching apprenticed young people to cook and run a
business, while the experienced hairdressers did the same, and the young people in turn taught the
elders IT, and so on and so on. Again, this is possibly a development in thinking and a part of the
paradigm shift, but it does include said densification, as several services, education and support are
all under one roof.
We appear to have learnt what we need versus what we want since March, and that we are literally,
perhaps for the first time in humanity’s history, ‘all in this together’, so to continue the over-use of
quotes, perchance: ‘Let’s be the change we wish to see in the world’ (attributed to Mahatma
Gandhi).
To conclude, and believing and suggesting that government (local and national) has the power to cocreate society, I have written at length about development and again suggest that the multifaceted
mirror held up to us by Covid-19 means we can dare to see new stories taking hold. We have proved
that we can make sacrifices for the greater good as a species, and we must now continue with our
peaceful streets. I shall end with a quote from George Monbiot: ‘Most human endeavours, unless
checked by public dissent, evolve into monocultures’ and a quote from Wael Ghonim, who played a
prominent role in sparking the Egyptian Revolution in 2011: ‘The power of the people is stronger
than the people in power.’

1.63 URN 126
1, The Earth becoming rapidly incompatible with modern human life and consequent societal
collapse, mass suffering and death. 2, I think point 1 is enough
1, Genuine carbon neutrality to include carbon not only produced directly within the county, but
also that produced in manufacturing, transport and supply chains.
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Whilst I welcome and broadly approve of both the DPD and the SA in as far as they go, to me, they
do not represent documents produced with a full recognition of the scale and speed of climate
impacts.
To give one example, p 20, 22 and map 1 of the DPD talk about coastal areas to be protected
including Pz, Hayle, Truro, Falmouth, Fowey and Wadebridge, with some small areas to be allowed
to flood without protection. It is unclear what projections of sea level rise or what timescale is used
on the map (this lack of clarity is repeated throughout), but the scientific consensus on sea level rise
has been repeatedly increased in both amount and speed and it thus seems more than likely that
sea defences for large areas such as the Pz basin would rapidly be rendered futile by continued and
increasing year on year sea level rise and storm surge.
In this and many other areas, the DPD does not seem to face reality. To me, it reads as if it were
written 20 years ago.
CEASING SPECULATIVE DEVELOPMENT. Curtailing road use, tourism and flights, Strict controls on
agricultural emissions. The equitable distribution of the costs of climate change – i.e. the polluting
industries pay high taxes and these funds are used to mitigate the effects of climate change,
particularly on the poorest.
Possibly help to save it from a future almost too grim to contemplate.
The documents have been prepared from a perspective of continued economic growth and
consumption. They take increasing energy consumption, travel, tourism and building as read. I do
not think that any of these assumptions are compatible with effective local action to address the
climate emergency.
One example is on p1ti of the DPD where it states that emissions from construction are “required to
fall by 95% by 2050.” This is an admirable aspiration, but I see little information on how this will be
achieved. Having just finished building a fairly low carbon house, I found the planning system to be
an obstacle to innovation in material and design. A 95% reduction means a complete rethink of
planning and construction, not merely adding a minimum renewable energy percentage for newbuilds.
This document is based on continued intensive building of housing and businesses; I do not think
that the levels of building seen for the last 40 years in Cornwall and continuing today, are compatible
with achieving net zero in nine years, or even by 2050. Cornwall Council's relationship with
developers through the investment programme also seems, at best, shady and ill-considered; an
“arm’s length” relationship with its own building company and a policy of spending to increase
revenue and pay off debt does not square with the aims of the Climate Change DPD.
In a similar vein, CC seeking to increase flights from Newquay airport (largely cheap holiday flights)
on the grounds of the economic importance to the region whilst trying to make the ground activities
carbon neutral, looks like greenwash.
Mass tourism and ongoing population increase should surely at-least be mentioned as unsustainable
in a carbon neutral Cornwall.
As stated in the DPD, agriculture sits in a planning niche formed in the post-war period and which is
unsuited to the climate emergency given the large amount of emissions that the sector produces in
Cornwall and nationally. The supposition of granting permission for farm expansion needs to be
reversed and approval should face at-least as strict criteria as other forms of development. A
modern farm expansion often amounts to building and running the equivalent of a highly polluting
industrial estate on green field land.
I know that a lot of the changes which I would like to see are outside the scope of this review and
also outside of the current powers of local government, but I would like this document to give a
clear, scientifically backed statement of the extent and rapidity of predicted climate change and to
acknowledge the deep adaptation needed to begin to cope these. It appears that a small group of
councillors are aware of the centrality which climate change needs to have in the overall council
strategy and within each decision and are working hard to implement this in the face of a system
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characterised by inertia and ignorance, and which seeks to continue business as usual as the world
changes at an unprecedented and increasing rate.

1.64 URN 128
Thank you for the Climate Change DPD and your offer to receive comments and considerations. I
read the document with increasing enthusiasm for our ability to move towards carbon Zero by 2030.
Meur ras! I have some comments which I found hard to fit into your online questionnaire, so I hope
you will accept my different way of replying. These are the few points that I would like to raise.
EDUCATION AND INFORMATION for everyone.
If people have the right information it is easier to make changes and to understand why changes
need to be made. We need Informers so that we will find it easier to make the right choices for the
benefit of the environment and future generations.
How can we be expected to make food, transport or general shopping choices with little or no
knowledge of how or where it is produced, it's impact on our health and its
longevity/recyclability/final demise. Could we have Local Assemblies, public meetings or something
or somewhere for Informers (not Advocates) to provide the information and get the message across.
TOWN CENTRE DENSIFICATION. I especially like the change in planning laws to allow change of use
from empty or underused town buildings (including empty store rooms above shops) to residential
use. Win/win - brings life and community spirit into towns whilst preventing urban sprawl. My
concern here is that it should be done to very high environmental and aesthetic standard. Maybe
encouraged or discouraged by local taxes/Council tax.
FARMS. Could the council intervene when farms become ‘derelict’ to prevent them being sold to
developers? By compulsory purchase to be kept as farms and rented to young farmers?
ENERGY EFFICIENCY. Could there be more emphasis on Energy REDUCTION.
With older housing stock encouraged or incentivised to be retrofitted with the necessary insulation.
This could be a great boost to local skilled tradesmen and apprentices. The energy saving would be
felt immediately with warmer homes, lower energy bills and lower Co2 emissions. Encouragements
by lower council tax for 'green homes' and help to pay schemes backed by local councils?
RENEWABLE ENERGY. I could not see a mention of OFF SHORE wind power ??
I think this should be given serious consideration, especially over land-based turbines.
My reasoning is; There is more wind at sea. They will not impact on land use. Less objections. Less
nimbyism. Once built they would become a natural marine reservation as there will be no drag
fishing nets. They could provide skilled jobs for people previously employed in offshore oil rigs.
These could be far enough off shore to be hardly visible from beaches etc. The cost of wind
generated power has dropped dramatically since their first inception and should continue to do so
with the ongoing development and research into this renewable resource.
Finally, I think that more emphasis should be placed on heat networks and the use of wasted heat
from hospitals and factories etc.

1.65 URN 129
1, I have read and heard much of the science, everything concerns me about climate change, the
worst-case scenario being reaching various tipping points where we are no longer able to halt or
reverse the warming process.
This will cause the extinction of most if not all life on our planet 2, Should the tipping points not be
reached but the climate continues to warm, ice caps will continue to melt and sea levels will
continue to rise. This will result in land being lost and lives being lost or ruined, particularly in poorer
countries. There will be shortages of food and considerable suffering.
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1, A commitment to the aim to become carbon neutral by 2030 at the latest by everybody in the
county, not just to pay lip service to it. For example, Cornwall’s plans for housing growth and new
villages conflict with Climate change policy; there appears to be no awareness that population
growth is a major force driving climate change. For Cornwall this includes the tourism which fuels
climate change.
2, A need for Cornwall Council to lobby the government for carbon rationing
Is there a topic or theme that you think we should investigate and why is this so important to you?
Transport needs to be looked at in greater depth; there are no radical policies to reduce traffic
congestion and aviation is not mentioned.
Limit population growth and new housing development, Natural Climate Solutions to be
incorporated into all designs
All Renewable Energy opportunities to be considered, Transport issues as above
Planning policies which aim to achieve carbon neutrality can only have a beneficial impact in the
long term. There will be those with vested interests who will lose out in the short term, hence the
need for everyone to be committed to the carbon neutral policy as I have stated at No 1. Do you
have any other comments or any evidence for us to include?
WE HAVE TO GET THIS RIGHT, WE HAVE NO PLANET B

1.66 URN 130
1, Because Cornwall is in a temperate zone we don’t see the devastating effects on more extreme
climates. As a consequence, the population has no sense of urgency. This is true of the Council staff
and councillors.
Please, show them any video of interviews where rainfall could be predicted, and planting done,
twenty years ago, now maybe rain doesn’t come at all. Here we eat something else. There, they
don’t eat!
2, Is this going to be the last generation, before survival becomes top priority?
1, Is it not possible to bring in regulation now, for developers to be obliged to fit solar panels, and
increase insulation.
2, Please let me know how many trees have already been planted, and what plans are in place to
control CO2 until these trees reach maturity.
Why is there not a Council employee with authority, and sanctions, to control council waste? By that
I mean controlling the Council’s expenditure; promoting re-use rather than buying new; checking
where outdated methods mean time is being wasted; promoting IT use for meetings rather than
travel. Working from home can now be a real option.
What policies do you think would be most effective against climate change?
Liaise with other more successful councils to see what they do. Don’t keep reinventing the wheel.
Town centres will need to change radically. Consider change of use more. Maybe housing where
shops close.
Tourism is our greatest asset. Consider how we can help them to enjoy Cornwall and want to return,
without overloading their contribution to climate change.
Use publicity. Liaise with local Radio and TV to show how waste is recycled and what happens to
Cornwall’s. Interview specialists and show what we are doing now is causing climate change, and
how we as individuals can help.

1.67 URN 131
1, This seems such a vague question but if you are asking about immediate concerns locally then…
With the weather systems predicted to become more & more volatile then we will be more regularly
impacted by extreme weather patterns leaving us open to more flooding, coastal erosion and
drought which will severely impact on Cornwall’s vital agriculture.
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2, With climate change comes habitat loss which is devastating for both marine and land
environments. This isn’t just loss of certain species but can also lead to the collapse of whole
ecosystems.
1, Improve energy storage systems and capacity, so that energy generated by existing wind and solar
farms is captured. This should be prioritised over building yet more wind and solar farms, as we
currently don’t seem to be able to effectively store and use the energy we generate.
2, Improve / Subsidise rail and other public transport and reduce flights into to Cornwall. The carbon
emissions from travel to and from Cornwall need to be included within any calculation of achieving
‘carbon neutrality’. Plans for the extremely unpopular SpacePort should also be abandoned.
Cornwall will struggle to become carbon neutral unless flights are reduced, far less a spaceport.
Cornwall can have a sustainable and climate resilient economy without the need for regular flights
to and from London.
Tourism It seems extra-ordinary that the DPD hasn’t included the key and carbon consumptive
tourism sector? The impact of travel related to tourism is a core consideration in any calculation of
Cornwall’s carbon emissions. There needs to be a much clearer emphasis on sustainable tourism;
Cornwall is currently at breaking point in the summer. All of the policy topics are vital in fighting
climate change, but it needs a joined-up approach.
That said, it is no use having lots of well thought out policies if they are not actually IMPLEMENTED.
Time and time again you see planning applications that get passed by the County that totally conflict
with their own policies in the Local Plan.
Depends if they get implemented, and if the framework and policies in this DPD provide clear and
comprehensive guidance to support climate change adaptation.
Re. planning applications…Developers often emphasise the ‘eco’ credentials of their design.
Although energy efficiency is very important, the carbon footprint of demolishing an existing
perfectly good home is often immeasurably greater than the energy savings of a modern new-build.
The DPD needs to take this into account and provide associated policy guidance.
Around the coast of Cornwall this is made worse with the current obsession with towering modern
new builds that have vast expanses of glass and stainless steel and have unnecessarily high ceilings.
Even if they use energy efficient materials, the size of these buildings is unnecessarily large, and high
ceilings and large amounts of glass are heat inefficient. It is also important to consider that the
majority of these buildings tend to be, at best, holiday lets that only get used half the year or, not
uncommonly, as second homes that get used very infrequently. The carbon efficiency, and social
implications, of this increasing pattern of building / housing use need to be considered by the DPD. It
is a key issue for Cornwall. Having a significant portion of housing as second homes / holiday lets is
neither carbon efficient nor does it support communities to become climate change resilient. It also
results in a never-ending cycle of house building as the need for homes is never met.

1.68 URN 132
As a Quaker I am mindful of the minutes Cornwall Area Meeting recorded during 2019 in
connection with the Climate Emergency 1. ‘The Quakers in Cornwall, at our Area Meeting held in St
Austell on 19.01.2019, minuted their full support for the motion coming before the Council on
22.01.2019: to declare that there is a Climate Change Emergency. We believe that this matter is not
merely ’Urgent’, but that ’Emergency’ action is needed. This concern is in line with our Quaker
values and practice, and we feel that appropriate resources must be set aside’.
2. Quakers in Cornwall welcome the declaration of a climate emergency. What action will Cornwall
Council take to identify and address current measures and policies which are incompatible with the
declaration of a climate emergency. We identify, for example the new requirements for local
planning permission for wind turbines, the provision of a significant subsidy for the expansion of
Newquay Airport, the lack of energy building standards for new housing and also the lack of checks
as to whether new houses have been built to energy standards. 6. Renewable energy ‘Electricity
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demand will double over the next 50 years‘ We must seek ways through efficiency of use and
reduction of demand for energy rather than look for ways to increase production. What is the
impact on the environment of the increased demand for lithium batteries?
7. Energy Efficiency ‘Carbon offsetting is an alternative cost-effective option to achieving carbon
neutrality. Carbon offset contributions can then be used to fund improvements to the insulation of
older houses and buildings and support local low carbon and renewable energy projects.’ Carbon
offsetting is never an appropriate means to reduce carbon emissions. It does not reduce the total
carbon emission figure, merely record it differently. 10. Transport Aviation and the proposed space
port are not mentioned in the document. Why is this? The aviation industry has an enormous
negative impact on global emissions. Plans must be made to drastically reduce airplane flights into
and from Cornish airports. I question why Cornwall Council is continuing to support and fund the
space port at Newquay when this will produce significant increase in emissions.
11. Agriculture Food security has not been listed in the document. Food poverty already besets a
significant number of people living in Cornwall, our food banks and other volunteer food providers
have never been as busy as they are now. Climate emergency, in changing our climate with more
extremes of weather impacts upon food production. There is evidence that higher emissions result
in less nutritious food. Food production is ultimately dependent on other ecosystems. If food
production falters the price for individuals purchasing food rises and food poverty becomes more
wide spread.
Ref: https://quaker-prod.s3.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/store/
29f4ae823a90023ab6e9b34d85a041ati65bdd590ebti911e5ddc181b10fti4
https://quaker-prod.s3.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/store/
0ebe88a3ti690aaf04tied13af36tic2145e618d166df3139ti3d9bfecti6905d
https://www.foodsecurity.ac.uk/challenge/
https://friendsoftheearth.uk/climate-change/does-carbon-offsetting-work

1.69 URN 133
1. Loss of biodiversity
2, Extreme weather events and their effects on people/property
1, Strengthen ecosystem resilience to help buffer the impacts of climate change
2, Reduce public reliance on the car for mobility and, where no other means is possible, ensure that
there is greater support for electric vehicles
Develop much more local resilience, including much more local food production and manufacturing
and waste management in-county.
Improve the energy efficiency of the building stock; ensure all new-builds have solar PV as standard;
encourage more localised working thus reducing the amount of commuting; plant many more trees
(and include extensive rewilding of large farms/estates to improve wildlife opportunities); extend
the reintroduction of beavers for conservation and flood control purposes; encourage more material
recycling companies to reduce the amount of export of recyclables; develop cycle routes in toto,
rather than in the piecemeal way as at present; reopen/extend rail routes to many more parts of
Cornwall;
permit the construction of land-based wind generation
Hopefully, the result for all will be a thriving, healthy, environment where people can live, work and
play in a safe and life-affirming way. Adopt the Doughnut Economics model (Kate Raworth) for all
planning decisions, as adopted by Amsterdam City Council. See:
https://www.kateraworth.com/doughnut/
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1.70 URN 134
These proposals are very exciting and certainly in keeping with what I think needs to happen in
Cornwall and elsewhere.
I would just like to add a few suggestions and point out a few areas I think have been omitted or
other ideas I have had.
• Single-use plastic and plastic waste on our beaches. Given our coastline, I think that this is
something that Cornwall needs to address. Is local government able to restrict sale of single use
plastic? Can we educate tourists and local people more about short life-span purchases such as
poor-quality boogie boards? And increase recycling bins in public spaces?
• Wetland areas are incredibly valuable as habitat and for storing Carbon Dioxide, even more so than
trees. Is it possible to factor this into the proposals for increasing Biodiversity and for protection
against flooding?
• Car use is one of our biggest contributors to climate change in Cornwall. Recent times have shown
a huge increase in cycling. However, many of us are much more concerned about our safety, and
that of our children, on the roads now that traffic as begun to increase. Can we include cycling as
part driving lessons/tests and give some real incentives and safe routes for people to cycle to work
rather than drive.
A quicker ramping up of Electric Vehicle charge points would be great too. We’ve had an electric car
for several years and find it fantastic for in-Cornwall journeys, which are by far the main ones we do.
Again, this may be a central Government point, but it feels very wrong that SUV sales have increased
much faster than Electric Vehicle sales over the last year: this trend has to be reversed.
• Increasing local biodiversity is so vital. I think pesticide use has to be dramatically reduced,
agriculturally but also in the grounds around our public buildings and in our gardens. Our local
garden centre has an artillery of “pest” control; can some controls be put on this sale (and in
supermarkets). Surely this culture needs to change now we know our insect population is being
decimated.
• Along the same lines, can we prevent peat-containing compost from being sold?
• Planting our roadside verges with wildflowers for pollinators would be relatively easy and effective
change (as seen in Dorset: https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/mar/14/on-the-vergea-quiet-roadside-revolution-is-boosting-wildflowers-aoe?CMP=Share_iOSApp_Other)
Apologies if some of these suggestions are more in the remit of Central government. And overall, I
am really pleased with the ambition of Cornwall Council’s proposals and the urgency with which
change is seen as needing to happen.

1.71 URN 135
1, Rising carbon emissions - which has led to the current Climate Emergency and will lead to rising
global temperatures and environmental and ecological crisis.
It will lead to rising sea levels, increased rainfall, flooding, higher global temperatures, drought etc.,
all of which will present a major threat to food security, health and wellbeing and a breakdown of
society.
2, Community resilience – the threat caused by the climate, as outlined in 1 above, to local
communities, especially coastal towns and villages. As in the Corona virus crisis we need to prepare
for local flooding, loss of infrastructure and services, loss of land and local food production, and
possible effects on the transport network and distribution system.
1, Cutting carbon emissions and increasing carbon sequestration measures.
Cutting energy usage and demand in all areas: transport and travel, domestic heating and household
usage, agriculture and industry, business and services.
Increase sequestration by tree planting, restoring heaths and bogs, and encouraging / incentivising
regenerative agricultural practices.
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2, Building community resilience and local services / resources such as local renewable energy, local
food production and distribution, community gardens / allotments, community transport, etc.
Tourism – effect of seasonal demand on resources especially with higher temperatures, increased
demand for “stay vacations” in Cornwall and the South West generally
Water supply infrastructure and security – effect of climate crisis, flooding etc. on supply and
delivery.
What policies do you think would be most effective against climate change?
Reduce demand for energy, especially fossil fuels, and thus reduce carbon emissions.
Increase Renewable Energy sources.
Lobby for changes in National Policies, such as Building Regulations and NPPF, to give more power to
Local Authorities to set standards for new developments. Discourage use of private vehicles.
Promote and provide facilities for Electric Vehicles.
Increase provision of and encourage use of Public Transport Encourage cycling and walking and
increase provision of cycleways. Promote sustainable / regenerative industries and agriculture.
Quieter and safer roads. Cleaner atmosphere. Increased community cohesion and resilience. Local
food production and distribution.
More green spaces and woodlands.
Better cycleways and links to neighbouring communities / parishes.

1.72 URN 137
1, While the British Govt’s decision that the UK should become carbon neutral by 2050, it shows
insufficient willingness to take sufficient steps now. The longer sufficient action is left the more that
needs to be done rapidly and the harder it becomes to do it.
2, It might just be that something will turn up that will then make it much easier to achieve the UK
target, but it would be the height of folly to rely on that.
1, Cornwall Council isn’t the national Govt and there is a limit on what you can do. The first thing you
need to do is to become realistic and not set a target for Cornwall to become carbon neutral by 2030
when there is no way you can do it. Not even the UK could do it (see above) So the first thing you
need to achieve is a realistic plan, not pie in the sky.
Education about Climate Change – in Cornwall schools, through the libraries and so on.
It’s not important to me for me, as I shall be lucky to survive to 2030. But it is important for the
young who will inherit the mess the world, the UK and Cornwall are getting into and they must all be
helped to become Greta Thunbergs to get much more done now. But Cornwall Councillors clearly
need to learn a lot too (see above) As already said, I am seriously worried that you think an aim to
achieve carbon neutrality by 2030 is achievable. Simple arithmetic rules it out. What is essential now
is to start a much more serious increase in activity if there is to be any hope of achieving the national
target of 2050 without a most traumatic revolution. Your planning policies can of course and
certainly should do something to help.
What Cornwall and the UK needs is most importantly: Our energy must all come from renewables.
New houses must be low/zero energy and the existing stock must be heavily upgraded. Road
vehicles must be replaced with electric or hydrogen. Carbon storage can be much increased by more
wetlands/bogs, and sea kelp and seagrass as well as by tree planting, but such planting will need to
be complemented by a much tighter and refocussed TPO-type system You can do something to help
these. I’m not clear how you can directly do much about the major food/agriculture contribution to
emissions, but it is important that it is done. Just look at the impact of coronavirus lockdown and see
the potential for major changes with benefits in work opportunities, work patterns, use of buildings
as living spaces/office/retail. But a lot of changes at the national level will be needed for that and I
fear that the forces for return to the previous normal will simply put back progress on climate
change.
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There are plenty of sane people who have put a lot of thought into what needs to be done and have
written about it. I could let you have a short reading list of things that I have found useful.

1.73 URN 138
It gives companies who are pushing for horrendous looking systems the chance to carry on with
them. i.e. Solar array farms and wind turbines. These have a detrimental visual impact on our
landscapes. Especially on AONB and WHS. That the council will push through policies on wind
turbines etc without considering the views of the Local Parish or Town Councils and the impact it will
have on the local landscape. A planning system that ensures all applications are accurate when
submitted. And it prevents developers and land owners from cutting down trees and destroying
natural habitat and destroying and removing hedgerows of any kind! without consultation and
planning permission!
Strong enforcement of our planning regs and better acknowledgment of AONB and WHS when
looking at planning applications. Destruction of trees, hedgerows and better recognition for AONB
and WHS.
As above but also to ensure that all new properties have to have photo voltaic tiles fitted. Ensure all
properties have good garden spaces and that post, and rail and planted hedges are included not
close board fencing! Expect it to have a great impact on protecting maintaining rural landscapes,
hedges etc. These also help keep the air free of carbons. Ensure that AONB and WHS are protected
more thoroughly. Safeguard wildlife habitat look at WWF report on protecting wildlife. Consider
protecting rural landscapes as a high priority.

1.74 URN 139
1 urgency of tackling climate change and the speed radical action is needed
2, the balance between the need for economic sustainability and the difficulty in changing human
behaviour- how do we make it easier and more attractive to live sustainably?
1, changing road/ traffic pollution
2, town centre density and vitality
Given the number of elderly and disabled people in Cornwall and the predicted rise in numbers I see
gaps in the policy: If all housing development had to ensure full wheelchair disabled access with
ground floor amenities including accessible toilet/shower etc there would be more lifelong homes.
Combined with proposed plans for better quality low carbon homes this would also enable elderly/
disabled people to live more comfortably, need less home adaptation and spend less on heating etc.
If more lifelong homes were part of town development and access to essential services was close by
it will help enabling people to build and maintain social networks for health and wellbeing
Health and Care services, we create a lot of disposable non-recycle-able waste in terms of plastics - I
would like to see more about encouraging business and statutory sector to reduce its own carbon
footprint. In terms of car travel by health and care services to visit clients/patients – the more we
can develop community hubs for example in each village or around a GP practice we can do more on
one site rather than visit individual homes and more via IT by way of remote telehealth. Could the
plan be further developed in line with lessons learned from Covid regarding home working, ‘shift’
working, digital development, home delivery? Is there more that can be done in the vein of the
‘plastic free Penzance’ declaration by the Council recognising organisations and communities that
contribute to the climate change target so for example ‘life-long’ housing communities and ‘carbon
neutral business’ awards/logos to encourage behavioural change at the community level?
What policies do you think would be most effective against climate change?
The policies in the plan look like good start on that ambition
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What do you expect the impacts of new planning policy could have on your business, organisation or
community? The way the plan is currently written I expect little impact on health and social care
sector

1.75 URN 141
1, that projects incompatible with climate change goals are still sanctioned and supported like the
space port at Newquay airport, house builds that don’t take into account the need for sustainable
sources of energy and insulation.
2, that the timescales for action are too slow and will not provide the slowdown of change that we
need to mitigate the worst effects of climate change.
1, use of a county wide citizen’s assembly, for decisions on the way forward.
2, consistent county wide stance on all decisions that puts climate change mitigation as the
overarching priority.
Decision making strategy reliant on the citizen’s assembly listed previously.. What policies do
Strategies to reduce the reliance on the car and heavy vehicles and incentives to reduce this use?
Zero support for transport expansion that will only enhance use of cars, heavy goods vehicles or
planes, helicopters etc.?
If the policy aims to reduce car and another vehicle use, then a less polluted county. If it prioritises
climate change above other vested interests, then people will respect the county, and live in a place
that is the envy of the country, if not the planet.
Climate change is the single biggest problem for this county, country and globally, without a true
response by all we are dooming the wellbeing and survivability of the human race. We will see a
mass exodus that will generate a refugee crisis that will dwarf that seen recently and will
undoubtedly lead to mass starvation and violence that will impact us all.

1.76 URN 143
1 The future of the Natural world which is being destroyed by over-development
2, Pollution caused by increased traffic from building so many homes
1, Less building on greenfield sites
2, Alternative traffic methods…. e.g. cycle paths, better, smaller buses, electric cars and charging
points……More adventurous ideas. To solve problems less road building….Mono rails into Truro?
Eco-building, Higher Speed Broadband, These two things alone would cut energy use and therefore
pollution.
Green Energy, Alternative transport means Home Working
I hope the new planning policy will maintain Cornwall as a pleasant place to live and visit…we could
be a tourism leader and become innovators leading the country with green industry.
I hope that new business and local entrepreneurs will have more support.
The past and present policies have been thoughtless and all about the economy e.g. Ideas about
where schools have been built which could have cut traffic coming into Truro…thinking specifically of
Richard Lander a North Coast would have been much more sensible.
The Covid 19 crisis has paved the way the way for expansion of Home-working, with less office
space needed, Some of New County Hall outlying offices could be used for housing needs at
affordable prices

1.77 URN 145
1, crop failure, starvation
2, civil unrest/ chaos
1, food security
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2, fairness
Equality, to prevent social breakdown
Introduction of an equitable, green, need based economy, rather than a greed based one
Central government will not attempt to alter the status quo, hence will not attempt to tackle the
climate issue to a sufficient level, as has been seen from its response to the climate protests, and
Covid19, therefore, it will have to be done at a local/community level.

1.78 URN 146
1, Energy waste: Please consider the phased introduction of imposing fines on shops/businesses in
urban areas that consistently leave their doors onto the street permanently set on ‘open’ during
hours of trading. Warming the pavement and passers-by is detrimental for any climate change plan.
2, Energy saving: Allow and encourage (a) the installation of roof-top wind-capture devices and (b)
promote the installation of more solar panels/photo voltaic panels on rooftops of commercial and
private buildings in suitable locations. Relax planning regulations to enable suitable Grade II listed
buildings to take advantage of this technology.
1, FINANCIAL: Cornwall Council could request its Pension Fund Committee to carry out (a) an indepth inquiry about how far and how quickly it could divest its funds in fossil fuel companies (coal,
gas and soil) (b) transfer those funds into supporting a variety of renewable/green-energy
companies here in Cornwall. 2, TRANSPORT: Pursue (a) an aggressive policy of continuing to install as
many charging-points as possible throughout the county for electric vehicles. (b) Work with the
Railway to reopen as many as possible of those railway stations that have been closed. URBAN
AREA: Green spaces Develop more green spaces in urban areas. e.g. in Truro, investigate with the
MOD the releasing of their land and property in Lower Moresk area. By transferring their vehicles
and activities elsewhere this prime riverside location could become an invaluable community asset
for the town.
JOBS: Ideally encourage the creation of jobs suited to our skills base so that people do not have to
travel up and down the county every day to find work.

1.79 URN 148
General and Transport Topic. We welcome CC’s declared commitment to ‘urgently’ address the
climate emergency and to lobby the UK government on its policies; we also particularly embrace
CC’s pledge to answer responders’ specific questions - iteration has not been CC’s strong point over
the years - and look forward to the replies.
The suggested ’future approach’ options are in themselves mostly ‘OK’, that is: there’s little in
amongst them that is explicitly objectionable; but that’s about it: they’re hardly different to what we
already have in current documents – many of which, mediocre as they are, are anyway routinely
ignored in planning decisions - and contain nothing quantifying each of their potential contributory
impacts on carbon reduction; most fundamentally, even without quantification, it is clear these
suggestions fall far, far short of what is required to achieve carbon neutrality by 2030 suggesting that
CC has still not genuinely understood or decided to take on board what the emergency actually
means for us in Cornwall and the rest of the planet. The document profoundly lacks radical and
ambitious proposals and avoids entirely addressing those issues which are at the heart of Cornwall’s
particular climate malaise – crucially, the huge level of new housing development which we have
been subjected to for over forty years and its concomitant impact on land use/agriculture, transport,
water and air quality, employment and of course emissions. Attempting to mitigate the various
impacts of this environmental disaster is a circumvention of the central matter – HOUSING GROWTH
IS THE PROBLEM.
In a sense, this elephant in the room is inadvertently conceded by CC in that it only addresses, and
that incessantly, (especially within the transport section) ‘new’ development which of course is
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largely, the anti-sustainable housing allocations. Whilst this might be the traditional remit for day-today planning, the climate emergency is not habitual, and compels CC to take on board how all of us –
not just those on new housing developments – live our lives and requires a much more pro-active
stance, undertaking research and development in to ways to entirely retrofit our existence and
become more resilient to climate heating as well as associated political, financial and pandemic
crises.
Some basic principles: Climate heating is self-evidently a global catastrophe; Cornwall’s policies will
both impact on communities elsewhere and come back to climatically bite us if they cause emissions
in other places. This needs to be part of policy making and planning; a re-visiting and re-committal to
the definition of Sustainable Development and the Rio Declaration’s 2ti guiding principles, many of
which are remarkably apposite for our current times, should be at the heart of CC planning policy: …
development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs.
You note the relevance of lobbying the UK government on national policy that may require change in
a climate emergency, therefore, are you lobbying on: the establishment of a system for carbon
rationing and/or a carbon tax? If so, please provide details
• Though not a planning issue, CC must divest from its fossil fuel investments/holdings; there is little
as hypocritical as purporting to attempt to reduce reliance on fossil fuels at home while propping up
exploration and use of oil, coal and gas, and accompanying exploitation and annihilation of local
communities, habitats and species elsewhere.
• The positive inverse of this, is that we can and should work towards a more local economy, one
that does not rely so greatly on products from overseas creating less emissions from freight,
increasing employment, improving habitats and soils through more harmonious agricultural
practices and taking responsibility for our own Cornish carbon footprint.
How are you working to ensure that the Cornwall & IoS LEP has strategies that recognise and adapt
to the climate emergency? (currently, the LEP ‘Vision 2030’ does not even mention climate change!
and is, for instance is a fervent supporter the proposed Space hub, expanded airport and of a growth
in tourism).
• Action to reduce emissions needs to be instigated immediately. The democratic process of
developing strategies and plans is vital but, we are in an emergency, and it must not be used as a
way of delaying action; rather we need urgent new and innovative means of achieving full
democracy.
• Offsetting is not emission reduction – at best, it is neutral: one bad thing is allowed because it can
be recompensed – a means of preserving the commercial status quo and enabling inappropriate
climate-unfriendly projects to go ahead. We applaud the plans for the new Cornish forest. But
offsetting using tree planting has been proven as an inaccurate measure of carbon saved, and
frequently organizations and companies attempt to claim immediate emission reductions that would
occur only during the life span of a tree. Carbon offsetting must therefore only be used as a last
resort to deal with poor previous decision making such as carbon heavy projects in which a contract
is already in force and cannot be
withdrawn from; speculative space ports, vanity infrastructure projects and the like must not be
given the green light through this ploy. QUESTION – will you commit to base all planning activities on
genuine carbon reduction and eschew off-setting except in circumstances, as above?
• The Planning Dept should work with Cornwall’s Economic Development department repurposing it
to reduce work on export and growth for its own sake and have as its overriding objective the
development of business which has net zero impact.
The abundant evidence of the pandemic is that there is the opportunity for a Lucas Plan style multi
sectoral conversion project working with business owners, workers and unions as well as Cornwall’s
wealth of innovators to build business and community resilience by developing alternative,
appropriate and life-enhancing products for companies which currently produce non-sustainable
goods.
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• Tourism must be addressed – we badly need a more mixed economy less reliant on this one form
of income which will be more and more at the mercy of a changing climate and extreme weather
conditions. Evidence of the economic impacts of skewing transport planning to aid car-based
tourism has been available for many years and entirely ignored by CC. Even more importantly, the
carbon emissions from car-reliant tourism to Cornwall are calculated to be 9% of our annual carbon
footprint or 384,000 tonnes; and that is only the emissions from the cars whilst travelling around
Cornwall! Most visitors will of course make return journeys of hundreds of miles.
TRANSPORT 1) Where is Newquay Airport in the DPD? How can the worst mode of transport be
omitted from the DPD when aviation growth is so clearly inconsistent with current and future
emissions targets? Following the Paris Agreement, the Committee on Climate Change has set a
requirement for the aviation sector of net zero emissions by 2050.
Flying causes 2-4 times more damage than the equivalent ground-based fossil fuelled transport and
in Newquay’s case it is yet more deleterious with so many of the trips being ‘short hop’ domestic
ones causing roughly ten times the emissions of equivalent train travel. CC should simply close its
airport as soon as possible (see above for ‘conversion’!). 2) Car journeys in Cornwall continue to rise
(by 2.8% between 2014 and 2016). The disaster of car reliance in Cornwall has been very much a
self-fulfilling prophecy with CC/CCC creating the ideal conditions to increase dependency: road
building and expansion, car dependent out-of-town developments, increasingly centralized health
and education
facilities, reduced and unaffordable public transport, and of course above all, massive
housing/population growth. It would have been good to clarify the issues by providing Cornish data
in the first paragraph of the Executive Summary rather than UK-wide ones.
QUESTION – may we please have this data. It is, manifestly though, crucial that the impact on
emissions from road transport is greatly reduced – which means fewer journeys, shorter journeys
and significant modal change. As the DPD states: “One of the biggest challenges in reducing traffic is
changing behaviour “; somewhat unfortunate then, that it does not include anything that will
achieve this transformation and is indeed still intent on sanctioning yet further car expansion: “New
developments provide an important opportunity to influence behaviour change and achieve
necessary modal shift. …”. This is positively Orwellian – new housing equals additional pressures on
transport and emissions whether a large or small percentage of the new users travel by whatever
modes! 3) The list of policy recommendations is very similar to what we already have in CC planning
documents for new developments and especially given the yet again lack of quantification (parking
standards, distance of development from public transport etc) is merely an exercise in tinkering at
the edges. It is rather like reading a new draft Local Plan … we must say again: THIS IS AN
EMERGENCY! And we need to reiterate that NONE of this will force any useful degree of modal shift
– a plethora of studies illustrate that if car facilities are provided this will be the preferred means of
travel. It takes enticing carrots with significant sticks to force real change; and it takes hearts and
minds to be convinced of real-life rewards meaning a bells and whistles programme of community
involvement and education. As a start, we need:
• An absolute halt to policies that increase greenhouse gas emissions – especially by increasing road
capacity (there are many years of evidence to show that new road space simply encourages more
traffic and therefore increased greenhouse gas emissions).
• Robust targets and timetables for modal shift and including incremental reductions in numbers of
cars on the highway, in road space for cars and expansion of commuting cycling routes.
• Incremental reduction of public car parking provision and increased pricing, to fund
investment in bus routes.
• Pro-active research to study the opportunities for modal shift, working strategically as well as
piloting area/route studies looking at who uses a road or network of routes, why and how (when,
with whom, how often, for what purpose etc), and including attitudinal research to public transport,
driving, cycling, car parking charges etc and from this beginning to formulate travel plans based
specifically on options for reduction and shift…
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• Implement Quiet Road/Lane status on rural roads with maximum 30mph limits to enable safer
cycling, walking and riding.
• Similarly, all residential areas to be given 20mph speed limits and pedestrian priority.
• Pedestrianize our town centres (allowing only disabled access, buses and taxi’s dependent on
circumstances) – especially working with Falmouth TC! - and work to implement delivery hub sites
for freight to shops and drop-off/pick up points for shoppers’ goods, plus town shopper buses for
residential areas.
• A revolution in buses: One of the better things that CCC once undertook was the small demand
responsive service in the Carnon Valley area – genuinely useful! The opportunities for far more
expansive systems exist combining multi-modal and multi ownership vehicles including for instance
specialist transport providers (“Total Transport”). If people are genuinely to have access to travel for
all their needs without cars, a carefully thought-our demand responsive system is requisite.
Buses in Cornwall are very good indeed on a small number of routes and pretty awful elsewhere,
with, despite the heralding of an improved service, a reduction in the number or times of places
served over the last few years (although, to be fair, post lockdown we may be able to judge new
franchised services better). The first principle of bus provision if you want to encourage modal shift
is that using the bus need be pleasant and stress-free. But the inverse has often been the case – a
positively miserable and difficult experience: who wants to wait in a wind and rain swept out-oftown supermarket car park to connect to the next bus on your multi bus journey (when once it could
be done in a town centre near a cafe); who wants to do the same as a disabled or elderly person, or
with multiple offspring, animals etc?
We could once get to work in Camborne from Falmouth – surely not a big ask on a major route - ‘on
a bus’; in the last 5 or so years this turned into three buses in the morning and a concomitant huge
leap in commuting time and expense; now it’s back down to two buses, which is some sort of
improvement but perhaps a decent bus service should provide one single journey between two of
the biggest towns in the same bit of Cornwall?!
Buses still appear to concentrate on serving tourism rather than us, the residents – so that travel for
leisure in winter is often not feasible as is not getting around on Sundays when we should have the
opportunity for family and leisure trips.
Several routes are not appropriate for double-deckers and we should return to (new low emission)
hoppa’s and better still, micro buses for these.
Public transport is still not integrated – we should be able to get a return ticket to use on both bus
and train for short shopping trips (not days out) especially given First’s joint ownership. And it hardly
needs stating that we badly need much more affordable buses….
4) Where is maritime transport in the DPD? Addressing the cruise liner industry should particularly
be of concern in developing a climate emergency strategy.
Massively resource profligate and heavily pollutive these floating hotels are an extremely climate
unfriendly transport choice. Even where sulphur scrubbing is undertaken, there is growing concern
that this just moves the toxic pollution from the air to the sea, and of course in Falmouth’s case
there are other major environmental concerns. In terms of GHG’s a Carnival Corps own
environmental report acknowledges that a Carnival liner (in the mid 2000’s) would have a carbon
footprint of 712 kg CO2 per km - 36 times greater than a Eurostar train and more than three times a
standard 747 or passenger ferry. By 2015, a double the size (4000 passengers) ship had a footprint of
1500 kg per mile, or 2300 - 2500 tons of CO2 on a
typical voyage. Cornwall Council should have no hesitation in consequently moving to ban these
environmental disasters from our coast and harbours.
There was a time when short sea shipping was at least mentioned and researched … It is certainly
the case that shipping is usually extremely pollutive though with ultra clean fuel/strict sulphur
standards reducing air pollution somewhat and in some few cases could provide a climate friendly
alternative to road freight and serve to improve economic sustainability for ports; but why not proactively support and maybe even grow the emergent fleet of freight by sail?
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5) The mainline at Dawlish may not be a matter for CC’s planning department, but it is vital for
movements of people in and out of Cornwall and hopefully should become more so as air traffic
reduces/disappears?! and less people travel by car in line with CC’s declaration of the climate
emergency. We would therefore want to see a declaration that CC, as part of the SW Sub National
Transport Body/Peninsula Transport is working for genuinely resilient train routes out of Cornwall
encompassing both a properly maintained line at Dawlish and the inland route.
QUESTION – Do all authorities within the SW Sub-National Transport Body have the same carbon
reduction target? And if not, how are you working to ensure that cross sub-region/county
boundaries working functions in respect of CC’s target and that their strategy is in line with the
carbon budgets set by the Committee on Climate Change?
6) Similarly, there is one issue not directly part of CC’s remit which must nevertheless be addressed:
HA’s Carland Cross to Chiverton Cross road expansion. As above, CC must commit to an absolute halt
to road space augmentation, and we would want to see it working with the Sub National Transport
Body/Peninsula Transport to force an immediate cessation of this scheme (which in increasing
highway space will anyway increase congestion elsewhere and lead us down the higher missions’
route).
7) Electric cars. The casual references to charging points on new developments for electric vehicles
comes easily at a time when encouraging people to switch from directly fossil-fuelled cars to
(sometimes indirectly fossil-fuelled) electric ones, is a mainstream perspective. But electric cars are
not a panacea to climate heating (or indeed local congestion, habitat and wildlife loss and
community dislocation); whilst electric cars emit far fewer GHGs when running, they are still massive
contributors to resource depletion elsewhere, especially in the manufacturing stage when emissions
can be as much as 68% higher than for a ‘conventional’ motor car. Bauxite mining, aluminium
smelting, plastic manufacture etc all involve pollutive processes and very significant GHG emissions
(as well as habitat destruction and human rights violations) as does the manufacture of a lithiumnickel-manganese-cobalt-oxide battery. In the recycling phase dismantling, vehicle and battery
recycling and material recovery is estimated to cause 2.4 tonnes of emissions for an electric car
(compared with 1.8 tonnes for a fossil-fuelled car). This simply clarifies the absolute need for car
reduction as the most important single objective in transport terms.
And nearer to home, our transport policies need to engage with the potential for environmental
harm from lithium mining which has caused water depletion and toxic chemical contamination of
soil, water, wildlife and agriculture from Tibet and Australia to Chile and Nevada. It is right that if we
want to go down the electric vehicle path, we take responsibility to enable lithium mining on Cornish
land – we therefore must be very clear indeed about what this entails. What is abundantly clear,
whatever the other issues – and there are many - surrounding a proposed Spaceport at Newquay, is
that burning rocket fuel at high altitude, in thinner atmosphere, is most definitely not consistent
with carbon reduction and a climate emergency.
When combined with potential further stratospheric complications (“…. with respect to ozone, we
now understand that the climate and ozone impacts of rocket exhaust are completely intertwined.
Rocket soot accumulates in the upper stratosphere, where the particles absorb sunlight. This
accumulation heats the upper stratosphere, changing chemical reaction rates and likely leading to
ozone loss” Martin Ross, senior project engineer at The Aerospace Corporation, El Segundo,
California) there should be no
question whatsoever that CC has decided wrongly on its support and subsidy of this
anti-environmental project and needs to withdraw from it forthwith.
Creating a transport management strategy in line with the urgent requirement to massively reduce
GHG emissions is the most difficult of policy areas given the current car dependence of such a large
number of the population and if CC is earnest in accepting this need, it will have to act well beyond
its current suggested proposals.
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1.80 URN 149
1 The danger of storms and floods in some parts of the world and drought and famine in other areas
i.e. instability of climate.
2. The reduction in number species of animals throughout the world, especially essential pollinators
due to the human reduction of animal habitats, which are often closely linked to increasing climate
change.
1 To make it a universal building reg for any new build to be powered using an alternative/shared
energy resources NOW and to increase the number of wind generators on land until alternatives
sources of energy can be found NOW
2 To keep our existing carbon sinks i.e. mature trees, being especially careful when developing areas
of new housing NOW. Planting new trees is no substitute for keeping existing trees. BUT plant more
additional trees for absorbing carbon and enhancing residential areas.
Consider how to solve the conflicting trends of a downward spiral and reduction in use of public
transport in rural areas and the upward spiral and the increase in use of private cars. How do we
reverse the trend?
Planning policy for newbuilds re energy sources, be forceful about finding suitable areas for wind
turbines etc. as interim measures before other solutions developed. Planting Forest for Cornwall,
especially trees up rivers to prevent flooding. No building on flood plains More electric buses and
recharge points for cars More cycle paths and pedestrianization in towns Encourage and
educate/subsidise livestock farmers to reduce carbon and ammonia emissions using choice of stock
etc.
Encourage ‘Buy Local’ It worked during Lockdown.
All new builds with better insulation, reduced carbon based heating and integral solar panels would
be cheaper to run. Office buildings would find it more economical if incorporating all the above.
If we are going to be a warmer sunnier place, between the storms, we should use the sun to warm
our water through solar water heating on our roofs. We should use the sun to grow more trees and
our own produce and enjoy the sun by walking cycling and not using cars

1.81 URN 150
1, Lack of public awareness – Climate education is vital to improve our chances of success.
2, Lack of urgency (particularly in transport and low carbon heat) – would be beneficial to
incorporate provisions for transport and heat in all new builds as a minimum.
1, Improved public transport at a reasonable cost
2, Requirements of increased energy efficiency, some form of low carbon heat and provision for
electric vehicle charging in all new builds
Low carbon heat – Heat networks, heat pumps, solar thermal panels, biofuels hydrogen???
Incorporating at least one form of low carbon heat in all new builds.
Grants to retrofit houses with low carbon heat
Reduction in local green-house gas emissions

1.82 URN 151
1, Breakdown of food systems due to mass extinction of pollinators/severe drought
2, Steep rise in inequality due to climate change impacts
1, Net zero carbon
2, Increase biodiversity through protection of habitats/rewilding/incentivising landowners to grow
woodlands Decarbonising heating and cooking systems within houses (retrofit scheme) to move
away from natural gas. Renewable energy is essential. Fossil fuels need to be phased out. Improving
public transport and cycling infrastructure to facilitate the public to become car free as much as
possible – or electric where necessary. (The general consensus in Falmouth has been very positive
to having less cars on the road during lockdown) Ensuring agriculture has a positive impact on the
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environment. Wildlife corridors and expanded hedgerows/meadows. Engaging local communities on
efforts.
I can imagine it would have a greatly positive impact. A net zero Cornwall would be a healthier
Cornwall and protect what is so special about the area.

1.83 URN 152
1 The massive rate of loss of all biodiversity and decimation of the natural world as well as the
possible extinction of our species, but mostly the loss of all the other species that we are causing.
E.g. Predicted loss of 90% of the worlds biodiversity from 19ti0s levels by 2050 2, The woefully
inadequate response of national governments and local councils including Cornwall Council to truly
grasp the severity and have the confidence to act in a way that is commensurate with the threat.
Something that has been proven can be done with Covid It is not blame of the individuals but a
recognition that the institutions that we have built are actively constraining the rapid societal
changes that the majority of the population desperately want and need. Because of the ongoing
power of profit driven motive.
1, all developments need to increase the biodiversity in a scale greater than the detriment of their
development, and most importantly, this needs to be enforced long-term through either the
planning enforcement department or a dedicated biodiversity enforcement department which not
only enforce but also offers guidance and ongoing support through collaboration with Cornwall
wildlife trust or other expert advisory bodies. For example, as happens with a forestry commission
grant. It could Be a points-based system for example a developer will get points for providing cycle
accessibility or on street bike lockers, or allotment, or passive house, or planting orchards/
Woodlands. And negative points for Greenfield car-based development or low insulated houses with
a low ratio of green space. and an inherent point scoring advantage to smaller companies and local
builders as they inherently are more likely to be using local sustainably sourced materials and able to
modify designs to be more suitable for the particular needs of the community. The overall scoring is
included not simply on biodiversity but on the broader resilient and sustainable model. Going along
a model of Doughnut economics basically. This activity has to be local and on the grounds of the
development, not relying on an offsetting somewhere else. 2, overhaul the transport system where
a reliance is currently on cars. Increase the footpath network and opening that up to be bridleways
so that cycling can be off the road. This needs to be urgently prioritised not necessarily on Sustrans
tarmac standards but just allowing children and adults a safe route to get to places without risking
their lives on the Cornish lanes. This can be quite simple by the removal of a lot of styles and
replacing those with swing gates. As well as an active policy to encourage mixed use cycling and
pedestrianisation so for example that cycles are permitted to cycle on pavements if no on road cycle
lanes can be provided.
Provision of sustainable housing - Planning is the number one thing obstructing hundreds of people
in Cornwall who wish to live and work the land in a sustainable low-impact way, these obstructions
need to be not only removed, this development needs to be actively encouraged and supported with
strict criteria. Also, massively increasing the build quality in line with passive house standards for
large commercial housing developments and focusing these around walking and cycling and
sustainability, with provisions for all housing developments to also have their vegetable growing
onsite. I think this could create the cohesion and connection in communities that is currently so
sadly missing, could allow numerous community organisations to come into being and to flourish like
CSA’s etc and businesses will change and adapt and some businesses that are not sustainable will
cease to be viable whilst others that are sustainable will flourish and this will be for the benefit of
the natural world and hence us.
Please be brave and don’t worry about a backlash for being too ambitious. This change will have a
backlash, but you will still be doing the right thing also food security is an essential part of this that
we haven’t really mentioned above. Food security seems to be significantly hampered by the fact
that land is harder for young people to access in Cornwall, therefore the farming is largely done by
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an ageing farming population using old-fashioned and unsustainable farming methods. On
damagingly large-scale agriculture rather than breaking it down into smaller agro-ecological models.
This would increase the resilience of Cornwall, the employment of the younger people and general
quality of life.

1.84 URN 153
1, No food security, reliance on imports, must have soil/water fit to grow nutritious food locally,
social unrest, divide between haves & have nots, food riots if issue not addressed urgently.2,
Reluctance of some people to appreciate the urgent need to stop business as usual & drastically
change how we do everything because it cannot be addressed by tinkering around the edges. 1,
Provide public transport that is non-polluting, efficient, responsive & discourage private vehicle use
alongside prioritisation of encouraging behaviour change so less road use in general. Provide cycle &
walking routes, maintain footpaths- attend to craziness of footpaths needing to be registered or lost.
Incentivise cycling & walking & public transport over private vehicle use.
2, Look at land use, prioritise local organic small-scale food production on all viable farm land, tree
planting, wind farms & solar farms, off grid & housing cooperatives, social housing & allotments.
Alongside no second homes policy (unless highly taxed?) not using farm/tree land for new housing.
Re purposing shops & offices as housing. Education about the benefits and sharing of examples from
around the world of where such ideas are already put into practice.
Approaching the Climate Emergency as the Emergency it is and responding to everything with the
impact for current & future generations as first consideration.
Use of local & sustainable materials. Reduce dependence on any tourism which encourages private
vehicle use.
A positive impact for our community would be any policy which reduces traffic volume & speed &
encourages residents to walk & cycle or use public transport- which needs to be quiet, non-polluting,
reliable, small and responsive. Encourages use of existing by-pass!!!
Use of roads as social spaces for regular markets, performances etc. Use of surrounding land for
growing food/trees/energy production/low impact living in a way that involves local people &
benefits local community.
Thorough exploration of the Welsh Government ‘s One Planet Development Programme,
completely involving schools & communities in this.

1.85 URN 154
Sadly, it is the eleventh hour (in more ways than one) and having only just come across this climate
change documentation there is no time left to go through it with a fine-tooth comb. With that in
mind, as a permanent Cornish resident, I would like to add my name to the growing numbers who
want to see REAL change, not just pretty words and good intentions, I want to see things happening
on the ground with immediate effect.
Cycle lanes. An absolute must if you are serious about reducing emissions. The lock down has given
us all a wonderful glimpse into how life could be with far fewer vehicles polluting and clogging the
roads. Children and families cycling together as they should be able, but this can ONLY happen if safe
cycle lanes are put in - and quickly before everyone falls back to the old ways. Our health and wellbeing should be top of your list and safe pedestrian and cycle paths are vital.
Trees. Let's get them in! We all know by now that deforestation is going to kill us. It's science, and as
the government has been saying they are listening to the science, let's get on with it. Every scrap of
available land should be being planted up right now.
New building. All new builds should be not only as eco as humanly possible, but also have swift
boxes, hedgehog corridors and plenty of spaces for wildlife and wild flowers. For God's sake put
away the glyphosate!!
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Agriculture. No more intensive farms. If we haven't worked out by now that these horrible places are
breeding grounds for viruses, somebody in charge must be very stupid indeed. We need to
encourage smaller, sustainable farming practices - perhaps we could be kinder to the animals that
end up on our dinner plates!
Fishing and coastal. We have the most beautiful coastal areas here with wonderful wildlife. How
lucky we are! We have to protect them from our pollution and waste and from over fishing. We
need to regenerate not just sustain. What we have now is not enough.
Town centres. The heart of our communities needs oxygen now. We need pedestrian friendly,
garden inspired town centres where people will want to come and spend time. They need to be
beautiful places that our communities can be proud of. Keep the cars out of town, make sure the
empty shops have windows full of art work and images of our wonderful county. There are plenty of
creative groups champing at the bit to do their part - they just need the ok to get on with it.
Solar, windmills and eco energy. We MUST get behind these industries. Oil and gas are doing us in.
It's the science. We have no choice, time is running out - our kids need to know we gave it our best
shot. PS please re-think spaceport - it's like Dominic Cummings all over again.

1.86 URN 156
1, Our leaders are not preparing properly for drastic changes that are most certainly coming
according to science. Top planners appear to have been bought by powerful lobbies and work
against protective changes that we need. See how the market forces affected proper planning for
PPE provision in case of a pandemic and believe that we are woefully unprepared for disasters to
come.
2, Our leaders are actively supporting destructive practises such as new road building that hasten
the climate breakdown that we face. We need large scale action and now
1, A profound change of mind set is needed in county hall, not looking back but looking forward with
firm conviction that the climate crisis exists and must dominate all planning decisions. Climate
change adaptation and protection measures must be prioritised over profitability.
2, Clear out the corruption that buys decision making processes and sways votes towards
development that ignores the crisis. Poorly built new housing developments and the new space port
for example.
Tourism is so important in this county that it cannot be omitted. It must be guided by energy
efficiency priorities from now on. What policies do you think would be most effective against
climate change?
Look at the figures, nearly a quarter of emissions from transport, likewise from households. Radical
programmes of public transport for the people of Cornwall and the tourists, encourage cycling. And
a radical programme to make homes more energy efficient.
Great improvements to household health as homes are improved and cost less to heat and people
can ride bikes and take buses more. I don't run a business, but they must adapt to new priorities.
Please please take this seriously as it is now the eleventh hour to make changes that can protect our
children’s future. We have learnt from Covid 19 how we can make huge changes to protect the
vulnerable, the people will want to protect the future and it is only the lack of leadership that
continues to steer us off the cliff. With clear information and leaders with integrity the people of
Cornwall will give their support to the extensive changes needed, as soon as possible. Act as if the
house is on fire! Because it is.

1.87 URN 157
1, Exposure to risk from loss of integrity in the international food market.
2, Inability of existing infrastructure of all kinds to buffer against shock.
1, Building a resilient, ecologically sound food supply as locally as possible, predicated upon a
plethora of small but cohesive farms. To include modification within the planning framework to
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presuppose in favour of new, small-scale farming operations, provided ecologically sustainable
criteria are met within operational activity and development of farm infrastructure such as water
and energy supply and on-site housing needs. This is somewhat akin to the One Planet Development
Scheme current in Wales. However, a problem encountered there is a lack of necessary skill within
the planning department to adequately assess success or otherwise of proposed developments at
initial stages and as assessed over time.
2, A clear plan in increase of connectivity between ecologically sensitive areas to facilitate migration
of species as effects of climate change become apparent.
Targeted approach to forestry, deliverable over reasonable time frames, which does not put
unnecessary demand upon forest nursery infrastructure thereby avoiding issues such as the ash
dieback problem. A scaled forest nursery for Cornwall would be ideal.
Changes to farming policy away from importing feed for livestock.
Impacts of new planning policy could have on your business, organisation or community?
That depends on whether or not the above raised issues are addressed.

1.88 URN 159
1, Societal Collapse
2, Famine
1, Immediate Carbon reduction – this is an extreme emergency and we are currently heading
towards a horrific 2 degrees warming by 2050. I am shocked that you say that carbon neutrality may
be impossible to achieve by 2030. It’s almost as if you have decided to fail before we have even
started.
2, Local food production and local renewable energy production.
Tourism, Marine Conservation, Food Security, Access to land
The most important change is being transparent about the true nature of the emergency we are in.
If people understand the science and the trajectory we are currently on – the changes we all need to
make will be better understood.
re must be a recognition that ecosystems are fundamentally important to the climate crisis debate.
This isn’t just about carbon – it is also about a diverse and healthy landscape.
What do you expect the impacts of new planning policy could have on your business, organisation or
community? The Covid crisis has shown that many people prefer a slower life with time to spend
with family. I would expect a change in the work life balance. Some of us may become poorer and
spend less time travelling and working – but our welfare will be higher. We need to understand the
wealth as Cornwall through the health and wellbeing of its people and environment.

1.89 URN 160
1, Climate change will affect our weather systems, bringing extreme conditions to many parts of the
world. It will affect our water supplies and food production. This will have implications for the
poorer countries of the world and exacerbate the refugee crisis.
2, It will cause rising sea levels which in time will displace large coastal populations.
We cannot ignore these threats any longer for the sake of our grandchildren and great
grandchildren.
1, A focus on renewable energy to reduce our use of fossil fuels.
2, A plan for a transport infrastructure which will encourage use of public transport, electric vehicles
and cycle lanes to take petrol cars off the roads.
Re-wilding the land as a natural flood preventative. (Isabella Tree’s book on Re-Wilding is excellent
on this.) Renewable Energy use – solar panels – wind turbines – harnessing tidal energy.
Transport infrastructure to take cars off the roads.
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To make it cleaner and less polluted with a greater respect for our natural resources. We need to
work hard to encourage a greater awareness of the effect we are having on our natural world, and
an appreciation that some of our resources are finite.

1.90 URN 161
I believe that adopting a One Planet Development Policy, similar to that of Wales, would be
beneficial to Cornwall; Regarding the Transport section- although I have only skim read this, I believe
there's one glaring omission: Newquay Airport. Please stop subsidising and supporting the airport;
its existence is incompatible with a world in the grip of a climate emergency. Instead, throw your
energy into lobbying for an upgraded mainline rail service. Biodiversity: Ban the use of glyphosate
weed killer on all council owned non-agricultural land- we need our plant biodiversity! In addition,
develop a simple model for communities to take over custodianship of their local greenspaces,
supporting them in planting trees/ wildflower areas etc. etc.

1.91 URN 162
1, Traffic pollution.
2, Rising sea levels
1, Traffic reduction and control
2, Planting very many more trees
Second home owners causing housing problems and smaller remnant communities
Massive tree planting
This recent Covid pandemic has shown us what Cornwall can really be in terms of nature blooming
without so much human interference

1.92 URN 163
1, Human suffering around the world as a result of changes to temperature and extreme weather.
2, Food security, predominantly I’m concerned about the security of food we import, as a result of
changes to temperature and extreme weather.
1, Improved public transport and active travel networks. This will have many benefits, not just for
climate change, but also for physical activity and air pollution. A reliance on car travel is the norm for
many residents in Cornwall, partly due to the rural nature. The major barriers to public transport use
are cost and duration in comparison to using a car.
2, Improving the energy efficiency of homes and increasing the use of renewable energy and nonfossil fuel-based heating. This will also have co-benefits in terms of fuel poverty. Older houses should
be retrofitted, and new buildings should be as carbon efficient as technologically possible.
Food – Community gardens, such as incredible edible in Penryn, offer many benefits. Increased
connection with food, reduced food miles, skills, resilience, community cohesion and wellbeing.
Waste and consumption – Efforts such as the Falmouth Circular Economy initiative should be
replicated around Cornwall. Requiring renewable energy provision on new developments.
Not allowing gas central heating to be installed. The installation of municipal heating in new
developments such as ground source heat pumps. Energy efficient building design and materials
required.
Ensuring good pedestrian and active travel linkages. So many developments have extremely poor
pedestrian and cycle access locking in residents to car use for decades. For example, Trelowen Drive
in Penryn has exceptionally poor pedestrian access to the Town Centre of Penryn.
A healthier environment for all. I think in general the document is well thought out, and
comprehensive. I would support a strong Climate Change Development Document. Cornwall partly
relies on tourism income from a beautiful natural environment and we should maintain that for all
to enjoy in the future. Urban greening factor I also support the urban greening factor suggested in
the presentation. I was lucky enough to visit a major new development run by Stockholm City
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Council where they have a requirement to meet a certain amount of greening per area developed,
or a Green Space Index. This can be achieved through green rooves etc.
http://stockholmroyalseaport.com/
And see the Sustainability Report for information about the Green Space Index
https://vaxer.stockholm/globalassets/omraden/-stadsutvecklingsomraden/ostermalm-norradjurgardsstaden/royal-seaport/media/sustainability_report_2018_200120.pdf
Renewable energy I support greater use of onshore wind, and also offshore wind where viable, in
consultation with relevant wildlife conservation organisations.
I would prefer to see solar panels on rooves and other innovative locations such as car parks, with
fields as a last resort. I also think this would meet less public resistance. Having a strategic approach
to designation sites for onshore renewable energy as suggested in the document would be the best
approach. Densification I also fully support the policy of using upper floors to residential in urban
centres but would be wary of reducing ground floor area in town centres to residential. Such spare
floorspace in town centres could be used for community facilities, helping to make town centres a
destination.
164
I was about to fill in your scoping paper, when it struck me that my concerned but illinformed voice was not really as worth listening to as those whose advice and suggestions are
supported by data and a scientific knowledge base. I do not know enough the science of the issues
to be able to say which of the seemingly equally important areas you mention should be prioritised.
It feels like someone in my position should not be being asked for these kinds of opinions, as it
should not be opinion driving this. I do think that it is important for me, however, to state very
clearly that I support Council action on climate change, and that this is a matter which concerns me
greatly. I am very keen to see action which safeguards the sustainability of life (including human...!)
on the planet. I am also very keen that decisions taken to achieve this are informed by research and
scientific data, rather than public opinion. This needs to transcend short term politics. I hope that
this perspective is still of benefit to you. I would be interested to hear how this goes in the future.

1.93 URN 165
I have not been able to complete the questionnaire in time as I have not been well. I just wish to say
that me and my wife welcome Cornwall Council's initiatives in addressing climate change. I strongly
urge the Council to err on the side of caution with this issue and implement robust, daring strategies
which sometimes may not be popular with certain interests as it is a direct issue of survival which
cannot be postponed. If the effects of climate change are not taken seriously enough and
appropriately addressed, then we will have ruined our children’s / children’s, children’s futures. It
seems that we have such little time left to make this work. Please make the residents of Cornwall
proud of your action on this.

1.94 URN 166
I believe that adopting a One Planet Development Policy, similar to that of Wales, would be
beneficial to Cornwall. Regarding the Transport section, I believe there's one glaring omission:
Newquay Airport. Please stop subsidising and supporting the airport; its existence is incompatible
with a world in the grip of a climate emergency. Instead, throw your energy and money into lobbying
for an upgraded mainline rail service and subsidise buses for young people especially. Biodiversity:
Ban the use of glyphosate weed killer on all council owned non-agricultural land! In addition,
develop a simple model for communities to take over custodianship of their local greenspaces,
supporting them in planting trees, edible-landscaping and wildflower areas.

1.95 URN 167
1, We need structural change so that all our planning and policies place climate change as the
primary framework for decision – making. This means radical change to our transport, building,
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agriculture and food systems, power networks, health. I am concerned that local and national
government are not placing this as their priority and are not brave enough to make the changes
needed because they fear backlash from the public and industry. 2, Too little action too late. I fear
food shortages and falling food standards most. Followed by loss of biodiversity.
1, Changes in transport. Making cycling accessible, appealing and SAFE – it’s terrifying to cycle on
Cornish lanes and highways at the moment. Comprehensive and affordable public transport. The
buses are so in frequent and expensive, they aren’t often viable. No new road developments should
be supported. Instead the focus needs to shift to walking, cycling, public transport. No further
development of the airport either. We need to move away from air travel.
2, Changes in building regs. All new buildings must have their own renewable energy, water recycling, be easily accessible by bike/public transport. Nothing should be built or created going
forward that does not have a climate budget / climate remediation at the heart of its design and
build. Small scale, low-impact building should be supported. All existing buildings need to transition
to carbon neutral – small localised renewable power generation. Activation of land for growing food.
Waste -water conservation and re-use. Etc. Public health and education. In order to make the
changes radical and quickly enough to impact climate change, we need a cultural awakening so that
everyone is on board and understands why and what’s needed. There is nothing in your report that
addresses this. We have seen with COVID what change is possible when everyone understands
what’s at stake. There needs to be a similar campaign for climate – getting everyone to understand
what is at stake – our food supplies, our coastal towns etc. We need a citizen’s assembly to find
solutions to these complex problems.
I agree with the following: The urgency of the situation, or the need to engage the whole population
of Cornwall is not addressed by the plan. The use of language is sometimes exclusive and not
appropriate to the crisis where we need everyone to understand and get on board with change. The
current planning framework will not deliver carbon neutrality by 2030
Every applicant for a development should provide a carbon budget We commend the use of one
planet models for planning purposes If agriculture is included within the scope of the DPD, tourism
and other sectors should also be. We believe that the thematic areas should incorporate the marine
environment, access to land, food security, c) and d)) and health and wellbeing Prominence should
be given to the energy hierarchy We have serious reservations about the biodiversity net gain policy
We urge caution in the use of offsetting except as a desperate last resort. Including offsetting gives
loopholes to allow people to avoid the essential, but difficult or expensive choices.
We believe there should be a strong presumption against any developments in flood plains and
natural solutions should be sought to avoid flood risk In a climate crisis there is no scope for new
roads – the priority should be walking, cycling, public transport and provision for disabled people
There should be a presumption against any further agricultural intensification and in favour of small
scale, local and organic food production Planning law should reflect and support the re-distribution
of agricultural land to market gardens and small holdings that are low-impact, but feed the local
community.
What do you expect the impacts of new planning policy could have on your business, organisation or
community? If the planning policy continues to support the status quo, then our communities face
the full force of climate chaos in the coming years – food shortages, economic collapse, flooding,
drought etc. If the council is bold and leads the way in big policy
In response to the Renewable energy section:
This policy is not deep enough or systemic enough.
Policy should be designed to favour brownfield and urban sites for renewables.
Rooftops instead of fields should be prioritized. Policy should favour many small-scale projects on
building roofs in built up areas and industrial estates where road infrastructure already exists. Policy
should be designed that seeks sovereignty for the county’s power needs. Instead of replicating
existing system and just plonking renewables in as the new source, we should be looking at what
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needs to be in place to motivate every household in Cornwall to switch to generating their own
power on site.
Working to this goal, though intimidating and seemingly radical at first, is the most sustainable in the
long term over future generations. The current policy is open to foreign companies who don’t pay
taxes here swooping in and effectively using our power needs as their resource to extract for profit.
We need to create policy that paves the way for a community-led decentralized grid where each
community generates their own power.
Questions to ask:
What would need to be in place for every individual household to go solar or wind?
What needs to happen to the grid for this to work?
How can local policy support these goals?

1.96 URN 169
1, The future of our children. We have already seen the dramatic change in weather conditions.
During the Covid-19 pandemic the world has received a break from a break from the destructive
behaviours of humans. The climate and weather changes from our restricted travel are visible by
not just scientific evidence but by eye.
2, Food production and quality may suffer due to pollutants in the air and soil. Leading to poor
health and lack of jobs.
1, Energy efficient and sustainable buildings/homes.
2, Renewable energy sources and availability.
Sustainable Building is important to me. Housing is in need across the country, I still can’t believe
the cost cutting and environmental bad practice that is still evident in building practice. The use of
renewable energy in affordable housing would allow more money into the local economy, as lower
income households would have more disposable income.
Travel, Renewable Energy and BMS. Create a more responsible economy. More jobs in the
renewable industry which I know has suffered somewhat in the past few years.

1.97 URN 170
1, Impact on humans and wildlife of a changing climate
2, Helplessness against global and national activities – deforestation of primary rainforest,
continuation of support for unsustainable agriculture – business as usual
1, Make Cornwall a sustainable agriculture leader. ti4% of Cornwall’s land is in agriculture – at both
ends of the sustainability spectrum. Support sustainable agriculture in all its forms and build
community interest and awareness in it to get our population demanding the best produce, farmed
in in Cornwall in a climate friendly way. Build on the interest generated in local suppliers generated
during the COVID crisis.
2, Look at procurement and the goods coming into Cornwall in all forms, and make Cornwall a
climate friendly consumer county. Stop all transport of unsustainable tropical hardwoods at the
border. Make our residents question where their furniture, musical instruments, food (inc palm oil)
clothes and building materials come from and champion sustainable alternatives. Through the
planning system push developers to use sustainable materials, incorporate wildlife friendly features,
such as swift bricks, into their builds and ensure there is space for nature at the heart of any
development to build resilience.
Procurement – reach out from Cornwall across the globe to cut the demand for products leading to
deforestation and environmental destruction. This way we can have an impact on climate change by
our actions at home and abroad.
Procurement policy (as above), building with nature fully adopted, community energy funds to
enable communities without the capital upfront costs to get access to renewable energy sources.
Build energy storage in the county for peak generation times, and ensure the infrastructure is
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present to get the energy out of the county. Positive – if nature could be brought back into our
towns it will benefit everyone. If people can feel good about consuming sustainable produce and
materials it will be good for mental and physical health. If Cornwall can be part of the solution it will
engender a sense of pride and community.

1.98 URN 172
1, biodiversity loss - Current farming/fishing practices, development and housing policies that put
profit and second home owner ship before people and environment.
2, Reliance on fossil fuels – overall air quality, CO levels, reliance on cars, planned expansion at
Newquay airport and the lack of direct, safe cycles routes.
1, drastic changes in farming practices – support for small scale agroforestry, to immediately halt
biodiversity loss and support soil health. Local, small scale food production. To consider both land
and sea environments
2, immediately halt road and aviation expansion and development in favour of walking, rail, bus and
cycle
Education – We can only make the kind of changes needed if we work together. We need to bring
our community on board with meaningful consultation and education, so decisions can be made by
people from all parts of our community.
Currently people in deprived areas (housing estates across the county) and marginalised
communities (gypsy traveller communities is one example) are not adequately represented in this
process.
Poorer people are likely to experience the results of any changes more – increase in food prices,
reduced access to cheap travel/flights, job losses. So, their voices need to be heard as part of this
consultation and their needs accommodated. This includes financial support and subsidies.
Agriculture – farming and fisheries must be supported to drastically change their practices. This must
include support and education across the community to understand and thrive within these
changes.
All future development should be carbon neutral – off setting is not sufficient.
Complete halt to all aviation and road development, policies need to force people out of cars/planes
and onto public transport and bicycles. Increasing local service provision to reduce the need for
travel. Removing large out of town supermarkets in favour of smaller scale local shops
We are facing a climate and ecological crisis that is accelerating. During the COVID19 pandemic we
have shown that if we have the will and political support (including financial) we can make drastic
changes to our lifestyles. I support the council making bold and innovative changes to meet the
target.
Education is essential to make sure that the public is informed and able to participate in decision
making processes. When people understand the choices, they support difficult decisions. I would be
happy to support this process further and would like the opportunity to input further but I only
received this information today 25th May 2020.

1.99 URN 173
1, With reference to housing and sustainable living: Everything that was planned before Coronavirus
should be re-examined in the light of it. This pandemic is not yet over, and is very unlikely to be the
last or only health pandemic we experience in the coming century - if - as research strongly suggests
- human behaviour, has created this pandemic - in particular our failure to recognise the importance
of biodiversity in nature for our own good health.
The residents of Penryn have been strongly protesting proposed additional development on the
outskirts of Penryn - and eventually, in all probability our Valley. All of which is slowly but insidiously
turning our countryside into an urban area. The pandemic has shone a very bright light on our
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current way of life - which is clearly not sustainable. It should not be up to us, the people, to protest
about the changes to our landscape.
With Exeter University right on our doorstep, with various architecture, and sustainability courses
etc - Penryn OUGHT to be in the forefront of developing new ways of sustainable living
2, I also agree with all the points below which were drafted by someone else The consultation
process does not reflect the urgency of the situation, or the need to engage the whole population of
Cornwall The use of language is sometimes exclusive and not appropriate to the crisis The current
planning framework will not deliver carbon neutrality by 2030 Every applicant for a development
should provide a carbon budget We commend the use of one planet models for planning purposes
If agriculture is included within the scope of the DPD, tourism and other sectors should also be. We
believe that the thematic areas should incorporate the marine environment, access to land, food
security, c) and d)) and health and wellbeing
Prominence should be given to the energy hierarchy We have serious reservations about the
biodiversity net gain policy
We urge caution in the use of offsetting except as a last resort We believe there should be a strong
presumption against any developments in flood plains and natural solutions should be sought to
avoid flood risk In a climate crisis there is no scope for new roads – the priority should be walking,
cycling, public transport and provision for disabled people
There should be a presumption against any further agricultural intensification and in favour of small
scale, local and organic food production

1.100 URN 175
1, That it’s being treated as a matter of opinion.
2, That targets and ambitions can be a device for simulating action.
1, A serious but jargon-free discussion that would lead to a reasoned understanding of the
emergency. Most people understand their position in the ongoing pandemic. It will be
harder to persuade us that we are at even more risk from shifts in the conditions on earth but it has
to be done.
2, Everyone planning construction has to do more than consider climate change, they have to take
steps positively to ameliorate it and the authorities must mandate it.
Recent events have shown that great damage can be done by people in authority being caught out
seeming to disregard their own rules.
Swift decisions followed by swift action.
I would feel even more keen to do my part if I felt I was living under an civic authority that reflected
truly the findings of the vast majority of experts on the state of the climate. It’s urgent.

1.101 URN 176
1, The negative impact on communities at the local, national and global level in terms of
environmental damage, extreme climates, extreme weather conditions, poverty and mass migration
2, The fact that the Council is merely tinkering with the issue and has no strong policies that will
have any real impact. It needs to address the fact that ‘business as usual’ with a little bit of
‘greenwashing’ will only create a worsening of the Climate Change emergency
1, A need to slow down and stabilise speculative house-building and focus on its own residents, not
keep increasing the population. To ignore this issue is hugely irresponsible and hypocritical as the
problems will continue to multiply. Astonishingly, the report states that there is ‘no upper ceiling’ to
the number of houses that will be built. That statement alone gives the game away that the
document is flawed to the point of being worthless.
It seems the Council has no real ambition and needs to make much tougher decisions that truly
revise the way we live and conduct business.
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2, The role of tourism needs to be re-assessed. Cornwall is getting beyond saturation point. Tourism
is not dealt with in a sustainable way and contributes hundreds of thousands of tonnes of carbon
every year.
Uncontrolled and unfettered tourism is seen by residents as damaging Cornwall and reducing their
quality of life.
The whole point of the Climate Change crisis is that we have to stop unsustainable practices, but this
document seems lacking in ambition in this respect. Measures to limit tourism need to be
introduced – e.g. tourist tax and capping visitor numbers. No new tourist developments should be
allowed, unless very small scale. The unsustainable practice of supporting the continued acceleration
of population growth. This is the cause of so many ills in society – environmentally, socially and
economically. The consequences of population growth are in opposition to dealing with Climate
Change and exacerbate the problem. The Coved-19 crisis has proved that denser populations are at
most risk – and there will be further health issues with this, or another virus. It is only a matter of
time. To fail to recognise this is grossly irresponsible. Without addressing this issue, the there is no
hope of a better future.
1. The Council needs to ensure that all Council and Cabinet decisions are influenced by perspectives
on the climate change. There appears to be no real ‘joined-up thinking’.
2. The Council must take a robust approach by lobbying central government for a breathing space by
ending speculative housebuilding and a diversion of resources into subsidised housing for locals.
3. There must be recognition of the fact that over-dependence on mass-tourism is damaging and the
Council must work with stakeholders to reduce tourist numbers through tourist taxes. The issue of
the damage caused by second homes must be finally confronted and policies introduced that make
second homes unwelcome and undesirable.
4. The ‘White Elephant’ that is Newquay airport must be closed
5.Introduce policies that really limit car use through a totally revised transport strategy.
6. Look to supporting small-scale, sustainable local businesses, instead of huge ‘vanity projects’
which actually do more harm than good and cost the ratepayer (e.g. Eden, Newquay airport,
Langarth)
What do you expect the impacts of new planning policy could have on your business, organisation or
community?
Without a real change of direction, this tinkering round the edges of Climate Change will degrade
Cornwall further – more traffic, pollution, CO2 emissions, sewage, health problems and continued
mass urbanisation will ensure that quality of life for all will continue to spiral downwards. Already
the pleasure of living in Cornwall has been eroded by the Council’s failure to understand that hyperdevelopment, mass-consumerism and unlimited ‘growth’ is not sustainable.
Unfortunately, the document is simply not up to addressing the real and urgent problems that we all
face. It appears that by tinkering with a ‘business as usual’ approach the Council thinks it can have its
cake and eat it. That is not the case.
The 2019 Cornwall Council’s Climate Change Plan stated that in order to counter the ‘mass
extinction event that threatens or severely impacts all life on our planet ... action is incumbent on us
all’. It also stated that this would involve ‘extremely difficult choices ... that need us to revise the way
we live’ and that the ‘redesigning of existing societal systems and infrastructure’ was imperative. The
report totally fails to live up to these ambitions.
The document is weak on real evidence – for example, there is no assessment of how far the
measures proposed will reduce Cornwall’s GHG emissions, either by 2030 or by the UK
Government’s over-complacent 2050 target date.
The report is short of vision, intellectually dishonest and a disappointingly feeble response in view of
the scale of the problem we face and the Council’s own target of a carbon neutral Cornwall in just
ten years’ time. It is time that the Council truly stood up for Cornwall and did things differently
instead of paying disingenuous lip-service to the real dangers we face.
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1.102 URN 177
Please stop using roundup and protect biodiversity.

1.103 URN 178
1, For decades we have had huge extra capacity in our systems to facilitate a smooth transition to an
ecologically sustainable civilisation but mostly that capacity has been frittered away in order to
satisfy numerous short-term goals. And now the s**t is about to hit the fan and we’re scrabbling
around trying to find solutions. I suspect that the direct impacts of climate change will not be as bad
for us here in Cornwall as in many other places in the world. But there will be many, many refugees
from such areas who will want to move to places such as this. And my main concern is that – without
widespread understanding of the issues – this will lead to resentment from people already living
here and numerous ensuing problems.
2, Having been involved in campaigning for “green” issues since the 19ti0s I’m very aware that a
huge proportion of the population have traditionally had a mindset that prevents real understanding
of what actually needs to change. So, my concern is that government at all levels (including Cornwall
Council) could create all sorts of great policies and implement all sorts of things (e.g. better public
transport, improved accessibility to local food) but they would be underused – and then criticised –
because many people would not see those things as relevant to their lives.
1, The main sources of carbon emissions are clearly transport and heating of buildings. Reductions in
both of these can only come about through decision-making and habit changes made by thousands
and thousands of people. So, I think that facilitating awareness raising is absolutely crucial. It needs
to be done at the street level because people are far more likely to pay attention to what their
neighbours say and how they’re actually living their lives than if they’re told the same thing by an
authority. It would also get the virtuous circle of community building spinning which would, itself,
enable many more positive developments.
2, Within Cornwall Council itself there needs to be far more joined up thinking. Consideration of the
climate emergency needs to run through every department and be considered in every decision. The
environment isn’t just some nice-to-have-if-we-can-afford-it add on. It’s something that we’re all
dependent on and – in fact – we’re part of it. Related to this I’d like to see much more careful use of
the word “growth” (e.g. as in Green Growth strategy). Although growth is clearly part of the natural
cycle it’s always accompanied by decay but for some reason the word decay is rarely showcased in
the same way! Regeneration and evolution are far more useful words to use because they reflect the
mindset that will be required in both councillors, staff and constituents in the future.
I would say that Community Building might be a useful topic to follow up. It might be thought that
this is beyond the remit of a local authority. But it’s no good just focussing on efficiencies in
production (of energy, products etc) if then consumption just goes up and cancels out the savings.
For many people – although not all – there has to be a transition down to a lower level of
consumption. However, this doesn’t have to mean a loss of all modern conveniences if people are
prepared to share more resources than they currently do. It is building a stronger sense of
community that will make this new normal possible. Encouraging a different mindset where sharing
resources joyfully with your neighbours is seen as far more rewarding than having trophy assets of
your own. More cohousing type developments where this kind of lifestyle is a primary aim could well
act as models for the wider community. The undisputable fact is that a strong community can
weather any storm and in the long term the more self-reliant a community is the less dependent it
will be on the local authority.
Our ambition is to create planning policies that help Cornwall’s aim to achieve carbon neutrality by
2030. What policies do you think would be most effective against climate change?
I’m not sure that I can name particular policies. But over-arching everything I think there needs to be
much more of a commitment to master planning of specifics rather than broad brush aspirations.
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On energy, for instance: there needs to be a master plan in which sites for renewable generation are
identified and design of the associated electricity grid improvements that will be required. This then
needs to be implemented on a stage-by-stage basis with other conflicting developments forbidden.
On cycle path networks: these cannot be created in a piecemeal way. Each town needs a definitive
map of a proposed coherent network of routes so that potential corridors can be protected from
being built on and/or be integrated properly into future building developments. A consistent pattern
language for non-vehicular routes needs to be incorporated into any design guide so that it’s clear to
people where they should walk or cycle. This is all part of the changes in behavioural psychology that
are required to make walking/cycling the default method when making short journeys.
These are just two examples of where master planning is important.
I know that this is not just about motor cars, but it seems to me that the private car is the
quintessential symbol of everything that is wrong. The current fleet are churning out carbon
emissions. But even if all those fossil-fuel powered vehicles were replaced with EVs it wouldn’t stop
the fact that our towns are filled with giant metal boxes on wheels that are far bigger and intrusive
than the humans inside them. Those giant metal boxes define how public spaces are used and
almost mean that vehicle-to-vehicle communication has priority over human-to-human. They
facilitate out-of-town shopping and put local shops out of business. They facilitate crazy lifestyles
where people will drive to do their shopping and then drive to a gym to get exercise, whereas if
they’d just walked to the shop and carried their shopping back they needn’t have bothered with the
gym!
The proportion of households in Penzance without a car is said to be relatively low and yet cars have
a huge impact on the town centre and just about all residential streets built prior to the 1960s are
filled with cars parked nose-to-tail.
People always make that hopeless statement: “You can’t survive in Cornwall without a car”. I would
see one of the main things that Cornwall Council could do as being turning that situation around
through:
• integrating public transport and making it (relatively) cheaper
• facilitating cycling and walking
• underwriting car clubs to make car sharing a no-brainer
Accompanying all this there would need to be a huge awareness raising exercise so that all the
above were perceived as attractive options rather than second best to private car ownership.
So to answer your question on the impact of that kind of planning policy: I would foresee that a
town where private vehicle ownership was dramatically reduced would be healthier, less-stressed
and far happier with itself. Not to mention the fact that its carbon emissions would be considerably
lower!
I’m answering for myself here rather than Penzance Town Council as a whole.
I would also fully endorse the submission which I believe Cornwall Green Party has made.

1.104 URN 180
1, That it is happening at an alarming rate and the consequences of it will very likely affect my
children’s generation. Globally and nationally we have to act urgently, or we have no chance of
being able to guarantee that our children will have the chance to die of old age. As simple and
deadly as that. It may well be already too late. The house really is on fire but no one it seems believe
the alarm.
2, I worry that with science deniers like Trump and Bolsonaro running the world, we have no chance
and people will give up the fight as they think it’s futile. Climate protestors such as Extinction
Rebellion are ridiculed in this county particularly as people seem to think that climate change is
something in the distant future and that protesting about it will impede their lives. It is incredibly
depressing, and we need support from Councils, local and national government to sound the alarm
and give the credence and official policy in order for people to take it seriously.
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1, Renewable Energy. It has to seem normal to demand this. People need to realise that their gas
source is finite and if we don’t change now our own children’s generation will suffer. The reliance on
Fossil fuels needs to be seen as archaic, out of date and irresponsible.
Along the same lines we need to dissuade tourists and visitors to stop coming down in their petrol
guzzling huge cars. We have seen the way our county has been changed during this Covid crisis, the
air cleaner, the roads empty, the towns not clogged with constant traffic. There needs to be more
emphasis on trains and there certainly does not need to be any more car parks built.
2, Agricultural Rural issues. A sensitive issue but where farms can be turned back into wild,
biodiverse woodlands, they should be. Much of Cornwall is given over to dairy farming. Nobody
wants to hear or acknowledge this but eating less meat and dairy would be one of the most effective
ways to limit emissions and affect climate change. Incentives to farmers to use their land in a less
carbon emitting way. Training schemes on renewable industry careers so that young people aren’t
just faced with farming or tourism as choices. Investments in small scale community farms/shops, so
that people don’t have to constantly use their cars to shop at the major supermarkets. More land
available for community allotments? No more incentives or investments in airports/ airlines. The
controversial Space port project should now be scrapped. Investment in electric buses, train
services. No more new roads but more cycling lanes/areas. Towns made car-free, more investment
in park & Rides, etc. It should be normalised that every single one of us in the county, be they local
or tourist should be considering the environment in everything they do, whether that’s the way they
travel, how they recycle etc. Cornwall Council policy should be clear in promoting this idea that we
need to do something NOW, not in decades’ time. This could be done through your website,
leafleting or emailing constituents directly. It shouldn’t be that climate protestors have to get so
much abuse for basically trying to alert government that our house is on fire. This message needs to
come from the top and we need system change rather than it be up to the individual. There would
be undoubtedly impacts if the airline industry and farming is affected, but we need to re-train
people in more sustainable industries. We simply haven’t got any choice, it’s as simple as that. With
regards trying to discourage car use, if other systems are in place they will just have to climatize and
it just needs to be made normal to travel in alternative, healthier ways.
We all have to adapt and compromise, or our children’s futures are at stake

1.105 URN 181
The apathy the authorities are having to make bold changes… ban non-recyclable food packaging,
tax breaks for really eco solutions, a revolution in public transport… all not profitable but essential. It
will take a great deal to stand up and change the current system and it is great to see that Cornwall
wants to be at the forefront. The current plan does not seem to be capable of achieving carbon
neutrality by 2030, I encourage you to be bolder! Encourage small local farms with conservation
goals beside food production. Incentivise the construction of eco housing and pioneer eco housing
for social housing.
Carbon offsetting isn’t a solution, we need to actively and controversially change the system.
2, the apathy of the public to adopt change… we need some wonderful education programs in line
with wonderful solutions to promote change and encourage people to adopt the drastic change that
is needed.
1, prioritising residents over tourists. Providing affordable eco housing rather than these housing
estates that are built overnight with no eco awareness, tiny gardens and no community centres.
Small eco housing estates with a focus on community and biodiversity. These structures could be
built in a way that is much more sympathetic to nature and with a longer life expectancy.
(https://www.gravenhill.co.uk/about-graven-hill/) Allow local people who aspire to be off grid to
build wind turbines and small eco homes to help themselves and therefore the county out of the
housing crisis. Too many young people and young families I know live in sheds and rotten caravans
with no way out
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Improve public transport Intensification of towns and reducing green spaces does not support the
nurturing of community, what about community orchards and gardens, edible gardens in town
centres Provide bus routes to get residents from impoverished areas out to the countryside and
connect with nature and learn about biodiversity etc. if its £5 to park at the beach many people can’t
afford to go.
2, to address tourism and its impact on local biodiversity and community structures etc. if agriculture
is included in the planning, tourism should be too. It is such a massive player in the annual cycle of
Cornwall’s carbon footprint… what’s the plan?
Eco building for social housing. It is important to me because I can’t bare seeing poorly built housing
estates constructed for corporate gain. There are much better models being pioneered nationwide
and internationally. It is important to me because of the housing crisis and how I see it effect my
community. Embracing the one planet development model or similar (as mentioned in 11.2.9) (and
encouraging small local organic food production as opposed to intensification of the current farming
model – this does not seem to be mentioned in the document).
Drastic ones, it appears to me that despite the intention to be pioneering, the policy presented will
struggle to deliver carbon neutrality by 2030. Reducing traffic with a comprehensive public transport
system.
We need to embrace big changes. Hopefully there will be some improvements of services and
education, recycling etc that will be positive. I look forward to seeing how new agricultural policy
could affect us as land owners who wish to embrace
conservation practice and improve our lands biodiversity but lack the funds to do so in an impactful
way.
I am really excited that you are interested considering embracing something similar to the ‘One
Planet Directive’. I Think it is a wonderful and exciting project, however I think there is a lot to learn
from it and something different but similar could grow and evolve from this initiative. I found some
interesting opinions about some of the downfalls of the directive in this article… about the
difficulties of creating a viable small land-based business in an economically impoverished area and
the impermanence of the way that planning is temporary. I fully support adopting a similar, but
evolved version of the ‘One planet directive’ model

1.106 URN 185
Not enough is being done - either on a global scale or at a local level. The people want to get
involved and want to help make a difference – local councils have the power to facilitate this but are
not acting Preparations for the changes that are going to occur and are already occurring. We need a
global shift of mindset - we need authorities to take responsibility and urgently make big changes I
fully support the May 2020 response by Extinction Rebellion to the document Cornwall’s Climate
Change Development Plan Document Response. It expresses all my hopes and thoughts on what I
hope Cornwall Council will achieve and states it much more eloquently than I can myself. See above
response. But I would particularly like action to this part of the XR document as it directly applies to
my own situation - 'We believe that a major planning issue is going to arise over employment in a
low carbon future, with more and more people wishing, expecting and planning to live in the
countryside, many of them in unconventional ways since the current system of land tenure is so
hostile to new entrants. We believe that this whole area of planning as well as policy is ripe for a
fundamental review to include land ownership and rights. This would also include stronger powers
for local councils to enforce the sale of long standing empty properties, restrictions on second home
ownership, presumptions for off grid communities, housing co-operatives and areas covered in
11.3.1 above. A change to the planning policy could mean that we, and the hundreds of people even
just in this area who have chosen to live low impact lifestyles - in boats, caravans, studios etc could
have the security of legitimising their lifestyle choice. Our incomes, though average for Cornwall
excludes us from getting on the housing ladder and the high rent locally means that we must live
where we work. There is so much wrong with the current planning system!
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Please pay close attention to the document provided by The Extinction Rebellion they express the
wishes of the people and it would be so heartening to know that something is being done and that
we are being listened to.

1.107 URN 187
Having read the climate change policy document from Cornwall council, I have concerns that the
situation needs addressing far more urgently. Climate change has already started, the effects of
climate change are already being felt locally. The weather is becoming unpredictable, flooding is an
issue, water shortages will become an issue, food security will become an issue. Flood risk needs
taking into account when new development is being considered and natural flood management
methods need putting into place before more disasters occur.
We need to move faster towards carbon neutrality. This needs to start now. New roads should not
be considered, better provision for walking, cycling, public transport and provision for those with
disabilities to be at the forefront of transport planning.
Any new developments should consider carbon neutrality and sustainability as a foremost
consideration and this should not only be applied to agriculture but also to tourism, fishing, and the
marine environment, access to land for small scale local food production, health and wellbeing
should be prioritised over privatisation and large scale agricultural use. The use of one planet
planning models would be commendable.

1.108 URN 188
I am a concerned member of the public, involved in some groups like Transition who have been
lobbying for radical shifts in Council policies to reach your target date of zero emissions by 2030.
I fully support the document submitted by XR, and in particular the criticism that the consultation
process does not reflect the urgency of the situation. Covid 19 and the government's response has
shown that radical changes can be put in place swiftly, and it is this kind of approach that we need if
we are to mitigate and adapt to the ensuing climate disaster.
However, I just want to register some of my concerns too.
Housing - for me this is one of the most fundamental areas of change. All developers, whether small
of large, need to submit a carbon budget. All new houses must be built passive house standards.
There needs to be a more flexible planning policy re small and alternative dwellings in the county but not for those to need to be designated traveller sites. There needs to be a council response to
sustainable rural new communities, along the lines of the Welsh ' One Planet' approach but more
flexible - to expect people to sustain themselves wholly from the land is not possible.
Covid 19 has illustrated how important communities are to resilience and survival in desperate times
and there will be many more due to climate breakdown in the future, so co housing, self builds and
cooperatives should be encouraged, and people enabled to find land for new builds, as retrofitting is
very expensive and does not achieve the necessary energy savings that are desirable. Affordable
housing for rent and part ownership can be included in such schemes.
Transport is another area of concern. New road developments need to be stopped and the focus
placed on maintaining and improving the existing infrastructure.
Rural bus services must be improved with electric vehicles as soon as possible. If it is possible to
open railway branch lines that were closed by Beeching then this should also be done. Cycle lanes
and routes must be developed across the County. This is particularly difficult in rural areas, but
essential to reduce emissions and to make people healthier.
Local procurement by the Council would create more jobs in Cornwall reduce the number of people
commuting long distances work. Businesses should be encouraged to enable people to work from
home much as is possible - again Covid 19 has proved this is feasible in many areas our economy.
Newquay airport should be closed as soon as possible, and the Spaceport abandoned. Branson's
latest test flight has just failed. The clean air resulting from the lockdown has exemplified how
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essential it is that flights are reduced to the minimum order to mitigate the speed at which we are
approaching climate disasters.
Approaches to the economy must refocused on the wellbeing of citizens and not on profit. New
Zealand is leading the way on the changes we need to make - to shift from an extractive a
regenerative economy.
Renewable Energy. Any developments should be fully supported by planning. Developments that
produce locally sourced energy need to be developed to encourage resilience in the future. The
Council should consider, as one councillor suggested in the debate that led to the Climate
Emergency Declaration, investing in renewable energy production here in Cornwall, which not only
would provide jobs but cut down travel emissions on solar panels etc. Battery storage is another
area that should be invested in and developed. There is already one company in Penryn producing
batteries for domestic electricity storage. Discussions need to take place with Culdrose re their
navigation equipment. It is unbelievable that modern instrumentation can be affected by small local
wind turbines. This assertion is preventing communities from developing local resilience in energy.
Ground source energy needs funding and should be recommended as the energy source for housing
developments, as a large number of properties can be provided for by one large scale installation.
Food Security Again Covid 19 threw up concerns about food supplies, and our dependence on food
being imported and transported from afar. Local growing needs to be supported and small-scale
farms focussing on food production need to be developed.
Community growing schemes, like Camel Community Supported Agriculture, should be developed
and land made available. Resilient Communities mentioned in the housing section should aim to be
as self-sufficient as possible. Local Farmer's Markets should be encouraged to reduce food miles.
Apprenticeships in agriculture should be set up to encourage young people to get involved and
produce jobs here, rather than young people needing to travel out of County to find employment.
Tree planting needs to include or be focussed on Forest Gardens to produce edible fruits and nuts,
as well as sequestering carbon. Carbon offsetting should be avoided to ensure true zero emissions,
and not be a standard practice, in all these areas and others. I welcome a chance to be involved in
your future consultations.

1.109 URN 190
A. Lots of good in the plan.
B. This is critical - we face massive issues, we must act now and decisively
C. Your ambition is good but should be even higher - particularly for more Council action - regulation
alone will not be enough
D. We were given 10 years to solve this in 2018, two have already passed, time is critical
E. The plan makes some poor assumptions - for example that economic growth is needed or
desirable. The severity of the climate issue means that economic activity will need to be scaled back
significantly. This needs to be planned for and people need to live simpler fewer consumptive lives.
Renewable Energy
A. Each settlement should have an area identified for resilient, community owned, renewable
power.
B. Each settlement should aim for self-sufficiency in energy supply through a mix of solar, wind,
geothermal, hydro and battery storage
C. Council should actively find a way to set up community owned, not for profit energy supply
D. All new renewable installations need to be storm proof given climate induced extreme weather
E. Cornwall should be self-sufficient in renewables by 2030.
Energy Efficiency
A. Central Government appears to lack ambition on construction standards, CC should set much
higher standards and push back against central govt complacency and their desire to de-regulate
B. Offsetting is mention in ti.2.8 this is a discredited concept. If we are to survive we need every bit
of offsetting PLUS the efficiency changes as well. It is not an acceptable strategy
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C. CC needs an active policy to retrofit existing private housing with heat pumps and insulation - this
will require action not just regulation
D. Any new builds from now must be renewable powered and no new fossil fuel items should be
installed
E. Developers seeking development for financial gain should be required (S106 style) to fund
efficiency improvements nearby - if they resist refuse permission
Natural Climate Solutions A. There should be a strong presumption against any greenfield
development and all development should be required to improve biodiversity
B. Some areas of existing development may need to be abandoned as economic activity is scaled
back and local plans should identify areas to be re-wilded
C. Agricultural change is needed to return some areas currently farmed to more natural habitat.
D. The Cornwall forest is a great idea, but the ambition should be higher. For example, huge areas of
the W Penwith moors could be re-forested.
E. The ideas on green urban development are good, green roofs and green walls. Each town should
also identify areas for community gardening and greenhouses to be offered free to the community.
Transport A. There should be a strong presumption against centralised development of shopping
and leisure facilities as these simply generate private car trips. Any new development of this type
along the A30 corridor in particular should be refused.
B. Communities should identify central facilities for goods distribution - like an old-fashioned main
post office. Each settlement needs one of these drop / collect points to prevent the explosion of
delivery vehicle miles. Hubs should be in walking range of houses.
C. Provision of local shops, leisure is crucial to prevent car use
D. The number of supermarkets should be actively reduced as they just encourage car use and lead
to the closure of smaller more local shops - this is very obvious but seems to be very hard to do - you
must try harder
E. More mention should be made of electric bikes as these make cycling accessible to far more
people - Cornwall is hilly! Grants to allow poorer people to buy one.
F. Consider too the negative impact of private cars on safety and security of neighbourhoods - car
use makes public spaces seem more threatening and hostile
G. Close town centres to private vehicles at all key times
Agriculture A. Not all agriculture is equal. Meat and dairy farming contribute hugely to climate
change and need to be curtailed. Conversely growing food for direct human consumption, market
gardening for example, needs to be encouraged.
B. This is outside planning policy scope, but CC needs to find ways to reduce meat consumption and
meat and dairy farming.
C. Reduced animal farming would free massive areas to be re-forested and re-wilded. CC needs to
find policy levers to encourage this.
D. Community agriculture in settlements should be encouraged where possible.

1.110 URN 190
1, The plastics in fabrics that break down easily to pollute the air and water.
2. The sluggishness of industry to invest in new greener products, and the laziness of investment
companies to make them do it.
1, Really have to sort out the fish problem, just getting everyone to be honest would be a start. We
need to get back to smaller scale fishing equipment, so the fishermen are more aware and in control
of By-catch etc.
2, Cornwall is a very creative mess! little businesses dotted around farming and housing and b&b’s.
I’ve always liked it, but I think it is getting ‘out of control’. Building materials are often made of
terrible polluting stuff, particularly concrete. Its time everywhere started to find alternatives to
concrete!
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Lands’ End theme park is revolting and completely destroys any idea of enjoying the natural world or
than it is cared about.
If you manage to have an effect in building materials used, it would be amazing.
I built a temple that stands in Tremenheere Gardens. I would hope more people get there by bus or
taxi because it’s easier to do so. I would expect it to rain less because the atmosphere is healthier. I
would like it if some of the vegetables grown around that site did not use so much plastic for their
growing.

1.111 URN 194
1, The breakdown of nature and the extinction of humanity. As an issue
It encompasses every aspect of our lives. It is very hard to break it down into two main things!
2, This is Climate Emergency. That is the term that should be used.
Climate change is the process that has got us here.
The effects, as they continue will be far more debilitating than the current pandemic, which has
caused huge disruption. I fully agree with Extinction Rebellion's response to the DPD.
Real Low impact housing solutions.
There are hundreds of people living around Cornwall in caravans, vans and temporary structureswhich are currently all unauthorized. Planning policy could be changed to support this type of
habitation and flip it from a problem -which the council must enforce against or ignore- into an asset
in its climate change development effort and as part of the solution to the housing shortage. There is
scope for hundreds of smallholdings or crofts around Cornwall. This needs to be an option open to
those with limited resources rather than just millionaires. This is important to me as I have known
many people in this situation and have been there myself in the past.
I fully agree with Extinction Rebellion's comprehensive response to the DPD. Particularly that
input/output CO2e emissions for all activities should be measured and regulated, and that this
should in Cornwall particularly be applied to large scale agriculture, industry and tourism. What do
you expect the impacts of new planning policy could have on your business, organisation or
community? Those who choose to live and work in genuinely low impact and carbon neutral ways
should feel supported by the council; often at the moment they feel they are pushed to the margins
while corporate interests are courted.

1.112 URN 195
1, Rising temperatures affecting ecology
2, Rising sea levels increasing coastline erosion
1, more public transport – if you make it more accessible then people will reduce car usage.
2, Agriculture management. A large amount of co2 comes from agriculture and we have such a large
amount here. Make sure every farm in Cornwall is as green as they can be.
I think your range of topics is good.
Increasing public transport is a massive issue in Cornwall. It is basically impossible to live in Cornwall
and not drive! This would massively reduce carbon emissions if you could increase services all year
round not just during holiday seasons! I think it could be good for the community to work together
towards a common goal.

1.113 URN 196
Q) Do you believe the scope of the Climate Change DPD, as set out in this Scoping Report, is correct?
A) The original version of the DPD was based on a carbon reduced future, following the old ‘normal.
Since the pandemic outbreak, the whole world has seen the environmental benefit to the planet and
how this has improved climate change. Going forward, post Covid-19, I would like to see Cornwall
Council update this DPD, based on a “new normal’, taking into account the amazing environment
changes that are currently evident for all to see.
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Q) Have you got any evidence that you would like to contribute or draw to our attention?
A) Please note the following five documents attached: • Cohousing document for DPD 24th May
2020
• Better world document for DPD 24th May 2020
• “Our small farm is thriving during lockdown” by Simon Fairlie
• Ending the UK’s contribution to climate change a briefing for Quakers August 2019
• “But it is worse than that” by Marc Doll
Q) Is there anything else you think the Climate Change DPD should cover?
A) More flexibility and positive support for Cohousing Communities, Community -Led Housing &
accommodation that proves sustainability with a low carbon footprint, especially in rural areas.
Promote degrowth based on ecological economics and anti-consumerism ideas. Plan greater selfsufficiency for Cornwall by using local producers i.e. food, permaculture, craft etc
Support the local voluntary and community sector with funding and less red tape
Plan and build upon the wonderful local community that is already helping their neighbour’s cope
with Covid-19. Plan and expand this support to cover other major health issues, breakdowns and
emergencies of all kinds
A) I would request that Cornwall Council look more favourably upon those with single or double
wind turbine applications instead of just major developments on already chosen land. For example,
a cohousing community with a single/double wind turbine could live more sustainably and therefore
reduce the use of electric from the grid. Transport (same questions as above): A) More ‘safe
lane/roads’ specifically for walkers, cyclists, horse riders & horse drawn vehicles, especially on rural
roads where speeding idiots have no consideration for anyone not in a vehicle. Lower speed reduces
emissions. Better deterrents to those who speed. Restrict younger drivers from having fast, soupedup cars and burning fuel! Look at grant offers to those wishing to change to electric vehicle but can’t
afford it?

1.114 URN 197
1, Natural habitats are becoming hostile- plants and animals cannot survive
2, Climate change is a major threat to agriculture
1, retain our green spaces
2, switch to sustainable energy
Retaining and improving green spaces- these areas can help regulate the climate, store carbon and
so on. Invest in alternative energies and their research, don't just off-set this just moves the problem
elsewhere, conserve wetlands and other carbon-retaining habitats through grants etc.
higher energy prices

1.115 URN 198
1, Global warming above +1.5 degrees c due to greenhouse gas emissions leading to rising sea levels,
crop failure, displacement, starvation and misery, civil unrest – all in all a devastatingly bad future
for us all.
2, Biodiversity loss, the threat of extinction to so many of the earth’s creatures, insect and pollinator
die off, soil fertility loss, crop failure
1, Carbon neutral by 2030 working towards carbon negative to support less enlightened councils and
countries. …through planting forests, switching transport to cycling and public transport, energy
production entirely renewable, building efficiency
2, Protection and restoration of nature and biodiversity.
Policies and funding to make older houses efficient through insulation as well as the stricter building
regulations you mention in your presentation. Dedicated and safe cycle routes everywhere, linking
towns and places of work. A free public transport solution which runs later into the evening to link
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the villages to the towns. Free for U25 first. Keeping things local, supporting local businesses.
Working from home. Renewables Forests...
Potentially a much healthier and happier population who exercise more, interact more, appreciate
nature more. Capitalise on what we have all loved about lockdown – greater community cohesion,
growing our own food, staying local. Cornwall at the lead of the future in tackling climate
emergency, with renewable energy, forest planting and nature protection jobs. Open an alternative
tourism provision – no cars – pick up from railway stations, bike hire, carbon negative, crop
harvesting...
Do you have any other comments or any evidence for us to include? The Vimeo presentation was
essential for me. It’s so important to make your work and plans accessible to all. This form wasn’t
the easiest way to feedback information & in my opinion an online form as an alternative would
have been better. Perhaps with short clips to describe the proposed policies for individual areas so
one could listen to an idea, mull over and respond. Thank you for all your valiant work. We are 100%
behind your proposals and more besides. Please dedicate roads to cycles (and residents) only, please
label cycle routes better – huge cycle stencils on the roads – many of us are desperate to cycle to
work but we are so afraid of cars.

1.116 URN 200
1 Untold misery and suffering for all life on earth as habitats are lost, crops fail, and huge swathes of
the planet become inhabitable
2, The likely increase in war, conflict and hatred as a result of the rapid reduction in habitable land
and increase in food shortages. (we’ve seen how cross people can get about a lack of loo rolls…that’s
just a hint of what’s to come!)
1, Universal understanding across all our citizens (including our own councillors) of the magnitude
and nature of the threat that faces us. Once people understand the threat, they will embrace the
required changes.
2, A radical planning framework which only allows passive building projects from this moment forth.
Which ensures that EVERY SINGLE development has a net neutral or positive impact on the
environment.
We need to enable people with low incomes/small financial resources to live on the land in
sustainable manners, in temporary (e.g. caravans) or more permanent structures (e.g. cabins). We
need to support people living in low impact ways on land which is labelled “agricultural” or similar.
We personally live off-grid in a very low-impact structure and are entirely self-sufficient in
organically grown vegetables. This model of living should be encouraged and supported by planning
(rather than the opposite, which is the current situation). We need to encourage people to move
back towards living lightly and in touch with the land. Planning policies like those in Wales which
support such lifestyles should be implemented immediately.
Carbon budgets should be obligatory with planning applications, and only those with an acceptable
carbon footprint should be allowed. The threshold for acceptability should be clear, and very
rigorous.
Planning policies need to reflect the fact that we must radically change the way we live. We can no
longer continue to build on any greenfield land. We cannot continue to increase housing. We need
to be clear that Cornwall has reached maximum development.
One planet model should be used for planning purposes
Agriculture planning policy should encourage organic, small-scale farming (as recommended by the
UN) and should not allow any agriculture developments which are detrimental to the environment
(considering biodiversity as well as climate change)
No new roads should be built, and no further road “improvements” should be carried out. We need
to focus exclusively on encouraging non-polluting forms of transport and discouraging increasing car
use. The planned widening of the A30 should be cancelled immediately as it is in no way compatible
with the Councils aims to become carbon neutral by 2030.
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Newquay airport should not receive support from public money and should not be allowed to
expand in any way. Air travel needs to be rapidly phased out and is completely out of line with any
goals surrounding carbon neutrality.
Carbon offsetting is not an acceptable tool to be used when aiming for carbon neutrality, except in
very extreme, exceptional circumstances.
All planning regulations should be rigorous enough to ensure no “greenwashing” is possible by big
business.
Small enterprises and individuals should be offered support so that any requirements for things like
carbon calculations do not become a prohibitive cost within the planning process. And regulations a
guidelines must be compatible with common sense; ensuring environmental credibility should not
become an onerous “tick-box” exercise (as has become the case with requirements for
contamination reports).
Tourism needs to be regulated to stop runaway growth in the sector in Cornwall, as it is ruining the
very things it is based on. Second/holiday home ownership needs to be heavily regulated.
What do you expect the impacts of new planning policy could have on your business, organisation or
community?
Very positive impacts. No further risk of development of green spaces outside our village. Greater
opportunities for local people to live locally in affordable manners (by living on the land, not in socalled “affordable housing” which is anything but.)
My lifestyle is evidence of the very positive effects that radically different planning policies could
have. Our land feeds us and encourages and supports biodiversity. It is affordable, energy efficient
and low impact.
There are many people across Cornwall living alternative low impact lifestyles, mainly outside
current planning regulations. However, these people are modelling the ways in which we need to
start living and should be encouraged and engaged with. They model ways in which we can build
homes which are environmentally sustainable, and truly affordable. The mass developments by huge
building companies have to stop. Those companies only act in the interests of their own
shareholders and have never shown any care or respect for the environment, or for the people who
need homes.
Good luck with this, you have many, many people who will support you to make radical changes.

1.117 URN 203
1, It will cause a collapse in the complex systems which allow our civilization to function. We have
seen a simple example of this with Covid-19. Climate breakdown and environmental destruction
increase risk of things such as crop failures, zoonotic diseases, resource scarcity, warfare, inability to
insure against risk leading to inability to lend, leading to economic collapse and thus inability to
allocate resources.
2, Climate breakdown and the destruction of natural systems leave a world that is unable to support
life. It’s heart-breaking to think that many of the ecosystems that I took for granted as a child are
largely gone or on a trajectory which means they will be gone within my lifetime. E.g. forests, both
tropical and temperate, coral reefs, kelp beds, etc, etc...
1, We need to create a sense of urgency. People (including those in local and national government)
often do not understand the level of threat. The current Coronavirus threat shows that when people
understand a threat and see that everyone is prepared to act as a whole, then there is large take-up
of the actions necessary, even when that involves considerable personal sacrifice. So, I would say
that Cornwall Council needs to change its rhetoric to reflect the scale and urgency of the action
required.
2, We need to follow the science. Let’s not keep trying to re-invent the wheel or look for creative
ways of dismissing our carbon emissions. Let’s get on and DO the things that are advised by Project
Drawdown or the Centre for Alternative Technology’s plan to get the UK to zero carbon by 2030.
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And for heaven’s sake can we please drop ridiculous projects such as space ports and airport
expansion. Teaching people to grow food sustainably at a local level might be more sensible!
Can we also include education in this list? If citizens do not understand why things are proposed,
indeed why they are vital, then the government will not have the mandate it requires. BE BOLD!
I don’t believe that the British public would have stayed at home to protect the NHS during the
current COVID crisis if the government briefings hadn’t included senior scientists. Action needs to be
seen as non-partisan and all-inclusive.
Again, please refer to organisations such as CAT or Project Drawdown or listen to the academics who
run environmental science degrees at our universities.
My own projects are entirely led by environmental factors – so I don’t for see any problems if the
council increase their commitment to this. Those businesses that are adversely affected are likely to
be contributing to the problems we face; therefore, we need to find alternative employment for
people in such sectors. There is a huge opportunity to create meaningful employment and
community engagement by re-thinking the things we value, such as in the sector of organic
agriculture, sustainable public transport, community care, etc. Giving people the opportunity to
create, to learn, to collaborate, to engage with natural processes and to help each other makes lives
meaningful and happier.
Please be brave. There is no point in doing any of this in a half-hearted manner. Top UK climate
scientist Kevin Anderson says, ‘winning slowly at climate change [i.e. decarbonising too slowly] is the
same as losing outright’.

1.118 URN 204
Sorry, I haven't the energy to complete the questionnaire, but I just wanted to say that I consider
climate change, and the implications it will have on us all, as an emergency and will support any
actions you take to mitigate the risk however they may impact on my current lifestyle. Please
consider the urgency when making your decisions.

1.119 URN 205
1, Irreversible damage affecting those who come after us. (Future generations)
Physical effects to the world and will certainly affect mental health in a negative way if not
prevented.
2, Loss of ecosystem/habitats resulting in animal extinction. Inability to relate to the natural world
around us.
1, Cornwall already ahead of others in terms of encouraging public transport, and car-sharing.
2, Renewable energy?
What do you expect the impacts of new planning policy could have on your business, organisation or
community? I am likely to move back to Birmingham once graduated from Falmouth University, but
just seeing a sign at the sign of the road about car-sharing greatly impacted how I thought about the
climate issues we face. I believe Cornwall, being a holiday destination has the potential to impact
and influence other parts of the country greatly. It may not affect me at all in the short term but may
have positive effects soon. Learning opportunities/workshops, although seeming small can be
greatly influential in changing people’s perspectives. Although the impact of such things may appear
small, a ripple effect occurs. I believe these should be available for people of all ages, and not just
children.

1.120 URN 206
1, Biodiversity loss
2, Changing weather (drier summers, wetter winters etc)
1, renewable energy
2, increase public transport use
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Loss of wildlife habitat
Make public transport more accessible- better connectivity between north and south coast, cheaper
More incentives for solar panels on houses

1.121 URN 207
1, Effects on wildlife
2, Effects on sea levels
1, Renewable energy, harnessing the sun, sea & wind for use
2, Better protection for the cliffs, coasts, sea around Cornwall & all the natural habitats & their
inhabitants
All homes to have renewable energy installed where possible e.g. Solar power and use of renewable
energy
Increase in house prices, tourist attractions New business and more employment

1.122 URN 208
1. Habitat and biodiversity loss
2. Food and water security; for Cornwall, coastal erosion
1. Halt the rollout of 5G, a technology that has not been proved safe and is killing insects and causing
immense stress to humans and other animals through filling the environment with harmful electromagnetic radiation at a level and on a scale never before experienced. 2. Stop the spaceport. Close
down Newquay airport. Regulate the number of visitors, who are adding to the stress on Cornwall’s
water supply, and the sprinkling of golf courses. Don’t plant trees on wetlands.
5G, which has not been proven safe and is impacting the lives of humans and other animals across
the planet. It is killing bees and other pollinators. I do not wish my surroundings to be filled with
ultra-harmful electro-magnetic radiation (EMR). Hospitals are amongst the most dangerous places to
be because of all the EMR in them, which no doubt has added to the number of deaths from Covid19. You are also not addressing pollution in your document. On a small scale, I am surrounded by it
every time I go for a walk, with litter and dog mess abounding, both of which are hazardous and a
threat to the environment. The beaches are covered in litter. When I go out on my bicycle I am
almost asphyxiated every time a two-stroke vehicle comes past or I have to stop behind a filthy
diesel engine. One of the worst decisions ever made by the DVLA was to allow the oldest (and most
polluting) vehicles to avoid paying road tax. I cannot understand why they did that, but there you go.
Two-stroke vehicles should be completely banned – not just the sale of new ones. And Cornwall is
full of ancient, rusting vehicles that are adding to the pollution through their emissions and their
death throes.
You need to clean up the beaches and the water in the ocean and create a marine conservation zone
around the whole coast of Cornwall. It is great that you are consulting with the public, but please do
not assume that because you are consulting on this issue you do not need to actually be doing
anything now. Now is a perfect time to create more cycle lanes and do something about private car
use, before the country opens up again. Bogotá, Brussels, Milan, Paris and London are amongst
progressive cities doing this. Cornwall would be an ideal place to do likewise. Summer 2021 is far too
late to be considering embarking on your proposed course of action. You should also ensure that the
public are involved at every stage of the course of action, beyond this preliminary consultation and
on into the future. These matters are far too important to be left to a few people to decide on an
ongoing basis. Citizens’ assemblies have been shown to be very effective and would be an excellent
way to determine the best way forward.
• Close down Newquay airport and stop the spaceport, both of which would simply add to the
number of vehicles on the roads as well as the use of acres and acres of concrete, massive emissions
from take-offs and landings, and noise and visual pollution.
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• Close down the incinerator, which is inefficient and highly polluting, and instead encourage
reduction, reuse and recycling, build anaerobic digesters and use community composting to deal
with non-recyclable ‘waste’.
• Stop all road building and drastically reduce the number of cars on the road by encouraging the
use of clean, safe public transport. Create safe cycle lanes alongside main roads (i.e. not just markedout narrow lanes as on the St Austell bypass, where negotiating the Mevagissey roundabout is also
highly dangerous for cyclists).
• Converting all buses to hydrogen until charging points can ALL be guaranteed to be powered by
renewables.
• Drastically reducing the use of concrete and other non-renewable mined substances.
• Permitting people who have environmental projects to live on their land and promoting these
projects as examples of best practice.
Since I moved to Foxhole just under 30 years ago, I have seen every green field in the village apart
from what is now the village green disappear under newbuilds. Why are farmers permitted to sell off
their land for ugly housing, when there are many brownfield sites in Cornwall? That said, planners
need to be wary of viewing all brownfield sites as lacking in biodiversity, as that is not always the
case. Careful planning policies would enable Nature to flourish. Why has a local farmer in this area
been permitted to purchase and destroy a beautiful OPEN-ACCESS site for wild flowers by spreading
slurry on it? The side of the Beacon facing my house used to be covered in bluebells and wood
anemones in the spring, and there were many small, relatively rare wild flowers there such as
milkwort, eyebright and lousewort. Now, wherever the slurry has landed nothing will grow apart
from rough grass, dock, clover and a few clumps of heather. In addition, the cows are running amuck
over the ancient ramparts of the rare Neolithic hillfort and terrorising walkers, who have the right to
roam on the area. I have been chased by bullocks and heifers up there and no longer feel safe,
particularly now that the farmer has introduced a bull to the site. Luckily, it would prove extremely
difficult to build on that area, so despite the efforts of the man who bought the old clayworks at
Carpalla/Mid Cornwall a few years ago, he has not been able to obtain planning permission. Yet as
soon as he purchased the site he cut down an area of beautiful woodland that provided good, safe
habitat for wildlife and were a delight when the butterflies came to nectar on the buddleja that has
now been trashed. I tried to persuade Cornwall Wildlife Trust to purchase the land, but they
declined, saying that old mining sites were problematic.
Please as a matter of urgency ban the use of pollinator-killing biocides such as glyphosate and
neonicotinoids, as well as other chemical agricultural inputs, and promote small-scale farming on
permaculture principles. Consider carefully where you are planting your trees and ensure that they
have good aftercare. The china clay district is littered in places with redundant tree guards where
Imerys simply plonked a whole lot of trees, staked them and left them to their own devices, and
never returned to collect the old plastic guards, which are now a threat to wildlife. Carefully planned
hedges are also great for biodiversity. Animal agriculture is a massive source of greenhouse-gas
emissions and other pollution. Please promote a plant-based diet and close down all intensive
animal-rearing units. Ban all hunting and shooting of wild animals for sport. I have responded in
further detail to your Climate Change DPD under the headings in the section ‘Scoping themes and
suggested responses’. Thank you very much for inviting us all to have input to the future care of
Cornwall.
I was delighted when Cornwall Council decided to declare a climate emergency and I feel
encouraged by your efforts to involve local people in developing a plan to make Cornwall carbonneutral by 2030. Whilst I agree in principle with many of your proposals, I feel you could be going
further and indeed that you will have to if you are to attain your goal. I have some comments and
questions about each of the areas under discussion. I have also responded to the shorter
Representation Form with some comments that overlap in some respects but also offer further
suggestions.
6. Renewable energy
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One thing that I would like to see is the requirement to install solar panels on the roofs of ALL
industrial buildings, both existing and newly built, and, where appropriate, small wind turbines. This
is something Carley’s have done on their factory in Chacewater, in their quest to make their business
carbon-neutral:
https://carleys.co.uk/building-new-eco-factory/
In the case of wind farms, the issue of transformer noise needs to be addressed. Many years ago, I
visited Carland Cross wind farm and unfortunately at the time the turbines were not in operation.
Nevertheless, there was a loud hum emanating from the transformer. Maybe that is not a problem
these days, but careful consideration does need to be given to infrastructure here.
Community wind turbines are more appropriate for Cornish villages than large arrays. They cut down
on transmission distances and seem to be working well. I think there should be a great deal of
encouragement for these. Scale is really important, and I think using a dozen or so in an array is fine.
I am not happy about covering green fields with solar panels to the exclusion of all else on that land.
If I stand on top of the Beacon, I can see several large arrays glinting in the sunlight. The claims that
the land beneath can be used for crops or for grazing seem to be incorrect, at least on the solar
farms I have seen. The panels are simply too close together. With a bit of imagination, however, they
could be combined with a variety of productive crops in a no-dig system.
I am wary of deep geothermal energy because of the risk from injecting water at high pressure into
fractures in rock, and also because of the cytotoxic radon gas that could be released thereby.
7. Energy efficiency
Before all other considerations, a high standard of insulation of homes and industrial buildings is
vital. However, being in a hermetically sealed building is not healthy, so there needs to be a balance.
That Cornwall might not be able set its own (higher) standards is outrageous.
Carbon offsetting must never be used as a substitute for careful planning. It’s a ploy used by the
airline industry to try to make up for its appalling environmental record. On this note, unless you
close the unnecessary Newquay airport and stop the development of a spaceport, you are complicit
in this subterfuge. It is not only emissions directly from aircraft fuel that are the problem: the very
infrastructure – all that concrete, access roads and staff vehicles – coupled with flying at altitude
increases atmospheric pollution.
The military is also another major source of pollution and waste, and you need to question its
presence in Cornwall.
8. Coastal change and flood management
Flooding is not the only problem here. We should also be considering the very high likelihood of
drought. This spring has been unprecedentedly dry in Cornwall. On my walk this week I found myself
amongst Royal ferns on land that is normally too wet to step on. The sphagnum moss is drying out,
the cotton grass has gone, and the creatures who live in this precious habitat are disappearing. The
water table is lower than in living memory. One of the worst things we can do is plant trees on bog
land, which is an essential part of the water balance in Cornwall as well as being a more effective
carbon sink than woodland.
The DRY field experiment has demonstrated that the richer the biodiversity, the better the land will
cope with drought: http://dryproject.co.uk/interdisciplinary-science-narratives/ One solution to
both flood and drought could be large underground reservoirs – which already of course exist in the
form of the water table. Why not divert surface water into those rather than taking it out to sea?
Could the old mines be used for this or are they too toxic? You are right to advocate the reuse of
grey water. I use my bath water to flush my toilet. Grey water can also be used for irrigating food
plants. If there is any fear of contamination by bacteria it can be left in sunlight for a few hours first:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14nGyT_DEmcB9vo2ntiN-ouybAJlHy6cNG/view [2:10]
As this film also states, directing irrigation towards individual plant roots rather than diffusing it all
over the area will conserve water. Eden has done some excellent work on rainwater and surface
water harvesting as well as experimenting with irrigation methods, and the whole of Cornwall could
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take a leaf out of this book (though not out of Eden’s use of fossil gas to power its ice rink… or its
unwillingness to address the small matter of thousands of cars on its site):
https://www.edenproject.com/eden-story/behind-the-scenes/saving-water-at-eden
Much more care needs to be taken to keep drainage ditches clear. Many times, I have seen flooding
in the streets where leaves and other detritus have not been cleared from gullies and ditches in
time. Incidentally, leaf blowers should be banned!!!! They do no good at all and are dangerous to
wildlife as well as being a source of noxious emissions that lead to ear and air pollution.
9. Natural climate solutions
You don’t specify what you mean by ‘highly-productive (sic – no hyphen is needed) agricultural land’.
If you are including in this the farming of animals, that is not a good use (conversion to food) of the
land. Moreover, animal farming is a major producer of greenhouse gases as well as requiring huge
quantities of water (and being horrific for the animals). Trees (and forest gardening) are in the long
term the most productive use of land, in every respect, but, as I have stated elsewhere, they must be
sensitively sited.
Planting kelp (but not harvesting it for fuel by using indiscriminate machinery) is a great idea and
should be explored in the context of creating an MCZ around the whole coast of Cornwall, to
increase biodiversity and mitigate coastline erosion. It goes without saying that there should be no
dredging of the oceans, including in Falmouth. (There is no place for polluting cruise ships in a
carbon-neutral world.) There should be more planting of species to consolidate the dunes, too, while
leaving room for rarer species to flourish. A 10% net gain in biodiversity in developments is very
small, when you consider how many species we have lost in the last 100 years – and even the last 10
years. We need to do much better than this. When I walk along almost any street and see how much
of what could and should be green space in front of the houses is occupied by gravel and concrete
for cars and convenience, I despair, so any ‘green’ integration into new buildings is welcome. We can
also be looking at native hedges and edible lawns rather than the nature-proof creosoted fences and
flat areas of shaved lawn that are to be seen in many gardens. The incinerator at St Dennis is in itself
highly polluting and inefficient, and its net generation consists of numerous additional heavy vehicle
trips by road. In order to keep it running, ‘waste’ has been brought in from as far away as
Portsmouth. It should never have been built, and instead the council should have implemented far
better levels of recycling, combined with anaerobic digestion. There is far too much excess
packaging, far too many single-use objects and far too little concern for natural resources. A ban on
single-use plastic should be implemented throughout Cornwall. Education is required, and more
education. Every day on my walks I pick up other people’s litter (though I draw the line at dog faeces,
the depositing of which should incur steep fines wherever people walk and play). I was taught as a
child never to throw down sweet wrappers, yet, along with cans and crisp packets, much of what I
am picking up consists of those very things.
Community composting is something any home can be involved in, supported by free local collection
and composting in each community. Community-supported agriculture is becoming very popular and
it helps to cut down on imports as well as often being organic.
10. Transport
The figure of a mere 1.5% drop in vehicle emissions in the last 30 years is shocking. No wonder we
are in such trouble climate-wise… You state that convenience is one of the main drivers of human
behaviour. I was interested to read about the Norwegian survey about parking. The provision of
integral garages is outdated and should no longer be part of permitted housing development. Car
parking should not be offered free of charge or at reduced cost for people visiting town centres. Park
and ride works up to a point for urban areas, but it doesn’t stop people driving to the park and ride
depots and it is unfair to prevent people who have travelled into Truro by bus or train from using the
park-and-ride buses, which seem to vastly outnumber the other buses.
Why, if you wish to encourage people to change their car habits, are you still building out-of-town
shopping areas with huge multinational stores, while the town centres are dying and village shops
and post offices are closing? All those big stores along the A30 and the retail park at Threemilestone
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are just two examples. Far too few buses serve these places, and in some cases none. Moreover, the
profit from these stores does not remain in Cornwall.
Why are cauliflowers leaving Cornwall and going up country, only to return to the supermarkets
down here? What happened to the wonderful mail train that used to leave St Austell late in the
evening, with people sorting the mail as it journeyed to London? My post doesn’t arrive these days
before midday, whereas previously it was here at around 8am. Not good for someone who is
running a business from home and depends on early deliveries to keep things running and for a
quick turnaround.
On the subject of deliveries, I have noticed during the lockdown that DPD (the courier company, not
your document!!!) has been delivering parcels to me two or even three at a time. I have thanked
them for in this way helping to keep their emissions down. Electric delivery vehicles are going to be
essential in order to build on this, but only if they are charged using renewables, and at least in the
interim I feel that hydrogen is the way to go. Apart from anything else, filling up with fuel is rapid
compared with charging a battery. The same thing applies to buses and trains.
We absolutely need a better, integrated public transport system. I hope that very soon we will be
over Covid-19 sufficiently for people to have confidence again in using buses and trains. I gave up my
car many years ago on environmental grounds, but even before the pandemic I feared contagion
and was very nervous about travelling on public transport, which became my only way of getting to
Truro to buy a Big Issue from one of the vendors and visit Archie Brown’s and the dentist, as it’s a bit
too far for me to cycle and I don’t feel safe hitchhiking these days.
If the buses in particular were cleaner, healthier, more convenient timewise, cheaper to use and
more comfortable, people would be more inclined to use them. I have travelled on amazing buses
and trains in France and the Netherlands. The buses must also be timetabled to meet the trains and
each other. At one time, the Western Greyhound buses used to congregate on Trinity Street in St
Austell and also at St Columb Major and wait for each other so that people could transfer easily from
one to another. These days I am prevented from going out in the evening because the buses are so
few and far between after 6pm, and I can no longer get to Par beach to join in with conservation
events on a Sunday as there is no bus early enough from Foxhole or High Street. Because of this
dearth, I was unable to get to my beloved mother in Portsmouth in time when she was dying.
I enjoy cycling, but I am afraid to leave my bicycle in St Austell town centre for more than a short
time, even with a high-specification D-lock and other security. Please provide secure, lockable
bicycle-parking facilities. As for taking my bicycle on the trains, I’ve given that up, as you have to
book in advance, take everything off the bicycle and hang the bike up, even to travel just one stop. I
was once forced to do that by a very officious railway employee simply to travel from Truro to St
Austell with my panniers heavy with shopping when there was plenty of room in the bicycle area.
Even more reason to have secure bicycle parking at railway stations – not just an open rail, with
bicycle lockers restricted for the use of frequent, subscribing travellers.
I love going on the cycle trails, but they are of little use to most commuters, and the main roads are
not safe for cyclists. You need to build proper cycle lanes that are separated from cars and other
high-speed vehicles by more than a painted line, and you need to make provision for cyclists on
roundabouts, which are very scary to negotiate on and at each end of the St Austell bypass. Oh, and
if you were to reduce the speed limit everywhere to below 55mph and fine people for not turning
off their vehicle engines when stationary, you would cut emissions drastically. Road bumps do not
encourage safe driving. Even the buses speed up between them, and they are horrible for cyclists to
negotiate. Priority chicanes are far better. Two-stroke engines must be banned completely
everywhere, including off-road.
Digital connections are indeed transforming the way we live and work, but we should not be
developing them at the expense of our health. We must consider the health implications of the
untested technology of 5G in particular and of ever more EMR-producing hardware, boosters, masts,
and so on. 5G must be banned until it has been proved safe. Numerous scientists are speaking out
against its use. Cornwall should not be used as a testing ground. I do not agree with Wi-Fi on every
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bus and train, unless there can be shielded, Wi-Fi free areas. Many people are highly sensitive to WiFi emissions, and we are all at risk, particularly children, whose brains are still developing. The
increase in the number of brain tumours in young people is no coincidence. Wi-Fi has been banned
in schools and some municipal buildings in France and other countries. Last, but by no means least,
parents should be walking their children to school, not taking them by car. When I was a child as
young as five I used to walk the quarter of a mile or so to school with my six-year-old brother. My
brother used to cycle several miles to the grammar school from the age of eleven. The children of
some people I know in Dominica walk at least two miles each way to get to school. It seems that
parents in the UK drive their children to school because of all the other parents driving cars and
making the streets less safe! I have been on the bus in Tywardreath just before the children come
out of school and the bus has been stuck there for ages because of all the cars clogging up the
thoroughfare. Walking is a wonderful way to start the day, and a great way to learn about our
surroundings. Please have a look at this inspiring website:
https://www.livingstreets.org.uk/wtsw
11. Agriculture and rural development
You state that the agricultural industry is subject to very few planning controls, and herein lies a
massive problem. Farmers can do whatever they want with impunity. They can build on the skyline,
they allow their animals (including bulls) to run wild over areas that have public access, they close
off footpaths, they sell off green fields for housing and industrial developments – witness the current
Coyte Farm housing development and the houses being built on a green field at High Street and
along the bypass in Truro – and they spread their pollution far and wide. And animal agriculture, as
you intimate, is a major source of greenhouse-gas emissions.
I approve of the following policy, but only where it applies to small-scale enterprises and only in
conjunction with land-based activities: ‘Where they require planning permission, support the
conversion of farm buildings to residential and other uses, subject to 100% renewable energy.’
My friends at Plants for a Future have been trying for decades to obtain permission to live on their
land near Lerryn. This beautiful, low-impact environmental project, which has massively enhanced
the biodiversity on what was once a windswept monoculture of barley, has inspired the likes of Tim
Smit and is valued by educators and growers throughout the world, needs daily attention in the form
of watering and other aspects of plant care and requires them to be onsite for security reasons and
in order to develop their land-based educational activities:
http://plantsforafuture.theferns.info/history-of-the-site/ Yet other local people have been allowed
to build second homes in the area with impunity. This inequitable treatment must stop, and
environmental projects should have priority over indiscriminate property developers and over
farmers seeking to turn a quick penny through selling off land for housing, as has happened
continually in the almost 30 years I have been living in Foxhole.
10. Town centre density and vitality Sadly, Cornwall passed up a wonderful opportunity when the
town centre of St Austell was redeveloped some years ago. Alan Leather came up with a beautiful
design that incorporated trees and water and a gorgeous glass atrium and would have made people
want to visit. By instead selling out to an expensive and acquisitive out-of-county scheme, the
council dealt the town centre its death blow. More of the same, but worse, was what we ended up
with. Many of the units in White River Place are empty. Hardly any local businesses are left. The
excellent health food shop has closed. High Cross Street with its boarded-up premises is a miserable
introduction to St Austell for visitors arriving by train. The town has a sad and desolate feel to it.
There have been stalwart efforts to enhance the mess with beautiful and useful flowering plants and
some token trees in tubs, and events like White Gold and the lantern parade, but those ugly
buildings are still there, many of them standing empty. Just think what we might have had, and at a
much lower cost, had our excellent local architect been given a chance. Furthermore, St Austell is
sitting in a fug of EMR with its insecure Wi-Fi ‘Cloud’. No wonder it isn’t people’s favourite place to
visit. Why is it that people feel they must be ‘connected’ at all times? I certainly hope that lessons
have been learnt from this most unfortunate undertaking, but I fear that they have not and that
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more of the same will be the order of the day, albeit with a few ‘green’ add-ons. Visual impact is
important! The feel of a place is important

1.123 URN 209
The Climate Change Development Plan Document Scoping Report looks to be quite comprehensive
and covers issues that I think are important. I have added some comments that I hope will be helpful
Renewable energy Is there a possible pumped energy storage use for disused clay pits? Is there
potential for tidal energy in some estuaries (Truro river, Hayle river, Upper Camel river)
Mine water and geothermal energy Should the possible extraction of lithium be mentioned in this
section? Energy efficiency My feeling is that a new build should be of high enough insulation
standard not to require any offsetting. It's easy to think of reducing the heating demand for our
homes and taking advantage of solar gain. However extreme heat events will become more frequent
and it is important that these buildings be accompanied by suitable cooling. This could be
accomplished by reversed heat pump systems with its associated energy use and or either by passive
or mechanical shading. Some systems store summer heat underground until required for winter
heating. See link https://www.benuk.net/Easton-District-Heating.html
Coastal change and flood management
I think you set out CCMA candidate areas and work with the communities involved. They have to
understand the issues they will face.
Natural climate solutions
Transport The number of delivery vans is an issue. Is there a case for perusing collection points such
as InPost sited at local rural shops, towns and transport hubs. This might help revive local shops and
towns.
I would support a One Planet approach.
Town centre density and vitality

1.124 URN 210
1, Obviously the damage to the whole environment on the earth destroying the whole ecosystem.
2. Local level : seas rising affecting local communities
1, Carbon free Cornwall
2, Upgrading free transport
Its effect on local people’s lives
Drastic reduction of carbon emissions in Cornwall a major factor are cars and transport.
It will have some impact but it unfortunately needs to be tougher.
Without sounding too depressive it’s probably too late but we need to really push life changes
around lifestyle choices….the Covid pandemic has shown that we as a society can adapt to changes
quickly

1.125 URN 211
1, Irreversible ecosystem damage on land
2, Irreversible ecosystem damage in oceans
1, Reduce fossil fuel transport, i.e. Number of car journeys using petrol/diesel.
2, Educate and legislate.
Enable onshore wind energy which is the cheapest form of energy, is totally benign and abundant in
Cornwall.
Abandoned mines can be used for energy storage (pumped hydropower).
Our ambition is to create planning policies that help Cornwall’s aim to achieve carbon neutrality by
2030. What policies do you think would be most effective against climate change?
Enable onshore wind via planning policy.
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Enable heat networks by pre-consenting subterranean pipe runs and fix wayleave values across the
board to give certainty on cost.
As above for private wire connections between renewables and loads.
Grant free parking and other privileges to battery electric vehicles (BEV) and fuel cell electric vehicles
(FCEV).
Positive
This is an emergency. We cannot wait until we have the weight of majority consensus on these
measures. Those of us that are informed must drive this agenda in the interests of everyone.

1.126 URN 213
1, Crisis of habitat loss, inevitable crop failure leading to disastrous global famine and inhabitable
zones. Extreme weather conditions destroying our best efforts.
2, All-out war, global and local as a result of the rapid reduction in habitable land and increase in
food shortages. Global refugee crisis’s , ruthless militia, panic, chaos.
1, Education for sustainable living and local food security, halting all development that does not
work for the greater good, and full on support for projects making the effort In Terms of local
environmental health, alternative and sustainable energy and economic self
2, Encouraging grassroots small holdings, permaculture and forest gardening to assist with aim 1
Local Food security
Diversity, environmental Education, Reintegration of those that slip through the cracks in society,
Jobs and accommodation for homeless, street drinkers and junkies, Community forums
Assist people with low incomes/small financial resources to live on the land in low impact building
project. Encouraging and educating and supporting self-sufficiency projects.
Carbon budgets should be obligatory with planning applications, and only those with an acceptable
carbon footprint should be allowed. Planning policies need to reflect the fact that we must radically
change the way we live. We can no longer continue to build on any greenfield land. We cannot
continue to increase housing. We need to be clear that Cornwall has reached maximum
development. Agriculture planning policy should encourage organic, small-scale farming (as
recommended by the UN) and should not allow any agriculture developments which are detrimental
to the environment (considering biodiversity as well as climate change)
No new roads should be built, and no further road “improvements” should be carried out. We need
to focus exclusively on encouraging non-polluting forms of transport and discouraging increasing car
use. The planned widening of the A30 should be cancelled immediately as it is in no way compatible
with the Councils aims to become carbon neutral by 2030.
Newquay airport should not receive support from public money and should not be allowed to
expand in any way. Air travel needs to be stopped until a clean technology is in place.
Carbon offsetting is not an acceptable tool to be used when aiming for carbon neutrality, except in
very extreme, exceptional circumstances. Small enterprises and individuals should be offered
support so that any requirements for things like carbon calculations do not become a prohibitive
cost within the planning process. And regulations a guidelines must be compatible with common
sense; ensuring environmental credibility should not become an onerous “tick-box” exercise (as has
become the case with requirements for contamination reports).
Tourism needs to be regulated to stop runaway growth in the sector in Cornwall, as it is ruining the
very things it is based on. Second/holiday home ownership needs to be heavily regulated.
What do you expect the impacts of new planning policy could have on your business, organisation or
community?
positive impact. No further risk of development of green spaces. Greater opportunities for local
people to live locally, living on the land, not in so-called “affordable housing
Many in Cornwall are currently living alternative low impact lifestyles, outside planning regulations
yet modelling the ways in which we need to start living and should be encouraged and engaged with.
There is a need to build homes which are environmentally sustainable, and affordable because
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developments by huge building companies act in the interests of their own shareholders, show zero
care and disrespect the environment.

1.127 URN 214
1. Do you believe the scope of the Climate Change DPD, as set out in this Scoping Report, is correct?
broadly, yes, and I appreciate the commitment and thought that has gone into it. It is, of course, a
difficult document for an individual without any particular area of interest and experience to take in
and respond to I feel it likely that from the experience of the Covid 19 context, the Council may feel
that there are additional factors/eventualities to be taken into account, incorporated and
addressed I feel that there could be more linkage between the categories in the scoping, particularly
linking in the Natural Climate Solutions (9) and their acceptance of the importance of biodiversity
and habitats etc., with the other human-centred ones, particularly 8 on Coastal Change and Flood
Management. I appreciate 5.2.2. does address this in principle but feel that there needs to be
regular reference throughout.? In 10 (Transport), consideration of Newquay Airport seems
conspicuous by its absence.

1.128 URN 216
1, The scale of biodiversity loss resulting from it.
2, Reaching the tipping point, beyond which there might be no return.
1, Insulate houses to make them energy-efficient.
2, Limit number of cars on roads and encourage cycling with bike paths.
Increase monitoring of local wildlife which may be affected by climate change e.g. butterflies.
Cornwall has so many beautiful plants and animals that humans as well as the environment would
suffer from losing. Making homes energy-efficient and limiting fossil fuel vehicles.? I think it would
attract prospective students to the university and encourage students on campus to engage in
environmentally-friendly activities.

1.129 URN 217
1, Weak UK (and global) government support: Lack of strong government policies to support
reducing greenhouses gases.
Little or no evidence that UK government is learning from other countries such as Scandinavia and
implementing those lessons into our country. No clear strong messages from the government for
those who are less well informed around the inevitable impact of climate change. Concerned that
despite what we have learnt from Covid 19 lock down our government will giving the message it is
Ok to go back to “how it was” rather than taking a strong position and supporting the country to go
forward in a very different way.
Concerned that the scientific data collected during lock down on the positive impact throughout the
world is not interpreted into simple messages and shared widely with our nation - through all
channels of communication not just with the climate activists.
2, Our current culture and economic systems rely heavily upon people continually buying more and
more consumables (which means more transportation, packaging, fossil fuels etc). Until we find
alternative methods of employment or more sustainable employment then retail / selling &
promoting will remain a necessary form of employment. We need to develop national strategies
around supporting ethical businesses and work, based on strong evidence-based climate change
criteria.
Government needs to reward businesses that demonstrate they are working within a circular
economy or carbon neutral environment or supporting staff to work & live in a way that supports /
works towards a carbon neutral environment. Government needs to tax companies that consistently
use fossil fuels technologies. Taxation could be used to pay the rewards. Developing employment in
new technologies around carbon sequesting and renewables.
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1, Support large and small businesses to reduce their carbon emissions. Preferably reward
businesses that can demonstrate they are moving towards a circular economy model. Discourage/
do not allow planning or development for businesses that do not demonstrate an ethical/ low
climate change impact business model. Higher business rates for businesses with large carbon
emissions.
2, Improve community resilience. (not just flooding as in the document). We have learnt so much
from lock down. Find ways for communities to continue some of the changes in behaviour. Support
communities to continue being kind (to each other and the environment).
Cornwall Council to work closely and actively with the local climate change groups, climate change
activist groups, community groups and schools. Give groups a strong message that we are
responsible for change within our communities in terms of climate change. Ensure that all town and
parish councils are actively on board with climate change (not just stating they have declared climate
emergency) but working actively within their council’s remit to help local people & businesses to
change. It is very clear to me that T & P councils vary considerably from those that are very active to
those whose members are complete climate change deniers.
Business models and developing national/Cornwall Climate Change Criteria for monitoring against.
It is important because employment is going to be an even bigger issue for Cornish community post
Covid. If we can support businesses to develop sustainable models this will have a huge impact on
carbon emissions in Cornwall. Community Resilience/education Please see above for my reasons
Town and Parish councils must demonstrate active engagement and progress towards the Carbon
neutral 2030. They should be able to show robust engagement and participation with local climate
action groups/& or similar local community groups working towards the same goals. T & C councils
should be accountable to climate action watch group (at Cornwall council or independent) to report
robust evidence on how they are progressing.
There should be whistle blowing type policies to be able to comment on businesses/ T & C councils
that are simply ticking the boxes without actively making changes towards carbon neutral 2030.
If they are robust and there are consequences for not following policy (i.e. not just tick box policy)
then it can only be for the better for my community, Cornwall and globally.
I want to thank Cornwall Council for being so proactive. I really appreciate your hard work. It is
unlikely that you will get a lot of thanks from those who do not understand the dire situation that
climate change will cause for the environment. Many will be in opposition to policies and initiatives
that will help achieve the ambition.
I do believe that unless we take climate change out of the political agenda that national policies will
be weak and probably ineffective to achieve the carbon neutral 2030 goal. If we can move towards
the model of a robust people’s assembly on these issues, then we will have hope. Perhaps we could
form a Cornish People’s Assembly facilitated by CC to inform government on the Cornish
community’s opinion, knowledge and wishes. Radical but very possible, there are so many amazing
people in Cornwall with excellent communication skills and ability to be part of such a representative
assembly.

1.130 URN 218
The overall vision in the DPD doesn’t go far enough. Things have changed dramatically post Covid-19
and the DPD needs to be revised to reflect this “new normal”.
• Cohousing document for DPD 24th May 2020
• Better world document for DPD 24th May 2020
• “Our small farm is thriving during lockdown” by Simon Fairlie
• Ending the UK’s contribution to climate change a brieﬁng for Quakers August 2019
• “But it is worse than that” by Marc Doll
Is there anything else you think the Climate Change DPD should cover? Encouraging community-led
housing and rural cohousing communities which have a low carbon footprint, and which are centred
around the production of organic food. Positive support should be given to rural cohousing
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communities, with a clear legal definition of cohousing. An encouragement for greater selfsufficiency both for individuals and for Cornwall as a whole. Degrowth i.e. encourage an economy
which aims at slowing things down in order to minimise harm to humans and the environment and
to reduce exploitation. Promote the well-being of all rather than prioritizing economic growth. The
DPD must address the current Covid-19 emergency and prepare for future breakdowns and
emergencies of all kinds.
219
1, Global warming above +1.5 degrees c due to greenhouse gas emissions leading to rising
sea levels, crop failure, displacement, starvation and misery, civil unrest – all in all a devastatingly
bad future for us all
2, Biodiversity loss, the threat of extinction to so many of the earth’s creatures, insect and pollinator
die off, soil fertility loss, crop failure…
1, Carbon neutral by 2030 working towards carbon negative to support less enlightened councils and
countries.
…through planting forests, switching transport to cycling and public transport, energy production
entirely renewable, building efficiency.
2, Protection and restoration of nature and biodiversity.
Policies and funding to make older houses efficient through insulation as well as the stricter building
regulations you mention in your presentation. Dedicated and safe cycle routes everywhere, linking
towns and places of work
A free public transport solution which runs later into the evening to link the villages to the towns.
Free for U25 first.
Keeping things local, supporting local businesses. Working from home. Renewables Forests.
Potentially a much healthier and happier population who exercise more, interact more, appreciate
nature more. Capitalise on what we have all loved about lockdown – greater community cohesion,
growing our own food, staying local.
Cornwall at the lead of the future in tackling climate emergency, with renewable energy, forest
planting and nature protection jobs.
Open an alternative tourism provision – no cars – pick up from railway stations, bike hire, carbon
negative, crop harvesting.
The Vimeo presentation was essential for me. It’s so important to make your work and plans
accessible to all. This form wasn’t the easiest way to feedback information & in my opinion an online
form as an alternative would have been better. Perhaps with short clips to describe the proposed
policies for individual areas so one could listen to an idea, mull over and respond. Thank you for all
your valiant work. We are 100% behind your proposals and more besides. Please dedicate roads to
cycles (and residents) only, please label cycle routes better – huge cycle stencils on the roads – many
of us are desperate to cycle to work but we are so afraid of cars.

1.131 URN 220
1, The fact that it will disproportionately affect the poor in our society, as well as globally. Most of
the countries that are predicted to be the worst hit are also the ones that already deal with the
threats of drought and famine. These problems will just be made worse by climate change.
2, The effects that it will cause to wildlife around the world. Many animals will become extinct as
their habitats disappear.
1, A large promotion of alternatives to meats and other greenhouse gas emitting foods. A campaign
to eat plant-based will lower the impact on the climate by a great amount, as well as likely making
people healthier.
2, Perhaps the creation of more accessible cycling paths to locations where many people work. This
may reduce the use of cars.
As climate effects increase, there will be more events of extreme weather. Sufficient preparation
should be made as to reduce the consequences of things such as flooding as well as violent seas.
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As previously mentioned, a campaign for plant-based foods as well as developing better cycling roots
so more people can cycle to work.

1.132 URN 221
1, Lack of resilience in communities. Corona Virus has highlighted how reliant we are on outside
resources. We need to be able to adapt and change to a climate that is going to change the way we
live.
2, Decrease in biodiversity which will have a knock-on effect on our food supply, drinking water and
health. We need to make sure we are doing everything we can to provide places for wildlife to
survive.
1, Food security. I think we should be encouraging people to grow their own food. We are a rural
county with a large proportion of the population with gardens. More needs to be done to support
the market garden. In our cities, communal gardens should be set up to feed those that need it and
occupy those unemployed.
2, Water security. Drought in the summer is going to become more prevalent. This effects our
drinking water supply, agriculture and biodiversity.
Biodiversity Loss – As mentioned above, a changing climate is going to affect the wildlife we depend
on for survival (e.g. pollinators). We need to ensure we are providing habitat for wildlife to survive.
Drought – You have flood, which is certainly going to become more of an issue, but I also think that
we need to recognise the issues of drought on water supply, pollution and biodiversity.
Policies that build resilience. Unfortunately, climate change is not going to be reversed any time
soon. That means less water availability in the summer, floods in the winter and sea level rise.
Therefore, we need to be able to adapt. Our communities need to be ready to adapt and mitigate
these effects on their home and livelihoods. But we need to build adaption through low impact, low
carbon means. Take a community led approach to tackling the problem. Hopefully it will raise more
awareness of the issues we are facing and what needs to be done. Please ensure you think long
term. For too many years we have been thinking about the current generation, we need to be
thinking about generations to come. We need sustainable housing that is energy efficient and will
last, even if that means it takes longer to build. We need communities that come together to put
solar panels on local businesses to generate their own energy. We need to be aware of the effects of
flooding and ensure we are prepared and we need to make sure we are resilient to low water and
food.

1.133 URN 222
1, As a society we are not doing nearly enough. We need to invest and adapt more. And that means
more local taxes or other costs to do this. We seem to forget the high costs due to local storm
damage, floods, droughts etc which can easily affect any of us could be much more. Do we have to
wait until we experience such damage before we commit to invest to protect ourselves? For me it is
about risk management and we are too complacent about these increasing risks which we are
ignoring.
2, local councils need to show local leadership and choose measures to show the direction of travel
needed for a whole range of climate mitigation and protection to encourage residents to implement
their own measures as well. And so, choose measures which can be realistically done and be seen by
people. These measures are likely to mean raising local taxes in some way.
1m some cities have implemented one day a month car free for certain zones or streets and this has
been low cost and very popular and could form basis to then extend to cycle only lanes and make
more permanent. Could be done in Cornwall e.g. Newquay for some roads to the beaches. The cycle
route between Wadebridge and Padstow is very popular. Can you replicate this for another area?
Lostwithiel to Fowey along the river there? or around Newquay or Falmouth? Wadebridge cycle
route is popular because it is end-to-end so safe and with no junctions or cars on parts of it. you
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need to implement a car free end-to-end cycle route not half do the job with a cycle lane petering
out onto a busy road which happens too often and so puts off many families and cyclists.
2, reduce plastic waste and this may mean charging local plastic taxes. Improve recycling. In
Newquay food waste is not separated unlike with many other local council recycling facilities. Install
public water fountains. These measures should not require massive budgets and show people we
need to change some of our habits and can lead onto other larger climate adaptation investments.
You could install solar panels on school roofs and as well as help reduce electricity costs for schools
can be used as an educational tool for children at the school and so also influence their parents.
Plastic waste. And one-use plastic bottles etc. plastic pollution especially in sea and on beaches is
bad and needs stricter control. Start a local tax on one use plastic bottles and at the same time
install some public drinking fountains.
There is too much plastic packaging on supermarket foods. In Germany the government started a tax
on retailers who then passed the extra costs onto consumers so very quickly consumers changed
their behaviour. There may be a separate issue of discarded plastic fishing nets which needs
addressing. Do something concrete and not just be a talking shop.
What do you expect the impacts of new planning policy could have on your business, organisation or
community?
We have to face up to the fact that we have been taking for granted many things as being free when
we have been degrading our environment and these services may not be free in future. The cost of
reliable drinking water and reliable electricity may get harder and more expensive to supply and in
some cases we have aging infrastructure which was not designed for more extreme weather events.
All new homes should be built with better standards than just the minimum current building
regulations and designed to be more adaptable and resilient.
Typically new homes are not built with solar panels or electric car charging points etc and too often
have not been designed to allow easy retrofitting for such items by the buyer at a later date. There is
no spare space, no spare capacity on the electric mains board etc.
Many people will object to any extra costs thinking someone else should pay e.g. central
government. This seems unlikely to happen with the present government. We can either plan for
managed change and try to reduce some climate risks by investing now or we can ignore the
increasing risks and people who are badly effected risk being abandoned. Doing nothing is risky.

1.134 URN 223
1, Global warming
2, Loss of biodiversity
1, Reduce Carbon emissions
2, Develop and protect natural habitats
Subsidised, greener public transport is the only way to seriously reduce individual car use Increased
protection from development for wildlife habitat through more stringent planning enforcement
Cleaner and significantly cheaper (preferably free) public transport
Green energy subsidies for individuals and businesses

1.135 URN 224
Things have changed rapidly since Covid-19 and the DPD needs to reflect this. Cornwall will be
experiencing a "new normal" which must be addressed.
Have you got any evidence that you would like to contribute or draw to our attention?
The following 5 documents are attached:
• Cohousing document for DPD 24th May 2020
• Better world document for DPD 24th May 2020
• “Our small farm is thriving during lockdown” by Simon Fairlie
• Ending the UK’s contribution to climate change a brieﬁng for Quakers August 2019
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• “But it is worse than that” by Marc Doll
Is there anything else you think the Climate Change DPD should cover?
As people will naturally want to migrate from highly populated urban areas to a more rural setting,
with access to land in order to become more self-sufficient, it is important that the DPD encourages
this by supporting community-led housing and rural cohousing communities. Priority should be
given to innovative housing schemes which have a low-carbon foot print, and which share resources.
As Cornwall emerges from lockdown and the potential breakdown of the global economy it is vital to
support localism and self-sufficiency. It is essential that the current obsession with unsustainable
economic growth is replaced with a system which encourages de-growth, and at its core supports
the health and well-being of individuals and communities. In light of the current emergency it is
crucial that the DPD addresses future pandemics and other breakdowns caused by climate change.
We must be better prepared in future.

1.136 URN 225
1, Food availability
2, Wildlife biodiversity
1, Increased tree planting with aftercare
2, Increased affordable public transport
Tree planting and increased and cheaper public transport
Increased demand for locally produced food, more local jobs, less travel and increased wildlife
biodiversity.
Increased support for local food production and consumption Increased support for organic food
production and wildlife diversity

1.137 URN 227
I appreciate the considerable work, as evidenced in this extensive plan, that you are doing to address
the issues around climate change. Thank you. Here are some of my thoughts. Section 10. Transport.
Yes, I think you have identified the correct issues. I would like to pick out your mention of wishing to
create more quiet lanes under section 10.3.1. This is a laudable aim, but how can quiet lanes be kept
quiet? I live beside a 'quiet lane' in Idless. It has been truly and joyfully quiet during lockdown,
frequented by lots of walkers, cyclists and a few horse-riders. It has been noteworthy to see so many
families with young children feeling they could cycle as a family safely along the lane out from Truro.
Now, the cars have returned. And with them the noise and a less safe lane so fewer cyclists, walkers
and horse-riders. So, there is a real conundrum to solve. How can the car users be discouraged or
tamed so that our lane is truly a 'quiet lane'?
A related issue appears in section 11. Agriculture and rural development.
Under section 11.1.7 you mention 'the sustainable growth and expansion of all types of business in
rural areas' and in section 11.1.8 you note a desire that 'development does not have an
unacceptable impact on local roads'. The problem is that development of businesses in rural areas
will naturally have an impact on local roads as so much more traffic will be generated. In my view, it
is not acceptable that business development is permitted where access in along single-track lanes as
it over-burdens these small lanes and makes them unsafe for other road users and less pleasant for
those who live beside the lanes.
It will be preferable to focus such developments in centres where there is already a high density of
population and an appropriate road network to cope with the traffic. Perhaps these new businesses
could be encouraged to take over premises from the closing retail businesses in town centres that
you note as a problem in section 12.2.1. You hint at this possibility I think in section 11.1.8
(encouraging the use of sites for development 'that are physically well-related to existing
settlements').
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Section 11.1.3 encouragingly mentions the requirement that any development 'conserve, protect
and enhance biodiversity'. I wonder if our splendid Cornish hedges and hedgerows have any
protection. In some places, the hedges have been severely cut down, with no hedgerow trees
remaining, so reducing their biodiversity considerably. When I go along one of our lanes that has
retained its lush growth of trees, grasses and flowers I feel anxiety that such delights could, at a
farmer's whim, be destroyed. Can you consider addressing these unique landscape features as part
of your plan to ensure that they can be managed in a sensitive way to retain biodiversity and provide
delight for people moving through the countryside?

1.138 URN 229
1, Mana
2, Loss of sensitive biodiversity sites such as lowland wetlands
1, much smaller, lower impact scales of agricultural production primarily serving local communities
2, Reduction of agribusiness impacts on biodiversity - small and large scale
Protection of biodiversity through conservation, and extension of existing, habitat at all scales.
Private individual but I would hope local agricultural and food production could be more supported
to serve local communities.
The Agricultural and Rural Issues section needs to specifically focus on support for much smaller
local farmers and producers/growers. Somewhere is your policy I would like to have seen a policy
specifically for lowland wetland conservation and riparian habitat extension for flood management.
I welcome the proposal to create Candidate Coastal Change Management Areas to accommodate a
more dynamic response. Biodiversity Net Gain is also important but should not be used in planning
applications to lose existing areas with the promise of creating new ones!! I really think Local
Authorities such as Cornwall should take the lead in localism and not leave issues to buckle under
national policy and national agencies.
230
1: Irreversible ecosystem damage
2: The devastation we are in danger of leaving our children to suffer.
1: Reduce fossil fuel use in every sector and increase renewable energy generation.
2: Create ecological housing developments and fossil free transport links.
The issues are not specific. Generally, I agree with them all as subject headings, within that there
needs to be targeted and specific agendas for enabling energy efficiency measure Green tourism
needs to be incentivised.
Planning policy for ecological homes needs to be incentivised, if not forced.
Lift restrictions on onshore wind. Set up council owned or commercial anaerobic digestion plants
and collect food waste, use green gas to decarbonise the grid. Incentivise green gas and hydrogen
production to provide an alternative to electricity which is highly constrained.
No more fossil fuelled heating systems in new builds or retrofits.
Rate planning applications on their carbon output. Ecological designs must be incentivised.
Bring back the zero carbon homes standard. Create a local plan similar to One Planet (Wales) and
reconfigure the planning system to a One Planet Council.
Positive! The planning system is outdated and desperately needs to reflect the climate challenge we
are facing. Many people won’t make the necessary changes without policy reform. Cornwall has all
the expertise to lead the way here. Put the county out there as a pioneer in the future of planning.
With our coastal circumference we are likely to be hit hard by increased intense weather patterns
and sea level rise.

1.139 URN 232
Q1) No. You have not asked a fundamental question which is how can demand for energy be
reduced? The whole world needs to tackle climate change. If energy demand continues to increase,
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there will not be enough resources available worldwide to create the quantity of PV, wind farms,
and battery storage, required to enable us to move away from fossil fuels. And the landscape, the
oceans, and the whole of nature will risk being destroyed via the gradual creep of hectare after
hectare of solar panels, wind turbines, and biomass projects, mines, foundries, chemical processing
factories, turbine and photovoltaic production factories, and cement works. These things will be
short-lived. Each component will have a maximum lifespan that is incredibly short in relation to the
time needed for the world to bring atmospheric greenhouse gases down to pre-industrial levels. If
we need to increase our production of renewables five-fold, it is easy to imagine how different the
Cornish landscape will look. It won’t be pretty. And our global carbon footprint will be enormous.
The process of averting future climate change requires a clear determination across global society to
reduce generated energy demand by a) taking steps to maximise passive gains so for example, to
grow food in a way that does not require the application of artificial fertilizers, herbicides, and
pesticides, to keep warm in our homes by maximising passive solar gain, to follow daylight patterns
and substantially reduce our after dark activities that require lighting and heating. And b) travelling a
lot less, having global rest days rather than perpetuating a 24/7 economy, and consuming less of
everything from fashion to fast food. This implies strong local economies with rich local
geographical, cultural, and productive identities that work for local people. It does not indicate that
more coffee shops, restaurants and holiday complexes will be viable, nor appropriate, in a changing
climate.
Accepting a 50% future increase in energy demand means accepting a 250% increase in the capital
stock required to generate it from renewables. That means metals, rare minerals, cement, silica, and
a whole lot of chemicals, plastics, and enormous energy inputs, just to create the infrastructure that
will be needed. All this will add to the carbon emissions, putting us even further from our end goal of
stopping run-away global heating.
I am 100% behind Cornwall having an ambitious plan for carbon neutrality but to achieve it without
bringing about catastrophic climate change, every household and business in Cornwall will have to
cut their energy consumption by 80% first.
Planting trees, though increasing canopy cover is vitally important to our survival, will not make a
scrap of difference in the short or even medium term. The land we are planting trees on is severely
depleted. The trees that grow will never be as good as the trees that we are replacing. We will be
drawing precious resources from around the world, to shore up a very small population. It would not
be fair, equitable, nor appropriate for others to suffer so that we can carry on with business as usual,
just a bit ‘greener’. And we would not increase our resilience to the impacts of climate change unless
we recognise and understand the extent of the global effort required and accept that our fair share
or resources does not extend to such a large quantity of renewable energy generation.
Wholesale change to lifestyles and livelihoods will be needed. Provision of renewable energy is an
‘end of pipe solution’ that will never be sufficient. We need to tackle the root cause of the climate
catastrophe which I am afraid is over consumption.
Q2) No, you need to outline the global footprint of the proposed activity and then determine
whether it is consistent with the goal of biodiversity net gain. I cannot see that there can be an
increase in migrating birds for example, unless we are part of a global effort to reduce pollution, and
the destruction of natural habitats. Likewise, I cannot imagine what Cornwall will be like with even
more energy being expended than currently. That implies more development, mechanisation, and
consumption and a lot less room for nature.
Q3) You should prioritise research into advances in technology beyond solar pv and wind. Are there
natural alternatives? I recently met someone who told me it was possible to create a battery on a
sheet of paper made from hemp. That sounds much less damaging, but I don’t know how far
forward this technology is, how much hemp would be needed to store the energy we want to store,
(i.e. would it still result in fields and fields of hemp being grown everywhere?). Turbines and PV cells
have been around for a relatively long time. There are lots of cheap PV arrays on the market, but
they are less efficient than very expensive ones manufactured ten years ago. These technologies
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may become redundant if natural alternatives can be identified. You need to have your finger on the
pulse and I would expect to see mention of a monitoring group, keeping up with advances in energy
and not just working with the renewables industry, that will always be keen to sell you the idea that
they have the solution for.
Qs 5 & 6 I am not an expert in this area but if we are not going to get global temperatures increases
under control for a considerable period of time, you should know that some climate projections
based on scenarios above 3 degrees of warming (we are on a trajectory of 4 degrees presently),
show the southern half of the UK going into a mega drought lasting approximately 30 years, from
around 2030 onwards or possibly sooner. Making sure that we become extremely water efficient is
therefore very important as we are mainly reliant on surface water supplies. If any of these
applications use unacceptable amounts of water, they need to be considered very carefully. I would
question the viability of district heating schemes based on geothermal energy. As average
temperatures continue to rise, one of the greatest problems we face is keeping cool. Some
communities in Europe that have been given district heating systems for environmental reasons are
finding that recent summer heatwaves have been unbearable because these heating systems cannot
be switched off. Hot water is running through the pipes 365, 24/7. They are driven out of their highly
insulated homes because the heat is literally killing them.
This policy should therefore be balanced with policy relating to protecting and preserving water
resources and understanding that cooling is as important as heating and we don’t want to expend
energy trying to cool things down, simply because we have only focused on keeping things warm.
Substantial and widespread greening in all urban and semi-urban settings will be critically important
and any community investing in district heating must also invest in district cooling measures that are
non-mechanised and ideally plant based.
Qs 7, 8, 9, & 10 Offsetting payments to cover the cost of insulating existing homes at the expense of
creating new homes fit for the future would appear to me to be a cop-out. I think you are politely
saying that you don’t see that developers will want to pay to provide homes to a standard fit to live
in, in a changing climate, with people living in them that have changed their behaviours to meet low
energy living needs. That is not acceptable. New homes need to be built to passiv haus standards
and incorporate the right technologies to keep energy use low and living quality high. The layout of
new developments needs to be based on a new way of living with nature, not what we have now,
which is unsustainable. People need to live in these homes and show their neighbours in older
properties how it is possible to live with less. Then their neighbours will be encouraged to seek ways
to retrofit their homes and alter their lifestyles to match. Where households cannot afford to make
changes, that is where change needs to be financed by Government. I don’t know whether that is
from local or national funds, but it should not be from an offsetting fund. Carbon offsetting is
basically selling hot air and you should not facilitate engagement in the fantasy ritual of paying our
way out of trouble. Developers should not be permitted to cleanse their consciences through
inappropriate payments.
I obviously prefer option 2. Where the energy hierarchy is followed but without carbon offsetting.
On water use, I have specialist knowledge in this area and 110 litres per person per day is still too
high. ti5 litres per person, per day is possible and preferable based on the prospect of long droughts
interspersed with severe flooding that we are likely to experience in the next 20 – 50 years. The
WHO recommends a minimum of 50 litres per person, per day for healthy living so ti5 litres is quite
generous.
Of course, this would mean all households having the most efficient appliances, and probably a ban
on whirlpool baths, above ground swimming pools, power showers, and perhaps even flushing
toilets. You should consider a review of public and home sanitation. ‘Luxury’ bathrooms, and homes
with multiple en-suites, already do not fit with existing building regulations yet they are still built.
Having built my own property I can say that my experience of complying with the water use aspect
of building control was very revealing. Though I followed the rules to the letter and produced details
of flow rates for all taps, showers, and water appliances, alongside the volume of my bath and sinks,
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the building inspector waved the paperwork aside and said ‘no one ever gives me this data. It
doesn’t matter.’ I insisted he take it, but that moment suggested to me that in many cases, building
regulations are being flouted. However, it turns out, your policy needs to be sufficient to make any
alterations to existing bathrooms and kitchens, or new bathrooms and kitchens, are fitted with the
most efficient water appliances that work for people. Just as low energy light bulbs are not sufficient
for reading, aerating taps and low flush toilets can be utterly useless. The right products need to be
found. They are out there but rarely used. You may need to specify standards in your design guide.
Q 11) There is a small portion of Cornwall that is not covered by the Cornwall coastal management
plans, yet Cornwall planning policies have had a notable impact on this area in recent years. The
Lynher and Tamar Estuary Complex is very vulnerable to tidal and river flooding and plans for a
1,000-home development in the critical drainage area in Saltash stand to increase the vulnerability
of this area. An understanding of how Cornwall coastal management plans work in connection with
neighbouring coastal management plans is important.
Just as you need to consider whether it is right to invest heavily in infrastructure for large-scale
renewables, you will need to consider whether it is appropriate to engineer new structures to try
and protect homes, many of which are of the high-priced luxury variety that few Cornish families can
afford. Part of the value of these properties is in the views from them. However, one of the most
sustainable approaches you could take to tackling the climate emergency would be to plant a lot of
trees around the coastline. This might conflict with plans for wind turbines and would certainly in
the long-term, impact on views but the ecological facts are clear. Tree loss goes hand-in-hand with
erosion. Droughts become more severe in open, wind-swept areas.
The dominance of wealthy retirees and second home-owners around the coast and in riverside
locations has pushed working families back from the edge and applied unnecessary pressure to
develop housing that eventually has an impact on the older properties below, due to further loss of
trees and vegetation in favour of concrete and tarmac which seal up the land and speed up the flow
of stormwater into rivers and out to the coast. To break this cycle or socio-enviro feedback
mechanism, you need to have policies that prioritise the needs of many over the desires of a small
number of people who do not want to lose value on their properties. The concrete and
infrastructure needed to protect them is greater than we can afford to take out of the ground if we
are sticking to a one planet policy. You may have to tell people that the fun times are over and now
they need to do all they can to lessen the divide between rich and poor so that they can feel more
comfortable about mixing and re-integrating, on higher, more stable ground. I don’t know how you
create a development plan that incorporates higher socio-economic goals but raising incomes and
providing better quality housing for Cornish families will help to re-establish the line of defence by
slowly moving people away from the edge. Better quality housing is zero energy, focused on
ecological benefit. Greener, with larger gardens and more open space and trees. These styles of
design manage water better. We have already warmed the world by between 1 and 1.2 degrees and
so we have to expect a lot more storms but the faster we get to zero greenhouse gas emissions, the
better the prospects will be for the period 2105 and beyond. Do not blow more resources than we
have, to protect the wealthy for another 85 years. Cornwall could be a very different and much
better place, 100 years from now, if we get this right. Part of this will be the perception of Cornwall
as a place of blue skies and sandy beaches. We need to be able to perceive a greener place with a
much greater tree canopy. We will still be able to enjoy the coast and the blue skies, but we ought to
be happier to see a tree from our window than the sea or an estuary.
Qs 12 & 13) I think the exceptions policy might be suitable in a small number of cases, but I also
think you should consider through CCMAs allocating whole community relocation areas as an
alternative. A lot of people have invested heavily in coastal and riverside properties in Cornwall and
pay a premium for them. They then don’t want to leave them and don’t want the value of their
properties to go down. These property owners then have a tendency to put pressure on Cornwall
Council and the Environment Agency to protect them with engineered measures. And they are
educated people with time on their hands to lobby. This means hard working people, who very often
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cannot afford to live in the coastal communities where they were born, and don’t have time to
engage in policy discussions, end up paying for an elite few, (and in some areas, a lot of second
home owners), to stay put. There should be an overarching policy of retreat where portions of
development land are allocated for relocation of whole communities. Land should be made available
at a preferred rate for communities that want to re-build, away from the coast, but only sustainable,
affordable, communities should be built to replace the unsustainable luxury palaces that are owned
by what appears to be a very small number of people. An example would be a retired couple living in
a four-bedroomed waterfront home without a mortgage, who perhaps could be eligible for a plot for
a two-bedroom home in a co-housing type community that will support them while they age. This is
the level of social engineering you will need to make Cornwall sustainable in a changing climate. It
will reduce care and infrastructure costs while safeguarding people and not properties.
I have been researching a flood-prone community in Cornwall for several years. Most of the people
there fit the description above because they are the people who can afford to live there. Some are
living on very low incomes but perhaps only one household in 20. These privileged communities tend
to be in collective denial about their vulnerability to flooding. They lie to their insurers about flood
risk, they lobby excessively for engineered solutions to protect their homes but then object to
anything that obscures their views. Under the lax permitted development rules, they build garages,
conservatories, driveways, patios, and decks, sealing up the land and sending even more storm
water down streams and rivers, causing even more erosion and silting up of rivers and estuaries.
They ensure any tree that obscures a view or cuts out light is cut down, making the coast even more
vulnerable. These people live well and so they tend to live to a good age, but with a few chronic
conditions that weigh heavily on the health service. At the same time, less well-off families, living in
cramped, unhealthy conditions, have even more long-term chronic conditions alongside mental
health problems. Again, the divide between rich and poor seems to be a principal driver of
development problems. Without tackling this head on, and talking openly about it, you will not be
able to make the changes you need, to enable Cornwall to survive the climate and ecological
emergency. Wealthy people who have been able to self-isolate from working families will need to reintegrate and over time this will be beneficial to society as a whole. You could use planning policy to
engineer this reintegration and beneficial and supportive fixing of society and re-balancing of the
economy. As an example of the benefits to be had, it would place those needing care, in closer
proximity to care workers. Who would be less reliant on cars and perhaps able to see a range of
clients in close proximity to their own homes.
Qs 15, 16, & 1ti) There should be an absolute moratorium on the removal of any mature tree, no
matter where it is. We have reached a ‘cliff edge’ in terms of loss of mature trees. And we have
gone past a critical threshold in terms of the availability of rotting dead wood. There are so few
ecological resources remaining, and they are so easily hacked down on a promise of a re-plant. But
any tree that is planted today will never achieve the size or length of maturity of the one it is
replacing. This is because our soils are so impoverished, and the conditions are so harsh. We need to
see Cornwall as a network of connected natural spaces that we live within. Until all the green is
connected, we will not be able to balance the ecology of the landscape effectively. This is where
large-scale renewables and ever-growing economy are incompatible with our survival. There is a
limit to our growth and we have overshot it by a considerable margin. In return we have diminished
the capacity of the natural environment to sustain life. Nature is our life support and the key to
tackling climate change. Every community should prioritise ecological progress over economic
progress. This again is perhaps difficult to put into a development plan. But one way would be to find
a way of re-establishing much smaller farms. The loss of hedgerows has been one of the most
damaging aspects of our economic development. The most productive farms on earth are family
farms of around 2.5 acres. We really need to review field sizes and start putting back hedgerows.
That means less investment in big machinery and greater investment in new ways of growing
produce, and complementary diets (which will make us healthier). I am not advocating a vegan
economy because we need some grazing animals to sequester carbon. But we need to work out
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whether grazing can be deployed instead of mowing and brush cutting and we need to look at how
we can grow food for the people of the County, within the County.
Droughts and floods are a huge threat to our farming economy and one way of limiting droughts and
floods would be to decrease field sizes and intersect them with hedgerows. When a field cannot be
compacted by large-scale, heavy machinery, and it is enclosed by hedges, it is less prone to flooding
and less prone to drying from the wind.
I agree that mandatory hedge provision and tree planting should be a part of every new
development. Even commercial areas
Qs 18, 19, & 20. Emphasis should always be on walking and cycling as a priority. People say Cornwall
is ‘too hilly’ for cycling but now we have the option for electric bicycles, the only obstacle to cycling
is road safety. People drive too fast on Cornwall’s roads and many drivers have a low opinion of
cyclists as unnecessary obstructions. Their attitude needs to change.
Covid 19 presents problems for public transport but being self-propelled is still a good option if your
workplace is close to home.
This scoping paper was drafted before the pandemic. Now we see that the use of digital
infrastructure and home working could enable a lot of people to live and work within their
community. Therefore, I suggest you review this policy carefully because now is the time for change.
You should also consider carefully the capacity to build local electricity grids that are compatible
with home working.
A 20mph speed limit in all built up areas would be beneficial. That should be standard across
Cornwall.
Think carefully before you spend money on more concrete and tarmac to crate wide footpaths and
cycleways. Perhaps just making the roads safer will be a better approach? Roads should be shared
spaces, not just for speeding cars and vans.
Local freight could be organised with depot/parking space and an emphasis on electrification to limit
air pollution. Local freight operator permits could be considered to ensure drivers are trained to stick
to the most efficient routes and within the speed limit.
Whether everyone can swap their petrol or diesel car for an electric one is questionable. Electric
bicycles should be only for the unfit. Electric vans make sense to keep pollution down in built up
areas. But individual ownership of electric cars may not really be possible. Certainly, town dwellers
should be able to do without and utilise a combination of cycling, public transport (when safe) and
car club schemes such as co cars. There are not enough resources worldwide for everyone to have
an electric car. We should still prioritise ways of getting people to live, work, and enjoy leisure
activities, in their town or village. Then we could perhaps look at car clubs and car club parking
spaces in the most favourable parking areas, to discourage personal car use. Fewer cars requires
fewer garages, fewer parking spaces, and smaller driveways. This frees up land for greening. You can
park a lot of bicycles in a one-car space. You can double stack them. People who are concerned they
cannot balance on a bike should be encouraged to ride a tricycle. So, consider trike parking
(particularly trike for people with disabilities) over car parking spaces. Bike thefts will go up and ebikes are very expensive. Secure places to park bicycles are in demand. Not having them is deterring
some people from cycling.
DESIGN OUT CARS and DESIGN IN BICYCLES, TRICYCLES AND WALKING.
Q’s 21, 22, 23, & 24) Yes, please adopt a one planet development overarching policy. It is essential.
Much of what is happening in Cornwall, even that which is labelled ‘green’ takes us over our one
planet allocation of resources. Smaller farms, smaller field sizes, local markets and shops filled with
local produce. Local, seasonal diets, fewer grazing animals (but some required to effectively
sequester carbon). A greater diversity of agricultural systems that integrate trees and hedgerows.
Alley cropping, agro-forestry, permaculture. All these things are better for the environment, ecology,
and human health, than current modern agricultural practices. Ban on herbicide and pesticide use
(unless for controlling invasive species). Ban on use of artificial fertilizer. All are required if we are to
combat climate change and cope with the present ecological emergency.
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Qs 25, 26, & 2ti) Every town should have a regular open-air market that accommodates small
producers. The high street was dying before Covid 19 and it may completely die as a result of the
virtual closing down of the economy. Some of the businesses on the high street aren’t needed in an
ecologically sound world. Rents and rates are too high for a lot of small businesses. The alternative is
to have affordable market stalls. Most towns have market charters, but few are using them
effectively. More small producers and service providers need to be able to access market stalls. This
would keep their costs low and footfall high.
If more people are going to work from home, there will be more opportunities to visit local markets
in the week. But weekend markets are also vitally important. Where I live, local shop owners object
to a market in the street because they say it takes business from them. However, we don’t have
anywhere selling fresh vegetables other than the supermarket and we don’t have a bicycle repair
shop, anyone to do basic repairs to household equipment, or other important services. All these
could be done at market stalls for most of the year.
I completely agree that shopping centres etc. should be re-purposed to incorporate housing. Some
of it would work especially well for groups of older people who want to live semi-communally, for
the benefit of health and access to services. I do not know how you reconcile the expectations of
property owners for high rents in this scenario and I do not know how you manage with a much
lower business rate income. But without access to low-cost retail outlets, much of our creativity and
productivity is stifled. The future can’t prioritise a small number of businesses who make excessive
amounts of profit and pay very little in the way of taxes. Particularly if the products they sell are not
sustainable. The future must be underpinned by good, local, businesses that do not over-stretch
their borrowing capacity and who pay their taxes. Markets can bring small businesses into the open
and off the internet where they often operate without paying taxes. A huge amount of ‘trading’ is
done from Facebook and local networks. Small businesses have been driven to using these domains
because they cannot afford premises on the high street. The problem is that many get used to being
able to promote their services and organise cash sales for locally delivered products, without
wanting to register as a business. Many have a job and are on PAYE, and don’t think they need to
declare their extra income. We must support local enterprise but bring it into a space that can be
regulated and make sure it is viable by making sure taxes are paid. Investing in local markets is one
way of doing this.
233
1, the loss of environment for native animals and human survival into the future we are part
of nature not apart from it and must learn to live with a minimal impact.
2, People claiming land for more man-made structures rather than given over for a balanced
environment. protecting health and mental wellbeing setting a maximum number of households in a
period.
1, Energy efficient housing with alternative supply and rainwater collection/use on all new housing.
2, 2% Cornwall forests, more trees with minimum expected green spaces and planting on planned
housing estates as well as dedicated areas.
Nature reserves - land maintained and left to nature protecting animals, birds and plants. Kittiwakes
and Grey seals in Newquay protected from development of Guzzle. (as an example)
Building/ Energy expectations
Planting more trees and leaving hedgerows growth for as long as possible before cutting back.
Better environment for living in and a clear relationship with nature.
Covid 19 has led to more pleasant, relaxed environment to live in. Minimal car usage has consciously
improved air quality and light levels with more hope that humanity can find a way for all of nature to
survive into the future protecting our environment and allowing nature to survive alongside us.
7.12 I do not think 'gas' is the fuel of the future as government appears to say "electricity" should be
the means of heating in the future needs EPC changes to reflect this aim.
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1.140 URN 234
Firstly, I would like to thank all involved for beginning to address this vital issue within our county. In
relation to the areas currently addressed: Renewable energy You have addressed the right issues in
terms of the need to develop production, as well as storage and distribution issues. However, to
address this more extensive action is needed. Positive policy in relation to domestic energy should
be expanded, with a minimum of solar panels mandatory on all new develops, as is policy in many
other countries. Any substantial developments, housing estates or industrial, should also include
wind energy production.
Site allocation for any solar or wind power should always prioritise brown field sites and show be
given priority over other developments.
Mine water and geothermal This is not an area I'm particularly knowledgeable about, but it appears
to contain the salient points. Energy efficiency with emissions required to drop 95% by 2050, a
reduction of 19% is not nearly ambitious enough. Yes, further measures will be costly and restrictive
to new developments, but they are essential. Offsetting is also a risky approach, favouring large
corporations and enabling them to buy their way out of environmentally damaging projects. Priority
should be given to small developments that also address the current housing crisis. Large homes
must be a thing of the past. Instead innovative technologies must be embraced to create compact
carbon neutral housing.
The issue of energy efficiency in current housing is obviously an issue with so many historic buildings
in the country. Grants could be made available to current owners to assist with the cost of insulation
etc.
Coastal change and flood management. This should be expanded to include other issues involving
the marine environment, particularly pollution and the impact of commercial fishing. CCMAs should
be allocated in cooperation with local communities.
Natural climate solutions Biodiversity net gain must not be used to justify habitat destruction.
Established ecosystems cannot be easily replaced, and their destruction must be avoided at all costs.
That said, if the policy is to be implemented, it should require at least a 50% gain to acknowledge
this imbalance. All environmental requirements for developments should be in place before any
building is erected. Too often these are not carried out with large companies preferring to pay fines
for their lack of action. Stricter controls on felling of trees is positive but I would like to see a
complete ban of deforestation as recently adopted by Norway. The inclusion of green infrastructure
to new builds is also a positive step but again should be expanded to include growing spaces for
communities to grow their own produce and the use of sustainable materials in the buildings.
Transport In the midst of a climate emergency there is no place for new roads. As stated, being a
rural peninsula does make a reliance on public transport difficult, but I refute that this is impossible.
I personally live in a rural location and do not drive. It is difficult, but not impossible. With a
complete change of focus, with all transport funding going to public transport, this could be
achieved. EVs are not the answer to the transport issue. Not only do their 'green credentials' rely on
the energy being produced by renewable resources, which would currently be impossible, the
production of new vehicles and batteries is a drain on resources that cannot be justified.
Agriculture and rural development Though the support of farm diversification will have benefits for
emissions and energy use, it disproportionately benefits large intensified farming. Policy should
encourage the development of small-scale growing which benefits the environment, sure as
agroforestry. The support of residential off grid communities should not include the provision of
income or employment. If all other requirements are met there is very little, if any need for
monetary employment. If additional income is required there is no reason inhabitants shouldn't be
able to source this from external employment.
Town centre vitality and density This should not be a focus for climate change policy.
Areas missed Due to its vast impact on the county, both environmentally and economically, I am
surprised by the lack of coverage of tourism.
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General comments Considering the purpose of the scoping document to engage a wider audience,
the language used does not facilitate this and would impede the engagement of large sections of the
population. I also believe more could have been done to advertise this, perhaps through social
media and local radio advertisement. Though many good points are addressed the tone of the
document and its ambition does not represent the scale and the urgency of the climate crisis. I
believe people are ready for bolder action, especially in a county so intrinsically linked with the
natural environment.

1.141 URN 236
1, Global warming above the 1.5 degrees set in Paris Agreement, rising sea levels, wildfires, crop
failure, starvation and misery, for the poorest people now and for our children in the future
2, Biodiversity loss, the threat of extinction to so many creatures - insects and pollinators, soil
fertility loss.
1, Protection and restoration of nature and biodiversity immediately.
2, Immediate change to ensure a carbon neutral Cornwall by 2030 working towards carbon negative.
As Cornwall’s carbon emissions are shared relatively evenly between transport, residential, industry
and agriculture we must tackle all of these areas immediately and simultaneously through cycle
paths, public transport, homeworking, building regulations for new and grants to make older
properties more efficient, a change in diet and incentives to buy and stay local.
New green jobs, healthier and more supported people with great local connections. There will be
extra regulations and costs and we must be mindful to make being environmentally friendlier
available to all and less costly than current devasting behaviour Your work is vital for our children’s
futures. You have my full support.

1.142 URN 237
I wish to show support for Cornwall Council’s ambition for Cornwall to become carbon neutral by
2030.
1 Flooding
2, Greenhouse emissions leading to irreversible damage to our planet
1, How to create a society that uses less energy whilst decreasing levels of greenhouse emissions –
better public transport system.
Better education which would provide greater insight into how we can achieve such goals.

1.143 URN 238
Please find my comprehensive comments attached
I strongly support the scope of the Climate Change DPD as set out in the report with a few
exceptions (such as energy efficiency measures) where I believe it does not currently go far enough
and should be strengthened. I would present the following evidence in support of strengthening the
energy standards to be required of new developments in the county:
https://www.aecb.net/download/the-aecb-silver-and-gold-energy-performancestandards/?wpdmdl=8560&refresh=5ecd1dc0cdbdti1590500800.
I understand that the Council's hands may be tied by national building regulations policy
development however I strongly appeal to you to do whatever you can within this DPD to require
developments locally to significantly exceed these standards.
Renewable energy;
1) Consider adding support for local micro grids to enable localised storage and sharing of generated
energy, to build energy resilience and to encourage greater take up of domestic renewables where
FIT support may be lacking from central government.
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Consider impact of Vehicle to Grid technologies in utilising electric vehicles as storage for energy and
encourage them as part of the design considerations for both domestic and commercial/industrial
proposals.
Consider linking provision of larger wind/solar installations to community companies (by conditions)
to directly benefit local people and potentially address fuel poverty by provision of free/subsidised
energy to local families in need, hence encouraging both support for developments but also
potentially creating funds for adoption of low energy technologies within homes. See
https://www.orkney.com/news/reflex for case study of integrated local energy system. Policy
should not support private companies to exploit the energy resources of Cornwall without suitable
benefits incurring to the local community and without considering how they can support a fully
integrated system.
2) Policy approach good.
3) micro grids, local storage and Vehicle to Grid technologies. Linking to local communities by
condition.
Mine Water and GTE
4) No comment
5) Policy approach good.
6) Linking to local communities by condition.
Energy efficiency
7) Scenario 1)
A 19% reduction over Part L requirements is not sufficiently challenging and will not address our
collective zero carbon ambitions.
Policy requirements should require all new developments to meet Association for Environment
Conscious Building gold standards for energy efficiency https://www.aecb.net/download/the-aecbsilver-and-gold-energy-performance-standards/?ind=0&filename=AECB-AGM-Pres-Silver-Gold-Stds170606.pdf&wpdmdl=8560&refresh=5ec2tid413cef11589804353
Scenario 2)
Broad support for measures detailed, however I feel strongly the need to press for higher energy
efficiency measures, links to local community renewable energy systems via micro grids and
community energy companies to ensure the benefits of (and profits from) renewable generation are
directly shared with local communities.
8) Policy approach is not challenging enough. I Support the general approach for EE measures in
excess of Building Regs as laid out above.
9) It will be increasingly viable in the medium to longer term if developers are nudged by policy to go
further than they claim is viable now. See Energiesprong approach below which changes the
financing dynamic of development.
10) Links to local community renewable energy systems via micro grids and community energy
companies to ensure the benefits of (and profits from) renewable generation are directly shared
with local communities.
A condition linking the ongoing energy savings of a development to the section 106 contribution or
CIL. See the Energiesprong approach for an idea of how this could work.
http://www.nef.org.uk/service/search/result/energiesprong-uk
Coastal Management & Flooding
11) No comment - general support
12) general support for the resettlement exceptions policy subject to exceptions developments
being to the highest environmental and energy standards. I would advocate that exceptions be
subject to the same policy constraints as the One Planet exceptions policy detailed in Agriculture and
rural development section below.
No one should understand more the need to address these issues than people who have already
been forced to be climate refugees.
13) No comment
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14) No comment
Natural Climate Solutions
15) No comment – general support
16) I would favour • Formalisation of a Biodiversity Net gain policy which includes a 10% gain over
major development types and a green points style system for minor development. This is due to the
burden that assessing biodiversity gain in a % format would place on small developments and would
allow the ecological consultants preparing the PEA for applications to better assess the potential
gains to sites and to recommend in line with a points-based system.
17) No comment.
Transport
18) No comment – general support
19) About right.
20) Consider making broad band connectivity a feature of development policy in terms of good
design and community infrastructure levy funds for all developments of more than one home.
Agriculture and rural development.
21) Support for concept of site management plans/whole estate plans. Site management plans
addressing overall sustainability and ecological gains should be used with off grid communities and
exception sites too.
Conversion of farm buildings to residential should address the following, in addition to 100%
renewable energy: water, transport use (charging points) and domestic food production and
biodiversity gain (creation of green infrastructure) and ecological footprint of residents (end users)
as part of a simplified land/site management plan. Along the lines set out by the Regenerative
Settlement Trust. See comment on one planet exception below
Small scale retail, employment and community facilities should also be able to justify their energy
use, energy generation and contribution to a more sustainable transport system.
I strongly support the policy for residential exceptions for ‘One planet’ off grid communities, subject
to robust site/estate management plans demonstrating energy efficient design, 100% renewable
energy production, discussion of sustainable water issues (demand management, supply, sustainable
drainage and foul drainage issues within the development, transport use (minimisation strategy,
vehicle pooling, provision of charging points), provision for remote working, domestic food
production and biodiversity gain (creation of green infrastructure) and ecological footprint of
residents (end users) as part of a land/site management plan. Along the lines set out by the
Regenerative Settlement Trust (Re Set) and sufficient internal record keeping and monitoring to
establish and prove genuine low impact credentials over time. I was the author of several sections of
the Welsh Government’s One Planet Development Policy Practice Guidance and would happily
contribute to the development of such a policy in Cornwall.
Regenerative Settlement (Re-Set) provides places for people to live and work at the same time as
tackling the climate and ecological emergencies. This means that Re-Set development has to be
strongly carbon positive and strongly increase biodiversity and biocapacity. It does this by combining
human settlement with measures such as reforestation, rewilding, and designing in carbon
sequestration and space for nature at every level. This creates different sorts of places, where
communities and natural systems are deliberately much more closely intertwined, for mutual
benefit.
Carbon - Re-Set is strongly net carbon positive – locking up more carbon than it emits – now. This
includes, in the long term, the embodied carbon in buildings and infrastructure. New forests and the
right sort of farming and providing opportunity for low-carbon lives are the keys to this.
Biodiversity & Biocapacity – Re-Set strongly increases biodiversity by design, both through rewilding
some land, bringing nature much more into agricultural systems, and weaving space for nature right
through living differently. Re-set locks together the management of land with human settlement so
we can meet the needs of both at once.
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Food – food is a central part of Re-Set – growing enough food to feed the community with food to
spare for the local area, with new farms for regenerative agriculture to extend our understanding of
how we can increase our food security and rebuild natural systems through farming.
Energy – Re-Set is energy positive through strong emphasis on renewable energy and energy
efficiency. As well as meeting its own needs there is energy to spare for the local area.
Water – Re-Set is water positive – meeting all of its own needs from the site and ensuring that water
leaves the site at least as clean as it entered it and reducing flood risk downstream.
Landscape – Re-Set changes the landscape for the better. Its focus on boosting natural systems and
fitting communities in amongst them means that it will bring new resilience and diversity to
landscapes already under threat from the climate and ecological emergencies.
Living Re-Set – Re-Set is about creating better lives alongside getting to grips with the climate and
ecological emergencies - lives which are part of healing the natural systems we all depend on instead
of doing further damage. Getting your food, energy and water from where you live. Working close to
home. Hard-wiring re-setting our connections with nature and the land into the places we live in.
Belonging to a community which looks after itself. Living somewhere which stands for something.
Where re-setting our connections with each other and ourselves is easier. Living differently. Making
a difference. Re-Setting and Re-Placing us and our relationships to the natural world.
22) Policy approach is about right
23) Strongly support a One Planet approach which should justify an exceptions policy subject to low
energy design, robust site/estate management plan and overall environmental gain backed up by
monitoring over time.
24) No comment.
Town centre density and vitality
25) No comment.
26) Policy approach is about right
27i) No comment.

1.144 URN 239
I would like to let you know that I am committed to living a low carbon life. I do live a low carbon life
I will support Cornwall council with difficult decisions to help reduce our carbon footprint in
Cornwall. We need to make radical changes and I am willing to support you in those decisions. they
are not going to help the economy, so they are not popular, but we must change to give our children
a future. It will be a very different world for our children than we had if we do not change radically. I
am a farmer small beef farmer committed to supplying locals with local food naturally. I am very
disappointed about the decision to go ahead with the space hub at Newquay airport. I disagree with
that decisions.
I would like to see more low carbon housing small individual development s to enable people to
grow more food locally. I would like to see more responsible rubbish and recycling rather than
putting it in an incinerator in St Austell.
I would like the council to encourage people to be more sustainable. I would encourage a circular
economy in Cornwall keeping the pound in Cornwall rather than in the pockets of Tesco/ Waitrose/
Asda etc by encouraging local food.
I think that the corona virus has highlighted some important points. Made us aware what is
important. Community. Small. Local. Mental health respecting and paying our key workers a decent
wage. being outside. Not driving in our cars so much not flying. Start spending responsibly. not
spending money on unnecessary things locally. e.g. Stithians lake crash barriers.
It is possible to change we are fortunate to live in Cornwall we need to encourage people to holiday
closer to home.
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1.145 URN 241
1, The gravity of the situation and how imminent and current the tangible challenges are.
2, How overall socially we have our heads in the sand. There is a great need for examples to be set
and normalised in institutions such as Cornwall Council to help everyone adopt more conscious
habits.
1, Massive boost in biodiversity, habitat creation and protection, and care for our natural
environment.
2, A big culture shift in all actions from now with true sustainability in mind, so every decision is
made in line with these targets. It will take a lot of changes to norms which have been in place for
decades, but habit has to be challenged to really break free of restrictive patterns.
A wide scale adoption of elements of the One Planet Development policy, with a full-scale similar
policy in place for all planning for homes through to commercial properties. This new way of
approaching planning and lifestyle holistically is a massive stride forward.
It could vastly improve the way we live, co-habit, and build and strengthen communities.
Sustainability, local needs and global needs can be all embedded from the start as already happens
in Wales, Scandinavia, across Europe and beyond. It could give me the opportunity to run an organic
smallholding, live a carbon neutral lifestyle and be a greater part of and benefit to my community.
I’m a Cornish resident, having been here my whole life, and am very interested in the support that
can be provided locally for environmentally conscious living. This I believe is of paramount
importance, and I am very glad to see mention of the Welsh One Planet Development policy within
this scoping document.
With regards to section 11.2.9 and question 23 Cornwall's new Climate Change Development Plan
Document
I have been following closely for a few years now the One Planet Development policy and
application in Wales. I know that numerous authorities across England are also considering the
adoption of similar policies in their local framework. The good management of the natural world is
essential, and in such, planning has a large role to play. With a booming population and ever
decreasing resources, it is crucial that we consider all opportunities to reduce our individual and
societal carbon footprints.
One Planet Development policy is comprehensive, evidence-based framework which provides a
structure within which stringent measures are met. The reach of the policy ensures that not only the
building of a property is to the highest ecological standards, but that the lifestyles that the plot then
sustains are also actively beneficial to the immediate, local and global environment. By having a
structure such as this, any exceptions to current planning laws would be made complete in the
knowledge that the outcome of this permission will be far greater than the sum of its parts.
As Cornwall Council is committed to rising to the many challenges climate change brings, adoption of
a One Plant Development style policy here would be wholly in keeping with our commitments, and
also of those of the great many people here in Cornwall who wish to reduce their impact and foster
a healthier environment for all. One Planet Development, OPD, is a well-respected and world class
policy which is proving to be viable and successful in a similar environment to that which we have in
Cornwall. There is a vibrant OPD group on Facebook where you can see the great support that it has
from participants and the wider community alike. There is a real need to increase community
connectivity in our many rural areas of Cornwall, and OPD actively encourages, even relies on this
with the emphasis on local trading and spending.
OPDs typically hold open days, run skill sharing workshops, supply year-round organic food through
roadside sales, veg boxes and to local restaurants, provide opportunities for volunteers and paid
employment, offer an example and support to others also wanting to live more sustainably, create
education and experience opportunities for all ages.
And all the while using renewable energy, managing waste, farming organically, creating habitats for
wildlife, greatly increasing biodiversity, dramatically reducing harmful emissions and waste
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This is an opportunity to set a precedent in Cornwall, leading the way across England for a better
future for us all. At this time when we need more than ever to be creative and innovative in our
decision making for Cornwall’s future, it seems most pragmatic to consider how we can benefit from
others’ best practice. OPD offers a blueprint with a wealth of benefits which far exceed those
expected from a typical new build in the county currently. The creation of the One Planet Council
has been an integral part of this policy’s success, and this is a model which could readily be adopted
in our most beautiful county.
When there is so much on offer, and the most pressing need that the human race has encountered,
this is a chance to make great strides in the provision of sustainable homes and low impact living.
This would only serve to strengthen our communities, show the local commitment to doing all we
can to limit the damage caused by our impact on our environment, and put Cornwall on both the
national and global map in terms of planning for the future.
I will wholeheartedly support any such moves by Cornwall Council to adopt a policy similar to OPD
and am very excited about this being a possibility for Cornwall and its residents.

1.146 URN 242
I support its general direction with one addition. I have looked at it at several times over the last six
weeks and now (late May), whilst the country starts to merge from "lockdown" into the new
changed uncertain-economics world, I don't feel anything in it is out of place or needs amending.
Indeed, it's needed more than ever to set us on this new path of sustainability while the opportunity
is there. Impact of tourism. Large-scale tourism in Cornwall has beneficial and detrimental effects
and yet is largely an unmentioned elephant in the document. Tourism impacts housing (second
homes/holiday homes), roads, parking, public transport, energy and waste requirements. It impacts
on Cornwall's hard surface footprint and carbon footprint. Cornwall's resident population, and
business and public sectors should not have to carry the carbon burden whilst outsiders get a free
ride. - anything else I think the CC DPD should cover? 3.5.1, 4.2.1 "sustainable development" is an
oft-used phrase, with various interpretations. The DPD indicates its intended meaning of
sustainability is as in the Cornwall Local Plan, that is "environment, social, economy". But
"development" is not defined and is perhaps now an unhelpful word to use within the phrase
"sustainable development", as it envisages or suggests "building" or "changed for human
use/benefit". Sometimes de-development or retraction or non-development is required instead for
sustainability. So, for the scope of the DPD there needs to be a clearer definition of the council's
intended meaning of "sustainable development", otherwise it is open to mal-interpretation by
"developers". Inclusion of initial carbon and planetary footprints for each sector and goals for
reduction, similar to the Biodiversity Net gain proposed (9.3.1). System to be used for carbon
accounting and whether carbon accounts will be freely viewable to the public. This is to be sure that
double accounting doesn't creep in. For instance, if Birmingham City Council pays Cornwall to plant
trees to offset their carbon emissions, then those same trees don't get counted again as part of
Cornwall Council's carbon offsetting.
There are issues with recycling/disposal of turbine blades and sourcing/recycling of PV materials that
should be acknowledged even though beyond scope of this document.
But 6.3.1 "provide supportive policy for other technologies, including hydropower". I assume "lowcarbon technologies" are meant - the sentence is too vague.
Two such low carbon technologies are biomass (especially timber) and nuclear - does the council
include these? I hope not nuclear, and biomass would need more definition on scale
(household/community or larger scale) and intended sourcing of fuel. If neither technologies are
intended I would prefer the document to state this than leave it vague. No mention of the future of
"energy-from-waste" incineration? I would like to see its use phased out over the next ten years.
No mention of the Wave Hub - any potential in adapting it from a test bed to a functional hub?
All good, but with an uneducated concern over long-term depletion of freshwater resources
(community and agricultural). But 7.2, filling cavity walls with insulation isn't sensible for elevated
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exposed walls in Cornwall (unless perhaps southwest facing walls are slate-hung). They need to be
insulated in another way. All good, but for those living inland/upstream there is not enough on how
upstream action impacts downstream. And likewise, how future mitigation or retreats will affect
upstream communities. It's a minor point but the connection needs to be made now.
Q13 Hard one. Timewise likely needs to be council-led decisions; some coastal communities may be
unwilling to adapt in the broader context. But if council-imposed any constructive plans run risk of
being lost with change of political party, whereas if community-led they have more likelihood of
being embedded and supported locally. Hence, at this stage I go with "designate CCMAs and work
with communities" option. Q14 Existing policy requires development proposals of 10+ dwellings or
over 0.5ha to provide a long-term water management plan (8.1.1). The Climate Change DPD should
increase this to be "all development proposals including new dwellings or re-development of
dwellings" and also commercial and other developments and re-developments.
Q17 Include the historical context of landscape cover in map or graphical context? Lost orchards for
instance are mentioned; and many of us will remember smaller fields than now, each hedgebank
lined with trees. So, whilst not about trying to reproduce the past whether 30 or 100 years ago, but
more to provide a context for change that has occurred since.
Q19 All good but with two omissions and one amendment:
Boats and water travel (we have historic context for this) both within and beyond Cornwall.
- e.g. ferries for inter-town river and sea travel (e.g. Truro to Falmouth; Looe to Meva via Fowey and
Charlestown). No idea if these would be practical! - e.g. consideration to development of Falmouth
(or jointly with Devonport) to encourage overseas visitors to arrive by ferry (not cruise liners).
Consider future potential to develop ports as trading ports again too.
-e.g. new footbridges and foot/cycle ferries over rivers and estuaries particularly the Tamar.
What about Newquay Airport? It's position within this document definitely needs to be stated and
clarified! 10.3.1 Transport Assessments on developments of 50+ houses is too soft. Needs to be on
developments of 25+ houses, with a reduced required assessment for 10-25 houses. Even twentyfive additional houses in a rural community is massive! Transport Assessments are needed for nonresidential development too.
Q20 As above.
Q23. Yes I support a One Planet approach. I visited the Centre for Alternative Technology near
Machynlleth in the 1970s and since; look how influential they are now as a resource and for
education. Those who are willing to experiment with minimalist and ecologically-friendly lifestyles
should be allowed to. Providing they don't pollute land etc, i.e. there needs to be safeguards too.

1.147 URN 244
1, The potential for it to cause our society to collapse. It is not hard to imagine a flood following a
long dry spell causing food shortages and damage to homes. Imagine that while a virus like Covid-19
hits (some experts are predicting more attacks). People scared, people dying, people in the public
like Cummings breaking their own rules can easily lead to civil unrest, riots, spread the virus further.
How do I prepare my daughter for a such a world?
2, How hard it is going to be for my child to thrive in the coming years.
1, Adaption to the change that is coming.
2, Localism, encouraging small communities to be as self-sufficient, in terms of basic needs, as
possible.
The need to move away from a society that prioritises economic growth to one that prioritises the
environment. So, a circular economy, some form of 'degrowth', encouraging people to look after
the Earth, literally, rather than work in job that's only real purpose is to create money.
I would like to see: - policies encouraging the practice of regenerative agriculture and facilitating the
creation of a circular economy around food for our towns and Truro. - a policy regarding the creation
of 'wildlife corridors' to improve the connectivity of wildlife friendly areas. - Implementation of the
One Planet approach. A better quality of life for many in the community. Rather than one that
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revolves around making money. Both of these are worth looking at: Burgess PJ, Harris J, Graves AR,
Deeks LK (2019) Regenerative Agriculture: Identifying the Impact; Enabling the Potential. Report for
SYSTEMIQ. 1ti May 2019. Bedfordshire, UK: Cranfield University. Ellen MacArthur Foundation, Cities
and Circular Economy for Food (2019)

1.148 URN 246
1, CO2 output in the atmosphere leading to increasing global warming locally increasing storms,
altering rainfall and agricultural outputs
2, Warming oceans leading to increased possibilities of new pathogens/harmful agents in the water
and altered species.
1, To reduce CO2 emissions
2, To ensure robust policies for healthy seas
Emerging pathogens
Impacts on areas where windfarms are built. However, implementation of solar energy on each
house would but low impact alternative.
I have worked with the Marine Biological Association working on harmful organism with colleagues.
One issues we have detected is the rise in Vibrio pathogens globally and increased occurrence of
pathogenic forms that affect aquaculture and humans alike. Additionally, plankton communities
have altered with repercussions to fish and marine mammals. Thus, biodiversity and marine policies
must extend to the seas

1.149 URN 247
1, The rise in temperature
2, The change in our weather from this temperature rise
1, Start with the small steps, protect biodiversity
2, Stop using polluting weed killers such as round up
As I said above, start with the small but easy to implement things such as keep wild flower verges,
stop spraying them. This is a good start Make all new build have to have renewable energy such as
solar panels. Put panels on car parks etc. All new builds especially estates need to have wild flower
meadows

1.150 URN 248
1, Food shortages worldwide through inhospitable, degraded land that has been intensively farmed
using chemicals and poor land management practices polluting crops, waterways and habitats
2, Pollution – air, sea and land creating additional physical and mental health problems for humans,
plus mass extinctions and dead zones
1, Sustainable farm practices – remove subsidies from intensive farm practices involving pesticides,
antibiotics, poor soil management, removal of native species, and replace with subsidies for organic
farms that produce high quality, safe, environmentally friendly products that can be promoted
locally and supply a high-end market nationwide.
2, Sustainable transport – encourage reduction in fossil fuel vehicles and promote safe cycle ways
and e-vehicles through decent, maintained charging points. Provide public transport options to
replace standard car use. Planning rules – all new buildings should have PVs or grass roofs to
contribute positively; too many developments are inconsiderate of the local environment
Coastal areas need to be valued and maintained as they bring significant revenue into the county –
therefore development should be halted and cliffs maintained Investment in safe cycle paths and evehicle infrastructure – as proven by the reduction in travel during lockdown we can reverse
emissions significantly What do you expect the impacts of new planning policy could have on your
business, organisation or community?
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Healthier communities – evidence from other countries shows investment in healthier travel options
reduced future investment requirements for health services.
Other UK councils have discovered that residents will pay higher council tax to support green
measures as long as they are authentic, quantifiable, and visible.
We need to use the lockdown as a springboard into making radical changes – there is no need to
return to the same practices as before.

1.151 URN 249
1. Firstly the simple fact that virtually all government and council climate action groups documents
related to the climate emergency, including this DPD and the question posed here, refer to Climate
Change rather than a Climate Emergency - implying that this is a naturally occurring event and not a
crisis caused by human activities and, perhaps more misleadingly, that we have the luxury of time to
plan. What we need here is a strategy and immediate action- this is an emergency, a planetary lifethreatening crisis, Cornwall Council and many other government and council bodies (globally) have
declared it one and are signed up to serve and protect the people who put them there, so please
name it and act on it with the urgency it demands. And, furthermore, let people know the dire and
serious situation we are in, our planet is frequently on fire, ice caps are melting at an ever increasing
and alarming rate, as is the permafrost that sequesters a more potent and dangerous gas than CO2,
i.e. methane… feedback loops, runaway trains!! Also, if the current pandemic, tragically so
symptomatic of our abuse of the natural world and other species and yet such a poorly understood
fact, has taught us nothing else it is that people can and will behave cooperatively in order to save
human lives but also that elected leadership must have the courage to act swiftly and perhaps
unpopularly with a minority in order to achieve damage limitation for the greater good. We need
leadership to be fair (by consensus) and to be bold.
2. Second, that this is a document based on development aims rather than regenerative ones. What
logic is there in proposing to remedy the extraordinary damage that we have inflicted on the planet
in the name of development and or ‘progress’ (largely informed by western societies and
imposed/reliant on poorer less ‘developed’ ones) by employing the same principles and logic.
Equally illogical, is the continued and frankly baffling belief that any economy monetary or planetary
can continually grow or be plundered without crashing and in terms of the planet, quite literally
burning. Until these wholly unsustainable and outdated systems and patterns of belief (habits) are
completely transformed to a circular economy, rather than a linear one, and in having an honest and
frank conversation with ourselves and each other about the absolute necessity to view ourselves as
part of the natural world, i.e. the planet that supports our very lives, rather than on the outside
looking in, then we will continue to be lost. Now is a time to revisit the philosophical and factual
writings of the 60’s and ti0’s that warned us of the natural ‘limits to growth’, the tales of ‘silent
springs’ and to contemplate such notions that ‘small is beautiful’. Technology has its place, but
compared with nature it is acutely inferior, being ‘man-made’ and vulnerable or simply not tried and
tested. This is not a time for taking risks, we must learn from ecological systems, respect the
boundaries and give something back. The natural world is not an ‘Ecosystem Service Provider’ to be
carved up and viewed as public goods i.e. commodities of clean air and water, soils etc purely for
human use to be exploited, traded or abused, what is referred to here is our very life support, and
should be valued and nurtured accordingly, not the other way around.
I have read the entire document and references made or related to NPPF and Sustainability
Appraisal and would like to offer the following observations.
• What is the aim here? The focus to reduce carbon to zero is not enough, this is an ecological
breakdown and more emphasis needs committing to address issues of biodiversity. The Forest for
Cornwall is one such example, being good in intention and will undoubtedly sequester carbon at
some stage in its lifetime but says and does little for biodiversity and supporting complex
ecosystems. It is therefore a missed opportunity. I believe a Re Wilding project makes far more sense
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and needs investigating by CC if efforts are to achieve maximum potential in terms of carbon
sequestration and biodiversity.
• The intent and urgency must be addressed both in language and timescale. Government has
committed or more accurately non-committed to 2050, dangerously premised on the Paris
Agreement’s Bio-Energy with Carbon Capture and Storage (BECCS), geo-engineering that is currently
not available. Even aims for 2030 are unlikely to prevent a rise of less than the 2*C that climate
scientists warn may trigger feedback loops. If ever there was a need to apply the precautionary
principle on all decisions and lobby government for the political will in tackling the Climate
Emergency, it is now.
• Very little, if anything, is sustainable in the true sense of the word (refer. Brundtland report- Our
Common future) and has been superseded by the truer and more resource wise term- regenerative.
For example, Regenerative Agriculture- a conservation and rehabilitation approach to food and
farming, a system of principles and practices that increases biodiversity, enriches soils, improves
watersheds, and enhances ecosystems. Regenerative Agriculture also aims to capture carbon in soil
and above ground biomass. ELMS does not go far enough, more of a veneer than the complex
solution required.
• Honesty is crucial, when consulting with the public, and any planning towards the Climate
Emergency, must come from a baseline of expectations that take account of planetary limits as well
as human needs and not wants or desires of individuals. We simply cannot continue to have the
same lifestyles that we have been living, changes to homes and workplaces, indeed modes of
operation per say, need to change and support and advice on how to achieve and support for is
required of CC here. There is no place for policy or decisions that allow for carbon offsetting and it is
of concern to see it used in the energy hierarchy. Any plans or planning that require such trade-offs
are simply not fit for purpose if zero carbon is, and must be, the aim in the Climate Emergency.
• The ecological and social breakdown that has led to this environmental crisis affects every single
one of us alive today and more tragically the yet unborn. Therefore, it is essential for the whole of
society to not only know the facts more fully but equally, to be a part of the decision-making
process. For Council to engage with their communities in a more meaningful and useful form of
public consultation, helping inform Councils on the best policies to follow or propose and the finance
required to support their implementation. Additionally, public support can be gaged in terms of any
lobbying of government that is deemed appropriate and is likely to be higher when people have
invested in the process. Citizens Assemblies are being adopted globally and increasingly as part of
Government and Council practice in all forms of decision making and planning concerning the
Climate Emergency. Further, a CA is the perfect platform with the aid of media, to get the message
out to the wider Cornish Community. I would be happy to discuss this process with any councillor
who is unfamiliar with or would like to know more about this form of deliberative democracy and
what it would entail.
• Be in no doubt that many, like myself, have been extremely concerned about the Climate
Emergency for many, many years now and between us have accumulated a wealth of experience,
expertise and knowledge that would prove invaluable and save precious time in this area of the
Council’s work. I most seriously and respectfully propose that you make good use of this human
resource in tackling this most serious challenge that we as humans have ever faced in our entire
history, at every level and with every resource available and affordable in terms of the natural world.
The alternative is our own and possibly all life’s extinction.

1.152 URN 250
1, The rise in temperature
2, The change in our weather from this temperature rise
1, Start with the small steps, protect biodiversity
2, Stop using polluting weed killers such as round up
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As I said above, start with the small but easy to implement things such as keep wild flower verges,
stop spraying them. This is a good start
Make all new build have to have renewable energy such as solar panels. Put panels on car parks etc.
All new builds especially estates need to have wild flower meadows

1.153 URN 251
The overall vision in the DPD is based on a carbon-reduced future but following the old “normal.
Post Covid-19, I would like to see your DPD work redone based on a “new normal”, please.
The following five documents are attached:
• Cohousing document for DPD 24th May 2020
• Better world document for DPD 24th May 2020
• “Our small farm is thriving during lockdown” by Simon Fairlie
• Ending the UK’s contribution to climate change a brieﬁng for Quakers August 2019
• “But it is worse than that” by Marc Doll
Is there anything else you think the Climate Change DPD should cover?
Positive support for rural cohousing communities and community-led housing with a low carbon
footprint, including rural cohousing communities, with a clear legal definition of cohousing
Planned degrowth Planned greater self-sufficiency for Cornwall
Coping with Covid-19, other major health issues, and breakdowns and emergencies of all kinds

1.154 URN 252
1, The continuation of the ‘business as usual approach’ by Cornwall Council. We need to act fast and
every time that the Council replaces a fleet of buses or dustbin lorries with a diesel fleet, every time
it approves the subsidising of air travel, airport expansion, road building, woodland destruction and
so on it fails to really take this matter seriously. I see little more than declarations and we need
responsible action now.
2, The overwhelming number of people who do not take the climate emergency seriously. I speak to
many people who see it as something that might happen in the future, so they do not alter their
activities. This is obvious by the proportion of electric customers who still have tariffs that are
supplied by fossil and nuclear fuels. The Council has the power to educate people on this matter and
lead by example. The majority of people in the County and the Council are both failing miserably on
this. Recycling 40% of your household waste alone will not stop climate change.
1, Strong leadership that takes climate change seriously and properly communicate it to the people.
Councillors voted for the spaceport subsidy by two thirds. If they continue this way they will lead us
to disaster. The Council MUST take climate change seriously.
2, Please provide more boxes for this answer! My green priority suggestions are: Discourage driving,
encourage public transport and introduce buses and bin lorries run on hydrogen. Ensure all Council
properties run on ‘green electric’ tariffs. Stop burning rubbish at the incinerator. Recycle more waste
(parts of Wales have been recycling all plastics for more than 20 years). Don’t build new roads.
Reduce the carbon footprint of houses and new buildings by ensuring they are made from
sustainable materials such as timber, straw and cob – (cement has a substantial carbon footprint).
Ensure building built for the Council are energy efficient – Chy Trevail is a perfect example of how
not to do it). Tree planting is great, and it should be done on every available patch (there is plenty of
space at County hall for several hundred) but there is a big-time lag before those trees start
absorbing any reasonable amount of CO2, therefore the Council should do their upmost to prevent
mature trees from being felled (as has been done spectacularly at Culdrose and areas around Truro.
The Council should look at sustainable industry for development such as green technologies instead
of funding harmful activities such as flying. The Council could work at reducing packaging waste and
looking towards compostable options. Greater allotment provision and/or make available affordable
land for small scale local organic producers to increase local food production. Food waste and other
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green waste should be collected for local communities to develop community composting and
growing projects to reduce waste and food miles. Farmers should be encouraged to go organic, and
not pollute the land with harmful pesticides that kill vital insects. Town centres should have
pedestrian (and cyclist) only areas enlarged as much as possible. All of these things and more are
needed if the Council seriously does want to go carbon neutral.
All new buildings should be made from sustainable materials (as stated above), cement and oil based
products (such as cellotex insulation) should be avoided. [We built our house with more than 90%
sustainable products and itself is a carbon storage unit]. Natural and recycled materials should be
prioritised, using only environmentally harmful products if there is no alternative (not simply
because it is easier or cheaper). Second homes ownership should have greater disincentives to
encourage more houses to be available to the local population – thus meaning that we do not need
as many new buildings and houses. Community energy production, food waste composting and food
growing projects should be encouraged and promoted by the Council
The question should be what will they do to mitigate the effects of the climate emergency? I am
more concerned about how the policies will reduce the chances of my children living in an
increasingly inhabitable world. Any change that that will enhance their prospects of them living in a
greener world is a positive one and will outweigh any short –term negative effects.

1.155 URN 255
1, Pollution and the impact on environment and wildlife
2, Impact on wildlife
1, Reduce CO2 by reduction of transport on our roads, increase safe cycle routes
2, Protect our countryside/environment with thought and analysis when planning developments
with the whole emphasis on reduction of CO2 and protection of humans and wildlife
Consumerism – to reduce and promotion of upcycle/recycle – this is to include food consumption
and the advertising of... Policies on travel – reduce transport
Stop the use of Pesticides across the whole of Cornwall, stop sales and teach/educate the general
public
Reduction on destruction of land and increase tree planting across Cornwall
Working patterns – working from home
Heating & Ventilation & Insulation
All businesses to pledge zero CO2 by??? Their transport to be CO2 neutral, Any building
/development to be CO2 neutral
Environment and Wildlife to be a priority when planning and developing, Use inner city shops for
homes.
Encourage children to walk to school where possible, provide walk ways for children to walk safely.
Fine those who do not recycle, Fine those who produce considerable amount of waste, Create a way
of appreciating those who are working towards CO2 reduction, CC transport to be Hydro/Electric etc,
Create a levy/charge for holiday homes and 2nd home uses
Healthier, Happier and sustained – working together for the same aim Increase mortality
Enhance mental health and wellbeing Reduce pollution
Plenty of evidence following the recent COVIC 19 pandemic NASA holds huge amount of evidence
The Guardian & Independent April & May 2020 has many papers on huge drop in air pollution
Clean air Reduction in respiratory problems Increase in mortality rates We need to act now and
swiftly...

1.156 URN 257
1, The current situation with Covid-19 has brought home the extreme vulnerability of the current
global systems to health threats, and the significance of a secure food supply that is not dependent
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on the vagaries of political or medical emergencies, both of which are being and will be exacerbated
by Climate Change.
The UK figures for Co2 reduction do not account for the Co2 associated with imported goods,
including foodstuffs, and these still account for more than a third of our consumption.
How can we ensure food security (including the protection of pollinators!) in Cornwall/SW Region?
2, Covid 19 has also made more apparent the imbalance in access to resources within communities
both within this Country and Country and between so called ‘developed’ and ‘underdeveloped’
countries. The continuation of these imbalances are likely to lead to increased social and political
conflict and distract from the resolution of the Climate emergency.
Government policy in the UK has deliberately exacerbated these imbalances over the past ten years,
and in particular has reduced the focus on dealing with Climate Change seriously at both a national
or international level.
The continued focus on ‘GDP’ and ‘economic growth’ are in direct contradiction to the achievement
of any kind of environmental balance in the Climate. The UK’s current ecological footprint has been
calculated as requiring 3 earths to provide for it.
One plant living is an essential base for Climate Emergency action. We need to reduce consumption
and waste before we start increasing energy or other production.
What are the top two things we need to achieve first for Cornwall?
1, Our location in the far west of Europe cannot be ignored. The CO2 costs of moving people and
goods into and out of Cornwall cannot be significantly decreased as is clear from the % increase in
the Greenhouse gas footprint of ‘Transport’ between 2008 and 2016. (CC 15 July 2019).
The UK figures for Co2 reduction do not account for the CO2 associated with imported goods,
including foodstuffs, and these still account for more than a third of our consumption. (DEFRA UK
Carbon Footprint 199ti-201ti)
The relative significance of CO2 production shown in the CC diagram above, indicates that to achieve
the necessary reduction in CO2 production, and in the atmosphere, we must focus first on those
areas which contribute most. This is unlikely to be achieved through the focus on controls (planning
or otherwise) on new development, but only through a re-imagining of how we can live well in
Cornwall with less. This implies a more radical approach to the support of localism and greatly
increased biodiversity protection within the County (and the real SW region) than the current
disparate DPD proposals provide.
We need an integrated and strategic overview of what we want to achieve and clear discussion and
evaluation of alternative strategies for how this can be achieved.
2, Social inequality in housing availability/ cost/ true affordability and health are a particular issue for
us in the SW and in our rural economy with its high percentage of expensive, hard to heat homes,
low income work, and high access costs.
Higher standards for all new buildings are essential but will make a small impact on the overall CO2
production of the existing Commercial, Industrial and housing building stock. Serious treatment of
the upgrading of insulation and low energy heating for all the existing building stock to reduce
energy use and increase health of these environments is essential. The enforcement of Planning
conditions and Building Control regulations is essential if any policies in these areas are to be
effective.
The use of local sourced and processed materials, and the upgrading of the skills and knowledge
base in traditional and innovative low energy building and maintenance systems are key and would
also create significant well paid local employment and reduce transport needs.
A rethinking of the scale of need for housing and other physical development is required ; how is this
calculated and by whom; what kind of homes do local people need, and how well are existing
/redundant buildings being used ? Answers to these questions would all help to ensure that what is
being built is actually serving its purpose. We should use what we have to its full potential before
creating more CO2 through the production of new buildings.
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Food Security While this may not be considered as a ‘Planning ‘issue it is a real concern in a county
where we are already seeing an emissions count of 19% from agriculture in 2017.
Energy Efficiency – but this should be Energy Use reduction!
Renewable Energy
Natural Climate Solutions
Coastal Change and Flood Management
Reduce the need for Transport
Agriculture and rural Issues – local production for local need
Town Centre Densification
All of these policies are needed, but they must be seen as part of a broader set of strategic
objectives to ensure that they can be considered and work together to produce the most effective
response to:
a) Massively reduce our CO2 production and other key impacts on global and
local environmental systems – Biodiversity – Pollution/ waste
b) Recognise the Adaptation actions that need to be taken and the costs that these will incur to
manage the disruption that is already occurring, and will increase, as a result of the current Climate
Change process. A policy is a means of achieving and objective. Unless we are very clear about what
that objective is, and alternative options for how that objective might be achieved, we will never be
able to evaluate or prioritise policies effectively. The July 2019 Climate Change Plan report which set
out the means of achieving these goals was very helpful in giving a sense of the urgency and
potential methods for moving forward across many areas of policy including and beyond the DPD.
However, it did not explain how particular initiatives could be evaluated against their potential to
make the CO2 needed by 2030. This will be a crucial assessment in terms of prioritising actions.
As a Parish Councillor in a rural area, the need for support for ‘multi-function hubs ‘whether these
are well resourced and upgraded village halls, or major transport/ servicing interchanges, seems
vital.
Rationalising transport options to ensure that they can provide the most CO2 effective modes of
transport for essential travel, and also to reduce the need for travel, would be a real benefit. Our
village lost its one bus a week service and the significant social and cost benefits this provided –
particularly for older and disabled residents and those on low incomes.
Encouraging a different approach to the benefits of self-sufficiency at community, parish and county
level could have great potential. The need for both County and region wide initiatives is clear and a
sense of the spatial implications on these is essential.
The need for our settlements to provide opportunities for satisfying quality of life for individuals and
families of all ages and incomes is needed if we are to create living communities which can provide
for the needs of current and future generations.
The need to make better use of existing organisational structures – particularly the Community
Network Area groups to interpret and give feedback on local issues and potential impacts of
Planning initiatives and policies in particular parts of the County is clearly one opportunity that is
currently being missed.

1.157 URN 260
1, The lack of UK Government concern and action on climate change
2, The lack of public awareness of climate change and its consequences
1, Enforcement for existing environmental protections
2, Even stronger environmental protections for land and sea
The intensification of agriculture in Cornwall is damaging the land, the people and the wildlife more
than any other human activity. This is so important to me because here in southeast Cornwall we are
living with agriculture which is being rapidly industrialised. The effects are disastrous, soil loss is
increasing, pollution increasing, and there is little or no enforcement for the existing regulations and
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protections. Policies that promote rapid shifts to extensive, people-friendly, wildlife-friendly,
sustainable farming. Carbon retention and care for the soil Community Supported Agriculture (CSA)
Fewer livestock, More horticulture, Natural Flood Defences, Sustainable Drainage Systems
Much greater protection for Cornwall’s seagrass (Zostera) beds around the coast Encouragement for
best farming practices, and enforcement Wilding and re-wilding, More trees, woodland and forests,
More permanent plant cover and less ploughing More public transport, More walking and cycling
Evidence: • the mudflows through Kingsand during January, February and March 2020; all serious
pollution events resulting from poor farming practices • the topsoil which is filling Millbrook Lake.
The Lake is a sediment trap for all the topsoil which is being lost from the Millbrook catchment as a
result of poor farming practices I am happy to provide a lot more evidence.
Please see for example: Sustainable Food Trust https://sustainablefoodtrust.org/
Local Futures https://www.localfutures.org/

1.158 URN 261
A friend has forwarded the Climate Change DPD document to me and while I think the scope is
excellent, there will clearly need to a degree of adjustment and rethinking in light of the current
coronavirus pandemic. Given the extent of new housing development in my part of the county and
the high proportion of journeys in private cars (traffic has increased quickly and significantly in this
locality post lockdown) it is vital that any future housing development is not only necessary and
affordable but that it takes into account the possibility of shared as well as non-motorized forms of
transport.
I have had sight of a cohousing document (attached) and think that the developments outlined in it
offer a sustainable model for housing built to high environmental standards and with a low carbon
footprint. It is also vital that the plan addresses the impact of climate change on the county’s
overstretched health and social care services, especially given the likelihood of future health crises
as well as severe floods, storms and coastal erosion.

1.159 URN 262
1, That national and local government have not and are still not putting policies or support in place
to make a real difference in respect of sustainable carbon neutral living whether for new build,
building conversion – or improvement and the protection of the environment and our ecosystem
Ensure that all new building is carbon neutral and does not cause harm to the environment. If not, it
shouldn’t be given permission.
2, The harm and effect on our natural environment and wildlife. Cornwall must recognise that half
its natural environment is marine and that too needs protection. Plant sea grass as well as forests as
the sea grass sequesters much more carbon in the longer term than trees. The WWF says: Seagrass
is a wonder-plant that lives in shallow, sheltered areas along our coast. It is vital to the health of our
seas and can help address environmental problems. Seagrass captures carbon up to 35 times faster
than tropical rainforests and, even though it only covers 0.2% of the seafloor, it absorbs 10% of the
ocean’s carbon each year, making it an incredible tool in the fight against climate change. !!
1, Ensure that all new developments follow Building with Nature principles to provide the best
option for nature and the best living-with-nature options for the residents of any scheme. Cornwall
Council has signed up to Building with Nature after all. Assist with improvements to make existing
housing stock more sustainable. Recognise that the existing environmental protection, already in
place, needs upholding so that development is not allowed if it will cause harm or damage.
Mitigation and offsetting does not compensate for the harm done to the environment - whether
terrestrial or marine - and the species within it. Planting trees is only one thing to do and only then if
there is a long-term forestry plan in place. Changes in agricultural practices, better soil management
and long term rewilding will have greater benefit. Improved protection of the natural environment both terrestrial and marine - through planning policy assume that carbon capture and reducing our
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carbon footprint will be covered by your existing topic areas. All of the above and ensure that we
improve protection of the natural environment - both terrestrial and marine - and make it an
integral part of the planning process not an add on. Uphold and enforce those policies once they are
in place. That a community can understand the actions it can take whether as a whole community or
as individuals within it to contribute towards this more sustainable existence while helping manage
the deteriorating and unpredictable world that our descendants will have to live in. Please Cornwall
Council take these new policies and fine words and act on them. Going through the motions is not
enough.

1.160 URN 263
Farmers could be offered subsidies for planting trees in fields- offering shade to livestock and
increasing Cornwall’s tree cover and biodiversity for wildlife. Covid19 has shown us how important
local networks are so there should be investment in building resilient local communities. Local food
growing, education to help people to grow their own food. Subsidies to assist people in setting up
growing areas which are paid back in kind by donating food to the community.
Cornwall council must sever ties with the spaceport as this goes completely against any kind of
acknowledgement of the reality of the climate emergency.
The council should seek to set up a citizen’s assembly for Cornwall to advise on how we approach
and navigate our way through the emergency.
The council must always tell the truth about the emergency, so the people of Cornwall are aware of
the gravity of the situation.

1.161 URN 266
1, Hotter, drier summers leading to increased frequency and severity of extreme heat and drought.
2, Increased incidence of pluvial and fluvial flooding from an increase in the intensity and frequency
of rainfall events throughout the year (particularly ‘flash flooding’ and wetter winters), as well as
increased coastal flooding from sea level rise, particularly in combination with extreme high tides,
storms and heavy rainfall.
1, Ensure that the county is well adapted for the climate change and sea level rise that will occur in
the decades ahead as a result of previous greenhouse gas emissions, as well as those emissions
anticipated in the near to medium term, and build community resilience to climate change induced
shocks such as the increased intensity and frequency of:
- storms; - rainfall events leading to pluvial and fluvial flooding;
- heat events leading to heat stress related health issues (particularly in relation to the elderly and
vulnerable), reduced workplace productivity, reduced educational attainment and transport
disruption;
- drought, with impacts on water supply and agricultural production;
- coastal flooding due to sea level rise, particularly in combination with extreme high tides, storms
and severe rainfall events.
2, Reduce the county’s greenhouse gas emissions across all sectors in-line with achieving Cornwall’s
aspiration to be net-zero carbon by 2050 whilst simultaneously increasing its resilience and overall
sustainability.
The topic missing is “Intense Heat and Drought Management”.
This topic is important because climate change projections for the UK (UKCP18 produced by the Met
Office) include hotter, dryer summers with increased incidence and severity of extreme heat events
and drought. Associated impacts could include heat stress related health issues (particularly in
relation to the elderly and vulnerable populations), reduced workplace productivity, reduced
educational attainment, transport disruption and drought with impacts on water supply and
agricultural production of food. The topic has implications for a wide range of planning related areas
including new building design (i.e. provision of cooling through use of natural ventilation and shade,
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as well as mechanical systems in the form of sustainable cooling technologies and systems etc),
retrofitting buildings (ditto), water supply and use (i.e. use of rainwater harvesting techniques, use
of grey water etc), renewable energy sourcing (for example impact on micro-hydro schemes etc),
agricultural land use etc.
This topic should be investigated and included in the Climate Change Development Plan Document
in the same way that ‘Coastal change and flood management” is identified as a topic area.
A comprehensive range of greenhouse gas reduction policies are required that cover both the
demand and supply side of all sectors whist simultaneously addressing sustainability issues and
resilience capacity building. The policies of Cornwall’s Climate Change Development Plan Document
need to simultaneously address delivery of the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) with no
one left behind, as well as the greenhouse gas emissions reduction requirements of the Paris
Agreement.
Reduction of climate change risk, improved sustainability and increased resilience against external
shocks.
Apart from the lack of attention to the topic of “Intense Heat and Drought Management” (see my
previous comments), overall the “Climate Change Development Plan Document Scoping Report
(Regulation 18)” is sufficiently comprehensive and generally fit for purpose. My specific comments in
relation to the topic sections are as follows:
1. Section 6. Renewable Energy 1.1 The document needs to be much clearer about when it is
referring to ‘electricity’ specifically or ‘energy’ in general, they are quite different things. For
example, in sub-section 6.2, first bullet, the statement “Cornwall currently creates enough
renewable energy to meet…” should read “Cornwall currently generates enough electricity from
renewable energy sources to meet…”, likewise in the third bullet the statement “Investment in new
renewable energy generation has..” should read “Investment in new electricity generation capacity
from renewable sources has….”: energy cannot be created or generated – i.e. Laws of
Thermodynamics, whereas electricity can be created or generated. This is important, not just for
scientific correctness, but also because electricity is just one of the areas where renewable energy
can be used as the primary energy source, the provision of heating, cooling and motive power for
transport are others. 1.2 This topic section is electricity centric and needs to include consideration of
the use of renewable energy sources and associated technologies/systems for the provision of
heating, cooling and motive power for transport. Alternatively, it should be made clear that this
topic section is about electricity generation from renewable energy sources, by changing the topic
title (i.e. to “Electricity generation from renewable energy”) and wording of the content, and that
energy for the provision of heating, cooling and transport motive power are covered in the other
topic sections.
2. Section 7. Energy Efficiency 2.1 In general this topic section covers the right issues but is confused
by the inclusion of issues relating to decarbonising the provision of heat and water in buildings (i.e.
sub-section ti.2, fifth bullet and ninth bullet), which though extremely important are not an energy
efficiency topic. Issues and policy options to do with decarbonising the provision of heat and water
should be dealt with elsewhere in the document or the section should be renamed.
2.2 There is no discussion in the topic section on the need to consider the provision of energy
efficient cooling technologies/systems or to improve the energy efficiency of transport technologies
/ systems.
2.3 Ditto my comment at 1.2 above, use of terms like “renewable generation”, “renewable energy
generation” etc – need to be scientifically correct and clear when talking about electricity rather
than energy.
2.4 Need to be clear when talking about energy conservation (i.e. such as the use of natural light or
ventilation) rather than energy efficiency, as per the energy hierarchy they are not the same thing.
3. Section 8. Coastal Change and flood management
3.1 There needs to be increased attention given in this section to the risk of significant sea level rise
this century due to the melting of land-based ice in Antarctica and Greenland. In this regard, though
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considerable uncertainty exists regarding such melting, there is an increasing body of evidence that
Global Mean Sea Level may rise as much as 3 meters by 2100.
3.2 There needs to be greater attention given in this section to mitigating the risks of sea level rise
induced coastal flooding, particularly in combination with extreme high tides, storms and intense
rainfall events, for critical infrastructure (such as railways, roads power networks etc) and
industrial/commercial infrastructure (such as docks, factories, renewable energy sourcing sites, etc),
as in many cases this underpins the economic well-being of communities.
4. Section 10. Transport 4.1 This section should consider policy and allocation options to support the
deployment and use of sustainable low carbon off-grid and mobile EV charging technology to
mitigate the challenges of the county’s power grid infrastructure constraints and deficits.
5. Section 11. Agriculture and rural development
5.1 In sub-section 11.2, para 11.2.5 refers to “fuel for use on the holding or injection into the gas
grid” but should additionally note that the biomethane can be stored as a compressed gas or in
liquid form for local distribution from the holding, for use as a vehicle fuel, or in the provision of
heating and/or cooking, or as an energy source for off-grid or mobile EV charging units.
5.2 This section should consider policy and allocation options to support the capturing of the fugitive
greenhouse gas emissions from slurry pits/lagoons and their conversion into compressed gas and/or
liquid fuel energy products for local distribution and use (i.e. to address the issue identified at para
11.2.5).
5.3 This section should consider policy and allocations that support the use of slurry pit/lagoon
digestate as a regenerative and sustainable soil enhancer (i.e. fertiliser replacement) through
processing technologies and application techniques that reduce ammonia emission (i.e. to address
the issue identified at para 11.2.6).

1.162 URN 268
Section 13 Have your say: Do you believe the scope of the Climate Change DPD, as set out in this
Scoping Report, is correct? • Yes, but please mention cohousing! Have you got any evidence that you
would like to contribute or draw to our attention? Yes, The attached document: Cohousing
document for DPD

1.163 URN 272
1, The impact it has on biodiversity, ecosystems and ecosystem services.
2, The impact of sea level rise.
1, Encourage appropriate policies and legislation that can protect Cornwall’s natural environment.
Encouraging Payment for Ecosystem services where applicable.
2, Promote localisation of the county to hopefully build resilience to impacts of economic
turbulence.
Building resilience and security for the county.
Driving towards a green economy to help reduce impact of climate change.
Safeguarding biodiversity and ecosystems and services can enable opportunity for job creation in the
county whilst benefiting the natural assets that make Cornwall, Cornwall.
There are many benefits of a green transition for the county i.e. reduced CO2 and other GHG
emissions, renewable energies etc Policies that focus on CO2 reduction – transport, industry,
agricultural practices
Policies which could help reduce current consumption and production patterns and look towards
favourable outcomes for local producers Policies that consider a circular economy approach i.e.
waste
Bring further awareness to the community, whilst encouraging and supporting the community to
gain knowledge and understanding. Possibility of being able to implement changes that can help the
community ‘do their bit’ in confronting climate change and the impacts.
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1.164 URN 273
I write to support the submission of a document about Co-Housing drawn up by Jackie Carpenter. I
have lived for a time in a co-housing community called Trelay Farm near Bude which was founded by
Jackie Carpenter and others. I can confirm that this is something I will seriously consider doing in
another community as well. I support the notion of co-housing! I think the document sets out all the
advantages very succinctly as a practical solution for housing and also for tackling the way that
people can live sustainably and support each other in the effort to grow food, save energy and stop
waste of resources. It makes sense in the future we face with the changing climate.

1.165 URN 274
1, Pressure on wildlife, biodiversity and non-human nature.
2, Impacts on human life e.g. agriculture, more extreme and unpredictable weather
1, Putting nature at the centre and front of all policy – we are part of nature, not separate from it,
and we rely entirely on healthy and functioning marine and terrestrial ecosystems for survival. This
shouldn't be a controversial standpoint. Nature should be the first consideration when it comes to
any policy, whether economics, health and wellbeing, planning and development – our future
depends on it.
2, Fair and equitable public transport system that is fit for purpose (ideally free - make it easier to
choose public transport than to jump in a car) and practical plan for converting existing housing
stock to renewable energy and making renewables the standard for all new developments and
redevelopment.
Is there a topic or theme not listed above that you think we should investigate and why is this so
important to you? Protection and restoration of wildlife and habitats on land and at sea – not just
for potential CO2 sequestration. It's important because we've already lost 1000s of species in the UK
and we're pushing our remaining wildlife to it's very limits. Converting and upgrading existing
housing stock to renewables and improving energy efficiency. Free public transport and accessible
broadband for all (improve working-from-home post lockdown).
EDUCATION – not just for schools but adult engagement.
Improving social standards for all so marginalised/deprived households have their more basic needs
met, so are more able to engage with environmental & sustainability issues. Integrating nature in
planning proposals – as a central focus rather than an afterthought, mitigation or added 'extra'
Real genuine community engagement in planning – communities being integral to the process rather
than a consultation (which very few people really engage with) Nature-centred planning is known to
improve wellbeing. Involving communities in planning from the start improves sense of belonging
and community. People who live/work in the area are better placed to know the needs, hurdles and
benefits of particular plans.

1.166 URN 275
1 Societal collapse, something not dissimilar to what has occurred with coronavirus, but more longterm and to a far greater magnitude. Although what I fear is the destruction of civilisation, when the
foundations we have laid in this country to protect us crumble and it becomes a free-for-all for
essentials.
2, As a seaside county we are at huge risk of serious devastation from sea-level rising
1, Abandonment of projects that cause serious environmental harm, for example the airport
expansion associated with the spaceport. If we want to achieve carbon neutrality by 2030, we must
take this seriously and not take on any such reckless ventures.
2, Make use of the huge potential tidal resources for tidal renewable energy.
A radical shift in deliberative democracy as a method to give power back to the people and help
them lead us to a greener future rather than relying on politicians who are often heavily biased
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against green alternatives. Climate change at the heart a social justice issue and so we need full
participation of the people.
Carbon taxing and uniting to make ecocide law. Along with this making citizens assemblies essential
in any major environmental plans.
Please also consider adopting a new economic perspective. Doughnut economics is a great new
model being used in the Netherlands to totally shifts the purpose of the economy of a place. From
shifting away from purely economic growth we can focus on controlling planetary boundaries such
as those we have totally surpassed like our effects on climate change, but it also has a social focus
and how we can ensure a focus of our economy on fighting all the major social injustices.

1.167 URN 276
I am very climate aware, and have protested in London because of it, I have some understanding of
ecobuild through my partner being a local architect and I will be living off grid in Lamorna. I found
your Climate Change DPD rather disheartening. The time scale is just not quick enough for all this
hard work to even be relevant at all. In the second paragraph of the Foreword you mention that
your ambitions ‘may well prove impossible’. I’m sorry, but that is just not good enough.
I think that it is great that these conversations are happening and thank you for the opportunity to
respond to the work you are doing, but it is clear to me that it is going to take a lot more than policy
management to even scratch the surface of what needs to be happening to mitigate the effects of
The Climate Crisis, not only in Cornwall but the whole world. If Covid 19 has taught us anything it is
that a very serious threat and reactive people power is enough to change our lives dramatically. So,
my first suggestion to you, as the responsible governing force in Cornwall is to educate ALL your
residents on The Climate Crisis. This is paramount. It is a crisis and it needs to be treated as such and
it is unfair to keep people in the dark on this matter when you yourselves are aware. For any of
these conversations to become realities you will need community support. People are very willing to
change the way they live if they know their lives are in very real danger. If everyone knew the
urgency for systemic change, they would accept it. It has to be recognised positively from the
grassroots. This fundamental issue basically crops up in my arguments about each of the sections
outlined in your DPD so please bear it in mind when reading the rest of my report.
Here in Cornwall we are blessed with the ideal geography and environment to help us become
Carbon Free and self sustainable. We have wind, rain, sun, space, sea and a heavy amount of climate
aware and expert residents. We have always been an area for government testing of policies and we
now have the opportunity to embrace that and become real leaders in this field. We need to
become totally sustainable and resilient, not just more so, as stated in your Foreword. Since claiming
a climate emergency Cornwall Council have created their Action Plan and taken great steps towards
the cause. The Forest for Cornwall is exciting, but trees take a long time to grow. We need to be
thinking about more urgent proposals. Powering all new homes with renewables? It needs to be all
homes, not just the new ones. As a town councillor I don’t feel like any current planning policies
regarding The Climate Crisis are ever taken into consideration. If they are (apparently adopted in
2016) then they are certainly ignored throughout most of the process. I have been shocked at
planning responses locally and through my partners work. Bodies such as English Heritage and AONB
are greatly to blame here. Some people’s opinions of what matters should, quite frankly at this
stage, not be relevant at all. Visual impact won’t mean anything in 10 years’ time. This again ties in
with education. If people were crisis aware, that digging into cliff bedrock just to lower the height of
a building by a couple of inches meant hundreds of tons of granite removal, extra poured concrete,
structurally re-engineering the building, non-local granite bought from Spain just to face a building,
water runoff management, and the carbon footprint of all these extra issues, would they complain?
No, I don't think so. And all because the building looks different to those that were built locally only
100 years ago. Tradition has a lot to answer for. Our ancestors built tiny cottages with the materials
they have around them, with small windows; as glass was expensive. What was practical then is not
now. Climate and carbon aware architectural designs; grey water systems, large windows (more
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natural light and heat, less fuel used), off grid systems, sensitivity to the landscape, economic and
considered practises, these all need to be pushed through planning and be heralded at this time.
Renewable Energy
• Visual impacts again are irrelevant
• Small scale, domestic projects are a tiny contribution and although valuable they are almost
insignificant in the contribution to the cutting down of greenhouse gases. Especially if demand will
double over the next 50 years.
• Solar panels are bad for the environment in so many ways. Mostly in their creation. I’d like you to
note that moving forward.
• There is talk of potential allocation of areas suitable for wind power. This just needs to be fast
tracked and mandatory. There is no time to waste.
• Two large wind turbines would power St Just. Just two. Again, it is down to education. People will
complain, but if they know it is a vital necessity, and indeed are given shares in free electricity there
will be a lot more support.
• It is important when considering all these energy systems that effect and carbon cost do not weigh
up against the benefits.
• More support for Off grid living and companies that promote it including more readily available
insights into such incredibly simple solutions such as compost toilets.
Energy Efficiency
• The amount of ‘new homes’ being built is again meaningless. How many second homes do we
have? This needs a full crack down and you need to get it under control.
• We need to be retrofitting ALL; first and second homes in the area, not just the new builds.
• Rainwater collection and grey water systems need to be a part of this retrofit. When I have
finished rebuilding my house I will have one tap that will be treated drinking water. That is all that is
needed.
• There needs to be an incentive for domestic change. For cutting down on everything. Perhaps a tax
for non-basic living. This could then possibly be put towards carbon offsetting (which is a hideously
flawed system). Something like this will drastically improve social equality and issues that stem from
that structure such as fuel poverty.
• A larger concentration on recycling and reusing of building materials. This is a horribly wasteful
business. I have built my house from recycled parts and reused and reused as much as possible. But
through my partners work and my brothers as a builder, I know how much material is wasted, new
and ‘old’. Most just burnt as that is the quickest/cheapest way to get rid of it.
Coastal Change and Flood Management
• It is highly disturbing that even with the Council’s Action Plan in place Climate Crisis flood zones
are still not recognised in current planning. This needs addressing rapidly.
• Again, with the education. People building or living in these flood zones might not know the risks.
It is up to Cornwall Council to educate here.
• Do you have a plan for when these areas flood or become too damaged by storms? Where will the
residents go? Is there infrastructure in place for this?
Natural Climate Solutions
• There needs to be Incentives for leaving a large percentage of a garden to nature to encourage
biodiversity here.
• New and current builds need to keep driveways and paved areas to an absolute minimum.
• Maybe a reward system for giving over land and space to nature? Possibly more lenient to
planning applications that enhance biodiversity?
• Food trees and food plants should be planted on all common land.
• More green spaces introduced to urban areas. This can be done by the community. Again,
education here will get the community working together.
• More allotments and spaces for communal growing.
• Nature highways need to be introduced everywhere.
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• Bee highways need to be commonplace.
Transport
• We need to concentrate on less cars and more walking and cycling. To do this we need to fully
support walkers and cyclists and dull down a journey in a car. You say your selves that ‘Convenience
is one of the main drivers of human behaviour’, so we need to take the convenience out of driving.
1. Making roads safer to walk on. Especially routes to school. I used to walk to and from my school in
St Just from my home in Botallack. We walked on the road because it wasn’t muddy in the winter
and it is generally the quickest route. It wasn’t safe then and it is a lot busier on the roads now.
2. Slowing the speed limits for cars (I know this is a Highways issue, but Council should lobby for this
change)
3. Regarding Policy 10.3.1. There should be a Transport Assessment on all developments. Not just of
those 50+houses. The assessment should cover walking and cycling routes to schools, work, leisure
etc. It should be compulsory to have a manageable walking route to all local amenities.
4. Subsidies on electric bikes and trailers.
5. Walk and bike lanes on roads
• A mandatory bike shed in any new build or drastic rebuild.
• More local ‘shopper buses’. That would cut down on private car use.
• Again if people knew more about the crisis then I think they would respect these changes a lot
more.
• Electric Vehicle charge points may be a bit tricky. You are talking about having shared
infrastructure here. I'm not sure how well that would work. If it wasn’t possible to charge at home
then you would have to take time out of your day to charge it, and swap it out when it's done so that
someone else can have a go... I think that needs a little more thought.
• Another point relating to Policy 10.3.1 about establishing parking standards that represent a shift
from car reliance: This is another policy that needs to be pushed through asap. In Botallack we have
a house that was refused planning until they changed the plan to include a parking turntable…. That
is absolutely ridiculous. All this extra time, work, money and carbon put into something that will
never get used and will break within a year.
• Bus shelters. Everywhere. If you want people using buses, then you can’t expect them to wait in
the rain for one.
Agriculture and Rural Development
• Hedges need to be preserved. A farmer took one out from Botallack the other day and the loss of
habitat was considerable.
• A decent strip of flora and fauna needs to be introduced around the edges of a field. These will
create nature highways and enrich the biodiversity of an area.
• Plant the corners of fields with trees.
• Subsidies for wild areas, not just fallow fields.
• Encourage more organic processes. Such as strips of wild flowers through fields of crops to support
natural predators and stop the need for spraying pesticides.
• More footpaths through fields! In areas like ours we are surrounded by fields. It makes sense to
walk through them. Again, maybe this calls on subsidies for farmers as they will obviously loose
some land here.
• Farmers to look at Permaculture as a way of increasing biodiversity. Council really need to
encourage this as a farming technique. It’s a fantastic way of working with nature to get the most
out of your land.
• Support the selling of local produce at local markets
• Support bio methane plants
• Support less meat productivity, especially intensive meat production. Get the public on side with
‘buying local meat, but less often.’
• Possibly look at biodiversity within actual farm processes, increasing the productivity of the farm
and the jobs within the business.
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• Support farm shops and community farming. These are all things we will come to rely on in the
future.
Town Centre Density and Vitality
• Do not support big businesses who come down and take the shoppers out of the towns. This is the
only reason the town centres are dying. People still like shopping, it’s not totally online purchasing
that has killed the local businesses. I hope there is a lesson learnt here.
• The large shops are not only taking customers away, they are also bringing down a lot of carbon
footprint heavy ‘tat’ that is awful for the planet. Supporting such shops that sell this landfill shows a
heavy lack of responsibility. The very existence of them also means that people are driving from
their homes in the town to these out of town areas. Another nonsensical reason to make a private
journey in a car.
• Make town centres exciting again. Support ANYONE who is wanting to help with this mission.
• Use the buildings. Whether it is for housing or shops. They need to have people in them or they
will deteriorate and there will be a bigger problem to deal with.
‘One Planet’ is a fantastic approach. It's really good to see you talking about them. Other systems
and plans to look at are ‘Project Drawdown - The most comprehensive plan ever proposed to
reverse global warming’ and The Transition movement; a good book being ‘The Transition Handbook
- From oil dependency to local resilience.’
As you can see I feel quite passionate about this DPD. Planning is one of the major parts of current
society that needs a drastic overhaul if we are going to tackle The Climate Crisis. I felt it was my
responsibility as a climate aware person and a town councillor to personally feedback on this issue
and although I have agreed with points and argued others I hope you can see that I am in support of
the change, I just know it needs to happen quicker than any of this and just an awful lot more. I’m
hoping the next revision will be a lot stronger, more forceful and indeed radical. That is what we will
have to be to manage this situation. The quicker we adapt the more accomplished we will be. It’s
that simple.

1.168 URN 277
Do you believe the scope of the Climate Change DPD, as set out in this Scoping Report, is correct?
Yes, but please mention cohousing.
The following document is attached: Cohousing document for DPD

1.169 URN 278
1, Degrading every natural landscape on the planet, reducing biodiversity and making areas
inhospitable and unproductive in all manners.
2, The fact that it is not seen as a priority to those in power. It should be the defining factor of ALL
decisions. Climate first > Money etc. second.
1, A simple advancement would be to improve your recycling and rubbish collections. In Bristol
(where I am from) the recycling is every week, and rubbish is every other week, whereas in Cornwall
it is the complete opposite – Madness! You absolutely NEED to sort out a food waste collection.
Making a big community compost heap or something- People throw away so much food
unnecessarily and it is disgusting that it all gets put in landfill.
2, Encourage more places to increase the price of environmentally harmful food products, such as
meat and dairy, so that the price of fruit and vegetables (preferably organic) can be lowered – This
will reduce GHG emissions AND improve people’s health – Win win. Educating people about better
food choices should be spoken about. I assume this might be covered in agriculture but discussing
regenerative agriculture would be very good. Increase energy production by wind renewables.
Increase availability and affordability of fruit and veg Encourage and help people to cycle or use
clean transport.
Better health all round. Better health comes fitter minds, then comes better thinking.
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Climate is the most important thing.

1.170 URN 279
1 more frequent and intense heat waves with widespread crop failures
2 and dramatic shifts in animal and plant ranges
1, Guarantee water supply
Actively support farmers moving to different cropping
Provision for wildlife particularly sea grass protection and enhancement to increase C sequestration
Involving every member of the public through local groups
unity? Tighter regulation with less flexibility

1.171 URN 281
1, The urgency of the situation and limited time period in which to deliver the necessary changes to
keep global warming within the 1.5 degrees increase
2, The impact global warming will have/is having on our current generation in this country and the
current impact on people in developing countries
1, A significant modal shift from private car use to sustainable forms of transport including walking,
cycling, public transport and shared mobility
2, A new economic model, and cultural and lifestyle shift which moves us away from the
consumption of natural resources and reduces our overall emissions.
The local economy – not sure to what extent the SPD can influence the shift to a new economic
model, but the emphasis needs to be on local production and the circular economy. This would have
a huge impact on the county’s emissions at the same time as creating a more resilient community –
resilient to national and global ‘shocks’ such as the current coronavirus epidemic.
My main concern is around sustainable transport. As the scoping document identifies transport
accounts for a significant 20-25% of carbon emissions in Cornwall. A radical modal shift away from
private car use/ownership is required to address these emissions. I support the document’s
recognition that a simple shift from private fossil fuelled to private electric cars is not the answer.
This does not address the issue of congestion, less healthy lifestyles, and local resilience.
I support the emphasis on maximum parking standards for new developments. For most
developments this should be one space per dwelling (or less in very high-density developments) with
a strong steer towards off plot parking.
Strong DPD transport policies are reliant on a sufficiently strong national planning policy framework
and a robust local public transport system. These themselves are clearly outside the remit of the
DPD but they are essential. To have a chance of reducing emissions from transport the vast majority
of new developments must be in locations which are in easy reach of high quality, frequent and
affordable public transport. Developments must also be in locations where they can link in with
existing safe and convenient cycling and walking routes. The links to these routes must be put in
place as part of the development and before occupation of the first dwelling, not at some point in
the future. Such requirement needs to be delivered by the developer as part of a travel plan or
contributions required to a pot of money which is sufficiently resourced to enable the links to be
delivered by a third party within the development timeframe.
Within the development site there needs to be safe and convenient provision for cycling and
walking. These modes need to be the transport of first choice and must be incentivised by safe and
sufficient cycle storage (ideally as part of a storage area within and at the front of the dwelling for
houses and within a private lockable space at ground floor level for flats). There needs to be
adequate shared mobility provision (car clubs and e-bike hire) and incentives on first occupation to
ensure uptake (membership offers and driver discounts). There needs to be a disincentive to private
car use through reduced parking standards and off plot parking.
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With the increase in on line shopping there needs to be policies to rationalise delivery travel.
Distribution hubs need to be located ideally near rail freight locations with co-ordinated delivery via
electric vehicles. Last mile delivery via e-cargo bike should be incentivised.
A key piece of evidence is the Propensity to Cycle – Cornwall Study. This shows how the number of
commuter trips by bike can be increased significantly by Dutch style provision and e-bike use on
some key routes in Cornwall.
Town centre densification I support the aim of maximising active travel in town centres. Sufficient
and safe cycle parking is important as well as safe cycling routes into the centres. Private car access
into central areas should be limited to disabled access, some public transport and deliveries (at set
times). Community, cultural, leisure, creative and local business use should be prioritised as well as
residential use. Also, priority to be given to services/businesses which promote the circular and local
economy, e.g. repair shops/cafes, re-use and upcycling centres and associated businesses. Outside
the scope of the DPD is the issue of business rates and rents which need to be at a level affordable
by local businesses to ensure that they thrive.

1.172 URN 282
1, Changing weather negatively affecting wildlife species of all types, with for instance, many
terrestrial habitats suffering due to extreme or changing weather conditions, in turn affecting plants,
the insects that feed on them, and the higher-animals that live on them.
2, Changing weather negatively affecting soils, water tables, temperatures, wind speeds, and
seasonal patterns – and in turn negatively affecting our ability to grow food and other useful crops.
1, Sustainable & wildlife-friendly agriculture. This can be achieved in a number of ways: more
organic farming; less pesticide use; better soil husbandry; reduced carbon footprint; more local food
supply for local demand and local distribution (better food security and less food miles); more
diverse farming (mixed cropping); less intensive livestock; more closed-loop nutrients and wastestream methods (so less fertiliser imports and less waste run-off and water and atmospheric
pollution); more people working on the land and more young entrants to the farming sector; utilising
a mixture of old wisdoms and new science; embracing more holistic practices, e.g. diverse herbal
pastures, accelerated conversion of manures into compost, and agro-forestry.
2, Improve sustainable supply of non-food commodities. This can be achieved in a number of ways:
more livestock pasture and intensive cropping and horticulture land turned over to a) short-term
plantation & coppice (for firewood logs & other biomass fuels, paper-pulp, chipboard and cheap
building materials, pallets, basket work, etc.); b) long-term woodland and forestry (for quality
building timber and veneers, carbon sequestration, as well as wildlife, landscape and leisure
interest); and c) more fibre production crops for clothing, paper, packaging, building materials and
plastic replacement.
Increase home-working potential – via better internet and home offices, and more mixed work &
residential planning (e.g., more small workshops and storage facilities): to a) reduce commuting (and
related pollution and infrastructure requirements), and b) to help support more local retail outlets
and services by people being able to access them during working hours; and c) to improve rural and
urban life by improving the sense of community, rather than treating residential areas as a
dormitory and towns as a working zone.
a) Improved energy efficiency and renewable energy options on residential and commercial
properties as standard; b) reduced commuting / reliance on cars; c) improved sustainability of
agriculture; and d) more environmentally friendly procurement policies, e.g., for school and hospital
meals, building materials, choice of local contractors, etc.
For Cornwall Wildlife Trust: significant changes in land-use, improving landscape complexity, landuse sustainability, and Cornwall people’s interaction with the landscape – having a greater stake in
it.
Think I have said my piece, but am happy to answer further questions and offer my expertise in due
course.
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1.173 URN 283
I am a member of our local Extinction Rebellion town group. I feel it is my obligation to pressure you
take notice of the following points, in regard to assuring our future's climate safety.
We absolutely cannot be taking our deadline for carbon neutrality seriously whilst also involving
ourselves with the development of a space port. This is a dangerous amount of extra emissions to
add to our already looming deadline, and to put it frankly, would be ecological suicide. England is
losing a lot of its biodiverse forests to the HS2 train development between London and Leeds; 50
miles of forests, wetlands, and grasslands are being destroyed as it is, and England's wildlife and
nature is becoming scarcer and more precious. Cornwall must always pride itself and preserving and
protecting its unspoilt areas of nature. We already lose so much to agriculture. We cannot allow for
something so unnecessary in the current global climate.
Extinction Rebellion have three main aims, and the first of them is the carbon neutral deadline of
2025, which I'm sure you appreciate is only a few short years away. We have to cut emissions right
now. In Siberia this week, one of the world's coldest countries, it reached a record heat of 30
degrees Celsius. This is nearly double last year's record of 19 degrees. On average their spring times
are 11 degrees. This part of the world heats twice as fast. We are seeing huge leaps as we lose the
permanent ice that have been working as the world's ice cubes for many years. There are wildfires in
Greenland and Siberia. Areas all over the Arctic circle are combusting as methane is being released
from the melting permafrost. This is absolutely terrifying news as it will affect the entire planet. It
goes without saying that we rely on the Arctic to keep the planet cool enough to live on, and that
once that ice is melted our oceans and water cycles are going to see the consequences. The things
that scientists have been terrified to predict are happening as we speak.
This is why one of our aims is to force the council and the government, to tell the truth about what is
happening to the planet. People need to be reacting accordingly to the terrifying time scale that we
are up against. For people to want to focus on downscaling production, they are going to have to be
aware of the severity of the situation. We urge the council to inform the people of Cornwall about
what is going on ecologically, all over the globe, and on our doorsteps. This spaceport should fall to a
democratic decision making, which is our final aim in the Rebellion, to formulate a citizen's
assembly. This would work in a similar way to jury duty, where members of various professional and
social spheres are selected at random to create an assembly, representing a large variety of human
life, putting forward ideas to rebuild and move forward to a cleaner, safer, greener future that's
more equitable for everybody. Our current system is failing to represent all of us and failing to act
quick enough. Time is so precious. We need to start telling the truth, so people can start to deal with
it, and only then can we begin to move forward with citizen's assemblies and action.
There are many things that should be left up to the people to decide - for example, banning the use
of pesticides by the council on the wild plants in the streets. Biodiversity in our towns is extremely
important, we should be planting more plants and trees on the streets, not trying to kill the ones we
have. I'm sure you are aware of the decline in bee populations, but it's not something to take lightly,
it is leading heavily to the decline of our pollinators whom we rely on for food production. In fact, we
think it would benefit the communities to pass over the land management of green areas in cities
and towns, for the local communities to manage themselves, with a focus on planting more wild
edibles in the street and more wildflowers - they are good for the bees, and very beautiful. I
watched a documentary about a success of this in France, where every street leading to a school,
park, doctors, or public building, was lined with berry bushes and fresh herbs and fruit, free
accessible healthy food, grown by the people. We have the ability to make these changes. And it
should be put to a vote, which is why the citizens assembly can help to accommodate that decision
making.
Thank you very much for your time reading this, and for the proposed document on your climate
change plan. It feels good to be in a part of the country where climate change is being discussed and
addressed. Together we can set the example for the future.
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1.174 URN 284
Renewable energy - it’s difficult to see how the renewable targets can be reached by the steps
suggested in the policy. I suggest the following. Concentrate on onshore wind as the cheapest and
most reliable renewable (it generates in winter and at night). Identify a relatively small number of
the best sites for wind and build really large installations on those sites. Where possible locate these
near to the main lines of the grid to avoid cripplingly expensive and delaying upgrades to the grid.
Cornwall Council should foster the Community Energy Sector in Cornwall to work alongside
commercial developers to bring forward these large schemes. Community Energy involvement will
help to build a better and more targeted flow of benefits to the local communities. This will help
build support for onshore wind from local communities, and to marginalise opposition to onshore
wind. The flow of benefits should be much larger than the often-tokenistic amounts provided by
current Section 106 Agreements. The Council should invest in something modelled along the lines
of the Plymouth Energy Community (PEC), actively supported by PCC and which has made huge
strides in developing renewables and addressing fuel poverty.
Energy efficiency Heat Networks should be promoted wherever possible but should be powered by
renewables (onshore wind) rather than by gas or biomass.
The policy needs to concentrate more on improving the energy efficiency of the existing stock, which
forms the majority of dwellings. All the low hanging insulation fruit has been picked (loft and cavity)
so what remains is harder to treat and is more expensive. Unless financial mechanisms can be found
to support this energy efficiency in these dwellings will be low. Solution? – community benefits from
onshore wind as described above. Coastal change / flood management
Wadebridge will flood. Build a barrage across the Camel near Wadebridge with embed turbines to
capture the energy with tide coming in and out. transport
DPD should bear in mind that the scope for battery EV’s is limited (shortage of rare earth metals,
mined in conflict zones) Therefore not over-invest in the charging structure for EV’s. Consider that
hydrogen fuel cells may be an alternative. Use wind power in Cornwall to create and store hydrogen.
Agriculture 11.3.1 Why impose such strict conditions on off-grid communities. Why insist that they
have to provide income for residents? What other form of housing can insist that the householder
must earn their income from their home?

1.175 URN 286
I'm responding to your Development Plan. A friend of mine, Jackie Carpenter, has asked that I write
to you in support of Cohousing in Cornwall. I am happy to do this, as I have been closely involved
with, and lived in, built property in, two cohousing schemes in the UK and have visited many
communities here and all over the world.
Cohousing schemes either build from new, in which case the houses are invariably highly insulated
and eco-friendly. Or, renovate large, older properties and give them a new lease of life with people
living there rather than offices or whatever. The people who come to live there tend to be those
who are searching for a more natural lifestyle, and actively seek out community and the sharing of
space, resources, meals etc with others. We built and lived in Springhill Stroud, and it’s surprising
how similar other communities around the world feel. I have visited ones in Tasmania, Fremantle,
have you got any evidence that you would like to contribute or draw to our attention?
I believe that Cohousing communities make excellent places to live. They enable people to live more
lightly on the Earth as they can share tools, washing machines, cars and so on. And, in many cases,
this does really happen, although of course some prefer to have their own car or set of tools! I
would cite the success of the Springhill Cohousing Community in Stroud,
ttp://www.therightplace.net/coco/public/ that we joined in 2000, built and moved in in 2005. The
Trelay Cohousing, community, https://www.trelay.org/ where we renovated and converted a barn.
We lived there for a year and our sons have lived there for about 6 years. If you have any other
questions I would be happy to respond to you.
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1.176 URN 287
Specific aspects that might usefully be considered:
1. Increase the fabric building standards of affordable houses that Cornwall Council itself is planning
to build within its Housing Development Programme
2. Develop an ambitious programme to encourage local small builders and developers to build more
energy efficient houses, through promotion of demonstration sites around the county, showcasing
relatively inexpensive ways of achieving lower energy use. Most builders are notoriously
conservative in the materials they use, understandably given the complexity of building houses;
easily accessible demonstrations within the county of what is possible at reasonable cost (rather
than experimental and too novel for materials to be reasonably priced) could encourage the uptake
of specific, nearly-competitive approaches to modern housebuilding. (This approach would get
beyond the limitations of what can be achieved by central government control over Building
Regulations.) There is considerable expertise in the county on novel approaches, such as the Passive
House kind of house designed by Truro architects Lilly Lewarne at the site called Fairglen, in Hayle. (I
don’t have any interests to declare here.) [Demonstration sites? – combined with suggestion 1)
above, with such developments by the Council.]
3. Encouraging landowners to sell land to smaller builders, some of whom are more likely to
implement cutting-edge approaches to building, compared with the national builders who tend to
build with traditional practices, ones widely acknowledged to be inadequate given the climate crisis.

1.177 URN 288
1, Possible detrimental effect on world food production
2, Possible detrimental effect on wildlife habitats
1, make sure carbon outputs are reducing until reach carbon neutral point so can have a sustainable
future
2, Encourage agriculture, industry and homes to work towards carbon neutral economy.

1.178 URN 290
1 The impact on wildlife that cannot adapt quickly enough to the changes. (Exacerbated by
damaging land management and habitat destruction.)
2, The impact on underdeveloped countries – people and wildlife.
1, Better public transport links. And incentives for people to use it.
2, Improved land management: planting of trees and rewilding areas, including on farmland.
Again – need for incentives for farmers. Renewable energy, public transport, planting trees.
I am a secondary school teacher. I would like to see that all schools require a Green policy and that
some money, and guidance, is provided for the development of improved insulation, use of
renewable energies, creation and maintaining of a rewilded area and general education on
sustainability, within and without the curriculum. Currently this is all ‘optional’. Any work that has
currently been done has come from within schools, which means that a motivated member of staff
who has had enough time and energy has been able to work on this voluntarily as an extra-curricular
activity. I have heard endless comments during lockdown on how lovely it is without the danger,
noise and pollution of traffic.
People want less traffic on the roads. People want to enjoy nature more.

1.179 URN 291
The overall vision in the DPD is based on a carbon-reduced future but following the old “normal."
Post Covid-19, I would like to see your DPD work redone based on a “new normal”.
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1.180 URN 292
1, Sustainability - security of food, utilities, public transport delivered in as close to zero carbon
methods as is feasible. Food: locally grown, locally sourced - there is a lot of fallow land about;
utilities self-sufficiency County-wide; continuing support for local public transport. On this last
subject Cornwall’s current Transport for Cornwall contract with OTS appears to be very well
implemented - now need to actively encourage take up by the public
2, Total lack of standards in new housing that require developers/builders to incorporate renewables
into their designs and finished products
1, A strategy for supporting the delivery of all year round rewarding jobs for residents. One
suggestion which would create jobs & utilise ‘fallow’ land could be factory farming. This requires
significant capital investment to build the specialist environments but would provide quality high
tech employment & dramatically reduce dependency on food imports - increase security of locally
available food supply & decrease food import ‘airmiles’
2, Maximising in a sustainable, environmentally-friendly, considerate manner the ’exploitation’ of
the Country’s natural resources In our locality, as has been happening elsewhere throughout the
County there has been recently a veritable explosion of new housing. Without exception none of
these developments incorporates active renewable energy resources which is amazing considering
Cornwall is considered an UK hotspot for their exploitation. In particular when developers/builders
are brought to task their excuse is that it isn’t a required ‘building standard’. As a beneficiary of a
solar system courtesy of the EU this time of the year we are virtually independent of the grid indeed our surplus is automatically fed into for the benefit of others. Considering the number of
second homes lying ‘fallow’/empty for perhaps most of the year this is a scandal. Local community is
semi-rural, largely elderly. A policy that actively supports exploitation of ‘fallow’ available land would
create jobs & decrease the average age of residents.
Especially during this lockdown period our area which is blessed with an extensive network of public
footpaths has seen an exponential increase in the number of people using them. There is minimal
maintenance of these, but worst still certain mean-minded land owners do take measures to either
discourage walkers or in extreme cases block access. Although complaints are submitted to Cornwall
Council it is rumoured that consideration of submissions is in a seven-year backlog & the Council
hasn’t the financial resources for footpath maintenance or access enforcement. Some innovation is
required to source funding for this neglected amenity.

1.181 URN 293
The following five documents are attached:
•
Cohousing document for DPD 24th May 2020
•
Better world document for DPD 24th May 2020
•
“Our small farm is thriving during lockdown” by Simon Fairlie
•
Ending the UK’s contribution to climate change a brieﬁng for Quakers August 2019
• “But it is worse than that” by Marc Doll
Positive support for rural cohousing communities and community-led housing with a low carbon
footprint, including rural cohousing communities, with a clear legal definition of cohousing Planned
degrowth
Planned greater self-sufficiency for Cornwall
Coping with Covid-19, other major health issues, and breakdowns and emergencies of all kinds
Response to the rest of the document
Renewable energy
There needs to be more focus on using already established manmade structures in order to generate
electricity to protect our green spaces for environmental reasons. This would include incentives for
installing solar panels on existing buildings, especially industrial or large scale (such as
supermarkets), and investment in progressive technologies such as solar panels in roads.
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Repurposing acres of land for solar panels with concrete bases is reducing the amount of land
available for planting trees which would significantly help with flooding and Co2 absorption.
Energy efficiency
The potential of cohousing communities and tiny houses in tackling energy efficiency.
8) Are the policy approaches that we’re suggesting about right – is there anything missing?
9) We are undertaking a refresh of our Strategic Viability Assessment to support these policies, but
do you have any other comments on the likely impacts on viability of the policy suggestions?
10) Is there anything else that should be included in this thematic area? Coastal Change and flooding
11)? The importance of biodiversity and planting more trees to help absorb water and prevent
erosion.
13) Should we designate CCMAs or set out candidate areas and work with communities to designate
them as appropriate throughout the plan period? Work with communities.
Natural climate solutions, I think this will help in establishing more ecologically sound methods in
building regs and identifying natural solutions.

1.182 URN 294
Regarding our natural environment, the biggest threat to Cornwall's environment is from excessive
and inappropriate development, and also from tourism. The "presumption" in favour of
development has allowed horrific destruction of our country, which has grown in house numbers far
faster than counties in England (as demonstrated by Dr Bernard Deacon). The resulting monstrosities
devalue and degrade our built, natural and historic environment. Also what is the purpose of
tourism in #Cornwall?
If it's to build a strong rural economy providing business opportunities and decent jobs for Cornish
people, then it's a failure If it's to destroy Cornish identity and colonise us, then it's a great success
Tourism produces 4 pressures on the environment :A) Direct physical erosion by excessive visitors walking over Cornwall - particularly on our coast path,
but also at "attractions" - which is alarming at historic sites such as the Men-an-Tol.
B) Increased litter - bins overflowing and extra resources required to clean up after visitors - which
the Cornish tax payer funds.
C) Increased waste - effluent capacity does not appear to be able to cope with the annual influx
causing raw sewage to be pumped into our sea, causing health and pollution issues
D) Increased pollution - most visitors arrive by car - often at the same time causing tailbacks and
increased exhaust emissions. When here, they drive everywhere and do not use public transport,
often in inappropriate vehicles causing confrontations and an inability to reverse, causing more
problems.
I did not see anything about the damage done by tourism in these areas in this plan, and how new
development would mitigate them. Perhaps it is outside the scope of this particular plan, but there
must be a tourist tax to mitigate the damage done to Cornwall, and the hidden costs to the Cornish
tax payers by this destructive industry.
1) Issues that negatively impact the environment include inappropriate and excessive development,
and out of control tourism.
2) Define "sustainable" - I have seen too many applications claiming to be "sustainable
development" with no evidence of anything "sustainable" in them; not recycled or sustainable
materials, nor mitigation of loss of environment. Simply tacking the word "sustainable" onto
massively damaging development does not make it so.
3) Mitigating tourism - there is much that a climate development plan can do to mitigate the damage
done to our environment by excessive tourism.
4) There are many other issues: water management - too many developments increase flood risk
without mitigation. Too many visitors increase erosion, litter, waste and pollution. I have witnessed
accusations of manipulation of environmental surveys (e.g. by scouring a site ahead of survey to
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reduce its wildlife). I have witnessed development applications be derogatory towards the trees in
their site and attempt to remove them - and been informed of many sites where this happened even
when tree preservation orders were in place. So Environmental surveys need to be more robust to
be believable, flood risk given proper weight, and greater emphasis on protecting the trees we have
- whatever their condition. The effluent of development - especially at Langarth - is horrific, and not
addressed by any developments, while the increased pressure from tourist developments is not
addressed at all!
5) No - see 4 above. You are missing so much out.
6) More robust carbon expectations; e.g. all developments to show their carbon "budget"; all
development to have passiv haus standards. It is not enough to just use the word "sustainable" they
must demonstrate how their development is sustainable - demand to know what is "sustainable"
about it? I have asked that question of developers so many times and got the brush off.
11) Erosion is not just water, and not just coastal - increased visitors physically erode and degrade
everywhere and need to be mitigated.
12) You do not mention increasing effluent capacity - that is essential to prevent pollution of the
coastal zone.
There is probably so much more, but I lost the will to live trying to read your scoping document.
Perhaps make your consultations more accessible?

1.183 URN 295
1, Irreversible damage to valuable habitats and ecosystems Altered weather systems risking lifestyles
and food production
1, Stop building houses all the time that are obscenely priced so unachievable for the majority of
Cornish people
2, Ensure houses that are empty (second homes etc) are lived in, before building new ones.
Building houses is overdevelopment when often they are priced way beyond the affordability of any
Cornish resident - so the houses are built but go to out of county people, therefore the housing need
remains.
Stop building so many houses Good impacts by keeping green natural spaces.
Overdevelopment - you are developing above the number of units required in your site allocation
DPD

1.184 URN 296
The overall vision in the DPD doesn’t go far enough.

1.185 URN 299
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this. I am afraid I am going to sound a bit negative
and critical, so I will get that out of the way first; Climate CHANGE does the situation no favours at all
- it should be Climate CRISIS or Climate EMERGENCY - because that is where we are. Secondly - I do
not feel that whoever drew this up really understands the seriousness and enormity of the crisis. I
would respectfully suggest you consider bringing some real experts in on this.
Right - I've got that off my chest, here's my penny's worth!
Renewable Energy We should not blandly accept that our energy needs will double - we need to
challenge that and promote the reduced use of energy. Living more simply has shown to be possible
in the pandemic - let's build on this! First things first - we need to sort out the bottleneck with the
infrastructure - the electricity network - that is preventing more renewable energy being used. Once
that is done - no-one should be allowed to object to wind turbines being installed. People just need
to get over themselves. Planning needs to be made straightforward and barriers removed.
Every new building should be fitted with renewable energy technology - PVs, heat exchangers whatever. That is all new buildings that have people in them - so residential, office, shops,
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workshops - the lot. If the new build development is being built 'for profit' then a tax should be put
on the developer to fund local renewable energy projects, such as retrofitting all homes with heat
pumps, PVs and insulation. Surely we are ideally situated for wave and tidal power? Cornwall should
be self-sufficient in its energy production by 2030. The Environment Any and all development should
be required not just to have zero impact environmentally - but to positively impact. This would be
the responsibility of the developer and a 'regeneration' clause included in any planning permission.
This may take any number of forms, from rewilding a waste site, to active improvement of
biodiversity in an area - lots of opportunity for creative ideas here. No more out of town
Supermarkets - encourage a return to the high street.
The Forest for Cornwall is too much of a greenwash as it stands. The ambition should be far greater
rather than these little pockets of trees that people feel good about - there are thousands of acres of
moorland that could be forested with the right investment, planning and management.
A shift in thinking and acceptance of the norm is needed. We can no longer be driven by profit - it is
just not sustainable. Instead, investment and improvement in the environment and ecology should
be the new profit margin. And the white elephant in the room? DUMP THE SPACEPORT! You cannot
take CCs 'climate emergency' seriously with that still on the cards - it is an embarrassment!
Transport The bus services are shameful! The services are so poor, few people use them and then
this is a reason to reduce them further. We need more services, increased buses - more frequent
services and new routs - not just connecting small towns and villages to larger towns (Truro,
Falmouth, Penzance etc) but connecting between these smaller conurbations. Young people are at a
massive disadvantage living rurally as they are distanced from a social life. This can lead to anti-social
behaviour in its many forms. Affordable public transport is essential for building strong communities.
The current high cost of bus travel keeps people in poverty and on benefits. Sometimes, the bus fare
to get to work is greater than the wages that are received (I am particularly thinking of part time or
zero hours work). Again - affordable, reliable public transport that is fit for purpose builds strong
functioning communities. Affordable, reliable public transport that is fit for purpose reduces car use
- it is a no brainer. Existing public transport vehicles (and all council vehicles) should be replaced or
converted as soon as possible so that none are powered by fossil fuels.
Make grants available to purchase electric bikes - but people have to show they either reduce their
car use (if they have one) in order to get the grant.
As has been mentioned above - no out of town supermarkets. Give incentives (rates reductions?) for
shops (NOT gift shops - useful shops!) on the high street. This could be paid for by hiking up
supermarket and out of town large shops rates (I am thinking those shops that are in warehouse
type building surrounded by their own car park - I don't want to pick on a few well-known ones - you
know the sort I mean!) Agriculture No entirely indoor farm units EVER. Every encouragement to free
roaming, grass fed animals. Invest in education end advertising to explain to the public why they
have to pay more for their meat, eggs and dairy. Consume less meat eggs and dairy. Vegan food
available in all schools, colleges, hospitals and public buildings. Ban the use of plastic in the growing
of potatoes. food security - I am not sure you have touched on food security and this may be a vital
issue in the not too distant future. Farmers generally (not exclusively - but generally) conservative
and resistant to change. Therefore, an active programme to support farmers to not just be
'sustainable', but to be regenerative - improving the land and the environment as they go. Diversity
in what farms produce. Encourage small farms to produce a variety of seasonable fruit and
vegetables. Create local food hubs for local communities. Break the hold of supermarkets over our
farmers. The waste involved in just the growing of cauliflowers is appalling. A slow steady move
towards locally produced food, produced by people who put back into the land more than they take
out, that is efficient (meat/dairy/egg production is the opposite of efficient), available to
communities locally is where we have to be!
I hope you have had a good response to your plan and that it can be made far more robust. We
cannot afford to twiddle around the edges. Massive changes are needed. Many people will not like it
- tough - difficult changes need to be made if there is to be a future!
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1.186 URN 301
1, The advent of drought, famine, rising sea levels and storms uprooting populations resulting in
strife and potential breakdown of civil structure.
2, My grandchildren and their children may never know the rapidly depleting beauty and wonder of
the natural world, the vital life force I had the fortune to grow up and live with in Cornwall and
elsewhere in the world; an unmeasurable tragedy.
1, We need to reduce our consumption of our natural resources to the extent that we are able to
give back more than we are taking out; our principal natural resources must be recognised as
carbon, oxygen and water.
2, We need to learn to live more slowly and creatively so that we can appreciate the gifts, both man
made and from nature, which are within our reach; good food, clean air, fresh water and beauty.
Waste production and disposal:-We must insure that all waste we produce is used beneficially or
disposed of without trace.
Tourism:- A pillar of Cornwall’s economy; city dwellers, especially the lower paid, have a right and a
need to experience the balm of nature. We must reorganise the whole business towards this end
while enhancing rather than depleting our natural surroundings, lowering rather than increasing co2
emissions.
Health: -The simple joy of good health and a healthy life style will alleviate the desire for destructive
behaviour.
Food production: - We must work towards local self-sufficiency to avoid waste and reduce transport.
Fisheries: -The invaluable resource which lies in our coastal waters cannot be considered ours to
plunder, rather our responsibility to protect and enhance. Export and import of marine produce to
and from distant countries is a waste of precious energy. Healthy marine environment must be
recognised as a means of sequestration of co2. Only with these things in mind can we consider this
as a valuable source of nutrition.
Noise and light pollution: - Natural rhythms and processes are hugely disturbed by our activity, we
should in all our actions take care first to consider the impact of this disruption. Policy guidelines are
required.
The active promotion of the acknowledgement that we are facing an emergency together with the
encouragement to adjust our behaviour accordingly, in the same way we have been asked to “stay
at home” during the coved-19 crisis.
The support and encouragement of small innovative communities, both urban and rural, towards
self-sufficiency , and establishment of recognised networks for sharing ideas and knowledge with
easy access to experienced and scientifically sound advice. We must recognise that it is the
cumulative effect the life styles of all of us which has created the dire situation we are in, and thus
the cumulative effect of all of us, not merely refraining from bad practice, but actively participating
in dev eloping solutions will be a huge boost to lifting us out. People are our most plentiful asset, we
must use them (us).
A determination to drastically reduce the amount of traffic on our roads by localisation of business
and strong incentives for motorists to adjust life style I s called for. Public transport must be
electrified, and cheap, preferably free, and private car use prohibitive beyond a level recognised as
acceptable. It is perhaps worth considering introducing charging points sparingly. The need to
consider the proximity of the nearest such point as well as a lowering of speed limits would have a
beneficial effect. I have an electric car and am always aware of this limitation. We have to remind
ourselves that the ability to travel where we like at speed is not a human right.
Meanwhile concentration on our slower and windier roads can be given to hedgerows making for a
pleasanter environment and assisting in the creation and linkage of green corridors. Slow travel in
quieter and more efficient vehicles can be a pleasure. Walking and cycling should be promoted.
A requirement for all buildings to attain the highest standard of fabric efficiency before conversion
to low carbon energy systems. Grants and assistance will obviously be needed here as well as
research into and development of systems best suited to local topography. In new developments,
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prior to building, surveys must be made to determine suitability for heat networks, geothermal
systems and water conservation. Infrastructure must be put in place with these things in mind. I
would advocate the installing of cisterns for the retention of rain water. This should be a
requirement beneath every house.
As we work towards the complete transition to renewable energy for electricity generation we must
ensure that demand does not increase. With the electrification of our transport systems this will
require a reduction in demand elsewhere, as well as a reduction in traffic. More wind farms, both on
and off shore are called for and planning for these must be vigorously scrutinised to separate
genuine concerns from nimbyism and commercial interests.
Beyond this, research and development of wave power must be seriously undertaken alongside
research and development of geothermal energy systems. The ingenuity and expertise inherent in
our mining community, one of Cornwall's greatest assets, should be brought to bear here.
Concerning coastal erosion, we must start from the premise that it is not viable to attempt to hold
back the sea. The system of “Coastal change management areas” could be developed further to
include surveying and maintenance of offshore energy installations with wave and tidal power given
serious consideration. The post for a professional marine officer overseeing each area is called for.
Flood management upstream should make use of local outlying communities which, with the
potential for small scale hydroelectric systems and other renewable sources, could be encouraged to
go off grid for most of their energy requirements.
Agriculture and food production is a huge and complex consideration, and is the topic of much
discussion. I would advocate that a program of rewilding should begin with wilder areas, however
small, linked with green corridors and upheld by local residents as well as neighbouring farmers.
Production of food should be local wherever possible, small growers and markets. Industrial farming
has to undergo big changes which, with Brexit and coved-19, are surely under discussion. It is
thought of importance that we ensure consideration is given to soil erosion, depletion and
compression, the use of pesticides and conservation and management of water.
I would request that alongside the attention paid to the bigger schemes for energy reduction and
efficiency we should “think small”. We have an army of enthusiastic and innovative recruits to be
brought on board. Let them have our support and give them a recognised forum.

1.187 URN 302
1, Destroying the Earths eco-system like we are the human virus, the extinction of animals due to
humans and the oceans, forests etc ruined because of us.
2, The fact that the Earth is heading towards unliveable conditions – starting with some of the
poorest populations, with increased temperatures, sea level rises, natural disasters etc – resulting in
mass migration and death. The fact that any kids or grandchildren I have might live on an
inhospitable planet.
1, Spreading awareness, ensure the public understands the risks and danger of what is ahead if we
do not act now. Ensure everyone in a position of power is willing to work to meet the 2030 carbon
neutral goal – and wants to. Ensure every political decision is made with the heavy threat of climate
change in mind, future proofing infrastructure work and making everything as sustainable as
possible. Educating schools.
2, Tackling carbon emissions, working towards 100% renewable energy, electric busses/ biofuel
busses, better waste management systems and higher recycled waste percentages. Systematic
change for the environment and social justice – new, green jobs (like in Labour’s Green New Deal).
Carbon emissions of businesses – 70% of greenhouse gasses in atmosphere from top 100 states or
companies. Ensure companies are accountable too.
Subsidise renewable energy sources and begin shift to total renewable power – Cornwall is rich with
fields and the sea for wind power, tide power, solar power.
Citizens’ Assembly – random people discussing ideas and policies for climate change.
Introduce construction projects to invest and improve sustainable infrastructure.
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Encourage / aid solar panels and insulation investments in people’s homes.
Start looking into bio-fuel busses.
Mass tree planting sessions.
A better future for everyone involved. More community feel – target this like war, and greenhouse
gasses + climate change is the enemy we all need to unite against. Not immigration or any other
minority group.
Labour has designed the Green New Deal, work with that. XR provides a moment to get the people
on board, work with that. The IPCC provides the raw scientific evidence, work with that. Everything
we need is already here!
I feel hopeful that Cornwall can finally get on the right path. Thank you.

1.188 URN 304
I am a planner and sustainability consultant, organic farmer and permaculture designer. I currently
work closely with Geo Planning Consultants on development of regenerative settlement policy in the
UK. I contributed to the writing of the Welsh Government’s One Planet Development Policy Practice
Guidance document and the production of the OPD ecological footprint calculator utilised in the
Policy. I am a member of the Association for Environment Conscious Building. I have been resident in
Cornwall for 23 years. My comments on the policy proposals addressing the questions as presented
in the document are as follows. Renewable energy;
1) Consider adding support for local micro grids to enable localised storage and sharing of generated
energy, to build energy resilience and to encourage greater take up of domestic renewables where
FIT support may be lacking from central government.
Consider impact of Vehicle to Grid technologies in utilising electric vehicles as storage for energy and
encourage them as part of the design considerations for both domestic and commercial/industrial
proposals.
Consider linking provision of larger wind/solar installations to community companies (by conditions)
to directly benefit local people and potentially address fuel poverty by provision of free/subsidised
energy to local families in need, hence encouraging both support for developments but also
potentially creating funds for adoption of low energy technologies within homes. See
https://www.orkney.com/news/reflex for case study of integrated local energy system. Policy
should not support private companies to exploit the energy resources of Cornwall without suitable
benefits incurring to the local community and without considering how they can support a fully
integrated system.
2) Policy approach good.
3) micro grids, local storage and Vehicle to Grid technologies. Linking to local communities by
condition.
Mine Water and GTE
4) No comment
5) Policy approach good.
6) Linking to local communities by condition.
Energy efficiency
7) Scenario 1)
A 19% reduction over Part L requirements is not sufficiently challenging and will not address our
collective zero carbon ambitions.
Policy requirements should require all new developments to meet Association for Environment
Conscious Building gold standards for energy efficiency https://www.aecb.net/download/the-aecbsilver-and-gold-energy-performance-standards/?ind=0&filename=AECB-AGM-Pres-Silver-Gold-Stds17i0606.pdf&wpdmdl=8560&refresh=5ec2tid413cef11589804353
Scenario 2) Broad support for measures detailed, however I feel strongly the need to press for higher
energy efficiency measures, links to local community renewable energy systems via micro grids and
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community energy companies to ensure the benefits of (and profits from) renewable generation are
directly shared with local communities. 8) Policy approach is not challenging enough. I Support the
general approach for EE measures in excess of Building Regs as laid out above.
9) It will be increasingly viable in the medium to longer term if developers are nudged by policy to go
further than they claim is viable now. See Energiesprong approach below which changes the
financing dynamic of development.
10) Links to local community renewable energy systems via micro grids and community energy
companies to ensure the benefits of (and profits from) renewable generation are directly shared
with local communities. A condition linking the ongoing energy savings of a development to the
section 106 contribution or CIL. See the Energiesprong approach for an idea of how this could work.
http://www.nef.org.uk/service/search/result/energiesprong-uk
Coastal Management & Flooding
11) No comment - general support
12) general support for the resettlement exceptions policy subject to exceptions developments
being to the highest environmental and energy standards. I would advocate that exceptions be
subject to the same policy constraints as the One Planet exceptions policy detailed in Agriculture and
rural development section below.
No one should understand more the need to address these issues than people who have already
been forced to be climate refugees.
13) No comment
14) No comment
Natural Climate Solutions
15) No comment – general support
16) I would favour • Formalisation of a Biodiversity Net gain policy which includes a 10% gain over
major development types and a green points style system for minor development. This is due to the
burden that assessing biodiversity gain in a % format would place on small developments and would
allow the ecological consultants preparing the PEA for applications to better assess the potential
gains to sites and to recommend in line with a points-based system.
17) No comment.
Transport
18) No comment – general support
19) About right.
20) Consider making broad band connectivity a feature of development policy in terms of good
design and community infrastructure levy funds for all developments of more than one home.
Agriculture and rural development.
21) Support for concept of site management plans/whole estate plans. Site management plans
addressing overall sustainability and ecological gains should be used with off grid communities and
exception sites too.
Conversion of farm buildings to residential should address the following, in addition to 100%
renewable energy: water, transport use (charging points) and domestic food production and
biodiversity gain (creation of green infrastructure) and ecological footprint of residents (end users)
as part of a simplified land/site management plan. Along the lines set out by the Regenerative
Settlement Trust. See comment on one planet exception below
Small scale retail, employment and community facilities should also be able to justify their energy
use, energy generation and contribution to a more sustainable transport system.
I strongly support the policy for residential exceptions for ‘One planet’ off grid communities, subject
to robust site/estate management plans demonstrating energy efficient design, 100% renewable
energy production, discussion of sustainable water issues (demand management, supply, sustainable
drainage and foul drainage issues within the development, transport use (minimisation strategy,
vehicle pooling, provision of charging points), provision for remote working, domestic food
production and biodiversity gain (creation of green infrastructure) and ecological footprint of
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residents (end users) as part of a land/site management plan. Along the lines set out by the
Regenerative Settlement Trust (Re Set) and sufficient internal record keeping and monitoring to
establish and prove genuine low impact credentials over time. I was the author of several sections of
the Welsh Government’s One Planet Development Policy Practice Guidance and would happily
contribute to the development of such a policy in Cornwall.
Regenerative Settlement (Re-Set) provides places for people to live and work at the same time as
tackling the climate and ecological emergencies. This means that Re-Set development has to be
strongly carbon positive and strongly increase biodiversity and biocapacity. It does this by combining
human settlement with measures such as reforestation, rewilding, and designing in carbon
sequestration and space for nature at every level. This creates different sorts of places, where
communities and natural systems are deliberately much more closely intertwined, for mutual
benefit.
Carbon - Re-Set is strongly net carbon positive – locking up more carbon than it emits – now. This
includes, in the long term, the embodied carbon in buildings and infrastructure. New forests and the
right sort of farming and providing opportunity for low-carbon lives are the keys to this.
Biodiversity & Biocapacity – Re-Set strongly increases biodiversity by design, both through rewilding
some land, bringing nature much more into agricultural systems, and weaving space for nature right
through living differently. Re-set locks together the management of land with human settlement so
we can meet the needs of both at once.
Food – food is a central part of Re-Set – growing enough food to feed the community with food to
spare for the local area, with new farms for regenerative agriculture to extend our understanding of
how we can increase our food security and rebuild natural systems through farming.
Energy – Re-Set is energy positive through strong emphasis on renewable energy and energy
efficiency. As well as meeting its own needs there is energy to spare for the local area.
Water – Re-Set is water positive – meeting all of its own needs from the site and ensuring that water
leaves the site at least as clean as it entered it and reducing flood risk downstream.
Landscape – Re-Set changes the landscape for the better. Its focus on boosting natural systems and
fitting communities in amongst them means that it will bring new resilience and diversity to
landscapes already under threat from the climate and ecological emergencies.
Living Re-Set – Re-Set is about creating better lives alongside getting to grips with the climate and
ecological emergencies - lives which are part of healing the natural systems we all depend on instead
of doing further damage. Getting your food, energy and water from where you live. Working close to
home. Hard-wiring re-setting our connections with nature and the land into the places we live in.
Belonging to a community which looks after itself. Living somewhere which stands for something.
Where re-setting our connections with each other and ourselves is easier. Living differently. Making
a difference. Re-Setting and Re-Placing us and our relationships to the natural world.
22) Policy approach is about right
23) Strongly support a One Planet approach which should justify an exceptions policy subject to low
energy design, robust site/estate management plan and overall environmental gain backed up by
monitoring over time.
24) No comment.
Town centre density and vitality
25) No comment.
26) Policy approach is about right
2ti) No comment.

1.189 URN 305
Here are a few suggestions but much more is needed:
1) Massive programme of house refurbishment to make all existing homes zero carbon where
possible.
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2) All new homes should be zero carbon and built using materials with low embedded energy and
materials that sequester carbon. government must be lobbied to support this.
3) Support clean green business not polluting industries and certainly not spaceport!
4) Support a move to regenerative agriculture that sequesters carbon, improves water quality and
enhances biodiversity and also encourage people to grow more of their own food to build resilience
5) Plant trees okay but let’s stop cutting so many of the ones we have down!!! Just look at what
they've done at Culdrose.
6) Public transport and safe cycle lanes to reduce carbon emissions from transport
7) Reduce obstacles to developing renewable energy, especially onshore wind
8) Long term solutions are great if you have a long term. We don't. We need to reduce carbon
emissions asap!

1.190 URN 306
1, Unrest or conflict caused by high food costs or food shortages due to crop failures.
2, Extreme weather or novel diseases causing economic collapse that means I lose my source of
income and subsequently can’t pay my mortgage or support my family.
1, Creating an awareness in the general population and acceptance of the severity of the global
environmental collapse that is happening NOW. It is not something that needs to be considered as a
side issue or something that can wait. The collapse is happening now and is accelerating. Reversing
the collapse must be at the fore front of every council decision made from now on. The general
public is powerless to make any meaningful changes without the support of local government.
2, Creating the legislation to make electric vehicles feasible for everyone in Cornwall. Charging is
very difficult for people who rent or don’t have private drive ways. Charging at work is feasible but I
don’t have any means to persuade my employer that they should allow me to charge at work.
Without this, only the very wealthy with their own private driveways will be able to make electric
vehicles feasible in their rural lives. I burn approximately 14kg of C02 per day traveling to work; I
don’t want this, but I don’t have any alternative. If the council can make suitable legislation, I and
many others will change to electric vehicles which can be powered by renewable source electricity. I
see building planning permission being given to housing developments on green sites and should be
protected; Swanvale, Penryn viaduct area. There are many brown sites that should be developed
before green sites. I took a walk under the Penryn viaduct with my daughter and saw mature trees,
the river, butterflies and more. Only to find a yellow planning notice for the construction of more
than 100 houses in that area. This is absolute madness and the exact opposite of what should be
happening in this climate emergency. I’m at a loss of what to do to stop the whole of Cornwall being
built on eventually.
Creating a local carbon / environmental damage tax that is levied on all activities across Cornwall.
Make
Hopefully it will make my boss think about the environment rather than solely profit. I’d like to have
the confidence that my daughter will not have a very grim life ahead of her. I’d also like policy to
bring my local community together
Thank you for declaring a climate emergency in Cornwall and beginning a response but more people
need to know about this consultation and planning process. I only found out about it at the last
minute via XR who are doing amazing work. I know many people who have very strong opinions
about climate policy but who have no idea this process is going on through lack of publicity. Please
make this process truly county wide. These issues need to be talked about very loudly in order to
reach everyone in the county. This is the most important issue of our human history and it needs to
be treated in that manner.

1.191 URN 307
1, The impact on ecosystems globally
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2, The human suffering globally
1, Self-reliance for energy production and consumption
2, Self-reliance for FOOD production and consumption
‘Agriculture and rural issues’ might be better entitled ‘Cornish food production, distribution and
security’
‘Walk to work’ developments

1.192 URN 308
1, That we are not reducing emissions
2, That we are not prepared for what is coming. As crops collapse worldwide, UK will need to be
more self-sufficient
1, carbon neutral
2, Be more self-sufficient as a county -food, energy
One thing we need to focus on is preparation for when we no longer get goods from overseas and
when weather gets worse -local supplies of food, community farms, energy companies.
Planning department needs to take into account energy and material eco costs during building not
just once built.

1.193 URN 309
I would just like to say that I would like to see drastic changes implemented asap with regards to
becoming carbon neutral. On the housing side of things, a change in perspective on planning laws
allowing people to live on their land with minimal impact in an eco-friendly nature does no harm and
should be supported and encouraged. People living in a non-traditional manner are often
overlooked but should really be supported in the choices they make.

1.194 URN 310
1, Mass Extinction of species
2, Existential Threat to Humanity
1, Reduce Carbon emissions in housing, transport and agriculture
2, Reinstate woodland and wildlife habitat
Creating woodland and wildlife habitat,
We must trust that Nature has the ability to heal itself if we consume less and allow more space for
natural habitat. Land must be set aside for nature to take its course. Less intensive agriculture,
Further Investment in wave and tidal energy systems, mass tree planting, Retro fitting insulation and
having much higher building standards around energy consumption in new housing, better public
transport and cycle lanes, encourage working from home. Discourage flying. Encourage veganism,
I hope that the policy and its stimulus will encourage innovation and a new direction for the local
economy, creating jobs in engineering, the marine sector, arboriculture, land management,
construction etc and be an innovative leader in this critical time. Drawing interest from the rest of
the country.
I believe it would boost tourism and as a builder of traditional wooden boats create a connection in
people’s minds between the importance of caring for natural resources and enjoying their end use.

1.195 URN 311
I wanted to email you quickly to voice my concerns about climate change. I feel Cornwall has a lot of
ground to make up in the area in terms of recycling use of dumps and the tourism industry
specifically. The amount of food waste I've seen go into bins is disgusting especially when over a
third of the world's food goes to waste. I also feel we need to endeavour to reuse more than recycle.
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All be it the recent corona virus has helped with climate we need to slip back into our old ways this is
a pivotal point for change and as always, we must act now.

1.196 URN 312
1, I believe that our carbon emissions, pollution and consumer lifestyles are the biggest concern that
we have and will face in our lifetimes. I am concerned for my children’s future and the future of all
living things on the planet, such is the immense impact that our current way of life is having upon
the planets resources and systems.
2, I am also concerned with the lack of infrastructure change to support people making the right
changes, fast enough. Our way of life needs to change, it is all of our responsibility to educate and
facilitate this happening in a manageable, supported and realistic way.
Low impact planning laws. There is a shortage of affordable housing in Cornwall. I believe that there
is a very strong case for new low impact development planning laws to enable people to build their
own dwellings in line with One Planet models. In all new planning applications there should be a
need to provide a carbon budget. A completely updated public transport and walk/cycle way
network policy. Support for local food networks that lower food miles and encourage local, seasonal
food production.
Grants/ funding and support for small scale, organic agriculture. I think it could have a very positive
impact. With the support and guidance of the planning authority behind new schemes and
developments; we could see real, effective change in the way homes, community spaces and
business are developed and maintained. Also, there is great need for better public transport links in
Cornwall, this would benefit the local community as well as meeting targets for carbon neutrality.

1.197 URN 313
1, Housing – Poorly built houses that are not energy efficient, poorly designed and built on
important green space instead of brown sites. Built for profit with no added benefit to local people
and destroying communities by stretching resources. Houses are being built for maximum profit with
no thought for the environment. They could have communal allotments, recycling centres, be made
of sustainable materials and energy efficient and for local housing needs. They could be part of the
community instead of being set apart as a concrete sprawl on the edge of towns.
2, Movements to address climate change are not being treated as an emergency. Councils are old
fashioned and want things to remain as they always were and are not forward thinking. Local people
feel excluded and as though their desires to care for the community are a nuisance and not realistic.
People have engaged with plans only to find that nothing has changed, and their comments are
disregarded so give up hope. I have gone to Council meetings but have not felt welcome and not
encouraged to speak. Creativity is suppressed, there are no notice boards as it is deemed messy, the
efforts of the Incredible Edible has faded as it did not conform to their idea of a tidy town. However,
Penryn had some identity through the scheme which brought people together and only enhanced
the town. The woods also are seen as a problem area instead of the most valuable asset that Penry
has.
1, Carbon neutrality. Cornwall could lead the way. Too much attention is placed on the image of
Cornwall as a tourist destination and not the real Cornwall as a unique creative natural environment.
2, A place that is good to live and be creative in. Not just a tourist and second home paradise. Why
do second homeowners not pay a greater council tax? They put a huge strain on recourses. New
houses are being built when many are empty for most of the year. Local people are being forced
away from areas as they become unaffordable due to influx of people who either live here part time
or all the time. These people live without even realising the poverty in Cornwall. You would argue we
can clean and cook for them, but local people are becoming exploited in these poorly paid jobs.
There is a great social divide in Cornwall that needs to be redressed.
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Wasteful second homes New build homes of poor quality and not local materials Wild areas needed
for habitat Safer cycling routes Investment in public transport Community schemes.
Every development should provide a carbon budget Priority for cycling and affordable public
transport
The current framework will not allow us to be carbon neutral by 2030 Greater urgency and more
radical actions If agriculture is included within the scope of the DPD, tourism and other sectors
should also be. We believe that the thematic areas should incorporate the marine environment,
access to land, food security, c) and d)) and health and wellbeing. Penryn is being impacted by large
housing schemes that are destroying the very thing that makes the area so special. There is no need
to build in College Valley which is a unique area of ancient woodland. There are plenty of areas
around the town that are plain fields with good roads, which also would not have such an impact on
the surrounding area. These new homes are not going to benefit local people but create more
homes for people to come into the area, to rent out or as second homes. The College Farm is a good
example of what not to do. Expanses of concrete, tiny gardens, trees illegally felled, and bat habitat
lost. No care or concern for the natural environment. The estate is already looking worn and
unattractive. The owner of the land has shown no regard for the wishes of the people and has just
thought of his own profit. The houses are not built of local materials and have plastic cladding. Fields
that have been crossed for generations are blocked off by concrete blocks and steel gates so when
he builds, he will not even have to allow for footpaths through his estate. Orchids have been
poisoned and the fields are devoid of life so as to not hinder his plans. This is short-sighted and
should not be allowed. So, when you ask what the impacts of new planning policy would be, I would
honestly say probably very little. I could not believe that this will affect the landowner, he’ll carry on
building his little boxes and getting richer. We’ve campaigned, held protests and marched through
Penryn. Nothing changed so all I can see is that new people will move in unaware of local history and
how beautiful Penry once was. They will see it as a dormitory town near to the more expensive
Falmouth, and probably won’t even walk in the woods. What more can we do? Whatever we do is
not counted. Even now the house building is continuing. There will be no wildness just a patch of
green with a tidy path between the houses. Could we get beyond the talking and paperwork and
actually take action to reduce the effects of climate change. We have a unique chance through the
effects of the virus to instigate change and not go back to the old ways.

1.198 URN 314
1, Impact on severe weather occurrences
2, Impact on food production
1, Improve housing stock energy efficiency
2, Encourage transport electrification
policies for building insulation, on-site solar energy generation and energy storage I hope the
impacts will be positive over time, reducing fuel bills and increasing economic security.

1.199 URN 315
1, that it isn’t being taken seriously enough
2, that changes are not being made to big industry as well as to the public
1, better built social housing
2, well planned agricultural policy
eco housing. Stop building badly built estates with short life spans. We need to invest in our future.
Better public transport.
sustainable social housing
Better recycling system
Good agricultural policy
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changes to agricultural policy needs to consider small farmers and not just be tailored to large land
owners. As a land owner I am keen to adopt conservation policies but need financial support to
adapt my land in this way.
I like the fact that Cornwall is considering the one planet directive. Everywhere you go there are
young people living ‘eco’ lifestyles out of caravans/sheds etc. To solve the housing crisis and
embrace movement to ‘get back to the land’ a new framework needs to be created to allow people
housing without forcing them into “densified” towns.

1.200 URN 317
I just want to write to urge Cornwall to lead the way in making the changes needed to curb climate
change. As a lifelong Cornish resident and Business owner, employed in the Tourist Industry, I feel
very strongly that we need to focus on education and using our ‘green’ credentials to promote
Cornwall... we need to aim to make Cornwall carbon neutral before 2030... we need immediate
change now.
The areas I think we should focus on and invest in to start with are: Reducing plastic rubbish by
banning single use plastics (Drinks bottles are especially worrying) and the sale of cheap foamy
surfboards which have horrendous consequences for our marine environment.
Better public transport links and accessibility which will bring more visitors, encourage visitors
already here to leave their cars behind and also reduce the amount of traffic on the road and
therefore pollution. EDUCATE all ages, residents and especially people visiting the area about reusing items and re-filling rather than recycling... I think Brits are good at recycling now, but we need
to go to the next stage and reduce the amount of recycling... Our beautiful county of Cornwall
should be the flagship of the nation and lead by example in making big changes fast. With so many
visitors coming each year we could be instrumental in educating thousands of people who could all
go home with a few good ideas about how to affect change... This might be naive, but I believe
small changes and education will lead to a big impact in the future. Many thanks for taking the time
to read my email.

1.201 URN 318
1, Climate change terrifies me in every way. As a parent of 3 young adults I feel unable to protect
them, sometimes I even think I shouldn’t have had them. They in their turn are all conflicted about
having their own children despite being at an age where this would naturally be the next step. The
most infuriating element of this nightmare situation is how it could be a vastly reduced risk, even at
this 11th hour, if everyone could only recognise the level of risk and act, and yet this so
many people seem unable or unwilling to do so. It is essential to drastically change our behaviours
and social/financial structures, and this needs to be given the highest priority over every policy and
decision made by every decision-making body. People need and want leadership and guidance and
COVID 19 has utterly proved that people can tolerate huge amounts of personal change when a risk
to their lives is presented. This is a risk to all of our lives. We require something akin to a benign,
environmentally prioritising dictatorship in order to push through the personal decisions required for
systemic change. When the general populace realise how real and terrible climate change is, and
what could have been done to alter the course of history, there will be no end to the fury aimed at
the policy makers of today. Be on the right side of history and make brave decisions that show
Cornwall to be leaders in the field. Short term power gain and popularity will seem like laughable
considerations in the future.
1, Actually achieve carbon neutrality by 2030
Absolute priority given to non-carbon producing travel in the county. No new road building and
radical improvements to public transport, pedestrians and cycle routes
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Reversing the decision about approval of the space station build Our ambition is to create planning
policies that help Cornwall’s aim to achieve carbon neutrality by 2030. What policies do you think
would be most effective against climate change?
Every applicant should produce a carbon budget Use of One Planet model for planning purposes
The potential social benefits of better town planning and travel infrastructures with pedestrians and
cycles prioritised would vastly improve quality of life for all Cornwall residents and visitors.
I only came across this consultation exercise accidentally through social media. It should have been
sent to every household in the county with the same requirement to complete as is used for voter
registration. This process does not reflect the urgency of the situation. If you are in a position of
leadership in this area your responsibilities are considerable and grave. There is little room for error
and no room for fake solutions like carbon-offsetting that merely allow improper action and soothe
consumers.

1.202 URN 319
Less tree planting and more trees in hedgerows. Ban the use of herbicides in the county particularly
Monsanto’s glyphosate. Emphasis on soil health in the county; you can’t keep taking nutrients out
without putting something back preferably in an environmentally friendly form. Encourage the new
ways of farming that respect biodiversity.

1.203 URN 320
I’ve read the document online and have some comments. We do need sustainable tourism and more
support for non-plastic take away perhaps through council tax. Visits to National Trust property and
beaches nearly all rely on private cars making small lanes nearby dangerous and adding to air quality
problems in local towns and villages.
The use of any chemical weed killer on council land should end immediately. A public education
campaign to raise the issue of the need for wild flowers and trees will be needed to help residents
understand the reasons behind this. Agriculture black plastic and plastic fleece is a growing problem
and the solution seems to be to burn it in our area. Which is very harmful to humans and Wildlife?
All new housing should be carbon neutral and with access to good public transport.
I look forward to seeing the results of this consultation.

1.204 URN 321
I fully support the need for drastic and urgent change now. Climate change impacts the whole of life.
So, it is urgent, and it is drastic.

1.205 URN 322
1 Sea level rise – coastal erosion and its effects. The difficulty in protecting our coastal heritage e.g.
historic harbours and settlements.
2 More extreme weather conditions causing floods or droughts and our ability to cope with this.
1, To produce as much energy as we use
2, To be resolute in demanding that all new housing should be energy efficient.
Improve sustainable transport.
Within the area of Transport there is nothing specific relating to SCHOOL journeys. There is a marked
increase in car traffic at school drop-offs and at school pick up times. As part of the Feock
Neighbourhood plan research it was noted that at Devoran school, c 200 pupils, an average of 80
cars came in to the village at drop off and pick up times. (2018). Could schools be persuaded to use
more sustainable transport methods? – e.g. school buses, shared journeys, walking buses, cycle
lanes. Could every school have a cycle/pedestrian lane provided to it? CYCLING – we would like to
see a cycle way developed between Truro and Falmouth. More ‘quiet lanes’ to enable walking and
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cycling in preference to cars. In Feock parish, it has been noted by residents that the old Tram Road
from Devoran to Point has been an exemplary exercise route for local cyclists and walkers free from
the vehicle ‘rat run’ it had become. Delivery vehicles are now the irritation along this route.

1.206 URN 323
I would like to see re-wilding happening everywhere possible, money for community growing
schemes which could support unemployed people / tackle social isolation and also improve food
security. Retrofitting of houses, green energy, greener transport systems, bike lanes, electric
charging points. I would like to see incentives for green builds. My partner and I have recently
completely retrofitted an ex local authority 1950 s semidetached house in Constantine Cornwall to
almost passiv haus standard and not received a penny from the government as an incentive! We also
have had to pay vat as it is not a new build. What incentive is there for people unless they deeply
care?
Strong leadership is essential, and I hope Cornwall council will provide this. I work in the NHS and I
would also like to see greener healthcare provision that is equitable.
Thank you for reading this and all you are doing.

1.207 URN 324
Suggested amendments / considerations: Planning - Manage the pace of development. Target is
52500 by 2030 new homes, half built so 10 yrs. and 26250 left to build - 2625 roughly per year. Huge
developments are all being built in multiple towns all at once.
Why is managing the pace of development important for climate change? If it outstrips growth/
improvement in public transport, or general Road infraction / traffic control, it means many many
more cars, longer journeys, waiting idle in traffic - more transport emissions & more particulates
decreasing air quality. Get a grip on this issue please.
Scenario 2 seems reasonable. Requirements for large developments >50 properties in a town, >14
properties in a village (fitting within section 106 or something):
- Planting 5-10 trees per property to offset emissions of construction & boost biodiversity. These
could be hedgerows not fences/ walls or within gardens / landscaping of common areas.
- Require 20% of properties in large developments to have energy saving construction such as air
source heat pumps, biomass boilers, solar panels for electric or water, grey water usage (rain or
drainage water to flush toilets) - Require all large developments to be with 10 minutes’ walk of a
shop or bus stop (~1/2- 3/4 mile - route, not 'as the crow flies distance). This reduces short driving
trips, promotes sustainable travel & supports elderly / those with disabilities for the future.
- Require large developments to have community electric car charging points, and to also contribute
funds towards wider coverage (to account for increase in population & cars).
- Impose levy on large developments via section 106/ similar to contribute towards sustainable
travel - bus / coach / train services. - Ensure new properties (all) have adequate storage for recycling
indoors storage & have signage that encourages recycling (engaging community signage in
communal refuse areas of developments). - Require large developments / establish Cornish
production focus for production & use of alternative cement - reduces cement construction
emissions. Potential sources from old glass, China clay waste, incinerator ash,
etc.https://www.drawdown.org/solutions/alternative-cement
Transport - use levy on large developers to improve facilities & encourage more trains / usage of
branch lines & buses. - Have single ticketing - like plus bus but as a card or digital top up e.g. cheaper
bulk digital tickets that don't expire quickly. It's currently half First, half Cc 2Go & tickets aren't
interchangeable. - Phase out funding Newquay airport over 3-5 yrs. Small regional airports & airlines
are proving to be unsustainable financially & environmentally. No one should pop to London for a
day by plane in this digital age. MPs and top business players may not like it but the ££££ & CO2
sums just don't add up to a healthy balance. Instead work with neighbouring councils to facilitate
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better coach and train links to Exeter and Bristol airport - allowing holidays & travel to Scotland in a
reasonable time. Taper out funding with communication of new links. If a private business wants to
take it on, fine but it's a public funded service that benefits the more well off.
- Community on the go recycling - we've all heard it doesn't work gets too contaminated etc. Start
using colour coded bins in school (e.g. black rubbish / same colour bins as home recycling bags).
Have triple section public bins with same colours / images at big beaches, parks, on streets.
Eventually as people grow up with it they get use to colour / type separation of rubbish.
Agriculture - Encourage / incentivise Cornish dairy farmers to engage in research supplementing
cattle feed with red algae to reduce emissions and incentivise Cornish branding for fruit / veg in local
supermarkets & shops to help with reducing food transport miles. Climate Drawdown is useful filter by 'Scenario 2' decreasing which ranks areas that can have greatest impact for CO2 emissions.
https://www.drawdown.org/solutions/table-of-solutions

1.208 URN 325
1, The effect of global warming on our environment leading to species loss
2, Rising sea levels
1, Decarbonise the economy as far as possible- renewable energy sources.
2, Encourage recycle, reuse. Building supportive communities
Renewable energy sources. Effective public transport. Sustainable housing
Enhanced quality of life for future generations.

1.209 URN 326
1, Quality of life for humans , animals and organic matter
2, Increase in war, famine and mass migration
1, Sustainable planning policy that includes housing and transport infrastructure
2, Alternative Green industrial revolution
Sustainable co housing where resources can be shared
Education so people do not have to be instructed but are proactive in engaging with developing
solutions and adopting alternative approaches to earning an income, living and spending.
Support alternative community housing and shared transport pools
Prevent unsustainable housing estates being built

1.210 URN 327
1, Our capacity to respond positively to the need for substantial change. People do not like change
and it needs to be brought home to them that change cannot be stopped and we have a choice: to
try to shape it for the best or to cross fingers and hope.
2, We need to talk about change rather than growth and change has to be related to capacity e.g.
our capacity to grow the food we need, to have all the material expectations that many have come
to expect etc
1, The skills to communicate with the public and to reach out and engage them. This requires real
experts not just newcomers on the block who have some ideas. Experience takes time and groups
such as Dialogue Matters and Place in Bristol have a depth and range of consensus building skills.
Communication has to be grounded in facts and what can be realistically achieved.
2, A real understanding of what assets and capacity Cornwall has in a detailed area by area way.?
I feel strongly that it should be possible for people to find sites where they can live in simple
sustainable ways. They are an example to others, what is most important is to actually use the
policies that are introduced in a way that has public support. I have been very disappointed by
recent planning decisions where I believe a more sustainable decision should have been reached and
the arguments presented in support.
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1.211 URN 328
I am writing as a Cornwall resident (from Hayle), to add my voice to others who have completed a
document around climate change plans by the council. I want to state that I am so very worried
about the acceleration of climate change, and fear that the Govt and local authorities will not take
drastic enough steps quickly enough, especially now that Covid-19 is taking up the focus and
energies.
If significant action is not taken, and soon, our species and all the other species on our planet will
have no choice but to suffer the consequences, leading all to slowly die out. This is fact. This is
about climate science; experts are warning, us but those in power are not listening. The national
(and indeed global) response to the current health pandemic has proven that significant, rapid and
drastic action IS possible. This now needs to be applied to halt the devastating effects of climate
change. Why save us from the effects of Coronavirus but not from the effects of ocean acidification,
flooding, food shortages leading to civil unrest and all the other devastation we know will come with
climate change. We have scientific proof that we don't have long to slow down the effects of
climate change; it is more than a travesty to miss this opportunity, it is life or death. Please council
members, we want to be able to trust you to give our stunning county, country and indeed our
planet the love it deserves to keep it healthy and habitable.

1.212 URN 329
I agree with the points raised in Extinction Rebellions response. I Also strongly feel that recognising
the number of people living in low impact housing here in Cornwall (yurts, boats, vans, cabins, etc)
should be an integral part of any plan moving forward. It should be made easier for residents to
choose to live this way and there should be more provisions to support this. This could include
relaxing planning applications for these types of dwellings. There should also be a recognition of the
natural capital here in Cornwall and a push for nature-based health interventions to be a
mainstream option for all.
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